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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Palisades Nuclear Power Plant 
NRC Examination Report 50-255/99301 (OL) 

This report includes the results and findings' of a Nuclear Regulatory Commission administered 
operator licensing examination given to three Reactor Operator (RO) license applicants and 
four Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) license applicants during the weeks of June 7, 1999 and 
June 14, 1999. The report covers an 8-week period involving the review, validation, and 
administration of seven examinations. In addition, the report includes the results of a procedure 
review and concurrent Operations Department inspection conducted by regional examiners. 
The licensing process used the guidelines contained in NU REG 1021, "Operator Licensing 
Examination Standards for Power Reactors," Interim Revision 8, dated January 1997. 
Examiners used the guidance provided in inspection procedure 71707, "Plant Operations," for 
the operations inspection. 

Results 

One RO and two SRO applicants passed all portions of their examinations and were issued 
· · appropriate operating licenses. Two RO and two SRO applicants failed one or more portions of 

their examinations and were denied operating licenses. 

Operations: 

• Plant procedures were generally adequate. A lack of clear procedural guidance in two · 
instances contributed to the inability of some applicants to perform operator activities in 
a correct manner during the operating test. (Section 03.1) · · 

• With the exception of a high number of memory level Category B job performance 
measure questions, a small percentage of written examination questions with 
psychometric flaws, and the difficulty level of the written examination, the examination 

. submitted by the licensee met NU REG 1021 guidance. (Sections 05.1 and 05.2) 

• The licensee's initial training process was not successful in producing fully competent 
operators. Reactor operator and SRO applicants failed to consistently observe or verify 
system response during normal and abnormal evolutions or to perform operator actions 

· in accordance with instructions .contained in approved operating procedures. The . 
_ ------·---~· ~RRlica!'}ts al~o failed to demonstrate a proper understanding of the relationship between 

the rate of change in power ancf the .. rate of reactivity change Lisihg chemical dilution. - --
. Some SRO applicants failed to accurately determine the minimum protective action 
requirements for an emergency implementation plan. The licensee's root cause 
investigation of the high number of written examination failures indicated that the 

·applicants had not been adequately prepared for higher cognitive level questions.on the 
examination, and that weaknesses existed in the examination validation and. 

- _, ____ -management oversight processes. These weaknesses contributed to difficulities with 
test item development and resolution. The root cause analysis and proposed corrective 
action plan were comprehensive. (Section 05.3) 
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Report Details 

I. Operations 

03 Operations Procedures and Documentation 

03.1 General Comments 

a. ·Scope (Inspection Procedure (IP) 71707) 

During the validation and administration phases for the licensing examination, the 
examination team reviewed related admin.istrative and operating procedures for 
consistency with regulatory requirements. See page 13 for a partial list of procedures 
reviewed. 

b. Observations and Findings 

The plant procedures reviewed by the examination team were generally adequate. The 
following discrepancies were noted: 

(1) The response to alarm annunciator No. 13, "Primary Coolant Pump (PCP) 
Vibration Alert," required an operator to confirm increased PCP vibration by 
observing both the vertical and the horizontal probes. In addition, if the reactor 
was critical and imminent PCP failure was corroborated by "other indications," 
the operator was directed to trip the reactor. No references were provided to 
define "other indications." During the dynamic scenario test, one crew of license 
applicants assumed an imminent PCP failure existed based solely on an 
increasing vibration reading and immediately tripped the reactor. 

(2) Step 7 .2 of procedure SOP-3 contained guidance for starting a low pressure 
safety injection (LPSI) pump with certain limitations. Step 7.3.1 contained 
direction to equalize boron concentration between the shutdown cooling system 
and the safety injection and refueling water tank; however, the limitations cited in 
Step 7 .2 were not referenced in this step. Some of the applicants failed to verify 
proper discharge flow following the start of the LPSI pump. 

(3) Step 7 .3.1 (f) of procedure SOP-3 required an operator to start either one or both 
of the LPSI pumps. However, Step 7.3.1(i.2) directed the operator to stop both . 

. LPSI pumps. This discrepancy in the number of pumps assumed to be 
operating was of minor significance. 

Step 4.1.3 of procedure SOP-16 required both component cooling water (CCW) 
heat exchangers be in service and operable at all times when primary coolant 
system (PCS) temperature was greater than 300°F. Step 7.3.1, "General 
Requirements," contained a table that required a minimum CCW pump 
discharge pressure to be maintained when operating one or more CCW pumps 
with one or two CCW heat exchangers in service. However, Step 7.3.2 directed 
the start of the first pump only after ensuring the system was fillec;t and vented 
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per Section 7.1, but did not require the verification that a CCW heat exchanger 
was in service. No related performance deficiencies were noted. 

c. Conclusions 

The plant procedures reviewed by the examination team were generally adequate. A 
lack of clear procedural guidance in two instances contributed to the inability of some 
applicants to perform operator activities in a correct manner during the operating test. 

04 Operator Knowledge and Performance 

· 04.1 . General Comments 

a. Scope (71707) 

The examination team used the guidance provided in IP 71707 while observing 
operators in the control. room during routine plant operations, during administration of 
the operating test, and during validation of the operating test. 

b. Observations and Findings 

The licensed operators demonstrated appropriate awareness of plant conditions and 
effectively communicated all deviations from the expected performance.standard to 

· plant supervision. 

The licensee's staff that validated the operating test demonstrated an appropriate. 
understanding of plant performance criteria. 

c. Conclusions 

Licensed operators observed in the control room by the examiners performed 
appropriately. 

05 Operator Training and Qualification 

05. 1 Pre-Examination Review and Validation 

-----a.< ___ scope___ _. 

The examination team developed the operating test and written examination using 
guidelines contained in NUREG 1021, "Operator Licensing Examination Standards for 
Power Reactors," Interim Revision 8, January 1997. 

b. Observations and Findings 

The licensee staff developed the examination outline and test material in accordance 
with the pre-arranged schedule. The outline contained all required elements of an NRC 
operator licensing examination. 

I 
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- .. 

The examination submittal was received by the NRC examiners in accordance with the 
pre-arranged schedule. While reviewing the licensee's examination submittal, the 
examiners identified that a high number (60%) of the Category B JPM questions were 

· simple memory level questions. These questions did not meet the guidelines contained 
in NU REG 1021, Appendix C, Part 6,' and ES-301, Form 3, which indicated that the 
majority of the questions should be open reference questions. The number of 
necessary changes to the examination due to this problem was high when compared to 
other licensee developed examinations. The examiners also identified that 
approximately 5% of the questions on the written examination contained psychometric 
flaws such as low operational validity or low discriminatory validity. These questions did 
not meet the guidelines contained in NUREG 1021, ES-401, Section D.2.b, which 
indicated that these questions are not allowed. 

The examiners also suggested several enhancements to the examination which the 
licensee decided to incorporate. These enhancements included: 

(1) Changes to clarify Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) specific job requirements on 
the Category A test and to clarify JPM expectations on the Category B test, 
including clarification of critical step expectations, operator actions, and task 
standards as appropriate, · 

(2) Changes to the Category C test items to clarify operator expectations during 
dynamic events, 

(3) ·Changes to clarify written questions' stems and/or distractors. 

The licensee's staff provided appropriate administrative and technical support to 
incorporate the changes in a timely manner. 

An additional concern regarding the level of written examination difficulty is discussed in . 
Section 05.2. 

c. Conclusions 

With the exception of a high number of memory level Category B JPM questions, a 
small percentage of written examination questions with psychometric flaws, and a 
concern discussed in Section 5.2, the examination submitted by the licensee met 

------- - --NUREG-1021 guidance.·- . 

05.2 Examination Administration 

a. Scope 

The examination team administered o'!:lerating tests to all seven license applicants. The 
examination team used the licensee's simulation facility to administer a significant 
portion of the operating test. The licensee administered an NRC approved written 
examination following completion of the operating test. · 
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b. Observations and Findings 

Operating Test: 

The licensee's staff provided the necessary support to ensure applicants were available 
for examination in a timely manner during each portion of the operating test while 
maintaining an appropriate level of physical security. This prevented a repeat of an 
examination compromise concern identified during a previous NRC examination. 
License applicants were sequestered throughout the examination process to prevent 
any examination compromise. 

The licensee's simulation facility consistently provided realistic responses to each_ 
dynamic event. However, in a few instances, initial simulator conditions prescribed in 
the shift turnover were inconsistent with the as-found condition. The examination team 
attributed these inconsistencies to simulator operator oversight during initial setup prior · 
to commencement of the test item. None of the inconsistencies had an adverse impact 
ori the administration process or the applicants' performance. 

Written Examination: 

A licensee staff member proctored the examination process, and recorded comments 
and questions from each applicant in accordance with NUREG 1021 guidance. A 
majority of the applicants required the full four hours to complete the examination and 
had minimal to no time to review any given answer. Section D.2.c. of ES-402 stated; in 
part, that the level of difficulty will enable an applicant to complete and review the 
examination within a four hour period and achieve a grade of 80 percent or greater. 
Following an internal root cause analysis investigation, the licensee acknowledged a 
weakness in their examination validation process which contributed to the applicants' 
poor performance (See Section 05.3). 

c. Conclusions -

The training staff complied with the guidelines contained in NUREG· 1021 during the 
administration of the. operating test and written examination. 

05.3 Post-Examination Grading and Comments 

- --- a; -- -Scope-- --

The examination team used appropriate guidance in NUREG 1021, Sections ES-303 
and ES-403, during the grading of the operating test and the written examination. 

b. Observations and Findings 

· ---Three of the seven license applicants passed all portions of the operating test and the 
written examination. Of the remaining four applicants, three individuals failed one or 
more portions of the operating test and three individuals failed the written examination. 

-The examination team documented individual performances on NU REG 1021, Form ES-: 
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303-4. The following generic deficiencies are provided as feedback for inclusion into the 
licensee's Systematic Approach to Training process: 

Operating Test: / 

• Both RO and SRO applicants failed to consistently observe or verify system 
· response during normal and abnormal evolutions. For example, an applicant 
failed to perform the verification of system flow following a start of the first pump. 
for a system alignment. 

• The SRO applicants failed to consistently perform operator actions in 
accordance with instructions contained in approved operating procedure,s. For 
example, an applicant failed to stop the running safety injection pumps following 
completion of a task as prescribed in procedure. 

• Both RO and SRO applicants failed to demonstrate a proper understanding of 
the relationship between the rate of change in power and the rate of reactivity 
change using chemical dilution for an End-of-Life core with minimal boron 
concentration in the primary coolant. Two operating crews attempted to raise 
reactor power by adding small amounts of pure water which unnecessarily 
prolonged the time to reach the projected power level. Neither crew would have 
been able to reach the required power level within the time period directed and 
the crew did not convey that information to the operations management. 

• Some SRO applicants failed to accurately determine the minimum protective 
action requirement~, for an emergency implementation plan. 

Written Examination: 

The examination team identified a number of generic knowledge deficiencies based 
upon poor applicant performance on the written examination. There were nineteen 
questions that were answered incorrectly by more than 50% of the applicants. Th~se. 
questions were considered generic knowledge deficiencies. 

Question 
No. 3 
RO/SRO 

Question 
No. 9 
SRO 

Question 
No.18 
RO 

Question No. 
22 RO/SRO 

Ability to manually operate and monitor the reset of Engineering 
. safeguards function actuation system channels in the control 
room. 

Interrelations between the reactor trip recovery and the 
components of control and safety systems including automatic 
features. 

Operational implications or potential consequences to 
uncovering the core following an event. 

Ability to predict the impact on the CCW system following the 
loss of a CCW pump. · 
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Question 
No.28 
RO 

Question 
No. 29 
SRO 

Question 
No. 30/89 
RO/SRO 

Question 
No. 50 
RO 

Question 
No. 52 
RO/SRO 

Question 
·No. 59 
SRO 

Question 
No. 60 
RO 

Question 
No.68 
SRO 

Question 
No. 69 
RO 

Question 
·-- - - --- No. 79. 

RO 

Question 
No. 84 
RO/SRO 

Question 
No. 86 
RO/SRO 

Reasons for the manipulation of controls required to obtain 
natural circulation conditions during an emergency situation. 

Ability to apply technical specifications for shutdown cooling 
operations. 

Ability to determine the availability of the turbine bypass valves 
for cooldown during an inadequate core cooling event. 

Reasons for the guidance contained in EOP for a loss of 
intermediate range instrumentation. 

Residual heat removal (RHR) system design features which 
provide for the control of RHR heat exchanger.outlet flow. 

i 
Reasons for the responses in the EOP associated with a 
functional recovery action. 

Ability to predict an inadvertent actuation associated with the fire 
protection system due to a circuit failure or welding. 

Reasons for the responses in the EOP associated with natural 
circulation operation. 

Ability to track limiting conditions for operations. 

Ability to monitor automatic operations during auxiliary 
feedwater system startup i_ncluding flows. 

Effect that a loss or malfunction of a radiation monitor will have 
on the liquid radwaste system. 

Effect that a loss or malfunction of the trip setpoint calculators 
will have on the reactor protection system. 
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Question 
No. 90 
RO 

Question 
No. 95 
RO/SRO 

Question 
No. 99 
RO 

Facility's As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) program 
requirements. 

Facility's refueling administrative requirements. 

Electrical bus power supplies to the engineered safety features 
actuation system/safeguards equipment control. 

The licensee submitted post-examination written comments for NRC resolution on 
June 23, 1999. Those comments and corresponding resolutions are documented in 
Enclosure 3, "Written Examination Comments and NRC Resolution." 

On July 23, 1999, the license completed a root cause investigation into the high written_ 
examination failure rate. The licensee determined that the applicants had not been 
adequately prepared for the higher cognitive level questions on this examination. 
Contributing causes w~re: (1) deficiencies in tt:ie licensee's examination question 
bank; (2) deficiencies in the certification and other examinations administered to the 
applicants prior to the NRC exam; and (3) poor communications between licensee 
training department management and operations department management during 
examination development and validation despite indications of a potential problem. 
The licensee developed planned corrective actions to address these concerns. The 
examination team considered the root cause analysis and planned corrective actions 
to be thorough and appropriate. On August 19, 1999, the NRC informe~ the licensee 
of the examination results, including the failures on the operating examination. The 
licensee indicated that they would conduct a root cause· investigation for the operating 
test failures. 

c. Conclusions 

The licensee's initial training process was not successful in producing fully competent 
operators. Reactor operator and SRO applicants failed to consistently observe or 
verify system response during normal and abnormal evolutions or to perform operator 
actions in accordance with instructions contained in approved operating procedures. 
The applicants also failed to demonstrate a proper understanding of the relationship 
between the rate of change in power and the rate of reactivity change using chemical 
dilution. Some SRO applicants failed to accurately determine the minimum protective 
action requirements for an emergency implementation plan. The licensee's root cause 
investigation of the high number of written examination faiiures indicated that the . 
applicants had not been adequately prepared for higher cognitive level questions on 

_ . ___ the examination, and that weaknesses existed in the examination validation and 
management oversight processes. These weaknesses contributed to difficulties with 
test item development and resolution. The root cause analysis and proposed 
corrective action plan were comprehensive. (Section 05.3) 
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05.4 Simulator Fidelity Report 

The examination team did not identify any simulator modeling deficiencies during the 
testing process. This item is documented in Enclosure 2, Simulation Facility Report.· 

08 Miscellaneous Operations Issues 

08.1 (Closed) Violation (VIO 50-255/98004-01 (DRS}): Failure to provide a comprehensive· 
examination during the annual licensed operator requalification performance 
evaluation. The Category B written examination questions exhibited a low level of 
difficulty and contained prohibited questions such as direct look-up or memory 
knowledge level on an open-reference examination. The licensee performed a bench 
marking trip to comparable facilities to compare industry practices with the current 
training process at Palisades Nuclear Power Plant. The self assessment resulted in 
the development of an operations test development procedure, the use of independent 
contractor assistance to develop high quality examination material, and increased 
communications with NRC regional examiners on examination development. The 
licensee's corrective actions were appropriate. 

V. Management Meetings 

X1 Exit Meeting Summary 

The Chief.Examiner presented the examination team's preliminary observations and findings 
to members of the licensee's management during an exit meeting on June 23, 1999. The 
licensee acknowledged the findings as presented. During a telephone conference call with 
licensee management on August 19, 1999, the NRC Region Ill Operations Branch Chief and 
the assigned Chief Examiner discussed the final examination results, the licensee's root cause 
analysis for the examination failures, and the licensee's planned corrective actions. 

No proprietary information was identified during the examination and at the exit meeting: 
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PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED 

Licensee 

Paul Adams, Operations Auxiliary Operator 
Gerald Bass, Operations Manager 
Ernest Chatfield, Training Manager 
Bruce Dusterhoft, Operations Section Training Coordinator 
Steven Ellis, Human Resources Director 
John Evans Ill, Initial License Training Supervisor 
Ronald Frigo, Operations Training Section Supervisor 
Nathan Haskell, Licensing Director 
Darrell Hensley, Operations Training Section Instructor 
Daniel Malone, Licensing Section Representative 

· David Rogers, General Manager Plant Operations 
Thomas Steffler, Operations Shift Supervisor 
Gregory Szczotka, Manager NPAD 

Jay Lennartz, Senior Resident Inspector 

Opened. 

None 

Closed 

1998004. 

Discussed .. 

None 

VIO 

ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED 

Annual Licensed Operator Requalification Open Reference 
Examinations were not comprehensive 
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AP-
A RP 
ccw 
El 
EOP 
ES 
IP 
JPM 
LPSI 
NRC 
ONP 
PCP 
PCS 
RHR 
RO 
SOP 
SRO 

LIST OF ACRONYMS USED 

Administrative Procedure 
Alarm and Response Procedure 
Component Cooling Water 
Emergency Implementing Procedure 
Emergency Operating Procedure 
Examiner Standards 
Inspection Procedure 
Job Performance Measure 
Low Pressure Safety Injection 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Off Normal Procedure 
Primary Coolant Pump 
Primary Coolant System 
Residual Heat Removal 
Reactor Operator 
System Operating Proeedure 
Senior Reactor Operator 

----- ----- --
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• .. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

PARTIAL LIST OF PROCEDURES REVIEWED 

Administrative Procedure (AP)-4.00, "Operations Organization, Responsibilities 
and Conduct," Revision 22; 
AP-10.53, "Use and Adherence of Procedures and Other Forms of Written · 
Instructions," Revision 8; 
Alarm and Response Procedure (ARP)-5, "Primary Coolant Pump, Steam 
Generator, and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12)," Revision 56; 
Emergency Implementing Procedure (El)-3, "Communications and 
Notifications," Revision 18; 
Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP)-1.0, "Standard Post Trip Actions," 
Revision 9; 
EOP-5.0, "Steam Generator Tube Rupture," Revision 11; 
EOP-8.0, "Loss of Off Site Power/Loss of Forced Circulation," Revision 11; 
Off Normal Procedure (ONP)-6.1, "Loss of Service Water," Revision 1 O; 
ONP-18, "Pressurizer Pressure Control Malfunctions," Revision 15; 
System Operating Procedure (SOP)-1, "Primary Coolant System," Revision 43; 
SOP-3, "Safety Injection and Shutdown Cooling System," Revision 35; 
SOP-6, "Reactor Control System," Revision 18; 
SOP-8, "Main Turbine and Generating Systems," Revision 46; and 
SOP-16, "Component Cooling Water System," Revision 21 
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Enclosure 2 

SIMULATION FACILITY REPORT 

Facility Licensee: Palisades Nuclear Power Plant 

Facility Licensee Docket No: 50-255 

Operating Tests Administered: June 7 - 11, 1999 

The following comments document observations made by the NRC examination team during 
the initial license operating examination. These observations do not constitute an audit or 
inspection findings and are not, without further verification and review, indicative of non
compliance with 10 CFR 55.45(b). These observations do not affect NRC certification or 
approval of the simulation facility other than to provide information which may be used in 
future evaluations. No licensee action is required in response to these observations. 

During the conduct of the simulator portion of the operating tests, the following items were 
observed: 

II ITEM DESCRIPTION 

1 None 

II 



Enclosure 3 

WRITTEN QUESTION COMMENTS AND NRC RESPONSE 

Question: 15 RO/SRO 

Given the following conditions: 
The plant is operating at 30% power. 
Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) 1-1 is being operated in PARALLEL mode for a 
surveillance test. 
A loss of all offsite power occurs. 

Assuming EDG 1-1 remains running, which of the following describes the expected response 
of the LEFT channel equipment to this event? 

a. The previously running equipment will remain running. Non-running equipment. 
·will be sequenced ON. 

b. The previously running equipment will remain running. Non-:running equipment 
will remain OFF. 

c. The previously running equipment will trip and then be sequenced ON with the 
ottier non-running equipment. 

d. The previously running equipment will trip and NO equipment will be 
sequenced ON. 

Answer: B 

Licensee's Comments: 

This question tests the candidate's ability to predict the response of Left channel safety 
equipment when Emergency Diesel Generator (EOG 1-1) is in parallel mode and a 
subsequent loss of off-site power occurs. All 6 of 7 candidates chose "C". Review of the 
question indicated that there was NO CORRECT ANSWER, as follows: 

With a loss of all offsite power, the reactor will trip due to a Loss of Load turbine trip . 
. Following a turbine trip, the 386C coastdown relay actuates the 38311 A relay. The 38311 A 
relay trips the Emergency Diesel Generator 1-1 output breaker and following load shed, the 

- --EDGA-1 load sequencer will load Bus 1 C per_ the sequencer program. See attach~d sheet 
E-17, .sh. 9 which supports this. 

Choice "C" is only partially correct in that "the previously running equipment will be tripped 
and then be sequenced ON ... " However, choice "C" is incorrect because all of the previously 

· running equipment does NOT sequence back on (such as the Dilution Water Pump P-40A). 
Additionally, choice "C" says " ... with the other non-running equipment." This could be 
interpreted that ALL loads on Bus 1 C would be sequenced on. This is not true, since you 
would not expect HPSI, LPSI pumps (as only one example) to be started by the normal 
shutdown sequencer. 



Enclosure 3 

WRITTEN QUESTION COMMENTS AND NRC RESPONSE 

Proposed Resolution: Since there is no correct answer, the question should be deleted from 
the exam. 

NRC Resolution: 

The comment was accepted and the question was deleted from the examination. The 
answer key was revised to indicate the question had been deleted. 

Question: 18 RO 

A SGTR [steam generator tube rupture] has occurred concurrently with a loss of offsite 
power. The crew is attempting to depressurize the PCS to establish conditions for placing -

/ 

Shutdown Cooling in service. 

While using Auxiliary Spray to depressurize, the following conditions are noted: 
PCS temperature is stable at 474°F. 
All pressurizer heaters are OFF. 
Pressurizer pressure has stabilized at 880 psia. 
Pressurizer level is 45% and rapidly rising. 
Subcooling indi~tes approximately 55°F. 

Which of the following actions should be taken? 

a. Commence steaming the non-ruptured SG. 
b. Raise auxiliary spray flow to the pressurizer. 
c. Open an additional letdown orifice. 
d. Energize available pressurizer heaters. 

Answer: D 

Licensee's Comments: 

The intent of this question was to test candidate understanding of indications for, and actions 
-·--to take for reactor head voiding:-However, the question is flawed as follows: -

The rate of Pressurizer level rise is described as "rapidly". Since a Steam Generator Tube 
Rupture is in progress and the candidate is not given the status of the Safety Injection 
equipment, it can be assumed that FULL HPSI and charging flow exists (PCS is at 880 psia). 

__ ___Ihisi~_eg!!ivalent to 700 gpm (injection flow), PLUS 133 gpm (charging flow). The effect of 
this total flow (minus a reasonable assumption of losing inventory through the tube rupture) 
would be a rise in Pressurizer level of approximately 6-8% per minute. All RO candidates 
chose "A" which is NOT incorrect for these given conditions. 

Also, the stem of the question lists PCS subcooling at 55 degrees, with PCS temperatures as 
stable. It is not credible for PCS voiding to exist under these conditions. 



Enclosure 3 

WRITTEN QUESTION COMMENTS AND NRC RESPONSE 

Proposed Resolution: The answer key is incorrect and should be changed to "A" as the 
correct answer. 

NRC Resolution: 

The facility's comments were not accepted. While it is not credible for PCS voiding to exist 
with subcooling at 55 degrees, operator actions contained in emergency procedure EOP-8.0 
do not support the commencement of steaming from the non-ruptured steam generator. 
Prior to the PCS cooldown discussed in Step 32, an operator is required to evaluate the 
Safety Injection throttling criteria (Step 14). Since subcooling was greater than 25°F and 
pressurizer level was greater than 20%, the SI throttling criteria had been met and the 
operator is directed to control pressurizer level with charging and letdown, while maintaining 
PCS pressure with heaters and spray flow. The assumption that full HPSI and charging flow 
existed is not credible. At Step 36 which is a continuous action step, the operator is directed 
to monitor for formation of PCS voiding as indicated by any of the following: PZR level rising 
significantly faster than trend expected from Auxiliary.Spray flow. Emergency Procedure 
EOP Supplement 26 for PCS Void Removal directs the operator to raise and lower PCS · 
pressure during a steam generator tube rupture event using PZR heaters and spray. With no 
additional references provided, the NRC examiner concluded that the only plausible answer 
for the plant conditions was for the operator to energize PZR heaters. The answer key was 
not modified. · 

Question: 19 SRO 

A design basis steam line break inside Containment has occurred. Conditions are as follows: 
A concurrent loss of offsite power has also occurred 
EOG 1-1 has failed to start. 
The post-event power level peaks at approximately 12%. 

~ore power is prevented from rising any further primarily due to the ... 

a. PCS heating up. 
b. fuel heating up. 
c. . . boron injection from the.HPSI Pumps. 
d. boron injection from the Safety Injection Tanks. 

Answer: A 

Licensee's Comments: 

This question tests candidate's knowledge of the primary contributor to preventing a rise in 
reactor power following a design basis steam line break inside Containment during a loss of 
offsite power, with only right channel power available. · 

The question was developed using the Steam Line Rupture Incident analysis. from the FSAR 
Section 14.14, Revision 20, that was presented at the time of training on this event. This 

, I 



Enclosure 3 

WRITTEN QUESTION COMMENTS AND NRC RESPONSE 

analysis assumed a Hot Full Power (HFP) initial condition as its most limiting case for DNBR 
and Fuel Centerline Melt (FCM). Under these conditions, the analysis determined the power 
excursion to be primarily limited by the PCS heat up that occurred. 

The current FSAR analysis of the Steam Line Rupture Incident (Revision 21 issued March 
1999) has determined that the most limiting DNBR and FCM occur with a Hot Zero Power 
(HZP) initial condition. This analysis concluded that the power excursion was primarily limited 
by fuel heat up (Doppler) and scram reactivities. 

The question stem did not state what the initial power level was, therefore either HFP or HZP 
could be assumed, making either choice "A" or "B" c;orrect. · 

Proposed Resolution: Accept "A" or "B" as correct. 

NRC Resolution: 

The comments were accepted. The answer key was modified to accept "A" and "B" as correct 
answers. 

Question: 39 SRO 

Given the following conditions: 
The plant is operating at 63% power with Power Range channel Nl-05 out of service. 
Actions have been taken to BYPASS the channels associated with PR channel Nl-05 

(1) Variable High Power 
(2) High Power Rate 
(3) Loss of Load 
(4) Thermal Margin/Low Pressure Trip 

· At 0600, EK-06, Rack C, Window 8, "NI Channel Trouble," alarms. 
Power Range Nl-07 detector voltage has degraded and is 600 VDC. 

Which of the following actions would NOT meet the requirements of Technical Specifications? 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Answer: D 

Maintaining power at 63% until 1400. 
Tripping the Variable High Power Trip at 0625. 
Tripping the Loss of Load Trip channel for Nl-07 at 0645. 
Bypassing the Thermal Margin/Low Pressure Trip channel for Nl-07 at 0635. 

Licensee's Comments: 

Question tests candidate's ability to determine which action would violate Technical 
Specifications. The positive action required is to ensure one channel of the associated trip 
functions must be placed in a trip condition within one hour, since two of the four RPS trip 
units or associate instrument channels are inoperable (reference Tech. Spec. 3.17.1.3). 



Enclosure 3 

WRITTEN QUESTION COMMENTS AND NRC RESPONSE 
I 

The candidate who answered incorrectly asked the proctor a question (see attached) which 
allowed the candidate to understand that no other actions were taken. The nature of choice 
"A" combined with the proctor's response effectively means that no positive actions are taken. 
This IS a violation of Technical Specification 3.17 .1.3. Therefore, answer "A ... should also be 
considered as correct. 

Proposed Resolution: Accept "A" or "D" as correct. 

NRC Resolution: 

The comme11ts were accepted. The answer key was modified to accept "A" and "D" as 
correct answers. 

Question: 40 RO 

All PCPs are stopped with the Shutdown Cooling (SDC) System in service. 
The following temperatures are noted during the cooldown: 

TIME LOOP T-COLDS SD CLG FROM PCS SD CLG RETURN TO PCS 
0200 290°F 290°F 270°F 
0230. . 270°F 280°F 250°F 
0300 245°F 260°F. · 225°F 
0330 220°F 240°F 215°F 
0400 195°F 215°F 190°F 

Cooldown rates have been ... 

· a. maintained within limits. 
b. exceeded based on loop T-colds. . 
c. exceeded based on SDC inlet t~mperature froD'l the PCS. 
d. exceeded based on SDC return temperature to the PCS. 

Answer: A 

· Licensee's Comments: 

This question tests candidate's ability to determine if cooldown rate limits have _been 
exceeded. 

Per SOP-1,_s~gion 4.4.1 (2nd note), it is the operator's option on which method is used to 
meet cooldown rate limits at break points. One option is to change to the new lower rate 
1 hour prior to reaching the new required rate. 250°F is the break point for changing from a 
60°F. per hour limit to a 40°F per hour limit. At 0300 Shutdown Cooling (SDC) return 
temperature is 225°F. Since a 40°F cooldown rate limit applies, SOC return temperature 
must be less than 265°F during the preceding hour. 



Enclosure 3· 

WRIITEN QUESTION COMMENTS AND NRC RESPONSE 

The data given in the question results in a 45°F per hour change between 0200 and 0300 
(270°F and 225°F data points). Therefore, the co61down rate was violated and answer "D" is 
the only correct answer. A copy of SOP-1, section 4.4.1 is attached. 

Proposed Resolution: The correct answer should be changed to "D". 

NRC Resolution: 

The comments were accepted and the examination key was modified to accept only d. as the 
correct response. · 

Question: 88 SRO 

A reactor trip has occurred. Numerous alarms have come in which are NOT normally related . 
to' a reactor trip. · 
The operators should .... 

a, immediately report all unexpected alarms. 
b. immediately report all significant alarms. 
c. wait and report all unexpected alarms upon completion of the immediate 

actions. 
d. • wait and report all significant alarms upon completion of the immediate 

ac;:tions. · 

Answer: s· 

Licensee's Comments: 

The question tests a candidate's knowledge of operations management policy on alarm 
· responses following a reactor trip. Discussions.with the Operations Superintendent confirms 
that choice "B" or "D" would be an a_cceptable response. To support choice "D", candidates· 
are trained, and Operations Management expects that operators prioritize their actions and 
alarm response during the Immediate Actions phase following a reactor trip. 

·-· - ---------·· - . 
There are times when it would be appropriate to immediately report an alarm that 
annunciates following a reactor trip, but there are also scenarios where it would be 
appropriate to wait until immediate actions are complete before reporting certain significant . 
alarms. Since the question did not specify a specific scenario, either answer should be 
accepted. 

Proposed-Resolution: Accept "B" or "D~ as correct. 

NRC Resolution: 

The comments were accepted and the examination key was modified to accept both "B" and 
"D" as correct answers. · 



WRITTEN QUESTION COMMENTS AND NRC RESPONSE 

Question: 93 RO/SRO 

A loss of offsite power occurred from 100% power 30 minutes ago. 
The following conditions are noted: 

Both SGs are available. 
PCS subcooling is 32°F. 
Average of Qualified CETs is 540°F. 
Loop T-hots are 530°F and rising slowly. 
Loop T-colds are 475°F and lowering slowly. 

Which of the following actions should be taken to enhance natural circulation? 

a. Tum on available pressurizer heaters. 
b. Throttle closed the Atmospheric Dump Valves. 
c. Throttle open the Auxiliary Feed Water cc:mtrol valves. 
d. Initiate Auxiliary Spray. 

Answer: B 

Licensee's Comments: 

Enclosure 3 

The question was intended to have candidates recognize indications of excessive steaming 
and its effect on n~tural circulation: The stem of the question provides the status of the 
Steam Generators (SIG) as merely "available". The status of Auxiliary Feedwater flow and 
steaming path for EACH Steam Generator is not given. 

Therefore, the student cannot determine if SIG secondary inventory is adequate or if an 
asym'!letric SIG cooldown is in progress. _Per Lesson Plan TBAE, section 6.6.1, as SIG level 
lowers and more u-tube surface is uncovered, the loop delta-Twill rise since the heat transfer 
area is being reduced. When SIG level lowers below -84% a point will eventually be reached 
wh~re the delta-t will be too high for transferring heat. 

For the conditions listed in the question the student cannot exclude the possibility of 
· · --:- ---inadequate SIG inventory as the cause for loop Thats rising while loop Tcolds are still. 

lowering. EOP-3.0 Basis Document, page 62, first paragraph says the operator is to ensure 
normal steaming AND feeding. Therefore, without information on Auxiliary Feedwater rates, 
the candidate could reasonably make an assumption that Auxiliary Feedwater flow was low. 

Also, if an asymmetric SIG cooldown is assumed, the EOP-3.0 Basis Document for Step 25 
states that the full power loop delta-t value may be briefly exceeded. The question stem 
does not provide any indication of the amount of time that the stated conditions have been 
observed 

Additionally, the chronology of actions taken prior to noting the conditions in the question 
stem is not provided. Students needed to assume that the steaming rate of the·s1Gs was 
raised at some point prior to 30 minutes to determine that Answer "B" was correct. 



Enclosure 3 

WRITTEN QUESTION COMMENTS AND NRC RESPONSE 

Therefore, since distractor "C" does not quantify the amount of Auxiliary Feedwater flow 
increase, it cannot be considered to be an incorrect answer. 

Proposed Resolution: Accept "B" or "C" as correct:. 

NRC Resolution: 

The comments were accepted and the.answer key was modified.to accept "B" and "C" as 
correct answers. 

Question: 95 RO/SRO 

Given the following conditions: · 
·A refueling outage was completed 85 days ago. 

· The last spent fuel bundle was moved into the pool 20 days· before the end of the 
outage. 
A shipping cask is required to be moved over the spent fuel pool. 
The Spent Fuel Pool HVAC is secured. 

Restrictions are in place to limit the criticality concerns and radiological eonsequences of 
dropping the cask during movement. 

When is the earliest that the shipping cask can be moved over an area of the pool NOT 
containing any fuel? · 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Answer: A 

Immediately 
.Immediately after placing the Spent Fuel Pool HVAC in operation. 
After another 15 days 
After another 75 days 

Licensee's Comments: 
. ' ' -

The question tests the knowledge of requirements for moving heavy loads over the Spent 
Fuel Pool. The answer key specifies "A" as the correct answer. This is true, however, "B" · 
may also be considered correct since the question stem asks for a time ("When is the 
earliest.. .. ) and both times are "Immediately" . 

. SOP-24 (Ventilation and Air Conditioning System) requires the Fuel Handling Are Ventilation 
System to· t5e-iri operation. SOP-24, section 7.1.1.b.6 and b. 7 requires the operator to start 
fans "as quickly as possible". This procedure addresses system startup, therefore, the. 
operator would expect the Fuel Handling area HVAC system to be in service. Additionally, 

..,,. SOP-24, section 7.4 requires the Fuel Handling HVAC to be in service. 



Enclosure 3 

WRITTEN QUESTION COMMENTS AND NRC RESPONSE 

Standing Order 54 is listed as a reference for the question. S.O. 54 addresses whether the 
Fuel Handling CHARCOAL FILTERS are required to be in service. In the conditions 
specified in the question, the CHARCOAL FILTERS are not required to be in service. 
However, S.O. 54 does not state that the Spent Fuel Pool HVAC System is NOT required to 
be in service. Therefore, SOP-24 is the controlling document, and directs the SFP HVAC 
System to be in service. The candidate could correctly select answer "B", based on SOP-24 
requirements. J . · 

Proposed Resolution: Accept "A" or "B" as correct. 

NRC Resolution: 

The comments were NOT accepted. The question stem stated that the Spent Fuel Pool_. 
HVAC was secured, which implied that it was not required to be in operation. Contrary to the 
above discussion, the NRC examiner could not verify any requirement to place the Fuel 
Handling Ventilation system in operation under the plant conditions given. In addition, 
Technical Specification 3.8, Ref~eling Operations, stated that the ventilation system and 
charcoal filter shall be in operation whenever irradiated fuel which had decayed less than 30 
days was being handled. However, the question stem provided information that a refueling 
outage had been completed 85 days prior to the cask movement. FSAR Chapter 14, Safety 
Analysis, discusses a postulated drop of a cask over the spent fuel pool area and assumes 
three scenarios. The third scenario assumes the drop of a cask onto 90 day decayed fuel 
without the FHB Charcoal Filter operating and all radiation is· released from the FHB .. The 
postulated dose for this event is well below the regulatory limit arid is consistent with 
background exposure. Therefore, the assumption that the FHB Ventilation system must be 
started or placed into operation prior to moving a cask over the spent fuel pool area is NOT 
valid. The answer key was not modified. 

·----~ ~·-----
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Question 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant is operating at 99.6 % power when the following alarms are received: 

• Dropped Rod . 
• High Power Rate Channel Pre-Trip/ ASI Alarm ::i .'!·t . .\ 

• Rod Position 4 Inches Deviation · \\ \':· .. ).!\ 
• Rod Position 8 Inches Deviation .,::=::;;:::;:,,;::;::>=. =:::::::::.:·!:, 

• 
• 

·=:;::::::::::::·:·: ::::::. 

A. 
. ;:;:;: .. ;·:; .. ·:·::::;:::::;::::::: 

B. 
·:::;::- .. 

.·.·.··=:~:::::::::··· 

:::::;::::: :::1~:~nb:r::~: c. 

D: 

Answer. 

C. Reduce power to :S 75% w\thin 2 hours using b.oration 



RO Question 1 SRO Question 1 
RO Tier/Group 112 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 10 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000003.2.4.31 Knowledge of annunciators alarms and indications, and use of 
the response instructions. 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 3.4 

Objective TBANT00.02 Given plant conditions involving symptoms of a dropped 
control rod, respond IAW ONP 5.1. 

References TBAN Control Systems Transients 
Control Rod Drop ONP-5.l 

ARP-5 
ARP-21 

PCP, SG, and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12) 
Reactor Protective System Schemes EK-06 (C-06) 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that a single dropped rod requires a 
reactor trip, which it would if not at power. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that 75% power must be achieved 
rapidly, although this is the proper power level.which must be 
ultimately achieved. 

C. CORRECT. ONP-5.1 directs a reduction to 75% within 2 hours 
using boration. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that evidence does NOT exist that the 
rod is dropped. If the rod were not determined to be dropped this 
would be the correct action. 



Question 2 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant is operating at full power with the following Pressurizer Level Control 
configuration: · · 

• HS l/LIC-0101, Heater Control Selector, is in tb~l~A. and B" position 
• LIC-0101 A is the IN SERVICE controllefa seledf.~ij':fpr CASCADE mode 
• LIC-0101 Bis in MANUAL, with its 94t=·~~fdt·§W>/o 
• Charging Pump P-55A is operati1~gf'Wiw.?t5.i~l·i~l.'RB:?SC in AUTO 
• All orifice block valves are in Aciffif'H::::::::) ' :;::;::;:;:m==·;:::. 
• Backup Heaters are in M~g:.:.:.:)::::=?='· ,::;;\ '' .,,,,,,,,:.:':,::::::: . 

.• :·:·:-. ··:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:. . ..•. · .. ·•·• ··::;:::::::::::::::::::::::=::;., 

• Pressurizer level is at g~~~~m''1~1.:.i··)!:t=:::.:=.i=.::.:'.! .. !'.:!.•·.:!'.•· .. :::::;::;:.:k ·.:',,:::;=:.::=:=:, 
:-:.::::;:;:::;:;:;:::::::: ·····.·.·.·.·=·=:·. 
·:·:::::::::::::;:;:;:::;:;. ··=t:~:(~(~~f::::::::::·:·:·:-:-:-:-·.·.·.· ·::::;:;:: ;:;:;::;::·· 

~~~~o~i OPE~l':~'IJ:=•ON, wt;:i:~~.i;tfe etTsfi~JR,.fthe <liaphragm rupturing on 
··=·=·=·=·:====:=======·:·:·=·= ··=·=·=:::=:=::====::====t=··· ··=\~r=::=:·:·:·:·:·: .. · ... ::.=.=.=::·.=····~?~=~rrt. 

··=:=~trr;r~r:;====··~;~;~;~;~;~;~;:?~:f(:~:/::::::.. ··.:.:;:;;r:.-.·:. i==:::::====:==:\~tt::::====:==r::::=-· 

:;;,~ :i~~~o;J~~lf!;~;5s~i;;~:.?.Td~ running. all A. 

B. P-55A will raise to maxi&:::§.peed, P-558 and P-55C will be running, all orifice 
block valves will be closed}!ltf:backup heaters will remain ON 

··::::=" 

C. P-55A will raise to maximum speed, P-558 and P-55C will be running, only #I 
orifice block valve will be open, and backup heaters will trip OFF 

D. P-55A will lower to minimum speed, P-558 and P-55C will NOT be running, only 
#I orifice block valve will be open, and backup ht'.aters will trip OFF 

Answer 

A. P-55A will lower to minimum speed, P-558 and P-55C will NOT be running, ali 
orifice block valves will be open, and backup heaters will remain ON · 

.: 



RO Question Z SRO Question 2 
RO Tier/Group 1/3 SRO Tier/Group 1/3 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000028.AAl .08 Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to 
the Pressurizer Level Control Malfunctions: Selection of an 

. alternate PZR level channel if one has failed 

RO Importance 3.7 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective ASFDOA2.02 Given Plant conditions involving a malfuncti,.on of the 
Pressurizer Level Control System or its inputs: a. Determine the effect on 
Pressurizer level. b.. Describe the actions required to. maintain/control 
Pressurizer level. 

References ASFD PZR Level Control 
SOP-2a· 
ARP-4 

Chemical and Volume Control System 
. Primary Volume Level ·Pressure Sche.me EK-07 (C-12) 

Question Source New · 

Justification A. CORRECT. Must determine that a ruptured diaphragm on LT-

- ··-----· ---
Notes 

O 10 lA results in indicated level going high. This will cause 
indicated level to be greater than program, causing an increase in 
letdown and a decrease in charging. Backup heaters only receive a . 
signal if in AUTO. 

B. Candidate incorrectly determines that pressurizer level will fail low 
with the ruptured diaphragm and selects the correct response to a low 
failure. 

C. Candidate incorrectly determines that pressurizer level will fail low 
.and fails to recognize that if level failed low all orifice valves would 
close. 

D. Candidate incorrectly determines status of orifice block valves 
despite determining correct response of level to diaphragm failure. 

-- - . .::;. 



Palisades ~uclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Question J 

While performing GOP-9, the crew stops the cooldown and blocks the low pressurizer 
pressure SIAS at 1660 psia. Subsequently, the following sequence occurs: 

Answer 

D. SIAS will NOT reset, and no components will reposition 

. ~ - ----- -~--- --- ----

' ' 



RO Question 3 SRO Question 3 
RO Tier/Group 211 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 013.A4.02 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: 
Reset of ESF AS channels 

RO Importance 4.3 SRO Importance 4.4 

Objective AS HAG 12.01 Describe how the following are accomplished, including set 
points and logics. a. Safety Injection Block removal b. SIS _reset c. RAS 
reset 

References ASHA Safety Injection System 
SOP-3 
E.,17, sh 3 & 4 

Safety Injection and Shutdown Cooling System 
Logic Diagram Safety Injection Initiation 

. Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that SIAS will reset, thinking the 
SIAS block is still active, and assumes the SIS-X relays, with their 5 
second time delay, will reposition equipment. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that SIAS will reset, thinking the 
SIAS block is still active. 

C. · Candidate incorrectly believes that the SIAS will momentarily reset 
which, if true and immediately followed by another SIAS condition 
such ~ currently exists, equipment would reposition~ 

D. CORRECT. Pressurizer pressure increasing above 1690 psia will 
automatically remove the SIAS block Since press\lfe subsequently 
reduces below the low pressure SI~S setpoint of 1605 psia, resetting 
SIAS will have no effect. 



:· 

Question 4 

Palisades :-;uckar Plant 
Reactor Operator E:-;amination 

The plant was operating in a normal full power alignment when a large break loss of 
coolant accident occurred 45 minutes ago. No operator actions regarding the Component 
Cooling Water (CCW) System have been performed .. ) 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

B. The PCP seals woul4 be fJtim.@Jly shocked 
·=::;:::::::::;:3·: .. 

··::::·· . 



RO Question 4 SRO Question 4 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 103.K4.06 Knowledge of containment system design feature(s) and/or 
interlock(s) which provide for the Containment Isolation 
System 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective ASHBOK4.08 Describe the action that is necessary to be peeformed to re
open a Containment Isolation valve (which has a latching circuit) after a 
CHP/CHR has been reset. 

References ASHB Containment Building 
Loss of Coolant Accident EOP-4.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the CVs will close when the CHP 
is reset and also believes the Containment load of concern which is 
cooled by CCW is the Control Rod Seals. 

---·- Notes 

B. CORRECT. Resetting the CHP signal will allow the CVs to go to 
.their pre-actuation switch position, which at power is OPEN. If flow 
has been isolated to the PCP seals for > 10 minutes; thermal shock of 
the seals is a concern. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the SDC HXs would have 
inadequate flow due to correctly understanding that resetting the 
CHP signal will allow the CV s to go to their pre-actuation switch 
position, which at power is OPEN. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the CVs will close when the CHP 
is reset and also believes the Containment load of concern which is 
cooled by CCW is the Reactor Shield Cooling. 



Question 5 

Palisades :-.Juclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

' 

During a normal plant coqldown using the TBV, all safety channels of SG pressure are 
between 530 psia and 540 psia. 

• The operator depresses both HS/LPE-SOA and alPE-508, Bypass of MSIV 
.·.·.·.·: ... :.·.:. 

Closure, push buttons. . < : ft. 
Annunciator EK-0970, Steam Gen Valv~~t$piruidrtUbckout, alarms . • 

Answer 

B. Continue the cooldown using the TBV since this is an expected condition. 



RO Question 5 SRO Question 5 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 039.K4.05 Knowledge ofMRSS design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) 
which provide for Automatic isolation of steam line 

RO Importance 3.7 SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective ASJBOK4.02 Given the value for each steam generator's four pressure 
safety channels, determine the effect on the ability to defeat .MSIV auto 
closure. 

References ASJB Main Steam 
Plant Cooldown GOP-9 

ARP-5 PCP, SG, and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12) 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the alarm clearing is an abnormal 
condition as most block alarms seal in. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. The alann comes in when the block is successfully 
accomplished and automatically clears as pressure drops below 500 
ps1a 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the alarm clearing indicates that 
the block has been removed and it is desirable to manufilly close the 
MSIV s as opposed to allowing them to auto close. The valves would 
auto close at 510 psia if the block had not been irutiated. 

D. Candidate ncorrectly believes that the alarm clearing indicates that 
the. block has been removed and the MSIV s will auto close. The 
valves would auto close at 510 psia if the block had not been . · 
initiated. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Question 6 

During the course of a major fire in the plant, the Shift Supervisor has ordered the Control 
Room evacuated. 

• Actions are being taken outside the Control RoQd~n accordance with ONP-25 2, 
Alternate Safe Shutdown Procedure. . '·· \ ;::; 

• Neither Bus 1 C or ID is capable ofb~i~~~~tS.i?~·;.·:; 
• The SS has ordered Auxiliary Fe~9tWf!,~?•P::~t~D.§~arted using the preferred 

method found in EOP Supplern~::~g;:::~ternafe:~µ~{l:;y Feedwater Methods. 
• SG 'A' level is stable at 25°;~:wiUH@Ffeed flow. '';'(·.·'·:''',.i.·i!:r, 
• SG 'B' level is stable at;2$% !_{hj!fin. feediBbw. '''W""':/':":: 

.:······:·:·:::::::::·:·:. ·::·::·:··:···:. ·:::··.·:·:::::{{f:~:'.:· ········:·:·:·:·:··-·-:-:··· 
\~!ii!}!;!f~tt ·-===:~~~t~~l!)f)tf~!Itr======~:~=rr=· ··=:::=:~;}~~~'.r~:'.:~:~:'.._. 

At what rate should,the sos:&sked ANQ[\.tfiafls the basis for tfit~'rate? 

A. . 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

c. 

.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.•.·.·.··:·" •,•.·.;.;.;.:·:·:·:·:·:···· ··:-:-·-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.········ ·····:········ . 
:-:·:·····:-:·:·:·:·:·:;:;::·~--- \i}!??=~~:?: ··:{}!if://:':::. ..::::::::::::;::::::;::::. 

··::::::::::::::::::::.·:·:·:·.·· ·.·.·:·:·.········· :·:·.. ·:·.; •.•. ·.·.;.-.·.=::·.·.·.·. .·:::=:::~:?:::;::·:·:::;::::;:·:·. 

FEEo;'lllm£ttntrt:>,.. · ''<::'.
1
::_:·:.=J:_

1
:;:i:i:.:::.;:.: __ :::,:j::_jjJj~_,:f?"'" BAs 1s 

Maximum ~~iit~ntially limited feedwater supply 

Maximum availab1e<::::::::::1:::f;pncerns with ensuring adequate PCS subcooling 

. Gradually ·-::::li!.!·:~:~~cerns with pressurizer insurges and outsurges 

Gradually Concerns with thermal stresses on the SG feed nozzle 

Gradually Concerns with pressurizer insurges and outsurges 



RO Question 6 SRO Question 6 
RO Tier/Group 1/1 SRO Tier/Group Ill 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5/10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000068.AK3.07 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they 
apply to the Control Room Evacuation: Maintenance of SG 
Level, using AFW flow control valves 

RO Importance 4.0 SRO Importance 4.3 

Objective TBAMOK6.02 Given plant conditions involving an Alternat~ Safe 
Shutdown, determine the consequences of failing to perform any given 
step contained within ONP 25.2. -

References TBAM ONP 25.l AND 25.2 
ONP-25.2 
EOP Sup 19 

Alternate Safe Shutdown Procedure 
Alternate Auxiliary Feedwater Methods 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that station concerns with limited 
supplies of feed water would be minimized if water was put in SG as 
soon as possible. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that subcooling may become an issue 
due to natural circulation condition. 

C. CORRECT. Pressurizer insurges and outsurges, due to feeding at 
maximum rates and then minimum rates when the SG reaches the 
upper end of its level range (causing temperature swings in the PCS), 
wo_uld make PCS inventory and pressure control difficult. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that thermal stresses on the SG are an 
issue, when they are more likely to be an issue only if a SG had been 
allowed to dry out. . 



:-

Palisades ~uclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Question 7 

Given the following conditions: 

• A reactor trip occurred.several minutes ago. /\ 
• PCS temperature is 526°F and slowly lowering.:;.;··;;·:·:·\ 
• Pressurizer pressure is 1980 psia and slo':¥h'.: low8."i;. 
• Pressurizer level is 36% and trending.sl6~{y.4.~Wf.~i!t9. 
• All PCPs are in operation. //: ' ::.J. ::k ·:tk 
• Core ti T is l 2"F. . i!·ji) .. i\jj\\j\jjjjj.( / ···::.;;,;:\,,;'.}':;:;·:.t .. 

: =~:ff r:,::~~;
0

:i~.'.:.:: ...••.. :·.~.; .•.. :.:=.;·.~.:;.:: ... i .. •.;i·;·
1

·~···
0

·:·:.~:::::·, ::::::;.. =;:::::::::::::;:;:::::~\ .• :::;~:::. 

Which one of the [Jtt~11:l'.'.lll~:~·:::'oulcl::\~-:~~;:111,.e the plant? 

: ::::::::::::~~ 
C. Reduce Auxiliary Feedw~i'~·jpw. 

0. Close the Turbine Bypass Valve. 

Answer 

D. Close the Turbine Bypass Valve . 

• ~ - --- ~-:-- --· _r -~-



RO Question 7 SRO Question 7 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 112 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA CE.E02.EK2.02 Knowledge of the interrelations between the (Reactor Trip 
Recovery) and the following: Facility's heat removal systems, 
including primary coolant, emergency coolant, the decay heat 
removal systems, and relations between the proper operation of 

· these systems 

RO Importance 3.5 SRO Importance 4.0 

Objective TBABG28.01 Given post reactor trip conditions, analyze a given 
parameter trend and determine if the trend is responding as expected. 

References TBAB Reactor Trip (EOP 1.0 and EOP 2.0) 
Standard Post-Trip Actions EOP-1.0 

Question Source New 

Justification ·A. Candidate incorrectly believes that manual control of pressurizer· 
level should be taken when the actual cause of the decreasing 
pressurizer level is a cooldown. 

Notes -

B. Candidate incorrectly .believes that manual control of pressurizer 
pressure should be taken when the actual cause of the decreasing 
pressurizer pressure is a cooldown. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the cooldown is being caused by 
excessive AFW flow, but level is just being maintained with this 
flow. If flow were reduced, SG levels would not be adequate. 

D. CORRECT. The TBV is causing an overcooling condition which 
has resulted in lowering PCS temperature and pressure, an excessive 
core fl T and SG pressure below the low limit for a post-trip 
condition. · 



Question 8 

. Given the following conditions: 

• The plant is being heated up and is currently at 5 IQ'.'F. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

•· An attempt to cycle PRV-10438, Pressurizer Pq}\1¢[,0perated Relief. has just been 
performed. · .·.·. ::; \\:\ 

. • The POR V indicates that it failed to ful.~y;,p~q¥h ;: 

A. 
·=~=~ =r~tf \~ttt\tf :::=:=·· 

· cooldown the plan~ ~:~!Js.si,R!i!~:~. O_''::~·;:!!!J!!Jli:!:!!:·::: 
cooldown thy:plani~i!i~tweerF~·~~l!~d 430"f:: B. 

c. 
.{f~( :::~:}\. :·:·:·:·:·:·::;:;:;:;:::::: ····~:!/f?f.}~::.:.. ,.;:;::;:;:;:; .. 

maintain the ~-i·:~J6.i~illQ,~.F. '\''.:,;;;:::::.::!!!!;'\,( :::J:.,:,::j·!!JJJ:::::::::::. 

establish Hot St:ri~~li!illi~~-:·;~~i·~i~iii~~~'''~o NOT enter Power Operations. 

··::?~!!.i.\,~ ... \.')·'·.~.'i.:~.:~.' .. ~.'i .. ,1.,1 .. ,1.,! .. ,i.,1.':! .... ~.:1.,i .. ,t .. ,\·,,i.:··~:'~.'j.J:~:':.. ··:·::::::::~{t~~~~}~~~;~~'.f ~~.: . ~ ·. · ·=·:::;~~=~rmr::::··=· 
··::::r~?:ft~~j\~[\:-

D. 

Answer 

c. maintain the plant above 430°F. 



RO Question 8 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 3 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 10 

KA 2.1.11 Knowledge of less than one hour technical specification action 
statements for systems. 

RO Importance 3.0 SRO Importance 

·Objective ASFEOG8.0l Given available Control Room references (except where 
noted by a '*') and Plant conditions, determine the impact on the following 
Technical Specifications. b. 3.1.8.1 items a. I*, a.2*, b. l *,and b.2* 

References ASFE Pressurizer Pressure Control 
Overpressure Prote.ction Systems TS 3.1.8 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that cold shutdown conditions must 
be established to allow restoring the valve to operable. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the plant must be cooled down 
due to the inoperable valve. 

C. CORRECT. Entry into Hot Standby conditions is not permitted per 
TS 3.0.4, but the plant is not to be cooled down to below 430°F since 
the PORV would be required for LTOP operations. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that entry into a higher operating 
condition is permitted, provided power operations are not entered. 

- ---- -----··- ---------

:· 



Question 9 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Which of the following conditions would result in RAlSING the pressure setpoint portion 
of the Thermal Margin/Low Pressure reactor trip'> 

A. Operating with Group 4 rods inserted 4 .. intg:~b~, core instead of full out. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

c. 



RO Question 9 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 3 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFRSS.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 

KA 2.4.2 . Knowledge of system set points, interlocks and automatic 
actions associated with EOP entry conditions. 

RO Importance 3.9 SRO Importance 

Objective ASGDOAI.02 Given Plant conditions, predict the probable effects on Pvar 
and Ptrip if changes are made in one of the following: a. control rod 
movement; b. boron concentration change; c. power level change; d. Tc 
input channel(s); e. ~T power; f. NI upper/lower indication; g. calibrated 
NI quadrant power 

References ASGD Thermal Margiii Monitor 
TS 2.3 Limiting Safety System Settings - RPS .. 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that this will cause ASI to ·be more 
positive, but actually lowers temperature in the top of the core, thus 
allowing a greater margin to·DNB. 

Notes 
---·------

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that this will result in a lower inlet 
temperature to the core, but at a lower power less heat is added so the 
likelihood of DNB is lowered. 

C CORRECT. Operating at an elevated temperature places the plant 
closer to DNB conditions. This is actually determined by Tcold 

. temperatures which will be higher with a higher Tave and the same 
power level. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that a lower pressure affects the trip 
setpoint, but actually affects the margin to trip. 



Question 10 

Palisades i\iuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator E:-.:amination 

During an outage occurring in November, a worker is required to perform a job in an area 
that has a general area radiation dose rate of 25 mRetn/hour. 

·His current Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TED~}-posure is as follows: 
·::::::): :::=:·:::::. 

c~I !:,~! ,·,l,1,•_!,,•.i• .. •_.·,i_i,!_._:,,_ •• , •.• ,i.•.••.••.:_'.:_::_•.=· .. · 

··:·:::;::~:f~:?~t?~ 

• 4th quarter = 275 mRem 
• Year-to-date = 825 mR.em 

How long can he work in this ·~1~::11.a~view Level? 

A. 4 hours 

B. 9 hours . 

C. 27 hours 

P. 47 hours 

Answer 

C. 27 hours 

~ -- ----------~ ~ 



RO Question 10 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 3 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 12 

KA 2.3.4 Knowledge of radiation exposure limits and contamination 
control, including permissible levels in excess of those 
authorized .. 

RO Importance 2.5 SRO Importance 

Objective ADAAG15.01 Describe the following IAW Admin Procedure 7.04. a. 
Dose limits and control levels. b. Whose approval is required prior to 
exceeding a dose control limit. 

References ADAA APs 1.0, 5.09, 7.0, 8.0, 11.0, 13.0 
Radiation Dosimetry Admin 7.04 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that there is a quarterly annual review 
limit equal to 1/4 of the annual review limit. 1500 I 4 = 375 mRem 
per quarter. This would leave him with 100 mRem remaining for .the 
quarter. 100 I 25 = 4 hours. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes.that there is a quarterly annual review 
limit equal to 114 of the annual review limit and also incorrectly 
believes the annual review level is 2000 mRem. 2000 I 4 = 500 
mRem per quarter. This would leave him with 225 mRem remaining 
for the quarter. 225 I 25 = 9 hours. 

C. CORRECT. The annual dose review level is 1500 mRem TEDE. 
As he currently has 8:25 mRem TEDE as an annual exposure, he is . 
permitted to receive an additional 675 mRem before reaching 1500 
mRem. 675 I 25 = 27 hours. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the dose review level is 2000 
mRem, which is the dose control level. This would leave him 1175 

· -·-- - -- -· - -·mRem before his review. 117 5 I 25 = 4 7 hours. 



:-

Question 11 

The following conditions exist: 

C. raise the AUTO setpoint on l'>IC-0202. 

D. raise the.output on HIC-2122. 

Answer 

C. raise the AUTO setpoint on PlC-0202. 

Palisades 1'uclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 



RO Question 11 . SRO Question · 11 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Gr9up 2/1 
1 OCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 011.A 1.02 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to 
prevent exceeding design limits) associated with Charging and 
letdown flows • 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 3.5 

Objective ASF AG 12.03 Describe how the CVCS controls PCS presslJfe during solid 
plant operation. 

References ASF A 
SOP-I 
SOP-2B 

CVCS/Boric Acid Heat.Trace 
Primary Coolant System 
CVCS Purification and Chemical Injection 

Question Source New. 

Justification A.- Candidate incorrectly relates normal operation to solid plant 
operations. Shutting this valve will have little effect with the parallel 
valves open, due to the low pressure in the PCS~ 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly selects this choice as it will cause a charging
letdown mismatch. However, at this level in the pressurizer the delta 
between charging and letdown, other than for contraction, is limited 
to 25 gpm. The capacity of this pump is 40 gpm. 

C. CORRECT. This will result in CV-2012 closing to raise pressure 
which will reduce letdown flow. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this will raise letdown pressure, 
but it will actually attempt to lower pressure and raise flow. With 
CV-2012 being controlled in AUTO, it will adjust to maintain 
pressure/flow. 



Question 12 

Given the following conditions: 

• PCS temperature is 275"F. 
• P-SOA is the only operating PCP. 
• Preparations are being made to start an 

Which of the following PCPs, if any, 
conditions') 

A. 

B. P-SOB 

C. P-SOC 

D. P-500 

Answer 

B. P-SOB 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

being started under these . 



.:. 

I 

RO Question 12 SRO Question 12 
RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 111 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 003.K4.02 Knowledge of RCPS design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) 
which provides for the Prevention of cold water accidents or 
transients 

RO Importance 2.5 SRO Importance 2. 7 

Objective RHAAOAl .02 Given plant conditions, analyze the data and-predict any 
effect on any of the following: a. PCS parameters 

References RHAA Applied Thermodynamics and Fluid Flow 
Primary Coolant System. SOP-I 

TS 3.1.1 PCS Operable Components 

Question Source New 

Justification A. . Candidate incorrectly believes that this combination of PCPs will 
result in inadequate spray flow. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. Operating P-50A and P-508 together with Tc below 
300°F allows the pressure/temperature limits to be higher (less 
conservative). 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that this combination of PCPs will 
result in flow velocities which could potentially cause a hydraulic lift 
of the.core. Limit is actually the number of PCPs operating, not the 
combination. -

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this combination of PCPs will 
result in flow velocities which could potentially cause rubbing of the 
fuel against the shroud, resulting in clad damage. Limit is actually 
the number of PCPs operating, not the combination. 



Palisades :\uclear Plant 
Reactor Operator E:xamination 

Question 13 

Following a loss of coolant accident. an operator makes two (2) checks of the Service 
Water System. 

• During the first check. Containment Pressure is)~-~~~psig and SIRWT level is 58% . 

• On the second check. Containment Pre$$.~t¢,lb.M.t6W"g~d to 2.8 psig and the SIRWT 
level has lowered to 1°/o. =''' ·=\;::/: <t==t: \ /( .::::::::;:;::::::::·::::: 

• ~~~~::~;:t~i:~~~tt~z-~;~-;,~;,:,oa~~~u~~v~~. 
Which of the following d4ls t~'~j-l!Jjl~ice Wat::;_:ij;guration during the first 
check? .(\ :=:::t::t::;::J\ ·:::::::;::::::l't:=:=,;::;:::r=·· · . ==·===::::=====·· 

.{:?r.·~:.-~:.i.=.~.=.i.=·.:.=:==·· .·.·.·. · · · · · ····· ··=·::.=·.=·=·:·==:·=·:·=-=·:::.. ..:: ·(/:=:·. \~~\f ~\~~rrr: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
·-===:~{::=~=~~=r~=~~t==·· ··::=:::=:=:::=======:====::·. ·=::=:=:=%:~=~t:}~=:=:- ··=====ff ~~ff ~f tt==·· w.:•'W 

: ~~:i~~~n~~~l~:IWl·i;~~u~:~1~a~:1sves 
··:················· ·-:·:;:··· 

• CCW Heat Exchang>Capacity SW Outlet Valves 

A. 

B. 

• Containment Air Coolers High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 

• CCW Heat Exchanger High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 
• Containment Air Coolers High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 

D. • CCW Heat Exchanger High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 
• --Containment-AirCoolers High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 

'Answer 

c. • CCW Heat Exchanger High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 
• Containment Air Coolers Hig~ Capacity SW Outlet Valves 

1'1 CHECK 

. OPEN 
OPEN 

OPEN 
CLOSED 

CLOSED 
OPEN 

CLOSED 
CLOSED 

CLOSED 
OPEN 



RO Question 13 SRO Question 13 
RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 111 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5/10 1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 000062.AK.3.02 Knowledge·ofthe reasons for the following responses as they 
apply to the Loss ofNuclear.Service Water: The automatic 
actions (alignments) within the nuclear service water resulting 
from the actuation of the ESF AS 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective . ISDAG27.01 Given normally available references, highlight the 
following flow paths: b. emergency flow paths during a Safety Injection 
Signal. 

·References ISDA Service Water System 
EOP Sup 5 
EOP-1.0 
EOP-4.0 

, E-17 Sh 4 & 5 

Checklist for Safeguards Equipment Following SIAS 
Standard Post-Trip Actfons 
Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery 
Logic Diagrams SIAS and RAS 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that CHP/SIAS requires additional 
SW to both the CACs and the CCW HXs. Select ifhe does not 
recognize CCW has no added heat load until hot sump water is 
provided to SI pumps. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that CHP/SIAS requires additional 
SW to both the CCW HXs, but not the CACs. Select ifhe does not 
recognize CCW has no added heat load· until hot sump water is 
provided to SI pumj>s. 

C. CORRECT. 12.2 p_sig causes a CHP/SIAS which opens the high 
capacity valves to the CACs. CCW HX high flow valves are not 

__ ~ ___ _ _ required to be open until RAS, which occurs when SIR WT is <2%. 
D. Candidate incorrectly believes that CHP/SIAS does not require 

additional SW to either the CACs and the CCW HXs. Select if he 
does not recognize CACs have added heat load upon initiation of 
accident. 

- --· -· ~- ----·-- ~ ·-· 



Question 14 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

During the response to a small break loss of coolant.accident, an SIAS is initiated. 

• Containment pressure following the small break l 
• All equipment operates as designed. . 
• An operator inadvertently takes each Cont(l.inm · 

after completing the immediate operat ""~'• ., 
·running. 

• SI has NOT been reset. 

worse and a Containment 
in Containment to l , sig 

A. 

s of coolant accident is 1.2 psig. 

ray Pump hand switch to TRIP 
ough the pumps are NOT 

ut the pumps must be 

B. The spray header v 
Depressing the ST AN 
system to automatically r 

SED, and the pumps will remain OFF. 
e the puinp hand switches will cause the 

C. .The spray header valves will automatjcally OPEN and the pumps will 
automatically START. · 

D. The spray header valves will remain CLOSED, and the pumps will remain OFF. 
The spray header valves must be manually opened and the pumps must be 
manually started. 

Ariswer ____ ------

A. The spray header valves will automatically OPEN, but the pumps must be 
manually started. 

--- ---- - --~ ,:___ 



RO Question 14 SRO Question 14 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 026.Al.01 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to 
prevent exceeding design limits) associated with operating the 
CSS controls including: Containment pressure . 

RO Importance 3.9 SRO Importance 4.2 

Objective ASHCOK4.02 Given Plant conditions, involving a SIS, RAS or CHP, 
predict the response of the Containment Spray System. 

References ASHC Containment Spray System 
Safety Injection System 
Logic Diagram CHP 
Containment Spray System 

Q0-1 
E-17 Sheet 6 
DBD-2.03 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. The SIAS enables the standby feature of the pumps so 
that if a CHP the pumps automatically start. Placing the hand . 
switches in TRIP after SIAS has actuated will remove the ~tandby 
status for the pumps only. The valves will still automatically open on 
the CHP. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that depressing the standby button 
will actuate .the system. This would occur if the hand switches had \ 
not been placed in TRIP. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that a CHP will automatically start the 
spray system regardless of the status of SIAS. This would occur if 

·SI had been reset since CHP generates an SIAS. 
D. , Candidate ncorrectly believes that resetting the enable function resets· 

both the pump and the valve automatic operation. 



1.5 

Palisades l\iuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• The pla is o'perating at 30% power. t\ 
• Emergenc Diesel Generator 1-1 is being opera,; .. ~b PARALLEL mode for a 

surveillance t. \j 'F 
• A loss of all o · e power occurs. <i'! :::: .: \ .. ·r:::· :·; 

·:·::::::::::;.. ·:·::::'.{t [f ;:;:::::. ·:;:::::::;:;:;:;:·:·:·: 

Assuming EDG 1-1 rem · s runnipgj:!iiµ~~::bf th~'t8ij§ijg;pescribes the expected 

B. 

C. The previously runnihg!/§y!,pmeritiif.i!''tfip'~nd then be sequenced ON with the 
·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ·.·.·.·.·.'.' \. 

other non-running equiplfi@tL. ··· \ .... , 
=:::::::::::::::::::::::~::::-. '· 

The previously running eq:l:~!:nt will trip and ~O~q~ipment will be sequenced 
ON. · . ' · 

D. 

Answer 
-~ 

B. 

. ·,, 
....... 

The previously running equipment will remain running. Non-runnfn~ equipment 
will remain OFF. ', .. , 

'· .. 



;. 

RO Question 15 SRO Question 15 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item . 

KA 064.A2.16 

/ 

_...,._ ______ _ 



Question 16 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Radiation alarms and confirmatory sample results Indicate that PCS activity has exceeded 
Technical Specification limits. 

In addition to a reactor shutdown, which one of the['-~~pwing actions is taken to minimize 
the likelihood of a radioactive release to the enviroriffientUn the event that a. Steam 
Generator Tube Rupture were to occur witp[~h~SfY~t;fCS activity? 

.:::::::::::===·· .... :::====== :~r~:f )j~~r1~n~j~ ~r~ii~~r;~~ ==· 

The PCS is cooled down tq,ifllili.ii!> \'\'; =::::;::i:i'\ 

AJI. Main Steam I sola.tib~:::,111::::;~ .. clS.~d. ···'•'•'•:'',,,:,': .. i!jiii;i;!;::::::::::::,:·::::'::::, 

All letdoWn g!iijice\l! .. ::.::_: .. :,_P_,_:_lac~-~.:i_:!:_i._:i!i_J .. !.!J., .. !.~.·} A ~·'* 
{:}~~tr\t:·. =:::=====:=== 

··:·>=·=·=·=·=·:·=·=·=·:·= :::::::=========:::::::=:=r=== ·====:=~{~t: ~~tf ==·· 

:swerSteam Gene?~~,{$ 

A. The PCS is cooled down 't~[:IJPO"F. 

A. 

B. 

c. 

··:::·· 



RO Question 16 SRO Question 16 
RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 111 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000076.AK3.05 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they 
apply to the High Reactor Coolant Activity : Corrective actions 
as a result of high fission".'product radioactivity level in the 
RCS 

RO Importance 2.9 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective TBALG 10.01 Given plant conditions, identify the required operator 
action(s) for the following: c. High coolant.activity 

References TBAL Radioactive I Refueling Transients 
Fuel Cladding Failure ONP-11.1 

TS 3.1.4 Maximum Primary Coolant Radioactivity 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. Reducing Tavg to less thClll 500°F prevents an activity 
release should a steam generator tube rupture occur, since the 
saturation pressure of the primary coolant is below the lift pressure 
of the steam relief valves. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the concern is radioactive 
releases to the condenser. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that this action will allow the CVCS • 
to reduce PCS activity sufficiently to not be of .concern. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this action isolates the major 
escape path for the radionuclides entering ~e SG. 

·' 



Question 17 

Following an SIAS; the following conditions exist 

• The pressurizer is in a water solid condition .. 
• Success Path Subcooled Pressure Control, PC- E::isme1 
• No PCPs are available. 
• PZR pressure is 1 100 psia. 
• PCS subcooling is 85"F. ·"'' t,. 
• SI tlow is being throttled. ..:ff''? J? 
~ A slow cooldown of the ,~:f g:,:i~\l\lll~bgreS.,fuh. 

Which of the following ac'ij~~~l::~h~~:i:l!l~!l{~i;;;i\!::draw a 
... :=: j:=: :::=:=:=:=:=:==:r~:r~:. • ··=:===:: :=:=:=::=== ;:::::·· .. ·=.·· 

·::::::~::::::}t:::: :· ...... ·.·.·.·. ::::::;::: .. 
. . : : \\ ~ .. ~--~--.. ~.'.~,-.~.~-~ ·.•_,~, •. : ;,._:~ ~-~ 1.\ ~-~ ~.~ j_~ ~ = .. :.. . . : : : .; . : . : . :-. . . . . . . . . . : : : : : .. ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:·:·:·: 

··=::;:;: ::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:: :;:;:;::::::::::·:·:-· 
A. • 

• 
• 

:::::::::::=:-: 

.;:;:~:~\t/f \=\... ::~:::::·· 
·-\~~=~~r~tf f j/=~::=·· 

·-:;:;:::::::::;:::::=· 
:;;;::·· 

. ·.·.·.~:-.=·.=.~~ .. = .. =.:::· 

B. • ···:;;::{(iff!/'' 

• Maintain letdown flow::~ff.$.jint. 
• Maintain charging flow .db,9M~nt. 

C. • De-energize the PZR heaters. 
• Raise letdown flow. 
• Lower charging flow. 

D. • De-energize the PZR heaters. 
• Maintain letdown flow const~nt. 
• Maintain charging flow constant. 

Answer 

A. • En~rgize the PZR heaters. 
• Raise letdown flow. 

--~-_Lower charging flow. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

pressurizer? 

:-

. l 



RO Question 17 SRO Question 17 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 112 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 8/10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA CE.E09.EA2.2 Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply 
to the (Functional Recovery)Adherence to appropriate 
procedures and operation ~thin the limitations in the facility's 
license and amendments. 

RO Importance 3.5 SRO Importance 4.0 

Objective TBAHOA2.03 Describe the process of recovery from solid plant 
conditions IA W Success Path PC-1. 

References TBAH EOP 9.0 (Functional Recovery) 
Success Path PC-1 EOP-9.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. Even though SI flow is being throttled, charging flow 
and letdown flow must be adjusted to cause letdown to be greater 
than charging and SI flow. Heaters are energized to maintain PZR 
temperature at the saturation temperature at which a bubble will form 
when pressure is lowered when letdown exceeds charging and SI 

Notes 

flow by a sufficient amount. . 
B. Candidate incorrectly believes charging and letdown should not be 

adjusted until a bubble is formed since SI flow has already been 
throttled to reduce inventory-input into the PCS. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes heaters should be maintained off to 
prevent and overpressure conditions while solid. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes heaters should be maintained off to 
prevent and overpressure conditions while solid and also charging 
and letdown should not be adjusted until a bubble is formed since SI 
flow has already been throttled to reduce inventory input into the 

~---Pcs: ·· ·· 

~- ·------:- --



Question 18 

Palisades Nucle'ar Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

A SGTR has occurred concurrently with a loss of offsite power. The crew is attempting 
to depressurize the PCS to establish conditions for placing Shutdown Cooling in service. 

While using Auxiliary Spray to depressurize, the fol!Al!J1g condition_s are noted: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

. Which. of the followjpg_ac~1~ij~:~oulrl:h;::.mltl'W" 
·{~f ttf~\\i\~~::::.. ·:?~ ~r~tf:~ · ·.·\}(;;:;;;:·::::::::::: .. 

A. 
;:::~:~: :::::::}~::~::· . 

. Commence ~i··~l::n9!kfUPtuiii.~~~:, ::::.\.\:;::;_,_;::.:. 

Raise auxiliary s';:;1~::1;;11::~~J·itl~::1~:~1~~::.·j:::;:::·· 
................. •'::::;:··· ·· .. 
··==tfifiif{f~f- ·.;.;;i:;;}f:/:}}:· 

Open. an additional letdti'llli~.ce:·'''t':''' 

B. 

c. 

D. .Energize available pressurii~Fheaters, 

Answer 

D. Energize available pressurizer heaters. 



RO Question . 18 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 1/1 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFRSS.43(b) Item 10CFRSS.41(b) Item 8/10 

KA 000074.EKl.02 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concepts as they apply to the Inadequate Core Cooling: 
Potential consequences of uncovering the core 

RO Importance 4.6 SRO Importance 

Objective TBACT00.05 Given plant conditions, remove Primary Coolant System 
voids IA W EOP Supplement 26. 

References TBAC Loss of Forced Circulation (EOP 8.0) 
EOP-8.0 
EOP Sup 26 

Loss of Offsite Powe.r/Forced Circulation Recovery 
PCS Void Removal 

QuestionSource New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that cooling down and increasing 
indicated subcooling will.reduce voiding. However, vessel head 
voids will continue to grow as cooling down also lowers PCS 
pressure. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that increasing spray flow will lower · 
pressure. However, further attempts to lower pressure will.result in 

· more voiding in the PCS. 
C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the increased pressurizer level 

requires additional letdown. However, this .will ultimately result in 
increased voiding in the PCS since inventory will be removed. 

D. CORRECT. Energizing the heaters will cause pressure to increase 
which aid in collapsing any voids in the PCS. 

·-··-----



Question 19 

Palisades ;'\;uclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

With the plant at 90~'o power, containment temperatu(e indicates 121 "F. 

Which of the following is the expected Containment ~f Cooler (C AC) and Service Water 
(SW) Pump configuration? · · .·•·•·.·•·•·• · 

SW HIGH CAPACITY CAC.( ·· Sli:VICE WATER (SW) PUMPS 
VALVES OPEN '= ( f t? { OPERA TING. 

A. 2 

B. 

c. 3 

D. 3 

Answer 

D. 4 3 



RO Question 19 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 211 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 

KA 022.A4.02 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: 
CCS pumps 

RO Importance 3.2 SRO Importance 

Objective ASHDOA4.01 Given Plant conditions, determine the actions required to 
control containment temperature IA W SOP 5 . 

References ASHD Containment Air Cooling System 
SOP-5 Containment Air Cooling and H-2 Recombining 

---System 

Question Sou~ce New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that maximum flow is not required 
until the containment temperature limits are approached more 
closely. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that operating all SW ptimps with all 
four valves open is not permitted due to the high flow condition 
potentially causing the leak detection alarm to be inoperable. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the post-SI alignment of 3 SW 
pumps and 3 CACs should be aligned at this temperature. 

D. CORRECT. All high capacity valves should be open when 
temperature exceeds·l 15°F and 3 SW pumps are to be operating 
when temperature exceeds 110°F. 

-----· --·-- ~ 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Question 20 

Given the following conditions: 

• A plant startup is in progress in accordance with QQP-4. 
• Feedwater control is being transferred from thef'.~ Reg Bypass Valves to the Feed 

Reg Valves in .accordance with SOP-12. .. ·= .. ::::::,,:: 

• Feed Reg Bypass Valves (CV-0735 anq@Nt:~z}4).~t~:full open in AUTO. 
• Feed Reg Va.Ives (CV-0701 and cy~z93)\:~:.~mrl•ately 5% open in MAN. 

~h:::::~:::~::W:~i5:!,g Valves' 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

.Answer 

. A. 

. : . : . : . : . : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : . : . . . . : ·,=",: ·,=,=.~ ·,' ... '.'·.~:= ·,=,: =.·,'.','.',=.:,: : .• ,~ =,:,~ ·,=.'. \~~.:.:,:,: ·,:,: ·,:,: ·,:,: :,:,: ·,:,: ·.= ·,: ~.·,: ·.=,~ = .... ' .... '.,'.','.','.':·. . .. : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . ·.:-:.:.:·:·:-:::::::::::::::.. . .. {~=~~~f~~~~f~~f~}: .. 

~g~:~~~f£~fs 
Remains Open '''~I!:~:~ Open Closes 

Remains Open Rerifains Open Closes 

Remains Open Remains Open Remains Open 

Closes . Closes Closes 

Remains Open Remains Open Closes 

SG 'B' FEED 
REG (CV-0703) 

Closes 

Remains Open 

Closes 

Closes 

Closes 



RO Question 20 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 3. SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CF~S.41(b) Item 7 

KA 2.1.28 Knowledge of the purpose and function of major system 
components and controls. 

RO Importance 3.2 SRO Importance 

Objective · ASLCOK6.06 Describe the effect of blocking the Main Steam Isolation 
Signal (MSIS) on the Main Feedwater System. 

References ASLC Steam Generator Water Level Control (SGWLC) 
Plant Cooldown From Hot Standby/Shutdown 
PCP SG and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 

GOP~9 

ARP-5 

\ 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. A low SG pressure(< 500 psia) will cause the 
associated SG Feed Reg and Feed Reg Bypass Valves to 
automatically close. 

Notes 

B. . Candidate incorrectly believes that only the affected SG feed valves 
that are in AUTO will close. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that only the affected SG mrun .feed 
reg valve will close. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that all feed reg and bypass valves 
will close. 



; 

Question 21 

Given the following conditions: 

• A Steam Generator Tube Rupture has occurred o 
• SG 'A' has been isolated. 
• HPSI Pumps have been secured. 
• A cooldown is in progress using SG ' 
• · SG 'A' indicated level is > 140%. 
• SG 'A' pressure is 840 psia. 
• Pressurizer pressure is 920 
• Pressurizer level is 44% 
• All PCPs are secured. 

Under these condit . 

A. 

B. Establish backflow t 

C. Ensure maximum heat 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

reduced to less than 840 psia? 

D. Raise injectipn flow to raise PCS boron concentration 

Answer 

B. Establish backflow to lower SG 'A' level 



RO Question 21 SRO Question 21 
RO Tier/Group 112 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5/10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000038.EK3.0l · Knowledge of the reasons forthe following responses as the 
apply to the SGTR: Equalizing pressure ori primary and 
secondary sides of ruptured S/G 

RO Importance 4.1 SRO Importance 4.3 

Objective TBAFG31.01 Given plant conditions involving a SGTR, identify those 
factors which are to be considered when establishing priorities for 
mitigating the consequences of the event. 

R~ferences TBAF Steam Generator Tube Leak/Rupture 
Steam Generator Tube Rupture Recovery 
Steam Generator Tube Rupture Basis 

EOP-5.0 
EOP-5.0 Basis 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that PCS pressure is not already low 
enough to ensure the code safeties remain closed. 'Ibis is ensured · 
earlier by reducing PCS pressure below 970 psia. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. PCS pressure is reduced below the ruptured SG 
pressure to allow the ruptured SG to backflow into the PCS when 
ruptured SG level exceeds 140%. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the smaller Af> will result in a 
lower heat transfer rate to the ruptured SG, thus making more heat 

·available to be transferred to the unaffected SG. 
D. Candidate incorrectly believes that backflowing the SG to the PCS 

will raise PCS boron concentration. Although boron is likely to be 
in the ruptured SG; the dilution in the SG due to the large amount of 
feed water already present would result in a dilution of the PCS wheri 
backflowing'. . 



Question 22 

The following conditions exist: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

A. 

B. 

c. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

··:::::::::·:;:::·:;:;:::;:·:·. 

D. remain OFF until the "staria!¥~frpushbutton is depressed. 

Answer 

D. remain OFF until the "standby" pushbutton is depressed. 



RO Question 22 SRO Question 22 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 . SRO Tier/Group 2/3 
10CFRSS.4l(b) Item 7 .1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 008.A2.01 Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions 
or operations on the CCWS, and control, or mitigate the . 
consequences of those malfunctions or operations: Loss of 
CCWpump 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective ASCAOK4. l 3 Given a control room operated CCW component, predict 
the effect on the component as the control room handswitch is placed in 

. various positions. 

References ASCA Component Cooling Water System 
Component Cooling Water System 
Component Cooling Water System 
Component Cooling System 

SOP-16 
DBD-1.01 
FSAR 9.3 

Question Source New 

Justification. A. Candidate incorrectly believes that 52-C is started directly by the 
sequencer. It only starts if a low pressure signal exists during the 2-. 
second time period that the sequencer enables k 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the "standby" feature will still be 
enabled following the loss of voltage on bus 1 C. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the sequencer will start the pump 
if in "standby" even if adequate pressure exists in the header due to 

· another pump running . 
. D. CORRECT. The loss of voltage on IC bus will cause 52-C to no · 

l.onger be in "standby." The operator must depress the "standby" 
; pushbutton after power is restored to re-enable the "standby" feature 

to allow the pump to autostart on low header pressure. 



Question 23 

Palisades :\ul:lear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant is operating at 12% power when an explosion occurs in the personnel airlock. 
causing both the inner and outer doors to be damaged in an open condition. 

The required HvtMEDlATE ACTIONS are to . . . \ \ 

A. initiate emergency boration, then trlit~fi~:fr~~~,~~ it 
B. initiat~ a Containment HiglJ:ftl~~f,¢i:~i~~~!~i~~-iLthen trip the reactor. 

c. ~;~~~~=::;~:~ t~,~~·on of tlf~,~~·=~rgency 
.. ::.. =:!:}::::::::::::;::::::. ·=::;:;::::::;.·:·:·:·:;:;.·:·.·.·.;.;:;:·:-:· 



RO Question 23 SRO Question 23 
RO Tier/Group 1/1 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFR55Al(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000069.2.4. l Knowledge of EOP entry conditions and immediate ·action 
steps. 

RO importance 4.3 SRO Importance. 4.6 

Objective TBALGl0.01 Given plant conditions, identify the required operator 
action(s) for the following: a. Breach or violation of containment integrity 

References TBAL ONP 4.1 and ONP 4.2 
ONP-4.2 Loss of Containment Integrity 

. Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. These are the immediate operator actions for ONP-4.2 
. if an obvious breach of containment integrity occurs. Performed 
since the plant must be placed in cold shutdown as soon as possible. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the immediate action is to isolate· 
all other containment penetrations to limit total leakage. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the immediate action is to isolate. 
all other containment penetrations to limit. total leakage. 

D. · Candidate incorrectly believes that the immediate action is to isolate 
all other containment penetrations to limit total leakage and actuate 
emergency systems. 



:-

Palisades ;-..;uclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Question 24 

Given the following: 

• 

• 
• 

The plant is operating at 2% power with the T-ay~{f einp Display Selector Switch in 
the TYT-0 I 00 position. '•· .. ·\ 
The 386-AST protective relay has NOT Q~~n res~t;:\ . 
Loop IT-hot RTD, TE-112:.HB failso~·\t\ .. /\it: 

.... ··:·:·:·:··· ·.·.···-:-:-:-:-:.·-·.·.··· .. 
.. ::::~/\if\:. 

How will this affect the plant, as~M~ll-~~f.iialJ sy-~tg~~I~~R a nor~al configuration') 

A Charging will go t~~··d~'!'ini~J._!_iP-_._ .• _:_ •..•. _ ••.••.••.. ~ .. •·_.·_.·_.h_• .. •.•.:.••.e_,_ .. ·.· .. TB V will open. 

c. 

·=:==:========:==~::::::::: ··====;~;r~ :::::::::::=::: ~{t =======::::::-· 

;t,a;;:!:(~,~ :ot~:~:,df;~;BV~li have an open signal, 
····:·:·:·:·;:;::·:::::-:·:·.··:·:-:-:-:-···· .·.· .. , ............... ·.·.-.. ,:;:::: .... · 

~:=~g:i:~;il~~~-·.:·_i·_;'._:d_; __ ••_:·./_l•.::°.l.!:·_;·_:_:w_ .. :_'_!_.· .•.. ·~.-·.· .•. '.·.·.·).,·.·~-~m. and the TBV will have an 
··::;~j~j~~f\~~/\f:f: 

Charging and letdown 'W{ijii)W.be -~ftf~ted, but the TBV will open. 
""·:·:·:·:·:················· 
··:=:-:=:=:-::::::::::::::::::. 

B. 

D. 

Answer 

A. Charging will go to maximum, letdown to minimum, and the TBV will open. 



RO Question 24 SRO Question 24 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 016.K3.01 Knowledge of the effect that a. loss or malfunction of the NNIS 
will have on the following: RCS · 

ROimportance 3.4 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective ASEAG27.01 Using Figure FSAR 7-55, determine the effect on the 
outputs of the Taverrref controller given a failed input to a·.:faverrref 
controller. 

References ASEA Primary Coolant System 
Taverrref Controller Failure ONP-13 

FSAR 7.5.2.1 Primary Loop Temperature Instrumentation 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. An open RTD results in a high failure of the 
temperature element. A failed high input will cause pressurizer level 
to go to maximum, with a resultant response from charging and 
.letdown. The TBV will trip open due to the turbine being off line. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that an open RID results in a failed 
low temperature and pressurizer level is already at minimum value. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the TBV will not respond even 
. though he identifies that the R TD has failed high. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that pressurizer level will not be 
affected, possibly due to misdiagnosing the failure mode of the RID. 



Question 25 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant was operating at 75% power when a reactor trip occurred. 

• 4160 VAC Bus lA deenergized due to a fault. 
• One shutdown rod stuck at 13 I ". 
• Two (2) Group 'A' regulating rods inserted, to 6'; 

. .r.t.~ 
. • SIAS has NOT actuated and is NOT re.· • • 

. ~ 

Emergency boration must be initia 
of ... 

.n is raised by a MINIMUM 
' 

A. 225 ppm. 

B. 450 ppm. 

C. 675 ppm. 

D. . 900 ppm. 

Answer 

C. 675 ppm. 



:· 

RO Question 25 SRO Question 25 
RO Tier/Group 1/1 SRO Tier/Group 111 
10CFRSS.4l(b) Item 7 1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 000024.AA2.05 Ability to determine and. inteq>ret the following as they apply 
to the Emergency Boration:Arnount of boron to add to achieve 
require~ SDM 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective ASF ATOO. l 0 Given Plant conditions, initiate and/or terminate emergency 
boration IA W SOP 2A or EOP Supplement 40 as applicable. 

References ASF A 
EM-04-08 
EOP-2.0 

CVCS/Boric Acid Heat Trace 
Shutdown Margin Requirements 
Reactor Trip Recovery 

Question Source 'New 

.. 
Justification A. Candidate.incorrectly believes that the control rods at 6" do not 

Notes 

require boration flow. 3.75% is required limit post-trip if <4 PCPs 
are operating. 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the control rods at 6" do not 
require boration flow. Only borates for the one fully withdrawn rod. 

· C. CORRECT. Emergency boration is required until PCS boron 
concentration is increased by 225 ppm for each rod "not fully 
inserted." 

D. . Candidate incorrectly believes that cold shutdown concentration is 
required, but it is only required in an emergency condition, not 
following a routine reactor trip. · 



Question 26 

A loss of Instrument AC Bus Y-01 has just occurre~. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• The operators have performed their IMMEDIA TE,ACTIONS and have subsequently 
taken ~anual control of pressurizer pressure co6_and pressure l~vel control. . 

• Pressurizer level has lowered to 30% and ress ; ressure has nsen to 2090 ps1a. 
• All other equipment has responded as "'"'""'l!i'"'h>ri 

Which of the following actions is r 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. Start charging p 

Answer 

B. Manually trip the pressurizer heaters. 



RO Question 26 SRO Question 26 
RO Tier/Group Ill · SRO Tier/Group Ill 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000057.AA2.20 Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply 
to the Loss of Vital AC Instrument Bus: Interlocks in effect on 
loss of ac vital electrical instrument bus that must be bypassed 
to restore normal equipment operation 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective TBAPOG7.0l Describe the Basis for any given Note or Caution found in 
the following procedures: e. ONP-24.5 Loss oflnstrument AC.Sus Y-01 

References TBAP Preferred and Instrument AC Transients 
Loss oflnstrument AC Bus YO 1 ONP-24.5 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that letdown goes to maximum when 
it actually isolates due to CV-2001 closing in AUTO. 

Notes 

B. · CORRECT. Automatic trip capability of the heaters is not available 
due to a loss of power to the pressurizer level coritroller. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that VCT makeup is lost so no suction . 
source is ·available to the charging pumps. M0-2087 actually closes 
and M0-2160 opens to already provide suction to the charging 
pumps from the SIRWT .. · 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that P-55A speed fails to maximum 
speed. The failed low pressurizer level channel calls for maximum 
speed, but the loss of Y-01 causes a loss of speed control for P-55A. 



Question 27 

A cooldown and depressurization is in progress. 

Answer 

B. 47% 34% 

:· 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

MUST SUPPLY SOP-I, ATTACHMENT 5, PAGES l AND 2. 



RO Question - 27 SRO Question 27 
RO Tier/Group· 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 011.Al.01 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to 
prevent exceeding design limits) associated with PZR level and 
pressure 

RO Importance 3.5 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective ASFDOA2.03 Given indicated Pressurizer Level and Pressurizer pressure, 
use SOP-1 Attachment 5 to determine actual Pressurizer Level. 

References ASFD PZR Level Control 
Primary Coolant System SOP-1 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly uses 1500 psia line at intersection of both 60% 
level and 40% level. Reads from correct axis to find indicated .. 

B. CORRECT. Using page 1 of Attachment 5 for LIC-0101A (page 2 
for LIC-0102A), actual level is on y-axis.and indicated is on x-axis. 
Must intersect 1500 psia line and 60% for initial indicatio.ns and 500 
. psia and 40% for final indications. 

C. Candidate incorrectly uses 1500 psia line at intersection of both 60% 
level and 40%level. Also uses incorrect axis to find indicated. 

D. Candidate incorrectly uses incorrect axis to find indicated, but us~s 
1500 psia line and 500 psia line correctly. . 

Notes MUST SUPPLY SOP-1, ATTACHMENTS, PAGES 1AND2. 

-~ ----- -----



Question 28 

Given the following conditions: 

• A small SGTR occurred 30 minutes ago on SG 'A'.+ 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

. : f ~,~;;t::sEf~d~;~:.::::~~~~-w;; , _. __ .[ ___ ,i_ •. __ .'•••_,_ •• ·_•· __ ,_;_-._.·'.•' ___ ,• ___ ,_ .•• _,_: ___ ,.-_,i ___ ,1_._-__ ,i __ .. i_ -•-.•-•.•-•·.•-•-=.•.=-·--. 
• SG 'B' is at I 0%, with AFW flow '!.-tJM 'gplij;: ? 

~ !WEl\!1~~2i!~:::~~~stored 
• There is indicati&tj=~ .. _tb~\fti.ipdle se~f:::'=l\.IE~·:Rt~Qft!::pas failed and all other PCPs 

I . t t ·:::;:;::.:·:·:=:=~: ...... ·.·.·.·.·.··::::::::::::::::::::;.. •.•.·.·.·.··:·:.:·:·:·:········}: ... ·.·.·.·.·.·.··················· seas are 1n ac . . .."'=,:\:;:.:...:••;:.:::"":: , ••• ,.,.,,.,,,., •• ,,,,, ••••••• ,,.,,,,,,,... ..,.,.,.,.,,,., •...•.... ·.· .,.,.,,,.,., ••• ,.:::::}/'' ... 

<:::::=:::::.:·::,:::::::::::::.':I:·==:.:::l:::;::::iit;L:::....... ···vtt:·:=:: . :: ... 
Which of the following co,~-~g PCP P-SOA? . 

A. An adequate heat sink is''IDl\.11vailable to remove the additional heat input from 
the PCP. •.:,,,//:)]> 

:-:::::·· 

B. A slug of unborated PCS water may be introduced into the core .. 

C. An adequate volume of water is NOT available in the pressurizer to accommodate 
any possible voids collapsing. 

· D. PCP seal integrity is doubtful due to losing CCW cooling as evidenced by the seal 
failure. 

Answer 

B. A slug of unborated PCS water may be introduced into the core. 

------ -:----~~-- ·- -
.-~ 



RO Question 28 SRO Question 
SRO Tier/Group RO Tier/Group 1/1 · 

10CFRSS.41(b) Item 5/10 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA CE.Al3.AK3.3 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they 
apply to the Natural Circulation Operations: Manipulation of 
controls required to obtai.n desired operating results during 
abnormal and emergency situations. 

Jl.O Importance 3.4 SRO Importance 

Objective TBACOG7.04 Determine the consequences of attempting to restart a PCP 
without meeting a given restart criteria. 

References TBAC Loss of Forced Circulation (EOP 8.0) 
Starting Primary Coolant Pumps · EOP Sup 3 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that any value below 0% level.is not 
. an adequate heat sink to start a PCP. Must be> -84%. 

Notes 

- --- -.-------- -

B. CORRECT. Natural circulation conditions are required to be 
-established for at least 20 minutes to ensure that any steam generated 
in the core region, which would be unborated, has condensed and 
adequately mixed with the remaining PCS pri9r to PCP restart. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that this volume of water is not 
sufficient to accommodate collapsing of any voids without emptying 
the pressurizer. . 

0. Candidate incorrectly believes that any loss of CCW will result in 
seal degradation. 10 minutes is a conservative time used to still 
allow restart before seal damage is expected. 

J 



Question 29 

Gi\.·en the following conditions: 

• The plant is operating at 27% power. 
• Turbine exhaust temperature is l 25"F. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Which of the following describes the limi~,li,~~gl:~g:L~~:~f;!r.t'> 
.·:::f~:r:~:::: · · · · ·.·.·.-......... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·-·.·. 

Operation may continue=~'rt't~ll!Ppa~ift~i,g~ll:\._is maintained below 137"F. 

Operation may conti.ptj¢. p'ii¢.~t4 pow,f!t:i$. maint~iHl,::~A!ow 30%. 

The unit muskP..e t~;;~, if :'~j~ID.1·~·~;::ture)s ~=::i::;~=~ed below l 20°F within 
5 minutes. -=:::::::)ft.. :i::i:ii ·=====ir:=::tt\,,. .::::::::, · 

:::;:;::::-:::·::::-: •.·.•. -:-:-.•.·.·.·:-:-.·:::•.·.· -:·:~·=···········=·=·=·=···· .;::{!f ~i!i!i!i!~!@!~i\::. --=·=·=·:·.=.·=.·=·.=·.=.·=.·=.·.=.·.= ·.·.··=-:·===·=·=·>=:======:=·-· .. ~~=r:::r:::;:;:;}:_:: ... :::::=========== ........... =-=·· . ·.·.·.·:::·:·:·.·.·.·.·.·.·:-:·:·.. -:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:·:-:·:·:·:-:-· ·.·.· ····· ···:::::::~:~:~:~{::::·· 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

The unit must l)~.:.i.i.:_i:,:_:_:::·;=:·:,=,:,:.·,·,p.'=_:_,:,: __ ::.= ___ ::.=_,::: __ ,==e .. =·:;.=:,: __ .. =:···_.··':_,·_ .. :~_.'d_ .. ='_,·''_.=_ .... =',=_ .. =·''..= ___ .. ::·,·_ .. :; __ .. =·,:_·_ ... :;··=·_ .. =: __ .':-__.=·':_ .. =:···_.::··,.:: __ .='..=··•.:j·=_.=i=:·==:··.=l.·_1_=_:._:_,,_ 
<fJ'iiliiiilll:i:1:11-!-!lll!!!::: . ': .... > 

Answer ·=====·=·=·=·=·=·=·===·= 
·:::\~/ti!i!I~i?::::-. 

C: The unit must be tripped i't::11:~st temperature is not reduced below l 20°F within 
5 minutes. 

·' 

INCLUDE OA-28, BACK PRESSURE CURV~. 



RO Question 29 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 

KA 055.K3.01 Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the CARS 
Will have on the following: Main condenser 

RO Importance 2.5 SRO Importance 

Objective ASLAOG7.01 ·Given turbine load and turbine back pressure, determine the 
requirements for turbine operation. 

References ASLA Main Condenser 
SOP-8 Main Turbine and Generating Systems 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly interprets the limit as the >30% power 
backpressure limit of 5.5"Hg, which is equivalent to 137°F. 

B. Candidate incorrectly interprets the limit as the >30% power 
backpressure limit of 5.5"Hg. 

C. CORRECT. The backpressure limit for operation below 30% is 
3.5"Hg which is equivalent to 120°F exhaust temperature. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that no time is availab~e to correct the 
condition prior to tripping the unit. 

Notes INCLUDE OA-28, BACK PRESSURE CURVE. 



Question . 30 

Given the following conditions: 

• The reactor is critical at 2% power. 
· • All Main Turbine protective relays have been r 

• PCS temperature is 530°F and rising slow 
• HIC-0780A, Steam Dump Control, is · 
• PIC-0511, Steam Bypass Pressure 

If reactivity is added to the core 
temperature will steam flo p 

A. 532°F 

B. 536°F 

C. 540°F 

D. 545°F 

Answer 

D. 545°F 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

UAL with 0% demand. 

- - -· -----~ 



/_ 

RO Question 30 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 

KA 041.A3.02 Ability to monitor automatic operation of the SDS, including: 
RCS pressure, RCS temperature, and reactor power 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 

Objective ASJBOK4.04 Given Plant conditions and available Control Room 
references (when applicable): a. Determine which of the following valves 
will open to relieve secondary steam pressure: 1. steam dump valves; 2. 
turbine bypass valves; 3. secondary code safeties. b. Determine if a quick 
opening or a normal ramp opening of the steam dump and turbine B/P 
should occur. 

References ASJB Main Steam 
D-PAL-87-095 
SOP-7 

Partial Opening of Secondary Code Safeties 
Main Steam System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes the TBV will use the steam pressure 
signal to maintain 900 psia, which is equivalent to approximately 
532°F. This signal is NOT affected by resetting the 386/AST relay, 
but is overriden by the controller being in MANUAL. 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the steam pressure signal to the 
TBV is not enabled with the 386/AST relay reset so the output from 
the ADV error signal will open the TBV. 

C. .Candidate incorrectly believes that the ADVs (which are disabled by 
resetting the 386/AST) will control temperature. 

D. CORRECT. The output from HIC-0780A to the TBV and the 
ADVs is disabled by resetting the 386/AST, and the TBV will not 
open with PIC-0511 in MANUAL at 0%, so temperature will 

- - -----~----
- -increase until pressure causes the first bank of safeties to open. 

Not~s 

-QUESTION IS COMMON TO RO AND SRO EXAMS. SEE SRO 
QUESTION 89. 

/ 

/ 



Question 31 

Given the following conditions: 

• All AFW HICs are in AUTO at C-33 and C-150 .. : 
• All AFW FICs on C-01 are also in AUTO. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• AFW Pumps P-8A and P-8C are operatil}gend (,~ .. ~ the.SGs. 

How would an AF AS affect FIC-0734.Ai(r::sctllf~lltli!ow Control) and FIC-0737 A 

· (P-8C to E-50A Flow Control)? ,/)': \ t: ... :::•.·•••• ,•,•,•.=·=·=·-•.,•_•,,•,:,•,:,:_:,=,-, ... 

<r~~\~r [~~i\~~~r'.~'.~ .... ::~=~{;::::=···· ·.·.·······=·····:·.·.·.·.·.··:· 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

C. They would transfer to CASCADE with the setpoint .going to 165 gpm . 

.... .....:------.-- -~-~ - -



• • <J 

RO Question 31 SRO Question 31 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
lOCFRSSAl(b) Item 2-9 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 061.Kl.Ol Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect 
relationships between the AFW and the following systems: S/G 
System 

RO Importance 4.1 SRO Importance 4.1 

Objective ASLDG12.0-9 Describe the function and operation of the following AFW 
controllers. a. FIC-0727, 0749, 0736A, 0737A (C-01 panel); b. HIC-0727, 
0479, 0736A, 0737A (C-33 panel); c. HIC-0727<;:, 0749C (C-150 panel) 

References ASLD Auxiliary Feedwater 
Feedwater System SOP-12 

E-17 Sh. 22 Logic Diagram AFW Flow Control 

Question Source New . 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that FIC-0736A and FIC-0737A 
response to AFAS is the same as FIC-0727 and FIC-0749 under 
these conditions. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that FIC-0736A and FIC-0737A 
response is the same as FIC-0727 and FIC-0749, but under pump . 
start conditions. 

C. CORRECT. Occurs to ensure adequate feed flow to the SGs in the 
event of a loss of heat sink. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this occurs under th~se 
conditions, but would occur if in AUTO and the pumped were to 
start. 



Question 32 

Palisades \iuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Which of the following will prevent valve CV-300 I, Spray Isolation valve, from opening if 
a Containment Spray Purrip is running on recirc') · 

A. Placing CV-3001 in OPEN on C-01 with C'1f~~p1 in CLOSE on C-33 

B. Placing CV-3001 in TEST on C-Ot~tfiGY~lQQl)n CLOSE on C-33 

·.·.·:···:;::·:·:·:·=·:ft 

··==::l\f ~rt.-.=::=· 
··.··:·· 



RO Question 32 SRO Question 32 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item .7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 026.A3.0l Ability to monitor automatic operation of the CSS, including: 
Pump starts and correct MOV positioning 

RO Importance 4.3 SRO Importance 4.5 

Objective ASHCOK4.06 Given Plant conditions, involving the Containment Spray 
Valves (CV-3001 and CV-3002), predict the response of the Containment 
Spray Valves. 

References ASHC Containment Spray System 
Containment Spray System SOP-4 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the 50 psig interlock will prevent 
valve from opening. Only affects TEST position. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. With the pump running, pressure will be >50 psig 
which will prevent the valve from opening even in TEST. C-33 
position is not affected by the pressure interlock. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the 50 psig interlock will prevent 
valve from opening. Only affects TEST position. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the 50 psig interlock will prevent 
valve from opening. Only affects TEST position. 



Question 33 

The following conditions exist: 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• - Pressurizer pressure (PT-0105A) is 1900 psia. ~ -
• Loop 1 T-hots (TE-0112HC and TE-Ol 12HD) ate:: 98°F and 490°F, respectively. 
• Loop lA T-cold (TE-Ol 12CC) is indicating 478-:-_ 

-• Loop lB T-cold (TE-Ol 12CD) is indic(!f;;;:;;;;... 

What are the TEMP and PRESS in 
SMM-0114'? 

A. • 

• 

B. • 

• 

c. • 
• 

D. • 
• 

Answer 

Temp= 135° · 
Press = 1256 p 

Temp= 144°F 
Press = 1306 psia 

B. • · Temp= 131°F 
• Press= 1231 psia _ 

_ . _____ _:__ __ . __ -

STEAM TABLES ARE REQUIRED TO BE SUPPLIED. 

cooling Margin Monitor 



RO Question 33 SRO Question 33 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 7 1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 002.A4.03 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: 
Indications and controls necessary to recognize ahd correct 
saturation conditions. 

RO Importance 4.3 SRO Importance 4.4 

Objective ASEAOK6.03 Describe the two types of indication available on the 
subcooled margin monitor including the source of the inputs to the 
monitor. 

References ASEA Primary Coolant System 
Steam Tables 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly selects saturation pressure for highest T-hot, 
but correctly uses highest temperature to determine margin. 

B. CORRECT. SMM uses highest temperature. Using steam tables; 
this is determined to be the correct margin:. T-sat for 1900 psia is 

· 629°F. · P-sat for 498°F is 669 psia. 629 - 498 = 131 and 1900 - 669 
= 1231. 

C. . Candidate incorrectly uses average T-hot temperature instead of 
highest temperature. 

D. Candidate incorrectly uses average temperature instead of highest 
temperature. 

Notes . STEAM TABLES ARE REQUIRED TO BE SUPPLIED. 



,. 

Question 34 

Palisades ~uclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Cooling Tower operation is being changed from "over-the-top" to bypass valve operation. . . 

When the bypass valve is opened, it strokes partiallygpen and pauses for.approximately 
four ( 4) minutes to prevent . . . {j 

.......... ·.······ ~~~-~·'· 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer· 

D. 

; 
/ 

· ·: ~.r.~ ~.·.~-~.r.~.: .. ~.-~.~.~.' ::;:;::: 



RO Question 34 · SRO Question 34 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Itein 

KA 075.2.1.32 Ability to explain and apply all system limits and precautions. 

RO Importance 3.4 SRO Importance 3.8 

Objective ASLFOG7.09 Explain the basis of any given Circulating Water System 
(SOP-.14) Plant Requirement, Precaution and Limitation, and 
Caution/Note. 

References ASLF Dilution and Circulating Water System 
Circulating Water and Chlorination Systems SOP-14 

· Question Source. New 

Justification A. Candidate .incorrectly believes that s\.lrge due to opening bypass. 
valve will cause excessive current fluctuations in tower pump. 
Changes in flow will result in change in current, but this is expected. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that valve is not capable of stroking 
full open without overload. Current r~quirements actually lower 
once valve is moving. -

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that makeup basin will empty if 
,, bypass valve is stroked open without pause. · 

.D. CORRECT. Prevents surge from occurring at east end of basin due 
to bypass flow. 



Question 35 

The plant is operating at 30% power. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Considering each event individually. which of the follqy;ing describes how subcooling 
margin responds to (I) an excessive steam demand ~Y~m. and (2) a loss of coolant 
accident? r< .·:::f=:·.· :::::::::;;::::;:::::::: . 

::::::::::::::::::::::::; . 

. EXCESSIVE STM DEMAND:E~li/ .i:i :IJOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT 

. ·.·:-:.:·:···:-:-:·>::::::;. 

A. Rises 

B. 

c. Rises 

D. Lowers 

Answer 

13. Rises Lowers 

··-----·--~ 



:· 

RO Question 35 SRO Question 35 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 00001 l .EA2. l 3 Ability to determine or interpret the following ~ they apply to 
a Large Break LOCA: Difference between overcooling and 
LOCA indications 

RO Importance 3.7 SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective ASIBOAl.03 Given Plant conditions involving changing steam demand 
· with no operator action, determine the effect on main steam pressure and 

PCS temperature. 

References ASIB Main Steam 
RHAA 
EOP-1.0 

Applied Thermodynamics and Fluid Flow 
·Standard Post-Trip Actions 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that all parameters except for· 
·indicated power, are the same for both events and the only,means·of 
differentiating between a steam break and a LOCA is a change in 
power. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. Although pressure drops along with temperature on an 
excessive steam demand event, the pressure drop is tempered 
.somewhat by the inherent operation of the pressurizer, causing SCM 
to increase. On a LOCA, temperature does not drop so SCM 
decreases. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the drop in PCS pressure 
overrides the drop in temperature, causing SCM to decrease on a 
steam break. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the drop in PCS pressure 
_:Q.verrid~~ th_e 4r<>P in temperature, causing SCM to decrease on a 

steam break 



Question 36 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The. plant is operating.at full power when PRV-1042B, Pressurizer POR V, fails open and 
cannot be closed .or isolated. · 

_.:::::=~~~~\l\1\:\ 
• Quench Tank initial pressure is 5 psig. '\ i). 

• Containment pressure is 5 psig when pressµf}~er p(~~.re reaches I 000 psia. 

A. 230°F. 

B. 305"F. 

c. 545"F: 

D. 640"F. 

·Answer 

H. 305"F. 

MUST PROVIDE MOLLIER DIAGRAM AND STEAM TABLES . 
. ' 

._,, 

-- 0-· ._, _ _.__ --:-~--- --::: . 

. '--



RO Question 36 SRO Question 36 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 2-9. 1 OCFR55.43(b) -1 tern 

KA 010.Kl.05 Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect 
relationships between the PZR PCS and the PRTS 

RO Importance 3.4 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective ASEAOK4.02 Describe the following with respect to the Quench Tank: c. 
Post steam discharge values for pressure. level, and temperature. 

References ASEA Primary Coolant System 
Steam Tables 
Mollier Diagram 
ONP-23.l 
ARP-4 

Question Source New 

Primary Coolant Leak 
Primary System Volume Level Pressure Scheme EK-07 

Justification A.. Candidate incorrectly believes that temperature will be at saturation 
for 20 psia (5 psig). 

B.. CORRECT. Using steam tables or Mollier diagram, must recognize 
that this is an isoenthalpic process arid must determine that a drop in 
pressure from 2060 psia to 5 psig will result in a temperature of 
230°F. As pressure in the pressurizer drops, must recognize that it is 
still an isoenthalpic process, however a new starting point of I 000 
psia must be used and the final·temperature will be 305°F. Note that 
the conditiOn of the steam will be superheated. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes temperature will be at saturation for 
1000 psia. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes temperature will be at saturation for · , 
2060 psia. 

. . 

Notes MUSTPROVIDE-MOLLIER DIAGRAM AND STEAM TABLES. 

' ------ ----



Question 37 

During a reactor startup, power level is 8 x 1 o·6 %. 

• An NI Channel Trouble alann is received. 

:-

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• It is determined that NI-01/03 Source and Wid ·· · e channel is inoperable. 

The crew is required to ... 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. maintain po is declared operabl~. 

Answer 

B. 



RO Question 3 7 SRO Question 37 
RO Tier/Group 112 SRO Tier/Group 112 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000032.AK2.0l Knowledge of the interrelations between the Loss of Source 
Range Nuclear Instrumentation and the following: Power · 

· supplies, including proper switch positions 

RO Importance 2.7 . SRO Importance 3.1 

Objective TBANT00.06 Given plant conditions involving a loss of source range 
instrumentation, respond IAW ~-21. 

References TBAN 
ARP-21 
TS 3.17.6 

Question Source New 

Control Systems Transients 
Reactor Protective System Scheme EK-06 (C-Q6). 
Instrumentation Systems 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that TS's requires the clutch power 
supplies to be opened with one hour. This is a required action for 
other instrumentation being inoperable. 

B. CORRECT. TS 3.17.6.l requires Hot Shutdown be achieved within 
15 minutes if this occurs. 

Notes 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes this is the TS ·requirement since this is 
a required action for other instrumentation being inope11ible. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes operation up to this power level is 
permitted since it is permissible to bypass the high startup rate below 
this level. 

- - . - ---- -----



Question 38 

Given the following conditions: 

• The plant is operating at 25% power. ./. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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• All controls are in Cascade mode (automatic if gi~de is not available) 
• ~roup 4 control rods are at 55 inches. . ..:<. 0:,. · \ 

: ~h:e~~~~a~.~~::t~~.~~;~:i~:~e~~:u~;.~~'11:ii~~l&;~~~~~~.equencing mode. 

• Placing the mode selector in :;~:~§ips N(fgff'.®.\ .. :::l.!l\l!\:::,. 

Which of the following wil.J:,!P~p~l~~j!~: tr.\m!~reactor~:=::;:JjJj!j.ljJ).!:j\:::}:,. 
\trt~t\t: ·::==~r:.~r.~·./rr~ :=f= ·.·.·.·.·-:.:::·:::·=-:·=·=········ ·=:=:=:::=· ._.·.· ......... · 

•• •. · •••.• ••·••••••• :;:::;::=:=:::::::;::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:·:-" ··=:~-::;:::;:;:;:::;:·.·=·· 

Variable Hi~~·''·'.::_}_,P_,,.:.Pwe,r.:.=·.= .. =·.=:.::_J.:i.::\·::\ ·=::::::::=:::::.:t?t+:=·· =:::::r==· 
.::::.·.. ·-··=·: ··==~=\r···:::.: · ={f 

•.·.•.·. :::::::::::::::;:;., =:::::=::::::::~:=-,=·,=.: .. =.i.f.:=.=.~.~-.'.· .·.·.·.; ..•... :;:::::::::::: .... ·:.::·.:f ......... )=:· .. 
··=== ····• · · · · · · ······· · · · · · • ··=:::·=·=·=-:-=::~ft= :·==·. ··-·.·-=·=:=rt==·· 

.High Start U~i'!l~~fa::;.l)[\i!iiiij\:!:··i!.::::::+==· :::::::fr::t t::;:::::::rt::t:)\:::@:t:=: 
·:=::::=::::=: -===:=::::f:=:=====:====:=:::::::::::=:=:= .:=~:::::::::::.. ·-=:::~:~t)/{'.\~r=:(==t=--=~~=~====·· 

Thermal Margin!L&i . ."mfiiu~t!!!!·!ij::::.::::::::::=:=, ,, ... -=::==========:}==·· 
. :=::::::: :: : : : : :: : : : : : : ~:: :: : : : : .. : :: '. .. :: =.·.=,=.~.:::~.:= :,.',,:.,::.:. '.:· :.,·.,':: .. ,= ·.,'.:,·.:=.·''.:~ ·.='.:~:'.,~_.='.='.=:·:.·,=.:_·,: : .. :: :: : ":::::::;::::;:::::;:;::::::::::. 

High Pressurizer Pressdt!,:[,ij!j\::.:·:::;:: 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

A. Variable High Power 



:. 

RO Question 38 SRO Question 
SRO Tier/Group RO Tier/Group 1/2 

10CFR55.4l(b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000001.AK.2.0l Knowledge of the interrelations between the Continuous Rod 
Withdrawal and the following: Rod bank step counters 

RO Importance 2.9 SRO Importance 

Objective TBANTOO. l 0 Given plant conditions involving a continuous rod 
withdrawal event, respond IA W SOP-6 Attachment I. 

References TBAN Control Systems Transients 
Instrumentation Settings TS 3.17 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. The maximum setpoint under these conditions is 35% 
(15% above current power level). This trip is designed to protect 
against rapid reactivity insertions, such as rod withdrawals. 

Notes 

B. . Candidate incorrectly believes that this trip would still be enabled at 
this power level (auto block above 15%). Trip is designed to protect 
against rapid reactivity additions, such as rod withdrawal, during 
startup conditions. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that a rod withdrawal transient is a 
_slow enough transient such that it would not be protected against by 
other trips. Trip is designed more for slow transients, such as 
temperature increases due to dilution at power and decreasing 
pressure. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the pressurizer spray valves 
would not be capable of overcoming the rise in pressurizer pressure 
due to the increase in PCS temperature. 

QUESTION IS COMMON TO RO AND SRO EXAMS. SEE SRO 
QUESTION 70. 

- ·--- -------~------. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Question 39 

Given the following plant conditions: 

• A steam line break has occurred on 'A' SG inside containment. 
• 
• 
• All PCPs are stopped . 

.·.·::(t:· .. ::::::;:::::::::::::::: .. 

A. 

B. 

D. 

Delay steaming 'B' S'Cl;ll.Pmr A' S(1,ff~i¢hes < · - 125%, ·then control the steaming 

:e~a:::::::«:~:~ ~o:::colds stabilize, then control th.e steaming 
c. 

and feeding rate of 'B' SG. 

Answer 

B. Maintain 'B' SG within 50 psid of'A' SG until 'A' loop 1-colds stabilize, then 
control the steaming and feeding rate of'B' SG. 



RO Question 39 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.4l(b) Item 7 

KA CE.E05.EA2.2 Ability to detennine and interpret the following as they apply 
to the Excess Steam Demand: Adherence to appropriate 
procedures and operation within the limitations in ·the facility's 
license and amendments. / 

RO Importance 3.4 SRO Importance 

Objective TBADOA2.01 Given plant conditions, detennine the impact of an Excess 
Steam Demand Event on each safety function. 

References TBAD Excess Steam Demand Event 
Excess Steam Demand Event EOP-6.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the most 8.ffected SG must be 
steamed until the most affected SG reaches dryout to maintain 

Notes· 

coupling. . 
B. . CORRECT Maintaining the least affected SG within 50 psid of the 

most affected SG ensures the least affected SG remains closely 
coupled to the PCS. This Af> must be maintained only until the heat 
removal capability of the most affected SG is lost to minimize the 
overcooling effects on the PCS. Steaming of the least affected SG 
must commence prior to dry out of the most affected SG to miminize 
PTS concerns. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that steaming the least affected SG 
while the mosr affected SG blows down will limit the PCS 
cooldown, but it is required to prevent reaching PTS conditions. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that steaming the least affected SG 
_ while the most affected SG steams until it no longer has heat 

removal capability will limit the PCS cooldown, but it is required to 
prevent reaching PTS conditions. 



Question 40 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

All PCPs are stopped with the Shutdown Cooling (SOC) System in service. 

The following'temperatures are noted during the coolgpwn: 

TIME LOOP T-COLDS SD CLG RETURN TO 'res 
0200 290"F 270°F 
0230. 270°F ·2so"F 
0300 245°F 225°F 
0330 . 220"F. 215°F 
0400 195°F 190"F 

··:::{:::::::\i)~!?::: ... 

0. exceeded based on SDC reiaffi';'~emperature to the PCS. 

··Answer 

A. maintained w'thin limits. 



RO Question 40 · SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 3 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 10 

KA 2.2.2 Ability to manipulate the console controls as required to 
operate the facility between shutdown and designated power 
levels. 

RO Importance 4.0 SRO Importance 

Objective IOTCG 12.01 Given plant conditions involving a plant shutdown and 
references: a. Predict the effect of the performance of any given GOP step 
on plant operations. 

· References IOTC 
SOP-I 

Power Operations to Cold Shutdown 
Primary Coolant Syst~m 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT SDC return temperature is to be used if no PCPs are in 
service since little mixing takes place in the absence of forced 
circulation and reactor vessel welds will be exposed to SDC return 
water temperatures .. 

B.. Candidate incorrectly believes that loop T-colds will be accurate 
representation of water temperature contacting reactor vessel welds. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that SDC inJet will be accurate 
repre"sentation of water temperature contacting reacfor vessel welds. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that SDC return temperatures have 
exceeded limit or incorrectly recalls cooldown limit. 

Notes Distractor "D" was considered the ONLY correct response based upon new 
information provided during tlie post-examination review. 

-.~_,._ ____ ---- ---~- -



Question 41 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant is being maintained in Hot Shutdown at 2060 psia. PCS temperature is 532"F 
and stable. The following conditions exist: · 

• Charging flow is in service. 
• Letdown is in service . 

• 
• 

A. 7 gpm 

B. 9 gpm 

c. 11 gpm 

D. 13 gpm 

Answer 

B. 9 gpm 



RO Question 41 SRO Question 41 
RO Tier/Group 112 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000009.2.1.23 Ability to perform specific system and integrated plant 
procedures during all modes of plant ope.ration. 

RO Importance 3.9 SRO Importance 4.0 

Objective TBAGOA4.0l Given values for VCT level, PZR level, charging flow rate, 
· letdown flow rate and PCS temperature, estimate/determine PCS leak rate. 

References TBAG PCS Leak/Loss of Coolant Accident 
Primary Coolant Leak ONP-23.l 

GOP-13 Primary System Leakage Calculation 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes both the pressurizer and VCT contain 
34 gal/%. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. ·Pressurizer level is approximately 66 gal/%. VCT 
level is approximately 34 gal/%; Total volume lost is 132 gal from 
the pressurizer and 136 gal from the VCT for a total qf 268 gals. 
Over 30 minutes this is approximately 9 gpm. 

C. Candidate iricorrectlybelieves both the pressurizer contains 34 gal/% 
and VCT contains 66 gal/% .. 

D. Candidate incorrectlybelieves both the pressurizer and VCT contain · 
66 gal/%. 



Question 42 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

With the plant at 50% power, P-50C Seal Pressure recorder indicates the following: 

• Vapor Seal (RED) is approximately 80 psig. 
• Upper Seal (GREEN) is approximately 80 
• Middle Seal (BLUE) is approximately 

This is indicative of a failure of both 

A. I st and 2nd stages. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

c. 2nd and 3rd stages. 



RO Question 42 SRO Question 42 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000015/17.AAl .22 Ability to operate and I or monitor the following as they 
apply to the Reactor Coolant Pump Malfunctions (Loss of 
RC Flow): RCP seal failure/malfunction 

RO Importance 4.0 SRO Importance 4.2 

Objective ASEDOAS.01 Given traces or PCP seal pressures, identify which seal(s) 
has(have) failed. 

References ASED Primary Coolant Pumps anq Motors 
ARP-5 PCP SG And Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12) 

Question Source New 

Justification A. · Candidate incorrectly determines that the recorders are indicating the 
pressure drop across the stage .. This would be indicative of the 
middle and upper indications reading approximately 2100 psig. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly determines that'the recorders are indicating the 
pressure drop across the stage. This would be indicative of the 
middle indication reading approximately 2100 psig and the upper 
indication reading approximately 0 psig. 

C. CORRECT. The entire pressure drop-is nowfelt across the 1st · 
stage. Since the recorder actually senses pressure input to the listed 
stage, this indicates that the 2nd and 3rd stage have failed. 

D. Candidate incorrectly determines that the recorders are indicating the 
pressure drop across the stage. This would be indicative of the 
middle and upper indications reading approximately 1000 psig. 



Question 43 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

With the plant at full power, Pressurizer pressure is b~ing controlled by Channel A (PIC-
0101 A) in AUTOMATIC. 

• l&C has just completed working on Channel B {g~~~O 10 1 B) and requests that control 
be transferred to Channel_ B to verify prop~r. ope;t!£P. of the controller, 

• Currently, PlC-0 IO I B is in AUTO witn;tl§ilt.~pJ('::~t:J:i..00%. 
·.·.•. ·•.• .·.~t.~,·.·,· .. =.== .. = .. = .. :_.~.;_.= .. :.= . .=_.'_.::_.'.:.'.: t::::~;f~ttt :::::;:::::;::::;:::::::;:::)~:: 

A. 
.. ;{::::.. ==~=~=::::::::::=~\:::::: :·=:/:=· 

B. Spray valve~\M{pµ!~;:·i~l:fl.llly op·~·:.ll::prqpgli:n~l heaters would de-energize. 

C. Spray valves ~~··I heaters would energize. 

D. Spray valves would H~f.~=ftWy.6t6l!ila==:p;~portional heaters would de-energize . 
. . . ::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;., . ··::::::~::::::·· 

·.·.·.·.-.:::/}: ... 

Answer ·-===;:::-· 

B. Spray valves would both fully open and proportional heaters would de-energize. 

·- ------



RO Question 43 SRO Question 43 
RO Tier/Group 1/1 SRO Tier/Group 112 
10CFR55.41(b) Item · 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000027.AK2.03 Knowledge of the interrelations between the Pressurizer 
Pressure Control Malfunctions and the following: Controllers · 
and positioners 

RO Importance 2.6 SRO Importance 2.8 

Objective ASFEOK6.03 Describe the operation of the Pressurizer Pressure 
Controllers, PIC-OlOIAIB, in Auto and Manual including transferring 
between modes or alternating controllers~ 

References ASFE · 
SOP-1 
ARP-4 

Pr~ssurizer Pressure Control 
Primary Coolant System 
Primary System Volume Level Pressure Scheme EK-07. 

Question Source New 

' 0 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that proportional heaters are 

Notes 

controlled by Heater Control Selector, but are actually controlled by 
selector channel. Correctly determines that output signal from · 
Channel B would call for sprays to be fully open. 

B. CORRECT. Output signal would call for spray valves to be fully 
·open and proportional heaters to be off. · 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that proportional heaters are 
controlled by Heater Control .Selector, but are 'actually controlled by 
seiector channel. Also, incorrectly determines that output signal 
from Channel B would call for sprays to be fully closed. 

D. Candidate incor,rectly determines that output signal from Channel B 
would call for sprays to be fully closed. Understands that 
proportional heaters are controlled by ~elector channel. 



Question 44 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant is shutdown and preparing to perform control rod drop testing. Power level is 
6 :\ 10-<• %. . 

Which of the following RPS Trips is automatically under these conditions? 

A. Low Steam Generator Pressure 

B. Thermal Margin/Low Pres.~rg/j!j:JJiiJIJ~ili!li)t 
c. ~~; :~::::1:!f_,_;_,,_;,1·.1·_:_:~_;_:1_=_1.1=_=_;:_:._:_i.i.i.!_.i_','_,_'_'.· .. ~·· 

.::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::. ... . . . . . . . . . . . ..::::/~~\:;:;. 
·==.==.==.·=.·=.=~.:~.:~:.·~= .. ~.q_===··.. \.~.~;_r_rm.r.r_~~-~·,· ··:==================:==:::::===·· ·:=:::=::::;::::=:=:=:=::; •• . ··:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::. ~tt~=~=~=~=i:f~:~f:f::: 

. '\::iJii:Iii;]:::J::_._i_if~i~~~~~~f_:_~,~-=~.=~.=i:,;_,i,i,f_.,j_i,i=_~:,=_;,[_~,~:.•.=.·.~,'.',=.=,·.=,·.·.=_,=.·,·.·,.. ··:(J§~~~I!1~f if ~i~~tt!?tt!il~rrv==·· 
Answer .. ,,.:=:===,,.,.,,,,,,,...... . ~,,,,,,,,,,,,,_ :::::=:=::i·:j!-iilllll\lllllllil!l!l-!j::If p=:==·· 

D. . High Rate-of-Ch:')p. 
··::::: ···=·=·=·=·-·.;: 

D. 



RO Question 44 SRO Question 44 
RO Tier/Group 211 SRO Tier/Group 211 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 015.A4.03 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: 
Trip bypasses 

RO Importance 3.8 SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective ASGCOK4.05 List the three (3) types of trip bypasses available for the 
RPS. 

· References ASGC 
SOP-36 

Reactor Protection System . 
Reactor Protective System and A TWS System 

Question Source .New 

Justification A. Candidaty incorrectly believes that trip is automatically bypassed 
below I Q-4 %. Must be bypassed using Zero Power Mode Bypass. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that trip is automatically bypassed 
below 10-4 %. Must be bypassed using Zero Power Mode Bypass.· . 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that trip is automatically bypassed 
below I Q-4 %. Must be bypassed using Zero Power Mode Bypass. 

D. CORRECT. Trip is automatically bypassed when power level is 
<I0-4 %. 



Question 45 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Control Rods are being withdrawn to the All Rods Out position with the Rod Control 
Mode Select Switch in the "MS" position. PIP is operable . 

• Group I - 21 

Group 2 - 29 • 
• Group 3 - 33 
• Group 4 - 38 

A. 

. B . 

. -:: 

. C. Rod 33 indicating 51" will p~~entGroup 4 frum moving out 

D. Rod 38 indicating 25" will prevent Group 3 from moving out 

Answer 

C. Rod 3 3 indicating 51" will prevent Group 4 from moving out 

.... _ . 



:-

RO Question 45 SRO Question 45 
; 

RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 8/10 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000005.AA 1.01 Ability to operate and I or monitor the following as they apply 
to the Inoperable I Stuck Control Rod: CRDS 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 3.4 

Objective .ASEEOK5.03 Describe the regulating rod sequence circuit and the 
possiole impact that a misaligned control rod may have on the proper 
sequencing. 

References ASEE Control Rod Drive Mechanisms and Controls 
PCP SG and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C12) 
Reactor Control System 

ARP-5 
SOP-6 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that a Group 1 rod below the All Rod 
Out position of 2:130" would prohibit further rod motion. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that a Group 2rod11t 82" would 
prohibit Group 3 rod withdrawal. Actual required value is >80" . 

. C. CORRECT. Rod· 33 at 51" would prohibit Group 4 rods from being,· 
withdrawn. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that a Group 4 rod below 52" 
prohibits outward rod motion. Must be <52" to allow Group 3 
outward motion. 



Question 46 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Containment Air Cooling Fans V-1 A V-2A, and V-3A are operating. V-4A is out of 
service for breaker repairs. 

How does this effect the Technical Specification o~g~~lity of the Containment Cooling 
Tral.ns and Hydrogen Recomb1.ners". !/''\% .·.·. •.•'.•'•'.·:·:·:.::: 

.. = ·=.= =.= ~ ~--~_-,r,~ ·,r,~ =,= ~---~ .. :_.,~ ~-~ ~ · ·: · :-· . ~~t::: =:::::::::::~{f:}. 

CONTAINMENT COOLING\?'{::::::::::':::::::::,:}flYDROGEN RECOMBfNERS 
·.·.·.·····-····:·····: · ··=·=·::r\tt:'.~:t::·:=:·=·=·=-========:::::==·=·-

··=:t~r::::::.. .... =·=··=······ -=·=<·=.=:=··=·===····.--........ -· ., ~,:::,o::~::~~e A. 

B. 

··=:::~=·· 

... ·:''''t::t!:\·i··:j!!i[t,,,,,Both trains are operable C. 

D. 

Answer 

D. Both trains are operable Only one train is operable 

-_ 



RO Question 46 SRO Question 46 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 211 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 022.2.1.23 Ability to perform specific system and integrated plant 
procedures during all modes of plant operation. 

RO Imp~rtance 3.9 SRO Importance 4.0 

Objective ASHDOG7.01 Describe the basis of any given Containment Air Cooler 
(SOP 5) Plant Requirement, Precaution and Limitation, or Caution/Note. 

References ASHD Containment Air Cooling System 
SOP-5 Containment Air Cooling and H-2 RecombiQing 

System 
Standing Order 62 
TS 3.4.l Containment Cooling Systems 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that fans do not affect operability of 
hydrogen recombiners, but recognizes that V-4A is not required for 
CAC operability. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that all fans are required for CAC 
operability, but correctly recognizes that V-4A affects operability of 
hydrogen recombiner. 

C. . Candidate incorrectly believes that all fans are required for CAC 
operability and that V-4A does not affect hydrogen recombiner 
operability. 

D. CORRECT. V-4A is not a required component for either train of 
CAC, but is required for hydrogen recombiner, M-69B 



Question 47 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

A loss of shutdown cooling has occurred. Given the. following conditions: 

• No openings currently exist in the PCS. 
• The plant has been shutdown for 6 days. 
• PCS temperature is 120°F. 
• PCS level is 623'0", 
• The lowest level the PCS was drai®.iltQ 

How much time is available 

A. 22 minutes 

B. 29 

c. 32 minutes· 

. D. 95 minutes 

Answer 

B. 29 minutes 

MUST INCLUDE ONP-17, ATTACHMENT l, PAGES l-7. 



RO Question 47 SRO Question 4 7 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000025.AKl.Ol Knowledge of the operational implications of the following . 
concepts as _they apply to Loss of Residual Heat Removal 
System:Loss of RHRS during all modes of operation 

RO Importance 3.9 SRO Importance 43 

Objective ASCCOG7.09 Explain the basis of any given SDC system (SOP 3) 
operation procedure Plant Requirement, Precaution and Limitation, and 
Caution/Note. 

References ASCC Shutdown Cooling System 
SOP-3 
ONP-17 

Question Source New 

Safety Injection and Shutdown Cooling System . 
Loss of Shutdown Cooling 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly uses Page 7 of the Attachment since this was 
ihe lowest level attained. 

B. CORRECT. Time to containment closure is the same as time to 
200°F. Using ONP-17, Attachment I, Page 5 ( 623' 0-9 days), at 6 
days with an initial temperature of 120°F it takes approximately 29 
minutes to reach 200°F. 

C. Candidate incorrectly uses Page 6 of the Attachment which is the 
correct level, but the incorrect time frame. 

D. Candidate incorrectly assumes that the PCS is "i_ntact and full" and 
uses P_age 2 of Attachment. 

Notes MUST INCLUDE ONP-17, ATTACHMENT 1, PAGES 1-7. 

\ 



Question 48 

Given the following conditions: 

• P-80A, AC Lift Oil Pump is in AUTO. 
• P-81 A, DC Lift Oil Pump is in AUTO. 
• PCP P-50A is secured and P-80A starts. 
• Discharge pressure on P-80A rises to LMi,tL:tll:.lll 

.. ··· 

P-81 A will ... 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

D. start and then stop after 5 minutes. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

., 



,. 

RO Question 48 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 10 

KA 003.A4.03 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control . 
. room:RCP lube oil and lift pump motor controls 

RO Importance 2.8 SRO Importance 

Objective ASEDOK.3.03 Given plant conditions, determine if a PCP DC Oil Lift 
Pump will automatically start. 

References ASED Primary Coolant Pumps and Motors 
Primary Coolant System DBD-2.04 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that if the AC lift oil pump is 
operating, the DC lift oil pump will not start. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the DC lift oil pump will cycle to 
maintain this pressure, but this is the starting setpoint. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the DC lift oil pump will 
continue to operate if AC power is not lost. 

D. CORRECT The DC lift oil pump will automatically start ifthe 
PCP is deenergized and the discharge pressure of the AC lift oil 
pump does not exceed 1550 psig within 5 seconds. It automatically 
stops after 5 minutes to conserve the batteries in the event of a loss 
of AC power. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Question 49 

Given the following conditions: 

• A reactor startup is in progress. /\ 

• The ECP predicts critical rod position to be Grq~p~ at 80" . 

:hi::i~::~: ;:ll:::::e:c:::r:::u: :
8

:~?¥'~ n 1! 
.·==r~ti:!ii~!\:f~t\.. ···<:::~:r1 t~=::· rtttttr=. 

Trip the reactor, emergeg.ijiif:i~'.:'~nd ent~;'£fup~tP.i Standard Post-Trip 

::::n:ontrokQds4~mit ~d '!ty borate. 
.· ... ::·::::: .... ·. .. tffilttt~ ··::::::::::::::::.:-:::::::::;., .;:;::::f:· 

Stop any p~~ boron concentration .. 
Stop any positive ''~lil''l~ •. :.:.'_f,•'.,:!_,::_,:'. __ ,''_:_,,:'n,,: __ ,: __ .':_: __ ,'_: __ .';_;_,·'.'_ .. ':_~ ... ·':: __ .': __ ; __ ,,._,:':'···':_ .. '~: __ ,:.•_:,;_,;_,'.:.•.:_,'_n:,_,~.· ECP calculation for errors. 

===~=(jf~t\~~jj\\(j\j(~\~:-. . 
:-:·:·.·.·:·:····· . 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 
··:::(f jf f~{~~~~:::: .. 

B. . Insert control rods to the lower electrical limit and emergency borate. 

TDM FIGURE 1.9, POWER DEPENDENT INSERTION LIMITS IS REQUIRED 
TO BE INCLUDED. 

•.. 



RO Question 49 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 3 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item · 10 

KA 2.1.20 Ability to execute procedure steps. 

RO Importance 4.3 SRO Importance 

Objective IOTAG12.0l Given plant conditions involving plant start-up and 
\,appropriate Control Room references determine, what action must be 

taken to ·begin or continue plant start-up. 

References IOTA 
GOP-3 
EM-04-24 

Question Source New 

Cold Shutdown to 25% Power 
Hot Shutdown to Critical ·in Hot Standby 
Critical Prediction and Critical Approach 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the reactor is to be tripped, but 
recognizes that criticality is achieved below the PDIL. 

B. CORRECT. The zero power PDIL is Group 3 at lOi'. Criticality on 
Group 2 at 82" is below the PDIL. Control rod insertion to the lower 
electrical limit and emergency boration is required. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that criticality is above the PDIL and 
performs other actions directed by procedure for apparent premature 
criticality above the PDIL. · 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that criticality is above the PDIL and 
performs other actions directed by procedure for apparent premature 
criticality above the PDIL. 

Notes TDM FIGURE 1.9, POWER DEPENDENT INSERTION LIMITS IS 
REQUIRED TO BE INCLUDED. 



Question SO 

Given the following conditions: 

• A reactor startup is in progress. /: 
• Source range count rates are approximately 30Q.9~$t 

:-

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator E:-.:amination 

• Wide range neutron flux monitors are ind~f:~~ing~gp~pximately 1 x I 0"5%. 

A. 

B. 

·c. 

D. 

Answer 

A. Continue the reactor startujj\J?' 

, 



RO Question 
RO Tier/Group 

50 
112 
5/10 

SRO Question 
. SRO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 1 OCFRSS.41 (b) Item 

KA 000033.AK3.02 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they 
apply to the Loss of Intermediate Range Nuclear 
instrumentation: Guidance. contained in EOP for loss of 
intermediate-range instrumentation 

RO Importance ·J.6 SRO Importance 

Objective ASGAOAl.01 Given Plant conditions, describe the effect on the excore 
nudear instrumentation indication (i.e., measured fast neutron leakage) for 
the following events: c. reactor becoming critical 

References TBAN Control SystemsTransients 
GOP-3 
ARP-21 

Hot Shutdown to Critical in Hot Standby 
Reactor Protective System Scheme EK-06 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT When the SR count rate is approximately 3 cps, WR 
flux should indicate approximately 1 x 10·1%. As power increases, 
each log scale should increase accordingly. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that either the SR or WR monitor is 
operable and applies an action from ARP-21 for an inoperable 
channel below 1 Q-4%. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that either the SR or WR monitor is 
operable and applies an action from ARP-21 for an inoperable 
channel below 10-4%. · 

· D. Candidate incorrectly believes that either the SR or WR monitor is 
operable and applies an action from ARP-21 for an inoperable 
channel below 1 Q-4%. 

-----~---



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Question 51 

Following a small break LOCA, the following conditions are observed: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Core exit thermocouple temperatures are approxi.m.~uely 6 l8°F and stable . 
PCS hot leg temperatures are approximately ssq1;1.:.~rd stable . 
Pressurizer pressure is 1100 psia. ;::::,.. ;Eitt' 
PCS cold leg temperatures are approj'.~~~ll\.(~~':81·!!1~ lowering slowly . 

···:::::~~?::::::::::::::::: •. 

Answer 

D. The core is partially uncovered and being cooled by reflux boiling. 

STEAM TABLES REQUIRED TO BE PROVIDEJ). 



RO Question 51 SRO Question 51 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFRSS.4l(b) Item 5 1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA Ol 7.K5.03 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concepts as they apply to the ITM system: Indication of 
superheating 

RO Importance 3.7 ·SRO Importance 4.1 

Objective ASECOKl.01 Describe the interrelationship between the Reactor Vessel 
and Internals and the following: b. Incore Nuclear Instrument System 

References ASEC · Reactor Vessel and Internals 
EOP-8.0 Loss of Offsite Power/Forced Circulation Recovery 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that natural circulation is occurring 
due to a large 1:1 T, but does not recognize that CETs are superheated 
which indicates core uncovery has occurred. · 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that natural circulation is occurring 
due to a large l:lT, but does recognize that core uncovery has 
occurred. 

C. Candidate incorrectly does not recognize superheat in core as 
indication of core uncovery, but does recognize that reflux boiling is 
occurring. 

D. CORRECT. The core exit temperatures are at a superheated 
condition, which requires that heat be added to steam. This implies 
that the core is uncovered. Reflux boiling is occurring based on the 
difference between core exit temperatures and hot leg temperatures. 
With no heat removal between the core exit and hot leg temperatUre 
detectors, they should indicate nearly the same.· Only reflux boiling 
could result in a cooldown of the hot leg temperature indications as 
steam condenses in the hot leg side of the SG and flows back to the 
core. 

Notes STEAM TABLES REQUIRED TO BE PROVIDED. 



Question 52 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator E:..:amination 

Snutdown Cooling flow is being reduced below 2810 gpm. The crew has ensured all 
requirements are met to reduce flow and are preparing to determine the status of the LPS I 
Injection Valves per the following table: 

TOT AL SHUTDOWN 
COOLING FLOW 

2000 gpri1 

1500 to 1999 gpm, 
{fjj\\\\j~j~~~\~~[\\\~: 

1 ooo to .J:~99 ,,~Rm:·::,_ 
:::::::::::::::::::.. ::::::::::=:::;:;:::::::::: 

< 1 a0~1111m::111:1:1:1111::1:1111::::'::::::t::,.,. 
Throttling these valves~ 
A. minimizes loop injectioi'F§@.gk .. valve··cycling. 

B. ensures adeq~ate backpr~:;~:~~::;:ill be maintained to allow FIC-0306 to control 
flow in the middle of its band. 

C. ensures the flow rate at which vortexing is determined to occur if going to mid
loop operations will not be exceeded. 

D. prevents pump runout in the event of a failure of FIC-0306. 

Answer 

A. minimizes loop injection check valve cycling. 



_) . 

RO Question 52 SRO Question 52 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/3 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 005.K4.10 Knowledge of RHRS design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) 
Which provide for Control of RHR heat exchanger outlet flow 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3.1 

Objective ASCCOG7.09 Explain the basis of any given SDC system (SOP 3) 
operation procedure Plant Requirement, Precaution and Limitation, and 
Caution/Note. 

References ASCC Shutdown Cooling System 
SOP-3 Safety Injection and Shutdown Cooling System 

Question Source New 

. Justification A. CORRECT. Ensures sufficient flow through a loop injection line 
exists to maintain the loop injection check valves from "chattering." 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that this will affect the position of the 
valve which is determined by the demanded flow rate. 

C. Candidate incorrectly assumes that this positioning will limit flow to 
the maximum permissible flow during mid-loop operations. 

D. Candidate incorrectly assumes that this positioning will limit total 
pump flow belowrunout conditions in the event FIC-0306 fails. · 



Question SJ 

During a refueling outage, the following conditions exist: 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• One SG safety valve has been removed from SG ;\A" for testing. 
• A blank flange has been installed on the remove4.·~~ty valve piping. 
• Fuel handling operations are in progress .. ii:... \:i.?? . 
• 

• 
~:-:·:·:.:.:.:;:·:.:.:t.;.; .. _ 

.. ::::::; .. .. ······: ... 

A. 

Immediately reinsert lij~!ili.W: asseffiPJyHri its designated core location. 
·::(~~!il~Jj~~~j)jl~j))i~!\:::.. ··:·:::··. 

Replace the missing blank''U.Be within 4 hours. 
• ··:::t::::· . 

B. 

c. 

D. Terminate all work in Containment until the flange is replaced. 

Answer 

A. lmmediately cease all refueling operations. 



RO Question 53 SRO Question 53 
RO Tier/Group 1/3 SRO Tier/Group 1/3 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000036.2.1.11 Knowledge of less than one hour technical specification action 
statements for systems. 

RO Importance 3.0 SRO Importance 3.8 

Objective IOTDOG8.01 Given available Control Room references and plant 
conditions, except where denoted by an (*) , determine the impact on the 
following Technical Specifications. b. 3.8.2 (*) 

References IOTD Refueling Operations 
Refueling Operations TS 3.8 

GOP-11 Refueling Operations and Fuel Hand~ng 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT~ Containment penetrations that provide direct access 
from containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere shall be isolated 
by ensuring at least one manual valve closed, blind flange installed, 
or equivalent. Since TS 3.8.1 is not met, refueling operations must 
cease. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that placing the assembly is required 
to put it in a safe location. This action is prohibited since it would 
change core reactivity. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that there is a time allowance for 
restoring containment closure. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that all work must be terminated, no.t . 
just refueling operations. 



Question 54 

Given the following plant conditions: 

• No PCPs are operating. .. t. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• Ali PCS cold leg temperatures.are between 390~.~Wt 400°F. 

• Pressurizer pressure is 500 psia. .... <:~\f '.\. 
. • ..:::· \}: :::::m::::t 

• 
• 

·=:==·/r::::;;~·=·=:=::::::· 

(ASSUME EACH.AC,[IOM::·~cuRS'''lNllJ;PENDE.:.tiIL y OIPTHE OTHER PLANT 

:
0

ND:~:::: ,:!~V.ace SDC in SONice. 
B. Stop the cooldown a!R!!!!~_lize.PQ§)Jeriiperatures at approximately 400"F. 

C. · Lower pressurizer leve;'''~!:,::11Ji'- .. ,,,.. . 
,. ··=::;:::·· 

D. Raise pressurizer pressure to 600 psia. 

Answer 

B. Stop the cooldown and stabilize PCS temperatures at approximately 400°F. 



\. 
RO Question 54 SRO Question 54 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 2-9 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 002.Kl.13 Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect 
relationships between the RCS and the RCPS 

RO Importance 4.1 SRO Importance 4.2 

Objective ASEDOK4.04 Given plant conditions (including the status of Oil Lift 
pressure and CCW low flow annunciator window), determine if a given 
PCP can be started. 

References ASED Primary Coolant Pumps and Motors 
Primary Coolant System TS 3.1 

SOP-1 

Question Source New 

Primary Coolant System 

Justification· A. Candidate incorrectly believes that cooling down and placing SDC in 
operation would provide a pressure relief path in the event of an 
overpressure condition on the pump start .. 

B. CORRECT. Forced circulation (starting the first primary coolant 
pump) shall not be initiated unless one of the following conditions is 

·met: (1) PCS cold leg temperature (Tc) is> 430 F. (2) SIG 
secondary temperature is Sf c. (3) SIG secondary temperature is < 
100°F above Tc, and shutdown cooling is isolated from the PCS, and 
PCS heatup/cooldown rate is ~10°F/hour. (4) SIG secondary 
temperature is <l.,100°F above Tc, and shutdown cooling is isolated 

1 from the PCS, and pressurizer level is ~57%. · 
C. Candidate incorrectly believes that this would ensure a bubble in the 

pressurizer. However, the requirement is that level be less than 
100% program value of 57%. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that raising subcooling margin would 
~ccourit for any heatup of the PCS due to the hotter SG water. 

Notes 



Question 55 

Given the following conditions: 

• 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Reactor power is stable at 90%. ,,~ 

PCS hot and cold leg temperatures are stable at~ · nnal values~ • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Pressurizer pressure is 2005 psia and lowerin 
Pressurizer level is 59% and rising . 
Containment pressure is 0.2 psia 
Charging Pump P-55A speed i 
Charging Pumps P-55B and 
One ( 1) letdown orific 

A leak in which of 
symptoms? 

A. 

B. PCS cold leg 

C. Reactor vessel head 

D. Main steam line 

Answer 

A. Pressurizer steam space 



:-

RO Question 55 SRO Question 55 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 8/10 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 000008.AKl.02 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concepts as they apply to a Pressurizer Vapor Space Accident: 
Change in leak rate with change in pressure. 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3. 7 

Objective · RHAAOAI.02 Given plant conditions, analyze the data and predict any 
. effect on any of the following: a. PCS parameters / 

References RHAA Appli~d Thermodynamics and Fluid Flow 
Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery EOP-4.0. 

Question Sourc~ New 

Justification A. CORRECT. With a pressurizer steam space break, only steam is 
being initially being released from the break. Since steam has a 
higher enthalpy than water, a greater amount of energy is lost out the 
break, thus the pressure in the system will be lower. 

. Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that a loss of liquid out the break will 
result in a larger loss of energy than if steam is being lost out the 
break. 

C. Candidate. incorrectly believes that a loss of liquid out the break will 
result in a larger loss of energy than if steam is being lost out the 
break. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the rapid cooldown and 
· subsequent depressuriµttion will result in ·a lower pressure than a . 

loss of coolant from the PCS . 



Question 56 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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Pressurizer pressure is 2050 psia with PCS temperature at 480"F. 

As the PCS heatup continues, the VCT Select Valve,,.§V-2056, should be operated to ... 

A. allow VCT level to cycle between the_pigh ~l\4,{l\v level alarms to minimize.the 
pressure transients in the vacuum d~~~§l.fi~f: \:·i.:i!i·:·:·:,(L 

... :{\:::. .·.·.···:··;;'.7:='.'.'.'.'.'.'./:}fi: .. ,)t .... t~:~}~t 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 
··:::::·.·.·.·:·:·:·.····:·· 

B. maintain VCT level as consfatff as possible to minimize the effect on the Primary 
Coolant Pump seals. 

/ 



RO Question 56 SRO Question 56 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 2-9 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 004.Kl.06 Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect 
relationships between the CVCS and the Makeup system to the 
VCT 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3.1 

Objective ASF AOA2.01 Given Plant conditions and a failure, malfunction, ot 
incorrect operation of any given CVCS System component, predict the 
impact on the operation of the CVCS System. 

References ASF A 
SOP-2A 
ARP-4 

CVCS/Boric Acid Heat Trace 
CVCS Charging and Letdown 
Primary System Volume Level Pressure Scheme EK-07 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the vacuum degassifier pressure 
will fluctuate sufficiently to result in a problem, but selects since he 
recognizes the requirement to operate a vacuum pump during divert 
operations. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. VCT level changes result in VCT pressure changes. 
Any VCT pressure change can adversely affect the performance of . 

· the PCP seals due to affecting PCP seal controlled bleed-off. 
C. Candidate incorrectly believes that cycling of the divert valve will 

result in.a dilution/boration event, which in this case is not likely due 
to not changing temperature or VCT boron concentration, but selects 
due to recognizing there is a concern with temperature changes. in 
eves causing reactivity changes. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that gas binding of the pumps could 
be an issue without the VCT emptying, but selects since he 
recognizes that gas binding is associated with level control problems 
in the VCT. 

./ 



:· 

Question 57 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant is in Hot Standby with the Shutdown Rods withdrawn and the crew is 
responding to a leak from the CCW System in accordance with ONP-6.2, Loss of 
. Component Cooling. 

The following temperatures are noted: 

• CROM Leakotf Temperatures All between 205°F and 2 l 5°F 

Which of the following actions should be taken? 

A. Trip the reactor and stop all PCPs. 

B. Trip the reactor and stop PCPs P-50C and P-500 only . 

. Manually insert the Shutdown Rods and stop all PCPs. 

D. Manually insert the Shutdown Rods and stop PCPs P-50C and P-500 only. 

Answer ·- . 

A. . Trip the reactor and stop all PCPs. 



RO Question 57 SRO Question 57 
RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 7 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 000026.AAl .01 Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to 
the Loss of Component Cooling Water: CCW/nuclear service 
water temperature indications 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3.1 

Objective ASCAOG9.01 Given various Plant conditions, one or more of the 
following annunciators in the alarmed condition: b. Describe the effect of 
a valid alarm condition on the operation of the CCW System. 

References ASCA 
ONP-6.2 
SOP-1 
ARP-7 

Component Cooling_Water System 
· Loss of Component Cooling 
Primary Coolant System 
Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-11 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. All CRDM temperatures above 200°F requires that the 
reactor be tripped and all PCPs stopped. 

· ·.· Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes thatPCPs can be continued to be 
operated until temperature limits are reached, but selects since he 
recognizes that this is above the limit for leak off temperatures. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that Shutdown Rods can be manually 
inserted even with a high temperature, but selects since he recognizes 
that all PCPs must be stopped. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that Shutdown Rods can be manually 
inserted even with a high temperature, but selects since he also 
incorrectly believes that PCPs are not required to be stopped unless 
temperature limits on the PCPs are exceeded . 

.J 

,· 



Question 58 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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EOP-5.0, Steam Generator Tube Rupture Recovery, is being performed . 

. Steps 19 through 25 state the following: 

19 
20 
21 
22 Veri affected SIG is isol 
23 . If Bus ID AND Bus IE e power or provide power 

r to the PZR heaters 
24 If HPSI Pumps ar. are satisfied, throttle 

HPSI flow o~lo 
25 lfLPSI P 

• The crew was unable ted SG during the performance of 
. Step 19 and continued o 

• Step 24 is currently being 
• Health Physics reports that th ' affected SG is SG 'A' based on radiation levels . 

The crew should next ... 

A. perform Steps I 9 through 22. 

B. transition to EOP-6.0, Excess Ste~ Demand Event, to isolate SG 'A'. 

C. return to Step 1. 

· D. · · · continue with Step 25 and wait until another set of steps in EQP-5.0 directs. . 
isolating the most affected SG. 

Answer 
\ 

A:---perform Steps I 9 through 22. 

. ----~ 



RO Question 58 SRO Question 
SRO Tier/Group RO Tier/Group 3 

10CFR55.41(b) Item 10 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 2.4.16 Knowledge of EOP implementation hierarchy and coordination 
with other support procedures. 

RO Importance 3.0 SRO Importance 

Objective TBAAG37.03 Define the following terms used in implementing the EOPs:. 
a. Continuous Step~ b. Nonsequential Step; c. Sequential Step;. d. 
Referencing; e. Branching; f. Available; g. Operating; h. R~source 
Assessment Tree (RA Ts) 

References TBAA Introduction/Safety Functions 
Admin 4.06 
EOP-5.0 

EOP Development and Implementation 
Steam Generator Tube Rupture Recovery . 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. While Non-sequential steps (designated by statements 
such as WHEN, IF, THEN) are inserted into the proc~dure at 
locations where they would likely apply, they should be performed at· 
any point in the procedure where the conditional aspects of the step 
become true. 

· Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that all steps must be completed prior 
to completing steps that were not able to be performed when called 
out. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that all steps prior to the non
sequential step must be performed again prior to performing the non
sequential step. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that additional steps will repeat the 
same information and that all steps must be performed in sequence. 



Question 59 

Given the following conditions: 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• Preferred AC Busses Y -20. Y-30. and Y -40 are bajrg supplied by their inverters. 
• Preferred AC Bus Y -10 is being supplied from th~.~ypass Regulator. 
• Battery Chargers 3 and 4 are in service. .. :,. ,,\ 
• Station Battery # 1 is out of service for.~¢J,Jr~Je.cem¢fi.~. 

~~~~db~::~: ~;:~te~~~h~2ir~f~~.O: .. ~ .. '.'..•·.:Bti ..•.. : .. •: .. : .. ~.::.::s .. ::.:.<:'.'.:.:o.;_ie.:;~•·er these conditions, what 
. .;:;:. "''::q:: •.. :) .. l·l!.!•11·::i::}:,, 

All Preferred AC &,ij' :~:l.lliii~·~j-tgized. ·';:::!'.'.'.'.'.'.'.''.'''?:;: 

Preferred Ae.iillu~,.~~i~JIJ!bNL ~t~t111:::·en~rsii&.t -· ,.,,,,, 

A. 

B. 

c. 

··:·:·:·:·:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:-. ·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·.·.· .... . ... ; .•.·.··:·:· 
·-:===:======~::=====:======:-. ::==========:=:=:::::=======:=====·· • -====ttt~ttttff{\ iI=·=:::::::::::~::·=· 

Preferred AC ~~~·~r 
Preferred AC Busse~':i~~ll!.!1,~d'''y-q!liP,fiiLY would deenergize. D. 

Answer ·:::::::::;:::-'· 

A. All Preferred AC Busses would remain energized. 



RO Question 59 SRO Question 
SRO Tier/Group RO Tier/Group 2/2 

10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 063.K4.04 Knowledge of de electrical system design feature(s) and/or 
interlock(s) which provide for the Trips 

RO Importance 2.6 SRO Importance 

Objective ASABOA2.01 Given various Plant conditions and normal control room . 
references, explain the effect on the 125 VDC, Preferred AC and 
Instrument AC system of: c. Loss of DC power. 

References ASAB 125 VDC, 120 Volt Preferred AC and Instrument AC 
Loss of DC Power ONP-2.3 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. With this configuration, the half of DC Bus D-10 
being supplied by Battery Charger 3 would remain energized. This 
half of the bus supplies Inverter 3, which would maintain Y-30 
energized: The bypass regulator would maintain Y -10 energized. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that Y-10 would deenergize due to 
losing the Bypass Regulator, but the Bypass Regulator is powered 
from Y-01 Instrument Bus. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes the half of the DC bus which supplies 
· Inverter 3 would deenergize, deenergizing Y-30. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes the half of the DC bus which supplies 
Inverter 3 would deenergize, deenergizing Y-30, and that Y-10 
would deenergize due to losing the Bypass Regulator, but the Bypass 
Regulator is powered from Y-01 Instrument Bus. 



Question 60 

Given the following conditions: 

Palisades \iuclcar Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• Diesel Fire Pun1p P-41 is tagged out for bearing n~placement. 
/ .-.-::::·:::::::: .. 

• A fire occurs in the vicinity of the DC distributiqtt,p?,nel which supplies control power 
to Diesel Fire Pump P-9B via C 126, causi9g theB,~istribution panel to deenergize. · 

.-:=:::=:}{t::.· ·:::=:=:::====· rr. 

Which of the following describes the e~!:JH:~i.tl:~ii§!~ Pumps P-9A and P-98 under 

these conditions, ass.urning no··=·o=. p·,··,·_,=,· .. _.'e·'', .. =' .... ='·_.·':.' .. 'r··'' .... =• .. ,•' ... ':.~_.==,•_,· __ .=:_.=•.·_ .. =··,=_.t.:_.=· ... =•_.':o_.·';=_.·';-•:_:·· ... '··,;,: __ ,·r .. ·'•;_ •. =·.,;· __ ,::_.=•.'_ .. =••,:_.'_.?:a_,;:_,: ... _,•._,:_,:,P_;:_,j:fp_s_
9

_.,,_,,.· .. ·.=.=.=-:::n•:•:i,i:,:,:'.::::::.,:::,i· .. ·',:i'::,,. 
A. Both P-9A and P-98::,w11l mmatn OFE:::::::==t> .... ,,,<•\•\i•=iijiJJlJjillJjl::1=1·'•.•::t. 

-~t)~}{if !1. ·::\::::::;~:;:;:;:::::;:;:;. 
··===\1~rrtr\~~==· 

B. 

c. 

D . 

. Answer 

B. P-9A will be RUNNING; P-98 will remain OFF 

:· 



RO Question 60 · SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 

KA 086.A2.03 Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions 
or operations on the Fire Protection System; and (b) based on 
those predictions, use procedures to correct, control, or 
mitigate the consequences of those malfunctions or operations: 
Inadvertant actuation of the FPS due to circuit failure or 
welding 

RO Importance 2. 7 SRO Importance 

·Objective ASBAOA2.0l Given plant conditions and the status of (or value for) any 
related Fire Protection System component, predict the impact on the 
operation of the Fire Protection System. 

References ASBA Fire Protection Systems 
Fire Protection System SOP-21 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that P-9A is prevented from 
autostarting without control power to P-9B, thinking the start of P-. 
9A is interlocked with P-9B and recognizes that P-9B will not 
autostart due to the loss of control power. . 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. P-8A will receive a signal to start due to the loss fire 
·header pressure. P-8B will not start due to no control power. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that P-9B will autostart due to the loss 
of contro~ power and maintain pressure high enough to prevent P-9A 
from starting. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that P-9B will autostart due to the loss 
of control power and P-9A will start due to the low pressure in the 
fire system. 



Question 61 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Waste Gas Decay Tank T-688 is being released when a high radiation condition is sensed 
by the process radiation monitor. 

The release is automatically terminated by closing Q~f~) 23, Waste Gas Decay Tank to 
Stack, and . . . .·.·. ff•.,'.!,! . .:.\.:.' •. · .·:=:;:;:::: .. 

·; 



RO Question 61 SRO Question 61 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 071.K4.04 Knowledge of design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) which 
provide for the following: Isolation of the waste gas release 
tank 

RO Importance 2.9 SRO Importance 3.4 

Objective ASDCG 12.02 Des_cribe the automatic actions initiated by each of the 
following process monitors upon receipt of a high alann. d. RIA-1113 
(Waste Gas Monitor) 

References ASDC Radiation Monitoring System 
Radioactive Waste System-: Gaseous SOP-ISA 

Question Source New 

Justincation A. CORRECT. A high radiation signal will terminate the release by 
closing CV-1113 and CV-1123. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that V6A or V6B will trip, but selects 
since a trip ofV6A or V6B during a gas release requires securing the 
release. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that CV-1120A will automatically 
close, but selects since CV- l l 20A is the outlet valve for the tank. 
being discharged. 

D. .Candidate incorrectly believes that P68A or P68B will trip, but 
selects since the <;iegassifier is bypassed when isolating the waste gas 
surge tank. · 

'· 



Question 62 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant is operating at 85% power when a Main Feed Water Pump trips. 

Why does ONP-3. Loss of Main Feedwater. require the plant instead of lowering 
load? 

A. Prevent overcooling the PCS 

B. 
·:·:·:·:····-·:•.•,•:•-

Minimize ASI control difficulfi!;.:;::::::;:::), 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

D. 



RO Question 62 SRO Question 62 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5/10 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000054.AK3.0l Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they 
apply to the Loss of Main Feedwater (MFW):Reactor and/or 
turbine trip, manual and automatic 

RO Importance 4.1 SRO Importance 4.4 

Objective TBAEOG7.03 Given plant conditions involving a loss of Main Feedwater, 
determine the consequences of a failure to perform any given step in Loss· 
of Main Feedwater, ONP 3. 

· References TBAE 
ONP-3 

Feedwater Transients 
Loss of Main Feedwater 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that raising feed flow rapidly will 
result in overcooling the PCS, but the heatup due to the rapid power 
reduction will overcome the cooldown caused by the increased FW. 

Notes 

B. · Candidate incorrectly believes that power will be lower when the 
plant is recovered, thereby increasing the difficulties with AS! 
control. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that iodine spiking is only a concern 
while changing and maintaining power, but it is a concern anytime a 
rapid power change occurs, including a trip. 

D. CORRECT. At a high power level, the large amount of SG 
shrinkage and the inability of the remaining FW pump to supply the 
required feed flow has resulted in trips on low SG level. This action 
was addressed to anticipate a likely low SG level trip. 

). 



Question 63 

Given the following plant conditions: 

• The plant is at I 00% power. ··· 
• SG levels are at program levels. ;::::.::: 1:1\ .. 

• Steam flow and feed flow are matched ... }:t. \:.: ::f •'· 
• Feed flow transmitter FT-0701 fails loW.df:ff\:\ .. ::·:;:@:/: 

··.:.::.:: •• ··~.~;:.=:·.·. ··-:;::\'.t.:\r:=:::::=:=:::::::=:=:· ........... ·:·: .. . ... ··:·:::::·:-:-:-:;:·:·:·:·:::·:-:-:·::\~t(t 

A. 

B. 

c. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

SG level rises, but staijUi£.i$ .. at ofliiil&}tVthe high level override. 
··\:::::::::;::::•:;::;::::::.. . ...•. ,.,.... 

D. 

·:::tffttfb· 
Answer 

D. SG level rises. but stabilizes at or below the high l~vel override. 



RO Question 63 SRO Question 63 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 059.K4.18 Knowledge of MFW design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) 
which provide for the following: Autom~tic feedwater flow 
reduction on plant trip 

RO Importance 2.8 SRO Importance 3.0 

Objective ASLCOK6.02 Given plarit conditions, predict the response of the SGWLC 
system. 

"References ASLC Steam Generator Water Level Control (SGWLC) 
Excessive Feedwater Increase ONP-10 

ARP-5 PCP SG and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 

. Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that level is decreasing, causing alow 

Notes 

level trip. . _ 
B, Candidate incorrectly believes that level will continue to increase, 

·and the SG high level override will maintain the FRV in its current 
position or the level error signal will be inadequate to match the feed 
flow error signal. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that level is decreasing, but the level 
error signal will match and compensate for the flow error signal. 

D. CORRECT. FT-0701 failing low causes the FRV to open to match 
feed flow to steam flow. Level will increase until either the SG high 

. level override causes the FRV to go closed or until the level error 
signal matches the feed flow error signal. 



Question 64 

Palisades :--Juclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

A Containment High Pressure (CHP) has occurred. The operators are attempting to 
determine the hydrogen concentration of containment. 

What would be the effect of operating the Hydroget\ilpnitors in ANALYZE without 
taking any other actions'> ,,, \::::;:;: 

.:::::::::~:t::.... ·:~i.!: .• _i_!,~.-.:,i,'.·,~,~·,~.=.',i,!·,~:,'_i_i 
···:·:::::::::::::::.:~::=:::::· :::.... ::. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 



RO Question 64 SRO Question 64 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 028.Al.02 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameter (to 
prevent exceeding design limits) associated with operating the 
HRPS controls including: Containment pressure 

RO Importance 3.4 SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective ASHEOG7.01 Explain the basis of any given Containment Hydrogen 
Analyzer and Recombiner System Operating Procedure (SOP-38) Plant 
Requirement, Precaution or Limitation, Caution, or Note . 

. References ASHE 
SOP-38 

Containment H2 Analyzers, Recombiners, and PASS 
Gaseous Process Monitoring System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the monitors are not rated for 
containment pressure following an accident, resulting in a leakage 
path. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the monitor will concentrate 
hy_drogen to an explosive level in the monitor. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the monitors are not rated for 
containment pressure following an accident. 

D. CORRECT. The sample valves isolate on a CHP or CHR signal. 
Operating the pumps without first enabling the valves will cause the 
PD sample pumps to operate without a suction or discharge path. 

.i 



Question 65 

Palisades Nuclear Plant· 
Reactor Operator E:-,:amination 

The plant is operating at I 000,,·(i power when EK-06. Rack D. Window 5. "A TWS 
Trouble/Trip." alarms. The plant does NOT trip. 

Which of the following conditions would result in tffl~ij~rm? 

A 

B. 

c. 

D. 



RO Question 65 SRO Question 65 
RO Tier/Group 112 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000029.EK.2.06 Knowledge of the interrelations between the and the following 
an ATWS: Breakers, relays, and disconnects 

RO Importance 2.9 SRO Importance 3.1 

Objective ASGCOA2.10 Describe the function and operation of the A TWS trip 
system. 

References ASGC Reactor Protection System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that a failure low of the pressure 
transmitter would cause the alarm, but actually requires a high 
pressure condition. 

. Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that this would cause the alarm, but 
system must be in normal to remove key. Selects since taking switch 
out of normal position causes alarm. 

C. CORRECT. A loss of potential will result in this alarm, but not 
cause a trip since the system is energize to trip. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that P-8B starting will cause the 
alarm, but selects because P-8B starts on an A TWS signal. 



Question 66 

The following conditions exist: 

• The plant is at 250.·~ power during a poweneducH(;lJ1. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• Indication on the Station Power Transformer re«t¢(.breaker to Bus I A is RED light 
. lit, WHITE light lit, and GREEN light dar#,(all 5µJij$::~re good). 

~r th=~:::
0

~~::~:; :::::~a:!l:e
1

1: :" :~:~:~~::rk. 
A. 

B. 

c. 

··::::~Jt~t~~f/:::· 

..•..•.•.....•. ·.· ...•....... :-:-:-:-:::::)}=· 
·-:~:f:::::~{:::::::::::::::;:~:::::f\:::::::::::::·:·· 

The reactor would 

Bus I A would de-energifJ.m#w the main turbine and generator would trip. The 
reactor ..yould remain critilrn=]!I:=·· 

D. Bus I A would fast transfer to the Startup Transformer and the 'plant would remain 
at the. current power. 

Answer 

A. Bus I A would de-energize and the reactor, main turbine, and main generator 
would all trip. 



RO Question 66 SRO Question 66 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Iteni 7 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 062.A4.04 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: 
Local operation of breakers 

\ 

RO Importance 2.6 SRO Importance 2.7 

Objective ASAAOA3.01 Given various conditions involving improperly installed or 
blown closing coil fuses for 2400 or 4160 V AC load breakers, describe the 
following: 2. indications available locally at the breaker,. and in the 

.. Control Room for diagnosing the condition .. 

References ASAA Electrical Distribution 
Station Power SOP-30 

Question Source New 

· Justification A. CORRECT. This is the expected indication for the plant 
conditions. The white light indicates that the closing springs are 

. charged and available to close. However, a fast transfer does not 
occur unless a generator trip has been sensed. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that only the generator will trip, but 
recognizes that the SIU breaker will not fast transfer. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that only the turbine and generator 
will trip, but recognizes that the SIU breaker will not fast transfer. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the SIU breaker will fast transfer 
on any trip of the breaker. 



:. 

\ 

Question 67 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant is operating at 22% power when a Feedwater Regulating Valve fails open from 
its current position and CANNOT be closed. 

As level approaches 90% in the affected SG, a react. 

A. prevent an overpower condition. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

D. 



RO Question 67 SRO Question 67 
RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 111 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA CE.Al 1.2.4.1 Knowledge ofEOP entry conditions and immediate action 
steps. 

RO Importance 4.3 SRO Importance 4.6 

Objective TBAEOG7.04 Given plant conditions involving an Excess Feedwater 
event, determine the consequences of a failure to perform any given step 
in Excess Feedwater, ONP 10. 

References TBAE Feedwater Transients 
Excessive Feedwater Increase 
Increase in Steam Flow 

ONP-10 
FSAR 14.10 

Question Source New 

\ 
Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the cooldown will result in an 

excessive positive reactivity addition. The excessive feed event is 
bounded by the excessive steam event which concludes that the plant 
trips maintain the plant within acceptable limits. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the cooldown and 
depressurization of the PCS is limiting in this event. The excessive 
feed event is bounded by the excessive steam event which concludes 
that the plant trips maintain the plant within acceptable limits. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the cooldown and 
depressurization of the PCS is limiting in this event. The excessive 
feed event is bounded by the excessive .steam event which concludes 
that the plant trips maintain the plant within acceptable limits . 

. D. CORRECT. The·concem is water carryover to the turbine. Since. 
·the plant is operating above 15% power, the reactor is tripped before 

' tripping the turbine. 

' .. 



Question 68 

Given th~ following conditions: 

• Charging Pump P-55A is in operation. 
• P-55B Control Select switch on C-12 is in AUE. 
• P-55C is tagged out. ~ . 

• • .6tf~n:i. • 

• An mstrument failure causes P-55B to~atl 
• The operator immediately stops P- · :: :W.Y1l'tf:~-

and then releases it. · ·\ ·-

, If actual pressurizer level be 
would automatically start 

A. without an 

B. 

c. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

d switch on C-02 in TRIP 

0. -12 was placed in MAN and then back to AUTO. 

Answer 

0. if the Control Select switch on C-12 was placed in MAN and then back to AUTO. 



RO Question . 68 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFRSSA3(b) Item 1 OCFRSS.41 (b) Item 5 

KA 004.Al.09 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to 
prevent exceeding design limits) associated with operating the 
CVCS controls including:.RCS pressure and temperature . 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 

Objective ASFAOG7.09 Describe the basis for any given CVCS, BAHT and 
Purification and Chemical Injection System (SOP 2A/2B) Plant 
Requirement, Precaution or Limitation, Caution, or Note. 

References ASF A 
SOP-2A 

CVCS/Boric Acid Heat Trace 
Chemical and Volume. Control System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the pump is available for 
autostart as soon as the failed channel has been deselected. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the anti-pump lockout is removed 
by operation of the hand switch on C-02 to the TRIP position. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the anti-pump lockout is removed 
by operation of the hand switch on C-02 to the START position. 

D. CORRECT. The anti-pump lockout feature will prevent the pump 
from automatically starting until the control sek~ct is placed in MAN · 
and then back to AUTO. 



Question 69 

The plant is operating at 25% power. 

Which of the following inoperable Accident 
entry on the LCO Annex Sheet instead of the LCO 

A. Wide Range T-hot 

c. 

D. Reactor 

. Answer 

D. 

/ 

._./ 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

instruments would require an 
Sheet" 



RO Question 69 SRO Question 
SRO Tier/Group RO Tier/Group 3 

10CFR55.41(b) Item 10 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 2.2.23 Ability to track limiting conditions for operations. 

RO Importance 2.6 SRO Importance 

Objective ADA GOG 1.12 Describe the equipment status controls and responsibilites 
concerning the following IA W AP 4.02. a. LCO status (including LCO 
annex) 

References ADAG APs 1.15, 4.00, 4.02, 4.07, 4.08 
Control of Equipment Admin4.02. 

TS 3.17.4 Accident Monitoring Instrumentation 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that a failure of this instrument does 
not require a shutdown if the action statement is not met within the 
required time frame. · 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that a failure of this instrument does 
not require a shutdown if the action statement is not met within the 

· required time frame. 
C. Candidate incorrectly qelieves that a failure of this instrument does 

not require a shutdown if the action statement is not met within the 
required time frame. -

D. CORRECT. The annex sheet is used for those items which. will 
NOT require a plant shutdown following the expiration of a time 
limit. RVWL does not require a shutdown. · 



:. 

Question 70 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The reactor has tripped due to a large feed line break on 'A' SG. 

Given the following conditions: 

• An uncontrolled cooldown is in progress. 
• Tave is 512°F and dropping. 
• All regulating and shutdown rods 
• The Main Turbine has NOT 
• Both SG levels are -15% 
• AFW flow to 'A' SG is 

• Bus 1 D is de-en 

During the perform 
permitted to ... 

I 

A. 

· B. reduce AFW flow to 'A' 

C. start 1-2 DG. 

D. close the MSIVs. 

A:pswer 

B. reduce AFW flow to 'A' SG. 

. , the operators are NOT 



RO Question 70 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 3 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 10 

KA 2.4.34 Knowledge of RO tasks performed outside the main control 
room during emergency operations including system 
geography and system implications. 

· RO Importance 3.8 SRO Importance 

Objective TBAAOA2.04 Given Plant conditions involving EOP usage, predict the 
response of any crew member for performing actions IA W Admin. 
Procedure 4.06 Attachment 15. 

References TBAA Introduction/Safety Functions 
Admin 4.06 EOP Development and Implementation 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that this is an additional action due to 
the low SG levels, but it is a permitted continguency action for the 
low temperature. 

Notes 

B. . CORRECT. Additional actions to those stated in the Immediate 
Actions are not permitted, except as directed by the Immediate 
Action of an applicable ONP. Reducing AFW flow to a suspected 
faulted SG which is at a level of <5% is considered an additional 
action. 

C. 

D. 

Candidate incorrectly believes that this is an additional action due to 
one bus being energized, but this is a continguency action to Bus ID 

. not being energized. . 
Candidate incorrectly believes that this is an additional action since it 
is not the preferred method of responding to a failure of the turbine 
to trip, but it is a continguency action. 



Question 71 

Given the following conditions: 

• A rapid load reduction occurred several minutes 
80%. 

• The crew is attempting to restore control rods t 
• An electrical malfunction results in Gr ~~"· 

inches. 

In order to satisfy the Technical 
hours power must be reduc . el 

A. 74%. 

B. 69.5%. 

C. 66%. 

D. 33%. 

Answer 

A. 74%. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

. ll out position. 
rods becoming stuck at 80 

margin, within two (2) 

TDM FIGURE 1.9, POWER DEPENDENT INSERTION LIMITS, IS REQUIRED 
TO BE INCLUDED FOR THIS QUESTION. 



:· 

RO Question 71 SRO Question 71 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 001.Al.02 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to 
prevent exceeding design limits) associated with operating the 
CRDS controls including:. "Prepower dependent insertion 

. limit" and power dependent insertion limit 

RO Importance 4.0 SRO Importance 4.2 

Objective ASEEOG9.01 Given various Plant conditions, one or more of the 
following annunciators in the alarmed condition: c. Use applicable control 
room references to determine the actions required. 

Refe.rences ASEE Control Rod Drive Mechanisms and Controls 
Control Rod and Power Distribution Limits 
Power Dependent Insertion Limits 

TS 3.10 
TDM Fig. 1.9 

· SOP-34 
ARP-5 

Question Source New 

Plant Process Computer System 
PCP SG and Rod Drives Scheme 

Justification A. CORRECT. The TS PDIL curve requires that power be limited to· 
<74%. 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the limit for TS PDIL is the PPC 
PDIL curve value. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the limit for TS PDIL is the PPC 
PPDIL curve value. 

D. Candidate incorrectly interprets the TS PDIL curve, reading the point 
for 80 inches on Group 3. 

Notes TDM FIGURE 1.9, POWER DEPENDENT INSERTION LIMITS, IS 
REQUIRED TO BE INCLUDED FOR THIS QUESTION. 

\ 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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Question 72 

A steam generator tube leak has occurred and the crew has shut down the plant in 
accordance with ONP-23.2, Steam Generator Tube Leak. ONP-23.2 provides guidance 
for depressurizing the PCS following the plant shut qgw.n .. 

Pressurizer pressure is to be maintained belo~=:=:970 ~~;1:~9 ensure 
:;:;:;:;:::;.;.·:·. \ifit/\t. 

variable L TOP actuation is avo_•,•,•,•,·.it:~!·:::•:•:•\:\:),:=.1·::1:1·\i!j·i'.'.!!··'::'i::::j.j:j:jjj_j::!il!J::;, 
··=== ····:·:·:r··-·.·-··:···=·=··· .:·: 

no SG code safeties:~ i•rthe ?G gQ~;_i_ .. •.!:_i·_:·_: _ _._,_:_:=_:,:_:_·_:_:_:_;_·· .•. ·_=.:_•,•.:,:_•,•.=,=.=,·.·, 

dilution oft he PC $,,i~'.!liniirifift_:;_=_:_:·,:_·_,;_.,.,:,,_1,•·:!_._=,•_=,:_:,'._i,:!,._:,·=,._=,:•,•.•,::,_·,:•_:._·,:•.=:.:,._:,:,:,:_i,=_.,·'.=:.·.•_,1·:'·:_,!_:,:.·,:_i,;,I_:,::,::,.,_~. · ~-··-~',••,.,:_,:•.·_,•,:,•_:'.ft· 
-·===· tmi~mt!i~tt 

D. adequate 51~,,.:~.'." t1W'e leak becomes a rupture. 

:nswerno SG code sa~:es solid. 

A. 

B. 

c. 



RO Question 72 SRO Question 72 
RO Tier/Group 112 · SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000037.AAI .09 Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to 
the Steam Generator Tube Leak: RCS loop pressure indicators 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 3.2 

Objective TBAFOA2.05 Given plant conditions involving a SIG tube leak, 
determine the consequences of failing to perform any given step contained 
within ONP 23.2. 

References TBAF Steam Generator Tube Leak/Rupture 
Steam Generator Tube Leak ONP-23.2 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that this highest priority pressure 
concern is met by controiling PCS pressure below 970 psia, but it is 

. actually maintained by staying within the limits of EOP Supplement 
I. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. Although this is the second highest priority for 
·pressure control in ONP-23.2, maintaining pressure below this value 
ensures no code safety lifts in the event of the SG going solid. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that this third highest priority for 
pressure control strategy is met by maintaining <970 psia, but it is 
actually met by maintaining pressurizer pressure within 50 psid of 
SG pressure. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this pressure is maintained to· 
ensure that pressurizer pressure is well below the shutoff head of the 
HPSI pumps in the event of an escalation of the leak into a rupture. 



Question 73 

G~ven the following conditions: 

• 
• 
• 

A power escalation is in progress . 
Maximum power range NI power is 19% . 

,. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Maximum ~ T power is 20%. ===· . 
Current Variable High Power Trip (V.ttefi)=~tp9i~~!~~:}O% . • 

D. 45%. 

Answer 

B. 35%. 



RO Question 73 SRO Question 73 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 015.K6.03 Knowledge of the effect of a loss or malfunction on the 
following will have on the NIS: Component interconnections 

RO Importance 2.6 SRO Importance 3.0 

Objective ASGDOK4.02 Given an operating mode of the TMM, predict its ability to 
process a TM/LP trip, a VHPT, or to initiate alarms .. 

References ASGD Thermal Margin Monitor (TMM) 
Power Escalation After Synchronization 
RPS and A TWS System 

GOP-5 
SOP-36 

Question Source New 
\ . . 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that setpoint will remain at low limit 
due to power being below 30%. 

\ 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. The VHPT is set to the current maximum power level 
plus 15%. 

C Candidate incorrectly believes that setpoint will be 15% above the 
µiaximum nuclear power. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that setpoint will be increased by 15% 
above current value. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant. 
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Question 74 

Following a loss of coolant accident, the following conditions are noted: 

• Containment pressure .is 2.5 psig. .·.· t:' 
Containment temperature is J 90°F. )i ;fa . 
p . . d. 600 . '\ :;:;:::::;·::;:;:;. 

ressunzer pressure m 1cates ps1a .... {b•:o... //:(: . 
SG pressure indicates 400 psia. •'('/' \ .. t::::,. ····::::;;·;· .. 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• .. 
• 
• 

A. 

D. SG level criteria is NOT met 

Answer 

A. ·All four SI .throttling criteria are met 

EOP SUPPLEMENTS 1(PAGES1-5), 9 (PAGES 1-2), 10 (PAGES l-2), AND l l 
(PAGES 1-2) ARE REQUIRED TO BE INCLUDED. 



RO Question 74 SRO Question 74 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
1 OCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 0000 l l .EA2. l l Ability to determine or interpret the following as they apply to 
a Large Break LOCA: Conditions for throttling or stopping 
HPI 

RO Importance 3.9 SRO Importance 4.3 

Objective TBAGOG7.06 Given Plant conditions involving a Safety Injection 
actuation determine: a. If Safety Injection can be throttled. b. Actions 
required if Safety Injection has been throttled and throttling criteria is no 
longer met. 

Refer~nces EOP-4.0 Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery 
Pressure Temperature Limit Curves 
Pressurizer Level Correction - Hot Cal 
Pressurizer Level Correction - Cold Cal 
SG Level Correction 

EOP,Sup 1 
EOP,Sup 9 

EOP Sup 10 
EOP Sup 11 

. Question Source New· 

Justification A. CORRECT. Degraded containment conditions exist due to the high 
temperature, but all criteria are met to throttle SI. 

B. Candidate incorrectly applies subcooling curves, either using 
incorrect cl1rve or misinterpreting requirement based on correct curve 
(EOP Sup 1, Page 4). 

C. Candidate incorrectly applies pressurizer level curves, either not 
using correct hot and cold cal curves or incorrectly applying 
correction factor (EOP Sup 9 and 10). 

D. · Candidate incorrectly applies SG level curves, either misinterpreting 
curve or misapplying correction factor (EOP Sup 11). 

· ·Notes EOP SUPPLEMENTS 1(PAGES1-5), 9 (PAGES 1-2), 10 (PAGES 1-2), 
AND 11(PAGES1-2) ARE REQUIRED TO BE INCLUDED. 



Question 75 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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Following a smaH break loss of coolant accident, the following conditions are noted: 

• Containment pressure is 2.4 psig. . /i i\ 
• Containment temperature is I 65°F. · :: . < 
• Containment radiation levels are 2. 7 x I o.~ ... R/hoJ{@:::ii:. 

~~~~~ng a normal pre-event align~::9i•'"'''ng valves is expected to be 

.·:::((::::::)/::: ;:; ;:~:~:;;;;::· ~:·::;}::::::::::::::::::;:::;::=.· 
··:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·=·=·:·:=:::.:::·:·:·=·=·· • ··=\:~::·'.·:·:='.::·::;:::\:? 

:::~:::: ::~t.:.1.
1

.1.·.tY Aft ~ 
:\.'.'··.·.··.•.::::::::············ :-:·.··········. ··:·:·:·:·.·.·.·.·:·:-:·:=~:-. .·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:.::: 

:::;:::::::::::::::;. ·::::;:::::::;:;:;:::~:j:;; -:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:.:-:·:·:·:·:·:·. . .-::;:~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::~~:-. 

CV-2099, Cd~(gp~!.iimtQ.!f C~HtlJl~:Ilfi> 
:=·:-:·:·:·::.··:··-·:-:-::::=··:::·. ;·:·:·;:=;::::= •••• · .•. :·. ··==:~i~{!\f !if !t~~fif·· 

CV-0910, CCW ;·~ "9W" 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

D. CV -0910, CCW to Containment 



RO Question 75 SRO Question 75 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item ' 

KA 072.K 1.02 Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect 
relationships between the ARM system and the following 
systems: Containment Ventilation 

RO Importance 3.5 SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective ASDCOA3.01 Describe the automatic action initiated by Containment 
Area Radiation Monitors RIA-1805, RIA-1806, RIA-1807 and RIA-1808 
upon receipt of a high radiation alarm. 

References ASDC Radiation Monitoring System 
EOP-4.0 
EOP Sup 6 

Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery 
Checksheet for Containment Isolation 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the requirement to sample SGs 
for tube leakage would maintain this valve open. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the requirement to be able to vent 
the CWRTs be maintained in the event of a CHP. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the continued operation of the · 
PCPs under these conditions would require controlled bleed-off be 
maintained. 

D. CORRECT. Valve only closes on a CHP signal. 



Question 76 

A loss of off site power has occurred. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

EOP-3.0 directs closing the MS IVs, MSIY Bypass:~t~d SG Blowdown Valves to ... 
"\ff!· :?t 

A. conserve AFW inventory. ·:;~:~:~::: .-.~~~~~~\~j!\~~. 

~- -·-· - -- -~ -· 



RO Question 76 SRO Question 76 
RO Tier/Group 1/1 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000055.2.4.7 Knowledge of event based EOP mitigation strategies. 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Iryportance 3.8 . 

Objective. TBAROG7.0l Given plant conditions involving a loss of all AC power: 
a. Describe the major actions necessary to stabilize plant conditions. 
b. Describe the consequences of failing to perform any given EOP 3.0 
step. 

References TBAR EOP 3.0, Electrical Emergency Recovery 
Sta~ion Blackout Recovery EOP-3.0. 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate Incorrectly believes that this action is taken to maintain 
SG inventory and minimize AFW makeup requirements. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that this action is taken to minimize 
the likelihood of a SGTR which might result in a release to -the 
environment. 

C. CORRECT. Without any Cooling Tower or Condensate Pumps, no 
condenser cooling is available so this action is taken to prevent 
dumping steam into the condenser. . 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this action is taken to allow use 
of the ADV nitrogen backup. However, this can be used whether the 
MSIV s are open or not. 



Question 77 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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Th'e turbine has just been synchronized to the grid and power level is I 3~'o. Condensate 
Pump P-2A is in the process of being returned to service following breaker maintenance 
and the AO has just 1racked the breaker back in. 

Which of the following actions is to be .taken.J~Eo~ll~Le Pump P-28 were to trip? 
::·:·. :::::=::::::::::=::::::: . 

. ·.··:······::::··=·=·:·:•· .. ;:;.·:::;:;.·· ...... ;.:-:·.· 
A. Reduce turbine load and start .all :A.fW .. P.qmps~.: ... : .. 

dt:, a"' 
·-:-:.:-:'.::::::::::::::::··· . 

.... ·. . .... :· :::::::-: .. · 
.. ;:(~f\ tf ~ff ift~. ··::::;:t=·· 

B. 

c. 

D. 

··=::=~~j~~.1i=.=\.1~·-~\.1~.r~rtf\=======:·· 
··=:=t.~:j·'·'·'·'·= ·.·.·.·,·.· ..... ·.·· 

··::::J;:::::=:::~!};::·· Answer .. ,,,, .. ,.,. 

. D. Trip the reactor and erit~I~O:P-1. O>'Standard Post-Trip Actions. 
··:;:::\;;'.;:;'.}:;~itt:-.. 

:;:::-:::::::::::::::;::· 



RO Question 77 SRO Question 77 
RO Tier/Group 211 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 056.A2.04 Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions 
or operations on the Condensate System; and (b) based on 
those predictions, use procedures to correct, control, or mitigate 
the consequences of those malfunctions or operations: Loss of 
condensate pumps 

RO Importance 2.6 SRO Importance 2.8 

Objective ASLBOA2.01 Given Plant conditions and a failure, malfunction, or 
. incorrect operation of any given Main Condensate or Main Feedwater 

System component, predict the impact on the operation of the Main 
Condensate and Main Feedwater System. 

References ASLB Main Condensate and Feed System 
ARP-I 
ONP-3 

Turbine Condenser and Feedwater Scheme EK-01 
Loss of Main Feedwater 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that main feedwater will be available 
for several minutes to allow time to establish AFW flow, but the feed. 
pumps trip as soon as suction pressure is lost. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that starting the pump will prevent a 
low suction pressure trip of the feed pumps, but pressure will drop 
rapidly. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that a reactor trip is not required due 
to turbine load being below 15%, but the loss of feed flow requires a 
trip per ONP-3. 

D. CORRECT. A loss of both condensate pumps will cause the feed 
pumps to trip.· If the plant is above the capability of AFW, this 
requires a reactor trip. 

J . 



Question 78 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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The crew is performing the diagnostics of EOP-1.0, $,andard Post-Trip Actions. and the 
following conditions are noted: 

• All reactivity control requirements are met. 
• · There are NO indications of a SGTR. 

-::= nf ~~]l!~\. 
·\trr.~i_~j~ -. 

~t ... \f~fi~~ 
• Busses I A and I Bare deenergized. ==•::·.\):. .;;::=.Jii.: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• ··{=·· 

• 
• 
• containment High it~l!llii~~~~ll_:•_i.•_;_n_i_•:_:,_•.d_ .... i.•.i.t.•.:_l.•_,_:_:.t_)·_'::.~_,:e_,:_::=_:_::.':·u··:.:'_,::;1J!,f::.· · 

·:::\[~~ii~~;;~~~j(~~~~~~ttt 
The crew should go to . . . ··'=::=::::::;r:,,, ·==::\:::t;::::W''''' . 

........ ·.·.-... :·:·:·:·:·:·;:;. 
···:-:-:.:-:-:-:·:=:·:·:-··.·. 

A. ·EOP-3.0, Station Blacko~t:!i;lbvery 

B. EOP-4.0, Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery 

C. EOP-6.0, Excess Steam Demand Event 

D. EOP-8.0, Loss of Offsite Power/Forced Circulation Recovery 

Answer 

C. EOP-6.0, Excess Steam Demand Event 



RO Question 78 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 112 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 8/10 

KA CE.E02.EK1 .3 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concepts as they apply to the Reactor Trip Recovery: 
Annunciators and conditions indicating signals, and remedial 
actions associated with the Reactor Trip Recovery 

RO Importance 3.0 SRO Importance 

Objective TBABOA2.04 Given post reactor trip conditions, determine the proper 
follow-up EOP IA W the Diagnostic Flowchart. 

References· TBAB Reactor Trip (EOP 1.0 and EOP 2.0) 
Standard Post-Trip Actions EOP-1.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the Station Blackout procedure 
should be used, but this is only used when no vital buses are 

Notes 

powered. . 
B. Gandidate incorrectly believes a LOCAhas occurred due to the high 

indication on ·the Containment Area Monitors, but these monitors are 
susceptible to high failure in a harsh environment. 

C. CORRECT. The rising subcooling, lowering SG pressures, and low 
readings on the Containment High Range monitors, along with the 
high containment pressure and low PCS pressure, indicate that a 
steam break has occurred inside containment. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the loss of offslte power should 
be implemented, but this is only implemented if it is the sole event. 

QUESTION IS COMMON TO RO AND SRO EXAMS. SEE SRO 
QUESTION 99. 

/ 



Question 79 

Given the following plant conditions: 

• The plant tripped from 50% power. .( 
• Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) Pump P-8C is tagg~~-AY.t. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
. Reactor Operator Examination 

• Both SG levels lowered to 18% followingJhe trip(:!}\ · · 

• AFW Pump P-8A automatically sta~-•-~-=--••~·~--=.· .•. ·,,.'su_,: .• '···\,~g'.llJ:lr.w to both SGs. 
. ::;:;::· 

~=:~~~ •,~:t~~.l~~!:i:~·F;~~,~~es P-SA in OFF without 
:hat is ;~::::t ;~t;:,_,.:_i_:_i,:_';.2_~: .. i,i.:_!_!!,_~'. .. :.. ,.., 

:·:·:·:.:-:=·::: . ::::::~::::. ;~::::::::;:::::::::::~{:~:::::::::::: .. •• • • • • :·. 

:::::::::::~Y.:ff 
··=::(j~f ;;~;~;~? \:=·· 

P-8A will automatically reaj~~::J>:-8B will automatically start. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

C. P-8A will remain off; P-8B will automatically start. 

) 



RO Question 79 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 1 OCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 

KA 061.A3.0l Ability to monitor automatic operation of the AFW, including: 
AFW startup ~d flows 

RO Importance 4.2 SRO Importance 

Objective ASLDOAl.02 Given Plant conditions, determine the status of the AFW 
system .. 

References ASLD Auxiliary Feedwater 
Auxiliary Feedwater System DBD-1.03 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that adequate SG level overrides the 
automatic start signals associated with AF AS. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the first pump will get another 
autostart signal and the next pump will remain off. 

C. CORRECT. Without resetting the AFAS, when P-8A is stopped, 
the next pump will get an automatic start signal. Since P-8C is 
tagged out, P-8B will start. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the first pump will get another 
automatic start when the next pump gets it signal. 



Question 80 

Palisades '.\iuclcar Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant is in a Hot Shutdown condition following a _loss of off site power. 

What is the available time, by design, to cool the 
conditions without having to rely on lake water to 

A. 3 hours 

B. 4 hours 

C. 6 hours 

D. 8 hours 

Answer 

. D. 8hours 

to Shutdown Cooling 
feed to the SGs') 



RO Question · 80 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFRSS.43(b) Item 10CFRSS.41(b) Item 5 

KA 061.KS.Ol Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concepts as the apply to the AFW: Relationship between AFW 
flow and RCS heat transfer 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 

Objective TBAAOK3.0I Define the consequences of not_having adequate 
condensate/feed water inventory. 

References TBAA Introduction/Safety Functions 
Steam and Feedwater Systems 
AFW Design Basis 

TS 3.5 
FSAR 9.7.l 
EOP Sup2 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes time is based on AFW design 
maximum cooldown rate of 75°F/hour (approximately 225°F from 
Hot Shutdown to SDC). 

Notes 

· B. Candidate incorrectly believes time is based on TS limit on PCS 
cooldown of 60°F/hour with approximately 225°F of cooldown 
required. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes time is based on lower TS limit on 
PCS cooldown of 40°F/hour with approximately 225°F of cooldown 
required. 

D. CORRECT. The minimum TS limit on CST and PCS makeup 
tanks allows 8 hours of AFW operation to reach Shutdown Cooling 
System entry conditions. 



Question 81 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant is operating at 80% when annunciator EK-070~, "Letdown Ht Ex Tube Outlet 
Hi Temp," alarms. The operator checks the temperature and notes it is indicating 145°F. 
He also notes that the Purification Ion Exchangers are. OT bypassed. 

What is the predominant result of this condition on 

A. Power level will lower due to t 

B. 

D. Power leve · 

Answer 

A. 



RO Question 81 SRO Question 81 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
1 OCFRSS.41 (b) Item 10 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 004.K5.15 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concept as it applies to the CVCS: Boron and control rod 
reactivity effects as they relate to MTC 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 3.5 

Objective ASF AOG9.01 Given various Plant conditions, one or more of the 
following annunciators in the alarmed condition: b. Describe the effect of 
a valid alarm condition on the operation of the eves. 

References ASF A 
ARP-4 
SOP-2A 

CVCS/Boric Acid Heat Trace 
Primary System Volume Level Pressure Scheme EK-07 
Chemical and Volume Control System . 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. Increa5ing letdown temperature through the ion 
exchangers results in a release of boron to the system. This will 
cause a slight drop in power level. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes increasing letdown temperature will 
cause the ion exchangers to absorb more boron, but recognizes that 
the effect is a change in boron concentration. 

C.' Candidate incorrectly believes that the small change in letdown 
· temperature will affect PCS temperature sufficiently to cause a 
change in MTC. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the small change in letdown 
temperature will affect PCS temperature sufficiently to cause a 
change in MTC. 



Question 82 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examinatio.n 

The Spent Fuel Pool boron concentration was sampled at 2000 ppm after the last time 
water was added from PMW T-90 to make up for evaporative losses several months ago. 

• The pool level has since lowered from 646'6" '4" due to evaporative losses 
only. 

• Current boron concentration of the Sp 

What will the expected boron cone is used to restore the Spent 
Fuel Pool to 646'6"? 

A. 1992 ppm 

B. 2000 ppm 

C. 2008 ppm 

D. 2016 ppm 

Answer 

o/ 2000ppm 



RO Question 82 SRO Question 82 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 033.K4.05 Knowledge of design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) which 
provide for the following: Adequate SDM (boron 
concentration) · 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3.3 

Objective ASCBOG7.01 Describe the basis for any Plant Requirement, Precautions 
and Limitation or ca,ution statement in SOP-27. 

References ASCB Spent Fuel Pool Cooling 
Fuel Pool System SOP-27 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly determines that boron concentration will lower 
8 ppm for each 1" level change or uses the original value of 2000 
ppm. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. Evaporative losses only result in a loss of water so the 
boron concentration should return to its original value when PMW is 
added. If candidate chooses to use attachment, calculation will 
indicate that boron concentration will lower approximately 8 ppm 
(0.01 ppm/gal@ 646'6" X 2" x 426 gal/inch= 8.52 ppm) 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes the amount of water added is 
insignificant to change boron concentration. 

n.·. Candidate incorrectly determines that boron concentration will rise 
due to a mathematical error if he chooses to use the attachment to 
calculate the change. 



Question 83 

Given the following plant conditions: 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• PCS temperature is 420"F. . . . ./\ . 
• Variable Low Temperawre Overpressure Proteq~~~~.<L TC~P) System is armed in 

• ~~~:i~0pdue~p P-55A is in operatio11.. .{.!::::... : JJ:: 
• Letdown is in service. .f•:::::::.:.:t: t::.:::::\\jj:\!;j:[J ..•. :::::./l•r::i!! :::::. 
• 125 voe Panel o 11-1 has d~mdl'9!:due to'''a•~!~i.J:i:J:.:1:1:::::.. 

WITH NO OPERA TO~tftl~~· ocCu' 
·:::::::::::::::{?t: ·::::::::::::'.::~:~:~····:::.::::::::::::~:::::· ··::.·.· ·:=:=:::::::;:::::::::::'.-' 

A PlC-0202, C.MCS n•ia~!wn Pres$.µ(f,•!f6ntroll~r;Jailing CLOSED. 
::======:::· ·=:::=·=·=·:·=· ·={=~=?~?~r~t ··==~=~==~:~r r :tr:::::.: .-:-:{:ff =\t~~(: 

8. cv-2009. Le{a§i~iii~~iA~•·.Yalve>~im~iiiii$~o. 
-::::tfttf{{{f{~t~:{~:}~{:~.=~.=~-.:~.=~.=~=.~.=~.=:.=:.=:.· ·=:;:::::=::::;::::::::::::::::::::;::::::;:-:-· 

··::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::·· 

c. PR Y-10428, Pressu.iJllf R~~1.:'r:~1~·S)PEN. 
D. PT-01058, Wide Range•:g~µrizerPressure, failing HIGH. 

Answer 

B. CY-2009, Letdown Isolation Valve, failing CLOSED. 



RO Question 83 SRO Question 83 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000058.AA2.03 Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply . 
to the Loss of DC Power: DC loads lost; impact on ability to 
operate and monitor plant systems 

RO Importance 3.5 SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective TBAQOK6.01 Given plant conditions, determine the consequences of 
failing to perform any step or complying with any Caution within the 
applicable procedure for the following: c. Loss of DC Power 

References TBAQ Loss of Load and Loss of AC/DC Power 
Loss of DC Power ONP-2.3 

Question Source New . 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that PIC-0202 will lose power when 
panel D 11-1 fails, but power is supplied to the controller through an 
inverter. 

Notes 

B. · CORRECT. CV-2009 fails closed on a loss of DC power. This. 
will cause PCS leakage through letdown relief valve RV-2006 since 
PCS pressure is now felt at the valve. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the fail position of PRV-1042B is 
open, but it actually fails closed on a loss of DC power. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that PT-0105B will lose power on the 
loss of D 11-1, but power is received through an inverter. 



,/ 

Qu~stion 84 

Palisades Nuclear Plant· 
Reactor Operator E:xamination 

The Filtered Waste Monitor Tank is being discharged.at a rate of 50 gpm. 

Which of the following actions will automatically occ_;µpo terminate this release if a high 
radiation condition is detected by the Liquid Radwa$!~·Monitor') 

A. Tripping the Filtered Waste Pumg P;:~iilii·1=·:::::::m\:==:::1\!!::.::;:;1!.::;; 
::i: :;:::::::::::::······ :·. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

. c. 

- ~-- ~--· -----



RO Question 84 SRO Question 84 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 068.K6. l 0 Knowledge of the effect of a loss or malfunction on the 
following will have on the Liquid Radwaste System: Radiation 
monitors 

RO Importance . 2.5 SRO Importance 2.9 

Objective ASDCG 12.02 Describe the automatic actions initiated by each of the 
following process monitors upon receipt of a high alarm. c. RIA-I 049 
(Radwaste Discharge Monitor) 

References ASDC Radiation Monitoring System 
ARP-8 
SOP-17B 

Safeguard SI and Isolation Scheme EK-13 
Dirty Radioactive Waste System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. ·Candidate incorrectly believes that the tank pump gets a signal to trip 

Notes 

to terminate the release. \ 
B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the hlgh flow discharge valve 

will be open during a release of 50 gpm. Not used unless > 100 gpm 
flow is required although it does get a signal to close. 

C. CORRECT. Both CV-1051 and CV-1049 receive close signals, but 
at this flow rate only CV-1051 is open. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the common discharge isolation 
valve closes to terminate the release. 



Question 85 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

The crew is responding to a loss of condenser vacuum and the following conditions exist: 

• Load is being reduced in an attempt to stabilize v~q.ium and is currently at 65% .. 
• Vacuum has lowered to 21 "Hg (9" Hg back pre~~t~) and appears stable. 

The crew should ... 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

D. Trip the reactor and entet:\ij~pf..J.O, Standard Post-Trip Actions. 



RO Question 85 SRO Question 85 
RO Tier/Group 1/1 SRO Tier/Group 111 
10CFRSS.4l(b) Item 7 1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 00005 l .AA2.02 Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply 
to the Loss of Condenser Vacuum: Conditions requiring reactor 
and/or turbine trip 

RO Importance 3.9 SRO Importance 4.1 

Objective ASLAOK4.01 State the trips and/or interlocks that use main condenser 
vacuum as the initiating parameter. 

References ASLA Main Condenser 
ONP-14 
ARP-1 

Loss of Condenser Vacuum 
Turbine Condenser:and Feedwater Scheme EK-01 

Question Source New · 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes trip setpoint does not occur until 
vacuum is_ 18"Hg and further actions should be taken prior to 
reaching this point. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes trip setpoint does not occur until 
vacuum is l 8"Hg and further actions should be taken prior to · 
reaching this point. 

C. · . Candidate incorrectly believes that stabilizing the plant in this · 
. condition is acceptable. Limits on condenser pressure have been 
exceeded and c~mtinued operation is not desirable. 

D. CORRECT. Trip criteria for a loss of vacuum is 22.5" Hg. · 
Automatic trip occtirs between vacuum of l 8"Hg and 22"Hg. 



Question 86 

Given the following conditions: 

:-

Palisades ~uclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• Containment Pressure channel PSX-1802 has fail~~ resulting in a tripped condition. 
• A fault occurs on preferred AC Bus YI 0, causiqg!lj~ bus to deenergize. 

Which of the following conditions describe$j)~@pptaj~nt Spray System alignment? 
·=·=:::::.. ····::::\:;:;::·::····:···:··:-:·:·:·:·:· ... ··:··:·:::::·:·:·::::::·. 

-·==:::::::===:::::::=:- ·.·:===:::~;i;}~~/r~;~;r=·::::·:·:·:·:·=····=·=·· 

ONLY Containment Spray,,~lilf54A ~mdiii¥i.ding ;pray flow. A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

·:·:;:::;.·.·. 
·=:=:.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-. 

. ..... . 
.. : : :·:::::::::::::::::~::· 

A. ONLY Containment Sprayji'Dp P-54A will be providing spray flow. 
. ··::;):V 



RO Question 86 SRO Question 86 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFRSS.4l(b) Item 7 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 012.K6.l l Knowledge of the effect of a loss or malfunction of the 
concepts as the apply to the RPS: Trip setpoint calculators. 

RO Importance 2.9 SRO Importance 2.9 

Objective ASGCOA2.04 Given Plant conditions and Control Room references, 
determine ifthe RPS channel trip is due to a failed input. 

References ASGC Reactor Protection System 
Loss of Preferred AC Bus YIO ONP-24.l 

Question Source New 

I 

Justification A. CORRECT. A loss ofYIO will result in a second channel of 

Notes 

containment pressure to trip. This will cause a Containment Spray 
actuation, but the left train will not actuate due to the loss of YlO, so 
only P54A, the right train, will be operating. 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the loss of YlO affects,the ability 
of the right train to automatically actuate instead of the left train. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the loss of Yl 0 causes the proper 
coincidence for CHP to be achieved, but does not affect the 
automatic actuation of CHP. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the loss of YlO will cause the 
containment pressure channel to fail to a non-tripped condition. 

' 

.. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Question 87 

Given the following plant conditions: 

• The plant is operating at 50% power. · .·· \. 
• Preferred AC Bus Y30 is deenergized. t.·.·t · 
• The CRDM transformer selector is selected.to ~SFORMER #I. 
• Breaker 52-226, Transformer #I Fee9ei~.Ji~~i}.:,. '::::::::':;; 

.::::ft~~::::·. ··=·::::===::::~:::=;~;~:mt ~:~:~t::t==:~:~~;'.;::}~it;._ 

Which of the following describes.,~ft,!:·i~ll#~e odW~:~~-!~.:':\. 
. ...... ... . ····::::::::::: ::::=:::::::::: ..• 

A 

B. 

c. 

D. 

The Regulating R'(·~~ Shutd~~, remain withdrawn 

The Regul~-o,i.ain .~h:l~1~ow:~; trip into the core. 

The. Regulatirt~i·.;1~~li!l!~i:::!:t~~:,~'6~J!!lli~plnto the core. 

The Regulating Rd~[i~11111~·;~"l~lllv:::.Rbds remain withdrawn. 

··==:=~{ftrr~~ilt:-. 
Answer 

D. The Regulating Rods and the Shutdown Rods remain withdrawn .. 



RO Question 87 SRO Question 87 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 00 l .K2.02 Knowledge of bus power supplies to the One-line diagram of 
power supply to trip breakers 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective ASEEOK2.01 Given Plant conditions, determine if the CRDM motors 
have power. 

References ASEE Control Rod Drive Mechanisms and Controls 
Reactor Control System SOP-6 

E-5, Sh.l 480 V Motor Control Centers 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that a loss of a single power supply 
will cause the Regulating Rods to trip into the core. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that a loss of a single power supply 
will cause the Shutdown Rods to trip into the core. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that a loss of a single power supply 
will cause the all rods to trip into the core. 

D. CORRECT. A loss of the CRDM power supply only results in an 
inability to move the rods. A trip will only occur if both clutch 
power supplies, Y30 and Y 40, are lost or interupted. 



Question 88 

Palisades :--.;uclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

During a dilution of the PCS, CV-2056 is aligned to.the CWRT position to divert letdown 
to the Vacuum Degasifier Tank,_ T-57. 

What automatic action will occur if T-5 7 reaches th~ ft~~h level alarm? 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

c. 



RO Question 88 SRO Question 
~O Tier/Group 3 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 11 

KA 2.3.11 Ability to control radiation releases. 

· RO Importance 2.7 SRO Importance 

Objective ISEBOA5.11 Given the status of the radwaste system and any C-40 panel 
alarm, use available references to: b. Determine what effect any valid 
alarm will have on the operation of the .rad waste system. 

References ISEB Radioactive Waste Systems , 
Radwaste Panel Scheme EK-15 ARP-9 

Qu~stion Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believe that these pumps start, but they 

Notes 

actually also trip on the high level. . 
R Candidate incorrectly believe that these pump~ trip, but they actually 

get an autostart signal at a slightly lower level. 
C. CORRECT .. On ahigh level in T-57, C-51A and C-51B trip. 
D. Candidate incorrectly believe that this automatically occurs, but the 

divert must be placed to the VCT position to receive flow. 

i -----------~- .. 



Question 89 

Palisades ~uclear Plant 
Reactor Operator E:->amination 

The Regulating Rods are being withdrawn using Manual Sequencial (MS). Atter all rods 
are at the 130" position, power is lost to the Position Indicator Primary (PIP). 

How does this affect the Core Matrix indication ·anq{~ual Individual (Ml) operation of 
the rods? t f 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

A. · The Amber Core Matrix light will remain 'ON; Rods may still be withdrawn to 
131" using Ml. · 



/ 

RO Question 89 SRO Question. 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 

KA 014.Al.04 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to 
prevent exceeding design limits) associated with operating the 
RPIS controls, including: Axial and radial power distribution 

RO Importance 3.5 SRO Importance 

Objective ASEEOK5.05 Describe the function of the PIP Node as it relates to the 
Control Rod Drive System. 

References ASEE Control Rod Drive Mechanisms and Controls 
PCP SG and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 
Primary Plant Computer (PPC) System · 

ARP-5 
SOP-34 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. The Upper Rod Stop (URS) used in the core matrix 
light logic, manual sequence, and manual group raise logic. Once 
rriade up, the URS contacts stay "as is" even if the PIP loses power. 
MI will always be available as it is not affected by the PIP. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that MI operation of the rods will not 
function due to the PIP failure. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the core matrix light logic is lost 
when power is lost to the PIP. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the core matrix light logic is lost 
when power is lost to the PIP and believes that MI operation of the · 
rods will not function due to the PIP failure. 



Questio~ 90 

Palisades '.\iuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

A job must be performed in a room containing a poim source which has a dose rate of 250 
mRem/hour at I foot. The general area radiation levels are I 0 mRem/hour throughout the 
room. 

Which of the followi1~g would result in the HIGHESW)OO°@TAL exposure while performing 
the job? ... ' '>:. \\:\'::,"_,"_.\ 

./ ::::::::{:?: 
····::::{:~{t::: ::::::t::::: ... :=~:::f~:f\ft:· 

A. 

B. 

c. 

C. Three (3) operators workitj&J:@ij,/eet from the point source for 3 hours. 



RO Question 90 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 3 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 12 

KA 2.3.2 Knowledge of facility ALARA program. 

RO Importance 2.5 SRO Importance 

Objective ADAAG 15.02 Given a radiation exposure scenario, determine the ALARA 
solution using the radiation exposure theory inverse square law. 

References ADAA APs 1.0, 5.09, 7.0, 8.0, 11.0, 13.0 
Radiation Safety Plan 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly asswnes that the longest time at the closest 
distance from the point source will cause this exposure to be the 
highest. Actual total exposure is 70 mR from general area and 7 mR 
from point source = 77 mRem. 

Notes 

B. Candidat~ incorrectly calculates total exposure. Actual total exposure 
is 80 mR from general area and 4 mR from point source = 84 mRem. 

C. CORRECT. Using the inverse square law [1 1 = (D0
2/ D1

2)x 10], the 
total exposure from the point source is only approximately 1 
mRem/hr to each worker at 15 feet and approximately Y2 mRem/hr to 
each worker at 20 feet. 9 man-hours in 10 mRem/hr field results in a 
total exposure of 90 mRem from ge~eral area and approximately 5 
ni.Rem from point source = 95 mRem. 

D. Candidate incorrectly calculates total exposure. Actual total exposure 
is 80 mR from general area and 8 mR from point source = 88 mRem. 

-------..--,.--• . 



Question 91 

Given the following conditions: 

D. PCP seals will begin_ to hea~:plfi 
··:::::·· 

Answer 

-k The PCS will begin to heat up_ 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 



RO Question 91 SRO Question 91 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/3 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 078.K3.02 ' Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the IAS 
will have on the following: Systems having pneumatic valves 
and controls 

RO Importance 3.4 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective· ASBCOA 1.01 Given various Plant conditions and one or more of the 
following annunciators in the alanned condition: 2) EK-1102, Instrument 
Air Low Pressure 

References ASBC Instrument and Service Air System. 
Loss of Instrument Air ONP-7.1 

ARP-7 Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-11 

Question Source New 

Justification A. / . 

B. 

c. 

D. 

·Notes 

CORRECT. CV-3025, Shutdown Cooling HX Outlet, fails closed 
and CV-3006, Shutdown Cooling HX Bypass, fails open. This will 
result in no PCS cooling. With PCPs running, the PCS will heat up. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that the pressurizer spray valves 
and/or the pressurizer PORVs will fail open on a loss of air. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that charging isolates and/or letdown 
orifice valves open on a loss of air, but charging valves fail open and 
letdown isolates. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that CCW valves to containment fail 
closed on a loss of air, but valves fail as-is. 



Question 92 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator E:-;amination 

The design reasons for automatic closure of the Main Steam Isolation Valves (MS I Vs) 
following a steam line break includes all of the following EXCEPT minimizing the ... 

A. · cooldown rate of the PCS. 

B. steam generator inventory loss. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

B. 

··:·:·:· 
··:-:·:·· 

concurrent SGTR. 



. ' 

RO Question 92 SRO Question 92 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/3 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 5 1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 045.2.4.18 Knowledge of the specific bases for EOPs. 

RO Importance 2.7 SRO Importance 3.6 . 

Objective ASJBOKl.03 State the consequence of failingto close the MSIVs when 
required by low SIG pressure. 

References ASJB Main Steam 
FSAR 10.2.l Main Steam System 

Question Source New 

. Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the MSIVs isolate to conserve 
inventory in addition to e·risuring ohly 1 SG blows down to minimize 
the release of radioactivity in the event of a ruptured/faulted SG, and' 
minimize the .PCS cooldown rate. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. The MSIVs isolate to ensure only 1 SG blows down to 
minimize the pressure rise inside containment, minimize the release 
of radioactivity in the event of a ruptured/faulted SG, and minimize 
the PCS cooldown rate. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the MSIVs isolate to conserve 
inventory in addition to ensuring only 1 SG blows down to minimize 
the pressure rise inside containment, and minimize the PCS 
cooldown rate. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the MSIVs isolate to conserve 
inventory in addition to ensuring only 1 SG blows down to minimize 
the pressure rise inside containment, and minimize the release of 
radioactivity in the event of a ruptured/faulted SG. 



Question 93 

Palisades :\uclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

A loss of offsite power occurred from I 00%1 power 3.0 minutes ago. 

The following conditions are noted: 

• Both SGs are available. 
• PCS subcooling is 32°F. . 

. ~hi'.::::~::::::ata.h••<• natm®to.11 A Turn on av~\p·r h~" 4,!':~j.& 
·.·.··:::·:::::::=:=:=:·:·:··· ·-:.:;:::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::;. ··:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·::/{:;:;:;:; ;:;:;:;:;:;:: ..... . 

Throttle close~'iiiiii;t.ii.ii~ifl:::ijp_~~::1iJ.l-::,i)F 
Throttle op~n the ;~1lllii':;ai:''l~~)b'!~:rol valves. 

B:' 

c. 
\ff~}Jfh.. ·.:·:::·"' 

D. 

Answer 

B. Throttle closed the Atmospheric Dump Valves. 

\ 



RO Question 93 
RO Tier/Group 1/3 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 8/10 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Common Question Reference Sheets 

SRO Question 93 
SRO Tier/Group 113 
1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000056.AKl.01 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concepts as they apply to Loss of Offsite Power: Principle of 
cooling by natural convection 

RO Importance 3.7 SRO Importance 4.2 

Objective TBART00.01 Given plant conditions involving a loss of all immediately 
/ available AC power, respond IA W EOP 3.0. 

References TBAR 
EOP-3.0 

Question Source New 

EOP 3.0, Electrical Emergency Recovery 
Station Blackout Recovery 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that inadequate subcooling margin 
exists to verify NC flow and turns on heaters to increase subcooling. 

B. CORRECT. Core L\T is exceeding its limit and T-hots are 
increasing. These are both .indications that. ~xcessive steaming or 
feeding is occurring, causing the large. L\ T. T-hots are increasing to 
create an adequate density difference to establish NC flow. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that increasing AFW flow will 
increase NC flow under these conditions, but the excessive L\ T 
indicates the steaming and/or feeding rates are too high. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that excessive subcooling existS and 
opens spray to lower subcooling. 

Notes Distractor "C" was also considered an acceptable answer to the question based 
upon the plant conditions given. 



Question 94 

Palisades '\Juclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Due to extremely cold temperatures, the SW High Capacity Outlet Valves from the 
Containment Air Coolers VHX-1, VHX-2. and VHX~3 are all CLOSED and the Outlet 
Bypass Valves are all OPEN. : 

~he ;~~::i::.::nl:::o~; c::I::, acci~~·- !llil 
• Offsite power is lost and EDG.:M~\l!~t-0 start': :,\·.!JJJ i:::::: \ 

Which. of the following ma.rn!~l, :~~t-\.;.·Ol*!\Ji@1aken" \ !iii!! !.:) 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

:====:t:f:{:}~=~- \(:.}.J.~r.:~= .. \.~r.~i~ .. f\~~=={~~~~~~=~~~rr=~=r\}tt~=:-
:=::::===:::::-=·=· -:·:··· 

Close CV-0&,7.4, S t.\1')::~¢.\urn fr~\i~io'Hhnment,,, .. 
::~f itt ~~~~?::: :-::: ... ·.;:.·.·.·.·.·.. ;:::::::::::::::•. . .. ::::::::::/{f:-:· 

·.·.·.:-:-··-:-:::::::: ·:::;:;:;::::::::::::::::::. ··:::::=::::::::::;:::::::::::=:· 

Open CV-086!l~!!~~l~f~~J:·:~:~~l(~,!!l!!!i~~p~city/SW Outlet Valves 

Close CV-0867, ~tJjJl~fi':,,~-~t:::~''butlet Valve 

Open CV-0869, VHX:~·i$.lanle;''''zyKl:~·e 

Answer 

A. Close CV-0824, SW Return from Containment . 

\ 

., 



RO Question 94 SRO Question 94 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFRSS.4l(b) Item 7 1 OCFRSS.43(b). I tern 

KA 006.K2.04 Knowledge of bus power supplies to the ESF AS operated 
valves .. 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 3.8 

Objective ASHAG 12.02 Given plant conditions, predict the status of any specified 
SIS train or component. 

References ASHA Safety Injection System 
Service Water System 
Loss of Service Water 

DBD-1.02 
ONP-6.1 
EOP Sup 5 Checklist for Safeguards Equipment Following SIAS 

·Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. With only 1 SW Pump available (P7A and P7C have · 
no power), SW not required for non-operating containment fans 
(VHX-112/3 have no power) is isolated and provided to other 
equipment. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that these valves, which are right 
channel, will not get an open signal du~ to the loss of power. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that this will reduce SW requirements 
to containment, but inlet valve is already closed. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that with no power to the right 
channel fans and pumps, VHX-4 should be supplied with SW to 
remove containment heat. 



Question 95 

Given the following conditions: 

• A refueling outage was completed 85 days ago. <\ 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• The last spent fuel bundle was moved into the ~~l.@O days before the end of the 
ou tau;e. . , .. ·::}/'\':, 

• A shipping cask is required to be moved\~g¢f::m~ ~Im fuel pool. 
• The Spent Fuel Pool HY AC is sec;W::¢,4>. ·===::;:::::: ::::::ttt::::::, 

.{:;=;;=:-····;:;,:,. ,=:;:·::::::::'.:.:·.;;;,:;;::::::,, 

::~~~~~:~::::~ ~~~~g·~~~rn~,,::::ical consequences of 

When is the earliest!!l.!! th~:[jj@pping ~:~~.::in·'be mo-.:~9,.0ver arFarea of the pool NOT 
containing any fuet?!I::]']k,. \:;::::::;:;::::;::':l\ ···::::::::::::::::: .,::==::;:::::::::::::::=::,,,.: 

··===\ttf :f )~::.·· ·:=~f·:.:::.:.: ... ::::::::::·.·. ·t~t~~f ti{;;;~~:::··-=:=:f:::: .... · ····:···· 
· : ... ·.· = • . = = · · :::===:::=====~:=~==:===:::::=====:===::·. · =:==~~.~.~.~~-.::::::::===:=~~~~rt r tl~t iti~r====:=·· 

A. Immediately ·:;::::.=.:=,·,:·:,:·.:.:.:.'.:.=.:.: .. :'.:.:.:.:.::_:::.:.:_::rr:fkt:tf\,,... . ...... , .. 
···:·:-:-:-:-:=::::::'.'.:::'.:::::=:-:-:t\~\t~~\::·. ·:::::::;:;:;:;:::::::::}::=· ,. 

B. Immediately after ;.,.,:~I HV AC in operation 

C. After another 15 days ''"-,,:J!f) 

D. After another 75 days 

Answer 

A. Immediately· 



RO Question 95 SRO Question 95 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 034.2.2.26 Knowledge of refueling administrative requirements. 

RO Importance 2.5 SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective ASIAOG5.05 State the basis for the shipping cask movement restrictions 
imposed by Standing Order 54 Section 3 .21. 

References ASIA Reactor Side Refueling Machine and Tilt Machines 
Standing Order 54 S054 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. After 90 days of decay time, no restrictions apply 
other tharimoving the cask over an area which contains no fuel. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the SFP HV AC is required to be 
operating, but this restriction only applies until 90 days of decay 
time have occurred. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that no movement is allowed until 
120 days of decay time has occurred. 

D. · Candidate incorrectly believes that no movement is allowed until 
180 days of decay time has occurred. 



Question 96 

The-following conditions exist: 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

• The crew is responding in accordance with EOP:::{:!9· Loss of All Feedwater Recovery. 
• Auxiliary feed water is NOT available. :; :: , 
• Main condenser vacuum is 8"Hg and slo':¥lY.dro~~~' 

·······-:-:-· .............. . 

~l~:;~::=~~i:~i~~~~:et~~h~;g~·Vif'· keyswitches to DEFEAT to 
···-:=::::··-·.·.··· ·:·:·: 

-:-:.:;:::::::::: :::::::· 

-::::~~~ff j{f ~/t. 
A. 

B. 

c. 

D. Condensate via the Main Feed Reg Bypass valve. 



RO Question 96 SRO Question 96 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 211 
10CFil55.41(b) Item 10 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 059.2.420 Knowledge of operational implications of EOP warnings, 
cautions, and notes. · 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 4.0 

Objective ASLCOG4.01 Describe the function of the Main Feed Regulating Bypass 
Valve "auto closure on low SIG pressure" key switch. 

References ASLC Steam Generator Water Level Control (SGWLC) 
Loss of All Feedwater Recovery EOP-7.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that a low pressure defeat is required 
to establish this flow path. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that a low pressure defeat is required 
to establish this flow path. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the feed pump will operate with 
vacuum at this value. Requires 15"Hg vacuum. 

D. CORRECT. Placing this keyswitch in defeat allows feeding the 
SGs through the bypass feed reg valves. A condensate pump must 

·be used due to no vacuum available for the feed pump. 



·Question 97 ,_ 

Given the follov .. ing conditions: 

Answer 

D. 480 gallons 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

INCLUDE TECHNICAL DATA BOOK FIGURE 1.1, SHUTDOWN MARGIN 
PARAMETERS, AND FIGURE 8.2, FORMULA SHEET, PAGES 1-3. 



RO Question 97 SRO Question 97 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Gr~up 2/2 
1 OCFRSS.41 (b) Item 13 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 029.2.2.30 Knowledge of RO duties in the control room during fuel 
. handling such a5 alarms from fuel handling area, 
communication with fuel storage facility, systems operated 
from the control room in support of fueling operations, and 
supporting instrumentation. 

RO Importance · 3.5 SRO Importance 3.3 

Objective IOTDG 12.01 Given plant conditions involving refueling operations and 
appropriate Control Room references, determine what actions must be 

-taken to continue refueling operations. 

References IOTD 
TDB Fig 1.1 
TDB Fig 8.2 
GOP-11 

Question Source New 

Refueling Operations 
Shutdown Margin Parameters 
Formula Sheet 
Refueling Operations and Fuel Handling 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes refueling boron concentration is 2320 
ppm (subtracts 25 ppm additional) and also incorrectly uses the hot 
volume formula (actual calculation is 191 gallons). 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes refueling boron concentration is 2320: 
ppm (subtracts 25 ppm additional), but uses the correct cold volume 
formula (actual calculation is 280 gallons). 

C. Candidate incorrectly uses the hot volume formula, but recognizes 
the required boron concentration is 2345 ppm, which includes the 
required 25 ppm additional (actual calculation is 328 gallons). 

D. CORRECT. Using Figure 8.2 formula sheet and the given values, 
approximately 480 gallons (actually 481) are required to bring PCS 
boron concentration to 2345 ppm. 

Notes INCLUDE TECHNICAL DATA BOOK FIGURE 1.1, SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN PARAMETERS, AND FIGURE 8.2, FORMULA SHEET, 
PAGES 1-3. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

Question 98 

Technical Specification 3.3.5 states, "Two HPSI pumps shall be rendered incapable of 
injection into the PCS when PCS temperat_ure is <300"F, if the reactor vessel head is 
installed." 

During a cooldown, the pumps must be made incap:111~f injecting before ... 
. ·.;/:r~ =~~ft:::... =:~f:\rr~ 

A. the lowest operable cold leg 01.!::~9.t'l~~l:.!~ru~l~lr goes below J00°F. 

B. the highest operable colcld,lilltle!!_ :~·ges below JOO"F. 

c. 

D. 

·.::::::::~:~{{:;::::=·=·:·. .·=:=rf::r:::. ==:::::=:::=:=:=::::::::::=:=·· 

the lowest operabll~~~: Ieg:t,e5f!l~f:':i~bes betow':si~lit=:. 

the highesttjlflw.1~!i~J.!l,:1eg te~~-~e go~=,§spw Jod~F. 
·-======{tt ~-~r.~i.~~-~r.~.~-~-~-=-.=.·.•.~.~-~;.:_i~ .. ~.~.!.~.~:.~j~~~r ~:=~==:;.· ··=::;~;~:~::::i/:;:;;:;··· ;::===;~;~;~;~=:==:=:\::::=:::::_._?;~;!;:> ·==\f ..... ·.·.·.· ;::· ;:;:;::::::::::::::;:;.. ··:;:::;:;:;:;:·:·· ····.·:-:·:•.•.·./;~::·:· 

··::~~~ ~rj ~t~~trrr~. -~~~~t~~;~'.:::.:'.:~~~~r).:;.·- ·=:==t;~~;~ .. {~~i\:;~\=:=·=·=·=·:·· 
Answer \/: : =:==·==:::==·==:=····· ==:/J, = ::::;:::=· 

D. the highest operable:S:7~ :es below JOO"F. 
. ··:{~{~:~:~:~{:~:~:~:\:: 



RO Question · 98 SRO Question 
SRO Tier/Group RO Tier/Group 3 

10CFR55.4l(b) Item 10 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 2.1.22 Ability to determine Mode of Operation. 

RO Importance 2.8 SRO Importance 

Objective ADA GOG 1.17 Describe the clarification definitions for 'cold shutdoWI1 
condition' and '300°F condition' IA W Ad.min Procedure 4.00. 

References ADAG APs 1.15, 4.00, 4.02, 4.07, 4.08 
Admin4.00 
TS 3.3 

Operations Organization, Responsibilities Conduct 
Emergency Core Cooling System 

Question Source
1 

New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that any temperature below 300°F 
meets the required condition. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that any temperature above 300°F 
meets the condition for being above 300°F, when only the cold legs· 
are considered. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that any cold leg temperature below 
300°F meets the required condition, when it requires all cold leg 
temperatures. 

D. CORRECT. For purposes of administrative control, the plant is 
above the 300°F condition whenever PCS temperature is 2: 300°F as 
indicated on any operable cold leg temperature instrument. 



:. 

Question 99 

Palisadt>s :\uclear Plant 
Reactor Operator E:-.:amination 

Given the following plant conditions: 

• l&C is working on the safety related Channel 'D' ef~ssurizer Pressure (PlA-0 I 02DLL) 
and has the associated low-low pressure SI bist~~Jl,.tripped. 

• A loss of Preferred AC Bus Y-20 occurs .. ·· :f[ fa 
·=~t\\f[~\\\([f fo:: 

Which oft he following describes the e~~~al~ll~ti~!lti of the SI equipment? 
:~::::::::-:: -:::::::=:·.·:-:- ·.·:::::::::::: ::::::~::::{:~:/~~{::~:::~:::: 

-:=:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::;: :~f::::::- ·.·:::::-·':······ 
A. NO SI equipment will be,:ppl.@@g:··· ····=··::::::::;;;: ;:· ·. 

..... ··:::·:;::::::::;:: ;::::::: . 
.. ;:·=ii!!L --=·==~~~;~======:===t=:::====·· .·==::::~~~ ·=:t}::=:= ==+====·· 

B. ONLY the left chcfl!?I ~~,lmi~:!ii~il:~e operatini¥.)·\!::::.i·/i'i_::-
:::::::::::::::::::=:=:=:=:: ·.·.:-:·:=:-:-:-:-:-:-:-::;.;.:-:;:;:;:;:;:·· ·-:=::::;:;:::···· 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

B. ONLY the .left channel SI ~tjiii~ment will be operating. 



RO Question 99 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 

KA 013.K2.01 Knowledge of bus power supplies to the ESF AS/safeguards 
equipment control 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 

·Objective ASHAOA2.0l Given plant conditions and a failure, malfunction, or 
incorrect operation of any given Safety Injection System component, 
predict the impact on the operation of the Safety Injection System. 

References ASHA Safety Injection System · 
ONP-24.2 Loss of Preferred AC Bus Y-20 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that Y-20 supplies the 'D' channel 
instruments so no additional channels will trip or incorrectly believes 
that a loss.ofY-30 or Y-20 will prevent the actuation of SIS. 

Notes. 

B. CORRECT. With channel 'D' already tripped, a loss of Y-20 will 
cause a second channel, channel 'B' to also trip. This will actuate SI, 
but the initiation relays associated with the right channel SIS are 

. powered from Y-20 and will not actuate. 
C. Candidate incorrectly· believes that the initiation relays are 

deenergize to actuate which will cause the right channel to actuate. 
D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the initiation relays are 

deenergize to actuate or does not recognize the PS to the right 
channel initiation relays. 



Question 100 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Reactor Operator Examination 

A spent fuel assembly has been dropped in the Fuel. Handling Area. 

While responding to this event, which of the followin would be an IMMEDIATE 
ACTION? 

A. Stopping one of the two (2) runnin Exhaust Fans V-8A and V-8B. 

B. 

C. PlaCing the Fuel H 
position. 

D. Placing th 
NORMALp 

Answer 

A. 

4 in the NORMAL 

"ng Fuel Handling Exhaust Fans V-8A and V-8B. 



:-

RO Question I 00 SRO Question 
SRO Tier/Group RO Tier/Group 3 

10CFR55.41(b) Item 13 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 2.2.30 Knowledge of RO duties in the control room during fuel 
handling such as alarms from fuel handling area, 
communication with fuel storage facility, systems operated 
from the control room in support of fueling operations, and 
supporting instrumentation. 

RO Importance 3 .5 SRO Importance 

Objective TBALG 11.01 State the immediate actions for the following: b. Fuel 
handling accident 

References TBAL Radioactive I Refueling Transients 
Fuel Handling Accident ONP-11.2 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. An immediate operator action in ONP-11.2 is to verify 
that only one of these two fans is operating. 

Notes 

B. Candidate inc~rrectly believes that supply fan should be running to 
maintain positive pressure. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that REFUEL position is only used 
during refueling and the HS should be placed in NORMAL. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the EMERGENCY TRIP position 
is for SIAS and CIAS only and the required position is NORMAL·. 



-

t 

.f!"NSTRUCTOR USE ON(Y 

CIOO ~ c80> QCP 

<SCP r:40> <3CP <2CP 
cg, ca, c7, c6, 
c4, c3, c2, c1, 

(T) (F) 

c'!lt, c2, c3, 
KEY 
c5, 

cA, cg, ~ cO, cf, 

2.-. cB,' cC, cO, cf, 
3 cA, cB, cC, .. cf, 

4 cA, - cC, co, cf, 

5 cA, - cC, cO, cf, 
6 cA, cB, ~ cO, cf, 

7 cA, cg, cC, ~ cf, 
B cA, c9, ..._. cO, <;f, 

9 cA, cg, ~ cO, cf, 

10 cA, c9, ~ cO, cf, 

11 cA, cg, • cO, cf, 

12 cA, ~ cC, cO, cf, 

13 cA, c9, ~ cO, cf, 

·14 - cg, cC, cO, cf, 
15 r 0 2 ~ cC2 rD2 cE2 '\)J.,.~L--
16 .._ cB, cC, cO, cf, 

17 ~ cg, cC, cO, _cf, 

18 cA, cB, cC, -~ cf, 

19 cA, cg2 cC2 ~ cf, 

20 - cg, cC, cg, cf, 
21 cA, ~ cC, cO, cf, 

22 cA:i cB2 cC2 ~ cf, 
23 .._ cB, cC2 cg, cf, 

24 - cB, cC, cO_, cf, 
25 cA, cB, ~ cO, cf, . 
26 cA, .._ cC, cO, cf, 

27 cA2 ~ cC, c02 cf, 
28 cA, ~ cC, cO, cf, 

29 cA, cB, - co, cf, 
30 cA, cB, c_C, 419 cf, 

31 cA:i cg, ~ c9, cf, 
32 cA, '91 cC, cO, cf, 

33 cA:i ~ cC, cO:i cf, 
34 cA, cg, cC, ~ cf, 

35 cA, .-i. cC, c[>, -cf, 

36 cA:i - cC,· cO, cf, 
37 cA:i ... cC, cO, cf, 

35·~ c92 cC:i cO, cf, 
39 cA, ~ cC, cO, cf, 

40 c9, cC, .._ cf, AD=~f'1 

41 cA, ~ cC, cO, cf, 
42_ cA:i cB, ~ cO, cf, 
43 cA:i .._ cC, cO, cf, 
44 cA, c.8, cC, 't19 cf, 

= ; 45 c A, cg, ~ c O, cf, 

46 cA, c9, ~C, ~ cf, 
47 c,Q._, ~ cC, cO, cf::J 
48 cA, cB, cC: ~ cf, 
49 cA, ,._ cC, co:. =f: 

- so-.. c9, cC, cQ::J cf: 

IMPO 

- '•Y!ftlffClllilBi 1w .............. ·----... ...-................. -··· , .. 

.., __ 
..__ ______ _.....,.._ 

~-- ..... -.. . , .. .,.__ 

PART 1 

SCANTADN- FORM NO~ 888-E 

• 



' j , 
) 

~ 
2 

, SUBJECTIVE SCORE 
~ INSTRUCTOR USE ONLY 

CIOO <S():I <SO> QfP <60> 

cSO> "4fP <3fP ~°' C'lfP 
c9J C8J c7J c6::i c5::i 

c4::i c3::i c2J c1::i cQ::i 

(T) (F) KEY 

- c'lli::i c2::i c3::i - c5::i 
51 cA::i ce::i cC::i _, cE::i 

52 ~ cBJ cC::i cO::i cEJ 

53 _. cBJ cC::i cO::i cf::i . 
54 cA::i ... cC::i cO::i cEJ 

55~ ce::i· cC::i cO::i cE::i 

56 cA::i ~~ cC::i cO::i cE::i 

57 ~ cB::i cC::i cO::i cE::i 

5B _. cB::i cC::i cO::i cE::i 

59 ._ cB::i cC::i cO::i cE::i 

60 cA::i ~ cC::i cO::i cE::i 

61 ~ c.a.::i cC::i .fD::i cE::i 

62 cA::i cB::i cC::i ~ cE::i 

63 cA::i cB::i cC::i ~ cE::i 

64 cA::i cB::i cc·::i -. cE::i 

65 c,A::i ce::i ~ co::i cE::i 

66~ cB::i cC::i cO::i cE::i 

67 cA::i cB::i cC::i ~ cE::i 

68cA::i cB::i cC::i .,.. cE::i 

69 cA::i ce::i cC::i ~ cE::i 

70 cA::i cC::i cO::i cE::i 

71 - cB::i cC::i cO::i cE::i 

72 cA::i ~ cC::i cO::i cE::i 
' 73 cA::i • cC::i co::i cE::i 

74 .... cB::i cc::i cq::i cE::i 

75 c"::i cB::i cC::i ~ cE::i 

76 cA::i cB::i ~ cO::i cE::i 

77 cA::i cB::i cC::i • cE::i 

78 cA::i cB::i ~ cO::i cE::i 

79 cA::i ·ce::i ~ cO::i cE::i 

80 cA::i cB::i cC::i _. cE::i 

81 .- cB::i cC::i cO::i cE::i 

82 cA::i _. cC::i cO::i cE::i 

83 cA::i ~ cC::i cO::i cE::i 

84cA::i cB::i ~ cO::i cE::i 

85 cA::i cB::i cC::i 41t. cE::i 

86- cB::i cC::i cO::i cE::i 

87 cA::i cB::i cC::i ~ cE::i 

88 cA::i cB::i - cO::i cE::i 

89 ~ cB::i cC::i cO::i cE::i 

90 cA::i c-B::i .., cO::i cE::i 

91'_. cB::i cC::i cO::i cE::i 

.............. 
•RIUM~T ,...,.._ 

IMPORTANT 

,.._.._...._ 
ICOllS ...... : 
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Figure 1.1 

Re~o 

SHUTDOWN MARGIN PARAMETERS 

ROD WORTH 

100 MWd/MTU 

, 14470 MWd/MTU 

STUCK ROD WORTH 

100 MWd/MTU 

14470 MWd/MTU 

. RECIPRQCAL BORON WORTH 

100 MWdlMTU 

7000 MWdlMTU 
' . 

14470 MWdlMTU 

%t\p, HFP 

.6.83 

7.82 

·%4p, HFP 

1.12 

1.56 

pplll/'%Ap, HFP .. 

131.6 ' 

121.7 

108.2 
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Figura 8.2 

FORMULA SHEET 

Revision 2 

NQif: t::l,gt equations should be used for a. PCS temperature ~reater than or 
equal to 350 °F and~ equations should be used ·tor a PCS temperature 
less than 350 °F. 

1 . BORON ADDITION 

. · , j BAST (ppm)-PC~ (ppm)] 
A. vttOT (Gal B.A.) = s.n x 10 1.l BAST (ppm)-PC8,__ (PJ)m) 

, j BAST (ppm)-PC~ (ppm)] 
e. veot.O ( Ga1 a.A.)= 8.48 x 10 1. L BAST (ppm)- Pcs,__ (ppm) 

( 
. . . ) (Gal of t\O to borate)x [Desired ppm increase) 

· c. v Ga~_B.A. for desired ppm increase = BAST (ppm) . 

2. DILUTION 

• {pcs...,_ (ppm)] 
. A. VHOT (Gal PMW) = s.n x 10 I PCS.:.W: (P9111) 

. . 

B. V.,.. (~ PMW) = 8.48 X 10', ~ f:l] 
3. BLEND RATIO 

- - ----- . --# of Gal PMW = BAST (ppm),_ 1 

Gal of 8.A. PCS (ppm) 

· Approved By: · . 7?.5;~ . 
Reactor Engineering Supervisor 
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Figure 8.2 

FORMULA SHEET 

4. MIXING WATER ANO CONCENTRATED BORIC ACID .... 

(Initial Gal x Initial Cone) 
A. Final Concentration = ----------

(Initial Gal + Gal ~o Added) 

. B. 

(' 

Gal of ~9 

Needed for = 
Desired Cone 

(Initial Gal x Initial Cone) • Initial Gal 
Final Cone 

5. MIXING 2 TANKS OF DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 

A. Finai Concentration = (Cone. x ~01.) + (Co}c. x Vole) 
Vol. + voi. 

B. Vol. = (Final Concentration • Cone.) x Vole 

C ( 1 Final Concentration) . 
one. x - ------

. Cone. 

OR·. 

Gal of Cone 
(Gal of Water to Borate x Desired PPM.Increase) 

B. A. for Desired :a 

PPM Increase 
· ( Final Concentration) 

PPM of Cone B. A. x 1- PPM of Cone B. A. -

Approved By: 1($1f4(dVL.. 
Reactor Engineering Supervisor 

Revision 2 

.· 

; 
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Figure 8.2 

FORMULA SHEET 

Revision 2 

6. TO PREDICT OR DETERMINE EVAPORATOR BOTTOMS CONCENTRATION 

Gal of Feed A. 
to Evap 

Increase in Bottom Cone E C trat V 1 = x vap oncen e o ume 
Cone of Feed to Evap 

7. GAS PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, VOLUME RELATIONSHIP 

.. 

P = Absolute Pressure 

V =Volume 

T = Temperature (0 Rankine) [0 f + 460) . 

-.. 

Approved By: ~ · 
E' . . s . Reactor ngineenng uperv1sor 
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Degraded Containment Conditions 
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temperature reading in PCS 
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Shutdown Cooling ·Entry Window 
For Degraded Containment Conditions 

Note I :Tllis cllJ'\le applies whenever Coatallimenl EY!hU'h 
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Question 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator' Examination 

The plant is operating at 99.6 % power when the following alarms are received: 

• Dropped Rod 
• High Power Rate Channel Pre-Trip/ASI Alarm 
• Rod Position 4 Inches Deviation 
• Rod Position 8 Inches Deviation ·?::. ,.;.: 

: ~~do~.~~:::~:.~~·i~~~:~ii;~::i~tr~If:;\,, 
Which of the following act!.9Ps artf~ecl,;!<?,~~taken in '~~e to this event? 

.. ~~~t~.:~;;:.. >:~.fi~~i.~~· .. ~, --. /. >;IL~;~-~~-j,..~. 

A. Trip the reac,g)!~and~~~F EQPJffQt,t , . dard J> · ~t-Trip 'A7bti~ns 
;~~';?;,. .~;;~~;~fu.. \t l -4 

B. Perform a rapi~'~to,:~- ··' · · to< '··· · 
. -~.~~~?.f;f 

<·~'.°!'~ 

C. Reduce power to i . , 
''If, 

D. · Reposition the rod in 

Answer 

C. Reduce power to~ 75% within 2 hours using boration 

) 



RO Question 1 SRO Question 
RO Tier/Group 112 SRO Tier/Group 111 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 10 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000003.2.4.31 Knowledge of annunciators alarms and indications, and use of 
the response instructions. 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 3.4 

Objective TBANT00.02 Given plant conditions involving symptoms. of a dropped 
control rod, respond IA W ONP 5.1. 

References TBAN Control SystemsTransients 
Control Rod Drop ONP-5.1 

ARP-5 
ARP-21 

PCP, SG, and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12) 
Reactor Protective System Schemes EK-06 (C-06) 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that a single dropped rod requires a 
reactor trip, which .it would if not at power. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that 75% power must be achieved 
. rapidly, although this is the proper power level which must be 
ultimately achieved. 

C. CORRECT. ONP-5.1 directs a reduction to 75% within 2 hours 
using boration. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that evidence does NOT exist that the 
rod is dropped. If the rod were not determined to be dropped this 
would be the correct action. 



Question 2 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

·The plant is operating at full power with the following Pressurizer Level Control 
configuration: 

• HS l/LIC-O!Oi, Heater Control Selector, is in the,"A and 8" position 
• LIC-OlOlA is the IN SERVICE controller, selectedfor CASCADE mode 
• LIC-01018 is in MANUAL, with its outputsetJor.50% 
• Charging Pump P-55A is operating;;:With'p:ssai&ndj~~55C in AUTO 
• All orifice block valves are in A~~;:;,;( ·;·, .::.): 

: ::~~~:~~:~1:e~t0p~~:, ''~~!t 
·::::'.:~t:~;~:~ '.·:;:. 

e effect.of the ciiiq)hragm rupturing on .. _,~,,1~~ 

'··-~~~~ 
A. P-55A will lower,·· 

· orifice block .valvl",,, 

8. P-55A will raise to max:i .... . peec( P-558 and P-55C will be running, all orifice 
block valves 'Yill be close'ail~· ba~kup heaters will r;main ON . 

C. P-55A will raise to maximum speed, P-558 and P-55C will be running, only #I 
orifice block valve will be open, and backup heaters will trip OFF 

D. P-55A will lower to minimum speed, P-558 and P-55C will NOT be running, 
.· only # 1 orifice block valve will be open, and backup heaters will trip OFF 

Answer 

A. P-55A will lower to minimum speed, P-558 and P-55C will NOT be running, all 
orifice block valves will be open, and backup heaters will remain ON 

- ---· ---· , __ ,, 



RO Question 2 SRO Question 2 
RO Tier/Group 1/3 SRO Tier/Group 1/3 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000028.AAl.08 Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to 
the Pressurizer Level Control Malfunctions: Selection of an 
alternate PZR level channel if one has failed 

RO Importance 3.7 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective ASFDOA2.02 Given Plant conditions involving a malfunction of the 
Pressurizer Level Control System or its inputs: a. Determine the effect on 
Pressurizer level. b. Describe the actions required to maintain/control 
Pressurizer level. 

References ASFD PZR Level Control 
SOP-2a 
ARP-4 

Chemical and Volume Control System 
Primary Volume Level Pressure Scheme EK-07 (C-12) 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. Must determine that a ruptured diaphragm on LT-
0101 A results in indicated level going high. This will cause 
indicated level to be greater than program, causing an increase in 
letdown and a decrease in charging. Backup heaters only receive a 
signal if in AUTO. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly determines that pressurizer level will fail low 
with the ruptured diaphragm and selects the correct response to a low 
failure. 

C. Candidate incorrectly determines that pressurizer level will fail low 
and fails to recogniZe that if level failed low all orifice valves would 
close. 

D. · Candidate incorrectly determines status of orifice block valves 
despite determining correct response of level to diaphragm failure. 



Question 3 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

While performing GOP-9, the crew stops the cooldawn and blocks the low pressurizer 
pressure SIAS at 1660 psia. Subsequently, the following sequence occurs: 

• Pressurizer pressure rises to 1710 psia. 
• The crew commences cooling down the plant again .. 
• Pressurizer pressure is lowered to 1600 psia:and an SIAS is initiated. 

What would be the effect of de 

• The crew performs the required actio'ils.oftlib·EOPs;and stops HPSI Pump P-66A. 
~i'.;·'· .~}~' '':h:.,:.;;:~;i'.:. 

~e SI RESET pus}i~lit!ons under these 

. "'j> . ''4~~1, . 
onds la,~r and HPSI Pump P-66A will 

.• .-:·.f1'.-·-· 

conditions? 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. · SIAS will NOT reset, and; .'1/i· · mponents will reposition . 'fr 

Answer 

D. SIAS will NOT r~set, and no components will reposition 

,'r• 

.. 
- ----.---· 



RO Question 3 SRO Question 3 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 013.A4.02 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: 
Reset of ESF AS channels 

RO Importance 4.3 SRO Importance 4.4 · 

Objective ASHAG 12.01 Describe how the following are accomplished, including set 
points and logics. a. Safety Injection Block removal b. SIS reset c. RAS 
reset 

References ASHA 
- SOP-3 

Safety Injection System 
Safety Injection and Shutdown Cooling System 

- Logic Diagram Safety Injection Initiation E-17, sh 3 & 4 

'Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that SIAS will reset, thinking the 

Notes 

· SIAS block is still active, and assumes the SIS-X relays, with their 5 
.second time delay, will reposition equipment. 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that SIAS will reset, thinking the 
SIAS block is still active. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the SIAS will momentarily reset 
which, if true and immediately followed by another SIAS condition 
such as currently exists, equipment would reposition. 

D. CORRECT. Pressurizer pressure increasing above 1690 psia will 
automatically remove the SIAS-block. Since pressure subsequently 
reduces below the low pressure SIAS setpoint of 1605 psia, resetting 
SIAS will have no effect. · 

·-- ·~ - -.-----



:· 

Palisad~s Nuclear Plant 
' 

Senior Reactor Op~rator Examination 

Question 4 

The plant was operating in a normal full power alignment when a large break loss of 
coolant accident occurred 45 minutes ago. No operator actions regarding the Component 
Cooling Water (CCW) System have been performed. 

What is the effect of resetting the Containment High Pressure (CHP) signal under these 

conditions? , : ::~,~':;: ·.· , . 

Cooling flow would be lostt()~~ ~ntr~l ~tld:SealS. A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

.. ~'.~f~~~f;%/~, '-~,1f\~~: . 
The PCP seals woul.~ ili'erol.~Jy s <i;> 

. :~f1tl~~~ \!~~¥, & ·. ; ,,, 
The Shutdowrt>.Coo ""'~:Heat Exe· 's wou~<,l,have in~~u.ate CCW flow 

··~t~~irur~~ ., ;\; ~~~;:: .... 
··~·,,:~ .) 

Cooling flow \V; · · 
~~ 

f 

Answer 

." 



RO Question 4 SRO Question 4 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 103.K4.06 Knowledge of containment system design feature(s) and/or 
interlock(s) which provide for the Containment Isolation 
System 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective ASHBOK4.08 Describe the action that is necessary to be performed to re
open a Containment Isolation valve (which has a latching circuit) after a 
CHP/CHR has been reset. 

References ASHB Containment Building 
Loss of Coolant Accident EOP-4.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the CVs will close when the CHP 
is reset and also believes the Containment load of concern which is 
cooled by CCW is the Control Rod Seals.· 

Notes. 

B. CORRECT. Resetting the CHP signal will allow the CVs to go to 
their pre-actuation switch position, which at power is OPEN. If flow 
has been isolated to the PCP seals for > 10 minutes, thermal shock of 
the seals is a concern: 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the SDC HXs would have 
inadequate flow due to correctly understanding that resetting the 
CHP signal will allow the CVs to go to their pre-actuation switch 
position, which at power is OPEN. 

D. <;::andidate incorrectly believes that $e CVs will close when the CHP 
·is reset and also believes the Containment load of concern which is 
cooled by CCW is the ~eactor Shield Cooling. 



Question 5 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

During a normal plant cooldown using the TBV, all safety channels of SG pressure are 
between 530 psia and 540 psia. 

• The operator depresses both HS/LPE-50A and HS/LPE-50B, Bypass of MSIV 
Closure, push buttons. 

• Annunciator EK-0970, Steam Gen Valv:eslsolatiori'LQckout, alarms. 
• As the cooldown continues, the al~\:cl~~rs~~;t ·· .::<, 

.. :~~~-~>-'·jiiID.. . ... : · 
.;:t;;t .. -~: ~~~~r~j~- ... i;'fr~~:·;.:: · 

Which of the following actions sij:(iul~;}Je takeIJ.? 
, .~i~!.~. ''iti~~h': ) , . 

A. Stop the cooldow '·· · ' '. ave I&:':·,; ~te the ap~·':... . "<;:failed alarin. 
' I ,.,, \. . 1:~~-,,~· 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Continue di' · 

Manually close 
cooldown using th' 

the alarm cleared. 

Answer 

· · n~ ''M':i'is an expected condition. 
-~~ 

·atic closure and continue the 

B. Continue the cooldown using theTBV since this is an expected condition. 



:-. 

RO Question 5 SRO Question 5 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 039.K4.05 Knowledge ofMRSS design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) 
which provide for Automatic isolation of steam line 

RO Importance 3.7 SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective ASJBOK4.02 Given the value for each steam generator's four pressure 
safety channels, determine the effect on the ability to defeat MSIV auto 
closure. · 

References ASJB Main Steam 
Plant Cooldown GOP-9 

ARP-5 PCP, SG, and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12) 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the alarm clearing is an abnormal 
condition as most block alarms seal in. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. The alarm comes in when the block is successfully 
accomplished and automatically clears as pressure drops below 500 

· psia. 
C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the almm clearing indicates that 

. the block has been removed and it is desirable to manually close the 
MSIV s as opposed to allowing them to auto close. The valves would 
auto close at 510 psia if the block had not been initiated. 

D. . Candidate ncorrectly believes that the alarm clearing indicates that 
the block has been removed and the MSIV s will auto close. The 
valves would auto close at 510 psia if the block had not been 
initiated. 



Question 6 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

During the course of a major fire in the plant, the Shift Supervisor has ordered the Control 
Room evacuated. 

• Actions are being taken outside the Control Room in accordance with ONP-25.2, 
Alternate Safe Shutdown Procedure. 

• Neither Bus l C or l D is capable of beingep.ergjzC°4·;· 
• The SS has ordered Auxiliary Feed;1V;f~er P\ifu)#l~~~Q:~tarted using the preferred 

. ·:.;;;/• •. ,~ /~ .:~ ·~ ·~:· .,..!·,.::~··: ... .'~ ·, . 

method found in EOP Supplem:. ,; : .'';~lternate·A@.li8ry Feedwater Methods. 
• SG 'A' level is stable at 25%:~ teed flow. '''\b~;Hif. 
• SG 'B' level is stable a~;~0% .. ~ fe ,/·\, . ,,.;,g(~'.i!h 

· · s the basis for ·~6~~~~~te? 
.,t.:{;\·,_ 

BASIS 

A. i potentially limited feedwater supply 

8. _ ncems with ensuring adequate PCS subcooling 

c. Gradually oncems with pressurizer insurges and outsurges 

0. Gradually Concerns with thermal stresses on the SG feed nozzle 

Answer 

c. Gradually Concerns with pressurizer insurges and outsurges 



RO Question 6 SRO Question 6 
RO Tier/Group 1/1 SRO Tier/Group 111 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5/10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000068.AK3.07 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they 
apply to the Control Room Evacuation: Maintenance of SG 
Level, using AFW flow control valves 

RO Importance 4.0 SRO Importance 4.3 . 

Objective TBAMOK6.02 Given plant conditions involving an Alternate Safe 
Shutdown, determine the consequences of failing to perform any given 
step contained within ONP 25.2. 

References TBAM ONP 25.1 AND 25.2 
ONP-25.2 
EOP Sup 19 

Alternate Safe Shutdown Procedure 
Alternate Auxiliary F eedwater Methods 

Question Source· New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that station concerns with limited 
supplies of feed water would be minimized if water was put in SG as 
soon as possible. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that subcooling may become an issue 
due to natural circulation condition. 

C. CORRECT. Pressurizer insurges and outsurges, due to feeding at. 
·maximum rates and then minimum rates when the SG reaches the 
upper end of its level range (causing temperature swings in the PCS), 
would make PCS inventory and pressure control difficult. · 

D. · Candidate incorrectly believes that thermal stresses on the SG are an 
issue, when they are more likely to be an issue only if a SG had been 
allowed to dry out 



Question 7 

Given the following conditions: 

• A reactor trip occurred several minutes ago. 
• PCS temperature is 526°F and slowly lowering. 

Pal isade5 Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

• Pressurizer pressure is 1980 psia and slowly lowering. 
• Pressurizer level is 36% and trending slowly~ownward. 
• All PCPs are in operation. ·." ,;, . : .. '' ·· 
• Core 6 T is l 2°F. ~.,.:!:'.> · .,,,: 
• Subcooling is approxirnately;il®'E:;~fi<l slowly risi~g{)'.,' 
• Both SG levels are 1 O~o:~d st~l~~}.il! . ~t~.~~;;b . , · · 
• Both SG pressures are'.:'V7.Qrpsia a .· :·-· o·· '"'.J.(>w~ring. ..,. 

,~~;~~\:. ii~t~~~Z ·. !\ :,t;1. "' .;•' ,.A,~1·. . . . ···~·· . 
Which one of the follo_,, ·· · ·~ ns woul<t:P!J>~P~!Y.f$~ptlize the plant? 

~;;:::'~" "" ' . - . /~$):.' 

A. Raise the press~· . 
!.>.;:: 

B. <lj!Jr:,;i,,~; co . ~-- etpoint. 
1:~~~rt~:.: .. 

C. Reduce Auxiliary Feedw~f~~. 
':"~ .. 'f' 

D. Close the Turbine Bypass Valve. 

Answer 

D. Close the Turbine Bypass Valve. 



RO Question 7 SRO Question 7 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group· 1/2 
1 OCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA CE.E02.EK2.02 Knowledge of the interrelations between the (Reactor Trip 
Recovery) and the following: Facility's heat removal systems, 
including primary coolant, emergency coolant, the decay heat 
removal systems, and relations between the proper operation of 
these systems 

RO Importance 3.5 SRO Importance 4.0 

Objective TBABG28.0l Given post reactor trip conditions, analyze a given 
parameter trend and determine if the trend is responding as expected. 

References TBAB Reactor Trip (EOP 1.0 and EOP 2.0) 
Standard Post-Trip Actions EOP-1.0 

Question Source New 

Justificatfon A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Notes 
~ . - -

Candidate incorrectly believes that manual control of pressurizer 
level should be taken when the actu.al cause of the decreasing 
pressurizer level is a cooldown. 

· Candidate incorrectly believes that manual control of pressurizer 
pressure should be taken when the actual cause of the decreasing 

, pressurizer pressure is a coolµown. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that the cooldown is being caused hy 
excessive AFW flow, but level is just being maintained with this 
flow. If flow were reduced, SG levels would not be adequate. 
CORRECT. The TBV is causing an overcooling condition which 
has resulted in lowering PCS temperature and pressure, an excessive 

. core /1 T and SG pr~ssure below ~e low limit for a post-trip 

. con~ition. 



Question 8 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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A step in a procedure directs the operators to place a pump in service. Directly before the 
step is a statement which says, 

"Excessive operation of pump with its discharge recirculating valve closed 
may cause pump damage." · 

This statement should be identified as a;: •. _ 
.... : ~. '!\;:{:j/:r. 

A. WARNING. 

B. PRECAUTION'. 

c. 

D. NOTE. 

Answer 

C. CAUTION. 



RO Question SRO Question 8 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Gro.up 3 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA 2.4.15 Knowledge of communications procedures associated with 
EOP implementation. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.5 

Objective ADAEOG 1.01 Describe the the following requirements IA W Admin 
Procedure 4.06. c. Use of Cautionary Information, Warnings, and Notes 

References ADAE Admins 4.05, 4.06, 4.09, 4.20, 4.21, 4.22 
EOP Development and Implementation 
Writer's Guideline for Procedures 

Admin4.06 
Admin 10.51 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that this hazard to equipment is a 
warning, but a warning is a hazard to personnel. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that this a precaution, but a precaution 
is different from a caution in that it applies to the entire procedure 
and is located in the Precautions and Limitations section. 

C. CORRECT. Cautions are used to identify hazards to equipment and 
immediately precede the step it applies to. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this is a note, but a note is used to 
provide additional information to aid the user in performing the 
procedures_ 



Question 9 

Given the following conditions: 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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• The plant is operating at 100% power when all Main Feedwater is lost. 
• A reactor trip signal has been generated, but the reactor and the turbine have both 

failed to trip. 

Which of the Safety "Functions, other than co~~, reactiWtr~ is the highest priority Safety 
Function likely to be challenged un~«fr the5e conditiolu!~:: :· 

... -~ ·.~.~;·<t·:. :~:. ·: •. :'-
'. ~ .:.~·~ ~·..-·:.: ., 

A. 

8. 

c. 

D. Core Heat Remova 

Answer 

C. · PCS Inventory Control 



RO Question SRO Question 9 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 2 

KA CE.E02.EK2.1 Knowledge of the interrelations between the Reactor Trip 
Recovery and the following: Components and functions of 
control and safety systems, including instrumentation, signals, 
interlocks, failure modes, and automatic and manual features. 

·RO Importance SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective TBABOA2.0 I Given transient plant conditions which require a reactor trip 
and various factors affecting the severity of the transient, determine the 
impact those factors have on each safety function. 

References TBAB Reactor Trip (EOP 1.0 and EOP 2.0) 
Standard Post-Trip Actions EOP-1.0 

EOP-2.0 Reactor Trip Recovery · 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the only effect will be the loss of 
SG inventory.· 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that this is the highest of the listed 
Safety Functions as pressure will increase due to the heat up of the 
PCS. 

C, CORRECT. With the plant operating at 100% power and the 
· operator taking all immediate actions except tripping the reactor and 
turbine, heat removal will be rapidly lost due to reducing MFW 
Pump speed to minimum. This will cause PCS temperature and 
pressure to increase, and without adequate heat removal, the PCS · 
will reach saturation conditions. Subcooling is a requirement for 
inventory and this is the highest of the listed Safety Functions. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this is the highest of the listed 
_ Saf~ty Functions,_ as subcoolip.g will be lost as the PCS heats up._ 



Question 10 
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· During a refueling, the following assemblies haye been removed from the core: 

• Jl7 
• Hl9 
• · Kl9 
• M20 

• '· .. _,.' N20 

• T22 •C ;''~f;'f: 
Ail other assemblies are still ftf' ; ;:, re 

· • All control rods are stiltiritthe ~ci'; 
• 

A. J20 

B. K20 

c. R20 

D. R22 

Answer 

c.· R20 

~:n., 

.·· ·"~~"i\' .Jollowing core locations may 
. ;;~·.'.· 

.INCLUDE ATTACHED-MARKED UP EM-04-01, ATTACHMENT 1, DRAW.Ne;. 



RO Question SRO Question 10 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 6/7 

KA 2.2.27 Knowledge of the refueling process. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.5 

Objective IOTDOAI.01 Given appropriate refueling conditions and appropriate 
Control Room references: a. Predict the effect of the performance of any . 
given procedure step on plant systems and equipment. 

References IOTD Refueling Operations . 
EM-04-01 
SOP-28 

Question Source New 

Manually Reading Incore Detectors 
Fuel Handling 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes this assembly can be removed, but 
will leave assembly at JI 9 unsupported. 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes this assembly can be removed, but 
will leave rod in position L21 without diagonal support: · 

C. CORRECT. When removing an assembly, remaining fuel bundles 
must be supported on at least one side (by adjacent assembly or core 
shroud) arid control rods mlist be supported by at least two 

. diagonally placed fuel bundles. This is the only assembly of the 
group which meets this criteria. 

D. . Candidate incorrectly believes this assembly can be removed, but 
will leave rod· in position S21 without diagonal support. 

Notes INCLUDE.ATTACHED MARKED UP EM-04-01, ATTACHMENT 1, 
DRAWING. 



:· 

Question 11 

The following conditions exist: 

• The PCS is being taken solid during a cooldown. 
• The cooldown rate is l0°F/hour. 
• Pressurizer level is 90% and stable. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant· 
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• Charging pump P-558 is operating. . . .· 
• Charging flow is exceeding letd0\yn~9~ by-'1,Q ~· .. · .. 
• HS-0202, Intermediate Pressure:I.:Ctdo\Vn Control'Auto/Man Select, is in the "CV-

. . . '{<::;. ~ -~'./~ ~· ~..:· ~ • • . . ~~ ~·f::~~ 

2012 AUTO, CV-2122 MAl'~JJlr~vpos1tlol). >:'.!:;~ 
· .. ·~:(':>j~:·!f.:.. - .• ~ ·_. ; !·· ';''•"-~. 

• PIC-0202, lntermediate.JPresstit¢il?i.CtdoWJJ);~trol, is irhA:UJ'f P and set for 80 psig. 

: · ~:(~~~~!· :t~;;~!~~:l°~!:u~~~;~~ti1J• set for 40% output 
''!f~i~lit'- . ! ;;:~~~\~~~' .it.~~1ti.!:1. . 

To raise pressurizer l~f:. 'd undetltl!-I@tfons ... 
v~~· ·'''.)~~;~;~V 

A. shut an orifice stop·. ·:~~:fi·· 

B. start P-55C. 

C. raise the AUTO setpoint on 

D. raise the output on HIC-2122. 

Answer 

C. raise the AUTO setpoint on PIC-0202. 



RO Question 11 SRO Question 11 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 

KA 011.Al.02 

10CFR55.43(b) Item 

Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to 
prevent exceeding design limits) associated with Charging and 
letdown flows · 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 3.5 

Objective ASF AG 12.03 Describe how the CVCS controls PCS pres~uue during soFd 
plant operation. 

References ASFA CVCS/Boric Acid Heat Trace· 
Primary Coolant System 

l 
.\ 

SOP-1 
SOP-2B CVCS Purification and Chemical Injection 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly relates normal operation to solid plant 
operations. Shutting this valve will have little effect with the parallel. 
valves open, due to the low pressure in the PCS. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly selects this choice as it will cause a charging
letdown mismatch. However, at this level in the pressurizer the delta 
between charging and letdown, other than for contraction, is limited 
to 25 gpm. The capacity of this pump is 40 gpm. 

C. CORRECT. This will result in CV-2012 closing to rais~ pressure. 
which will ·reduce letdown flow. · 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this will raise letdown pressure, 
_but it will actually attempt to lower pressure and raise flow. With 
CV-2012 being controlled in AUTO, it will adjust to maintain 
pressure/flow. 



Question 12 

Given the following conditions: 

• PCS temperature is 275°F. 
• P-50A is the only operating PCP. 
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• Preparations are being made to start an additional PCP. 

Which of the following PCPs, if any, isPROlnuITEJ)Jfom being started under these 
conditions? ·· ·· 

. , ;z.;~i::f.~~f[:i· 
Any pump may be started ''~·ifK:;;. .( :,.~:·'.;:~ 

P-508 ',~~~ ·~~~;:::; 
A. 

B, 

c. P-50C 

D. P-500 

Answer. 

B. P-508 

'>lr 
'<i-~ 

··~t-



:· 

RO Question 12 SRO Question 12 
RO Tier/Group l/1 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 003.K4.02 Knowledge of RCPS design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) 
which provides for the Prevention of cold water accidents or 
transients 

RO Importance 2.5 SRO Importance 2.7 

Objective RHAAOAl.02 Given plant conditions,''analyze the data and.predict any 
effect on any of the following: a. PCS parameters 

References RHAA Applied Thermodynamics and Fluid Flow 
Primary CoolantSystem SOP-1 

TS 3.1.l PCS Operable Components 

Question Source New 

Justification A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Notes 

Candidate incorrectly believes that this combination of PCPs will 
result in inadequate spray flow. 
CORRECT. Operating P-50A and P-508 together with Tc below 
300°F cillows the pressure/temperature limits to be higher (less. 
conservative). 
Candidate incorrectly believes that this combination of PCPs will 
result in flow velocities which could potentially caus~ a hydraulic.lift 
of the core. Limit is actually the number of PCPs operating, not the 
combination .. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that this combination of PCPs will 
result in flow velocities which could potentially cause rubbing of the 
fuel against the shroud, resulting in clad damage. Limit is actually 
the number of PCPs operating, not the combination. 

.---- ·-.. -----
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Question 13 

Following a loss of coolant accident, an operator makes two (2) checks of the Service 
Water System. 

• During the first check, Containment Pressure is 12.2 psig and SIRWT level is 58%. 

• On the second check, Contairunent PresSW'e~as lo\.Vered to 2.8 psig and the SIRWT 
level has lowered to I%. ..· •··. · ·.·. .·. · ·. 

• On the second check, the CC~.~~~:~gxchang~Hi@~Aipacity SW Outlet Valves 
AND the Containment Air CQO,~/:High Capacity SW,i'(l)utlet Valves are all OPEN. 

, . · - ,;':):~t '':I~~w,, ·:;,:t~~ti. · <~~:!J~i\\\ · · ·· 
Which of the following d~~pes the:-~ac~ervice Waterci?~guration during the 
first check? ;~~ct:· ff~ . ':f:S:; ~N'"' . · t;: ·· 

- A. • 
• 

B. • · · CCW Heat Exchanger High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 

• Contairunent Air Coolers High Capacity· SW Outlet Valves 

c.' .. CCW Heat Exchanger High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 

• Contairunent ~ir-Coolers High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 

D. • CCW Heat Exchanger High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 
-•--Containment Air Coolers High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 

Answer 

C. · • CCW Heat Exchanger High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 
• Containment Air Coolers High Capacity SW Outlet Valves 

1•1 CHECK 

OPEN 
OPEN 

OPEN 
CLOSED 

CLOSED 
OPEN 

CLOSED 
CLOSED 

CLOSED 
OPEN 

-~. -----



RO Question 13 SRO Question 13 
RO Tier/Group Ill SRO Tier/Group Ill 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5/10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000062.AK3.02 · Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they 
apply to the Loss of Nuclear Service Water: The automatic 

. actions (alignments) within the nuclear service water resulting 
from the actuation of the ESF AS 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective 

References 

ISDAG27.0l Given normally available references, highlight the 
following flow paths: b. emergency flow paths dllring a Safety Irij~ction 
Signal. 

ISDA· 
EOP Sup 5 
EOP-1.0 
EOP-4.0 
E-17 Sh 4 & 5 

Service Water System 
Checklist for Safeguards Equipment Following SIAS 
Standard Post-Trip Actions 
Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery 

. Logic Diagrams SIAS and RAS · 

Question Source New 

Justification A.· Candidate incorrectly believes that CHP/SIAS requires additional 
SW to both the CA Cs and the CCW HXs. Select if he does not 
recognize ccw has no added heat load until hot sump water is 
provided to SI pumps. 

Notes 

B. Can~idate incorrectly believes that CHP/SIAS requires additional 
SW to both the CCW HXs, but not the CACs. Select if he does not 

· recognize CCW has no added heat load until hot sump water is 
provided to SI pumps. · 

C. CORRECT. 12.2 psig causes a CHP/SIAS which opens the high 
capacity valves to the CACs. CCW HX high flow valves are nor 
required to be open until RAS, which occurs when SIR WT is <2%. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that CHP/SIAS does not require 
additional SW to either the CACs and the CCW Hxs. Select ifhe · 
does not recognize CACs have added heat load upon initiation of 

·accident. 
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Question . 14 
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During the response to a small break loss of coolant accident, an SIAS is initiated. 

• Containment pressure following the small break 
• All equipment operates as designed. 
• An operator inadvertently takes each Co 

after completing the immediate operato' 
running. 

• SI has NOT been reset. 

How will the Containmen 
worse and a Containment 
in Containment to 

A. 

s of coolant accident is 1.2 psig. 

ay Pump hand switch to TRIP 
hough the pumps are NOT 

g a pressure increase 

, ut the pumps must be 

B. The spray header v 
Depressing the ST AN 
system to automatically r 

re SEO, and the pumps will remain OFF. 
ht above the pump hand switches will cause the 

C. The spray header valves will automatically OPEN and the pumps will 
automatically START. 

D. The spray header valves will remain CLOSED, and the pumps will rerriain OFF. 
The spray header valves must be manually opened and the pumps must be 
manually started. 

Answ~r. 

A. The spray header valves will automatically OPEN, but the pumps must be 
manually started. · 



RO Question 14 . SRO Question 14 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 026.Al.01 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to 
prevent exceeding design limits) associated with operating the 

· CSS controls including: Containment pressure 

RO Importance 3.9 SRO Importance 4.2 

Objective ASHCOK4.02 Given Plant conditions, involving a SIS, RAS or CHP, 
predict .the response of the Containment Spray System. 

. References ASHC 
Q0-1. 

Containment Spray System 
, Safety Injection System 

Logic Diagram CHP · . 
Containment Spray System 

E-17 Sheet 6 
DBD-2.03. 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. The SIAS enables the standby feature of the pumps so 
that if a CHP the pumps automatically start. Placing the hand 
switches in TRJP after SIAS has actuated will remove the ~tandby 
status for the pumps only. The valves will still automatically open on 
the CHP. 

Notes 

B.. Candidate incorrectly believes that depressing the standby button 
will actuate the system. This would occur if the hand switches had 
not been placed in TRJP. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that a CHP will automatically start the 
spray system regardless of the status of SIAS. This would occur if 
SI had been reset since CHP generates an SIAS. 

D. Candidate ncotrectly believes that resetting the ~nable function resets 
both the pump and the valve automatic operation. 
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\Question 15 

• 
• 

• 

A. 

B. 

c. 

the following conditions: 

ant is. operating at 30% power. 
Emerge y Diesel Generator 1-1 is being operatc;d in PARALLEL mode for a 
surveillan test. 
A loss of all 

The previousi 
will remain OF 

. The previously runniri ,,, 
other non-running equi""" 

Non-running equipment 

p and then be sequenced ON with the 

D. The previously running equipment will trip an NO equipment will be sequenced 
ON. 

Answer 

B. The previously running equipment will 'remain running. 
will remain OFF. 

l'·. 



:-

RO Question 15 SRO Question 15 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 064.A2.16 Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions 
or operations on the ED/G system; and (b) based on those 
predictions, use procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the 
consequences of those malfunctions or operations: Loss of . 
offsite ~?wer while EDG is fully-loaded for surveill~ce te~t, 

. ·. -~ ~ ~ 
RO Importance 3.3 SRO Jitjportance 3.7 · ;1;=:.; 

Objective 

.·.· 

References 

.. ·,':._. 

•: ASACOG7.09 Des6Bbe the basis for and.:·~onsequences of failing to 
. comply with any giyen SOP-22 Precautfon and Limitation, or Plant 

. -· .. Requirement. ;0.. ,,i.~ 5, 
>:-'"~{: ::·:.~.: 

,]~~i~~ib~fl~ ~:~~ilS~~!~~:::~cy Geneci 
.. f . ,,.:;::.~ . . . . ... "!':;.:"_=(_·t_<'.. :~:~h>!;~~ ·.~::~_,_·~;'.:~·_:.~._:.:;· ,~ .· .. ~,.~~- '~f;~:;>:~>i::.:. ~ · .,_. ::~:~~~~re~ 

Qilestion Sotli~e N~w '~i') \~l ,;.:;:;; . -~~~~ ::'~:_·: · · . :j~R~~ 
~:> ( .·. ".".: : .:-:> ~~·~. ~.;;;::;. ,;~".·,· ''-.\~.J\ . · .. :.: .. .:~{fl~~~ 

• < ~'.~~t·q ~:=;:~~·;:~ -~::'.· _,. "-""''"' <~~!,::: 

Jft~tification :,4_ 
. ·'··~ ~ •.. ~-: 
... 

·:· ,n. 
Y, V ~ 

Notes 

~-~ . . :.·.,·~. ~L~ 
:.~:-=:.::.. ;/··:·'·.;· .:."-"' ·: -_;;.":(;:~~-~; ~:>:'.!~. ::;.~ 

. ,•;c . 
.. :·-... 

.... 

!JD. ;[(::andidate incofi:ec#y, believes that tll'~ seqµencer will lo~~: shed, l{#l 
;:·.'.,·" ~not sequence lci~ds ~~ck on the buS;'.\; .. · .:· rnr: 

. ~. ·. ,~·~:; ~~ . •'. ·-~ 

.. - :~ 

···: . 
. ' ;; ~-



Question 16 
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Radiation alarms and confirmatory sample results indicate that PCS activity has exceeded 
Technical Specification limits. 

In addition to a reactor shutdown, which one of the following actions is taken to minimize 
the likelihood of a radioactive release to the.environment in the event that a Steam 
Generator Tube Rupture were to occur withthe.:¢ievated PCS activity? 

.·.~ ;·. ·.-- ... ~~!;?_:·>:~ ·, .. 

A. 

B. 
~: . . 

c .. 

D. 

Answer 

A. 



RO Question 16 SRO Question 16 
RO Tier/Group 1/1 SRO Tier/Group 111 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 7 1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 000076.AK3.05 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they 
apply to the High Reactor Coolant Activity: Corrective actions 
as a result of high fission-product radioactivity level in the 
RCS 

RO Importance 2.9 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective TBALG 10.0 l Given plant conditions, identify the required operator 
action(s) for the following: c. High coolant activity 

References TBAL Radioactive I Refueling Transients 
Fuel Cladding Failure ONP-11.l 

TS 3.L4 Maximum Primary Coolant Radioactivity 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. Reducing Tavg to less than 500°F prevents an activity 
release should a steam generator tube rupture occur, since the 
saturation pressure of the primary coolant is below the lift pressure . 

Notes 

I . of the steam relief valves . 
B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the concern is radioactive 

releases to the condenser. 
C. Candidate incorrectly believes that this action will allow the CVCS 

· to reduce PCS activity sufficiently to not be of concern. 
D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this action isolates the major 

escape path for the radionuclides entering the SG. 

. . I 
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Question 17 

Following an SIAS, the following conditions exist: 

• The pressurizer is in a water solid condition. 
• Success Path Subcooled Pressure Control, PC- l, is being implemented. 
• No PCPs are available. 
• PZR pressure is I I 00 psia. 
• PCS subcooling is 85°F. > ·•:·' 
• SI flow is being throttled. . . . . . . .. 
• A slow cooldown of the Pcs·i~-i#,~prt}·~ess., ·:'"·· 

. : . ·.. . <'.~~f ~:;,\ ,;:!f.i~~~;~~~. . . _;~;;:;:). :: . . 
Which of the following actiOJ:JS.shoukt;.1%;~c:n,i~' draw a bubble:in the pressurizer? 

A. • Energize ~~~·~;1 ;-'[~~ ~~, •• • . . ' . 

• Raise letdown.ilo~,o:'··\i~'t' ~-·. 
~'.: ~:.:..U-"' :.~.f:~"····~'. 

• Lower charging:,fl~'~' 
'. ,\:;,~~iy.~;\t,, v,; 

B. • Energize the PZR h~~ ··~·· 
• Maintain letdown flow'jX~M.!ant. 
• Maintain charging flow"~~ant. 

·~·~ 

C. • De-energize the PZR heaters. 
• Raise letdown flow. 
• Lower charging flow. 

D. • De-energize the PZR heaters. 
• Maintain letdown flow constant. 
• Maintain charging flow constant. 

Answer 

A. • Energize the PZR heaters. 
• Raise letdown flow. 
• Lower charging flow. 



.RO Question 17 SRO Question 17 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
_10CFR55.41(b) Item 8110 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA CE.E09.EA2.2 Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply 
to the (Functional Recovery)Adherence to appropriate 
procedures and operation within the limitations in the facility's 
license and amendments. · 

RO Importance 3.5 SRO Importance 4.0 

Objective TBAHOA2.03 Describe the process of recovery from solid plant 
conditions IA W Success Path PC- I. 

References TBAH EOP 9.0 (Functional Recovery) 
Success Path PC~ 1 EOP-9.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. Even though SI flow is being throttled, charging flow 
and letdown flow must be adjusted to cause letdown to be greater 
than charging and SI flow. Heaters are energized to maintain PZR 
temperature at the saturation temperature at which a bubble will form 
when pressure is lowered when letdown exceeds charging and SI 
flow by a sufficient amount. 

Notes 

"B. Candidate incorrectly believes charging and letdown should not be 
adjusted until a bubble is formed since SI flow has already been 
throttled to reduce inventory input into the PCS. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes heaters should be maintained off to 
prevent and overpressure conditions while solid. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes heaters should be maintained off to 
prevent and overpressure conditions while solid and also charging 
and letdown should not be adjusted until a bubble is formed since SI 
flow has already been throttled to reduce inventory input into the 
PCS. 



Question 18 

Palisades Nudear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

An Auxiliary Operator, selected to begin Hot Licen~e class in 4 or 5 months, may 
perform any of the following operations under the direction and in the presence of a 
Licensed Senior Reactor Operator EXCEPT ... 

A. perform a blended makeup to the VCT from the Control Board. 

B. shift operating CCW Pumps from·the COntrpt·Board . 
. ·.' _": ·' ........ i.. .. . ~ ~ '. ' . ' . ..... . :;..·-

c. insert a new fuel assembly:ri,.~~ a control rodid~g;refueling. 
. ..:/;;/~'- . ':'~}~~(,_ . ~'~~~\ '' .. ~:;it;;:;~:~~'. 

D. insert a spent fuel ~bly inAA'i;$'.'e$iipghouse fuel'~~uring a refueling. 
. ;}itD,t\ '~t~(~'~t~' . ~~;,, 

Answer '\,~ 

A. 

) 



RO Question SRO Question 18 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA 2.1.7 Ability to evaluate plant performance and make operational 
judgments based on operating characteristics, reactor behavior, 
and instrument interpretation. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 4.4 

Objective AD AGOG 1.08 Describe Reactivity Manipulation (and power level change) 
Standard requirements IAW Admin Procedure 4.00. 

References ADAG APs 1.15, 4.00, 4.02, 4.07, 4.08 
Admin 4.00 Operations Organization, Responsibilities, Conduct 

Question Source Ne\\'. 

Justification A. - CORRECT. All reactivity manipulations and power level changes 
shall be performed by a licensed operator unless the individual is 

Notes 

currently enrolled in Hot License class. . 
B. Candidate incorrectly believes that changing the alignment of a 

safety related system is prohibited. 
C. Candidate incorrectly believes that changing core reactivity during 

refueling is prohibited. 
D. Candidate incorrectly believes that changing spent fuel pool 

reactivity is prohibited. 

:. 



Question 19 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

A design basis steam line break inside Containment has occurred. Conditions are as 
follows: 

• A concurrent Joss of offsite power has also occurred 
• EOG 1-1 has failed to start. . . , 
• The post-event power level peaks at appro~telkJ2%. 

·. ''·'...,:.~:,,. . = . ~· ~ 

.; ' .. ' ' ..... . ... ·:~::~:c~{~~'.'<:i;:• .. 
Core power is prevented from risin,g\~yJurther pri~~·,(iu,e to the ... 

: PCS heating up. '~}~,;~;:,, i~ 'h~~~~j, 
... :--

··-~. 

C. boron injectio· 

D. 

Answer 

A. PCS heating up. 

A1111.} 

~. +...ct 11 ~ft.7;',t, <t 
:; 



RO Question SRO Question 19 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 111 
1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA CE.E05.EA1.3 Ability to monitor and/or operate the following as they apply to 
the Excess Steam Demand: Desired operating results during 
abnormal and emergency situations. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 4.0 

Objective TBADOAl.01 Given various key parameters involving an ESDE, predict 
the effect (including long term trends) on each parameter. 

References TBAD Excess Steam Demand Event 
FSAR 14.14 · Steam Line Rupture Incident 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. The moderator temperature coefficient is the largest 
contributor to the change in ·reactivity, both increasing power as the 
PCS· cools down, and decreasing power as the PCS heats back up. 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that doppler is of suffiCient magnitude· 
to turn power this quickly i~ this event. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the single HPSI pump will inject 
adequate boron to add a significant amount of negative reactivity, 
but the pump only injects for a short period of time due to the 
pressure being above·the shutoff head. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that pressure will drop low enough to 
cause the SITs to inject. PCS pressure stays above the pressure of 
the SITs. 

Notes Distractor "B" was also considered a correct response based upon new 
information provided during the post-examination review. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

Question 20 

A Waste Gas Decay Tank is to be released. 

Which of the following conditions would prohibit releasing the tank? 

A. Neither Exhaust Fan Y-6A nor Y-6B is running; 

The Waste Gas Radiation Moni(Of,:~fAkifa~}is•:inoperable. 
. . ~ .. ·:~i1~!1~r:\'.,, · ~ .. :\.,;...:· . 
The Waste. Gas Decay T~:f{Q~cfreleased has d~)n pressure by 2.6 psig. 

· .. '.:;~;.,, ·:s~.~i.~J: .. ~ <il~~;~4.* · · ·%.~:~;.:·~·~·-'·.·· · 
The wind speed is~ng l)'"'~'.".J":''-~-?iJi~~··mph. · ·.· :·;· 

~\~~~~~;. . 

B. 

c. 

D. 
~s~~r.'7'· ... ··; J. 

Answer 

A. Neither Exhaust F ·· 

- _:·~ - -···--1- "-·~"--·-~---



RO Question SRO Question 20 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 4 

KA 2.3.8 Knowledge of the process for performing a pianned gaseous 
radioactive release. 

RO Importance SRO Importan~e 3.2 · 

Objective ADAEG23.02 Given a sample "Discharge Authorization for Batch Type 
Releases" and release conditions determine if the release SQ$mld be 
authorized. 

References ADAE _ 
HP6.6 · 

Admins. 4.05, 4.06, 4.09, 4.20, 4.21, 4.22 
Evaluation and Release of Waste Gas D~cay Tank 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. At least one fan is required to be in operation on the 
permit or the release must be terminated. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that no compensatory actions for t4e . 
monitor being out of service are available. 

C. Candidate incorrec~ly believes that any change in tank pressure will 
require the tank not be released. However, the permit allows 
changes in pressure up to 5 psig. 

· D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the changes in wind speed will 
invalidate the release calculation, requiring the release to be 
terminated. 

' \ 



Question 21 

Given the following conditions: 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

·• A Stearn Generator Tube Rupture has occurred o 
• SG 'A' has been isolated. 
• HPSI Pumps have been secured. 
• A cooldown is in progress using SG ' 
• SG 'A' indicated level is > 140% 
• SG 'A' pressure is 840 psia. 
• Pressurizer pressure is 92 p 
• Pressurizer level is 44° 
• All PCPs are secured. 

Under these condih· reduc~d tq less than 840 psia?. 

A. 

B. 
. ( 

C. Ensure maXimurnheat tr 

D. Raise inject~on flow to raise PCS boron concentration 

Answer 

B. .Establish back.flow to· lower SG 'A' level 

l .. --~ .. 



RO Question 21 SRO Question 21 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 5/10 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA . 000038.EK3.0l Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as the 
apply to the SGTR: Equalizing pressure on primary and 
secondary sides of ruptured S/G 

RO Importance 4.1 SRO Importance 4.3 

Objective · TBAFG3l.O1 Given plant conditions involving a SGTR, identify those 
factors which are to be considered when establishing priorities for 
mitigating the consequences of the event. 

References TBAF Steam Generator Tube Leak/Rupture 
Stearn Generator Tube Rupture Recovery 
Steam Gener~tor Tube Rupture Basis 

EOP-5.0 
EOP-5.0 Basis 

Question Source New 

Justification A. 

B .. 

C. 

D. 

Notes 

Candidate incorrectly believes that PCS pressure is not already low 
· enough to ensure the code safeties remain closed. This is ensured 
earlier by reducing.PCS pressure below 970psia. 
CORRECT. PCS pressure is reduced below the ruptured SG 
pressure to allow .the ruptured SG to backflow into the PCS when 
ruptured SG level exceeds 140%. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that the smaller Af> will result in a 
lower heat transfer rate to. the ruptured SG, thus making more heat 
available to be transferred to the unaffected SG. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that backflowing the SG to the PCS 
will raise PCS boron concentration. Although boron is likely to be 
in the ruptured SG, the dilution in the SG due to the large amount of 
feedwater already present would result in a dilution of the PCS when 
backflowing. 



Question 22 

The following conditions exist: 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

• Component Cooling Water (CCW) Pump 52-A is.tagged out. · · 
• CCW Pump 52-B is running with 52-C in "standby;" 
• A loss of offsite power occurs. 
• CCW Pump 52-B starts after being load shed. 
• All other equipment functions as d~gged~ :<.,, , . ; 
• CCW Pump 52-B trips immediately~¢!' the Normaf$putdown Sequenc~r completes 

its sequence. <t~\~;.i~:!::~~' '" . ;;;,_'.?C:\~i;_· · . · 

CCW Pump 52-C will . . . '\\lf~,\ 
·~ i0"(i:~~.~~\. 

A. be running foll~.i. 

B. start following th . 

c. 

. D. remain OFF until the "strut'.,.: ::;>pushbutton is depressed . 
~~ 

Answer 

D. remain 'OFF Until the "standby" pushbutton is depressed. 



l. 

RO Question 22 SRO Question 22 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/3 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 008.A2.0l Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions 
or oper~tions on the CCWS, and control, or mitigate the 
consequences of those malfunctions or operations: Loss of 
CCWpump 

RO Importance 3.3 _SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective ASCAOK4. l 3 Given a control room operated CCW component, predict 
the effect on the component as the control room handswitch is placed in 
various positions. 

References. ASCA Component Cooling Water System 
Component Cooling Water System 
Component Cooling Water System 
Component Cooling System 

SOP-16 
DBD-1.01 
FSAR 9.3 

· QuestiOn Source New 

Justification A. . Candidate incorrectly believes that 52-C is started directly by the 
sequencer. It only starts if a low pressure signal exists during the 2-
second time period that the sequencer enables it. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the "standby" feature will still be 
enabled following the loss of voltage on bus 1 C. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the sequencer will start the pump 
if in "standby" even if adequate pressure exists in the header due to 
another pump running. . 

D. CORRECT. The loss of voltage on IC bus will cause 52-C to no 
longer be in "standby." The operator must depress the "standby" 
pushbutton after power is restored to re-enable the "standby" feature 
to allow the pump to autostart on low header pressure. 



. Question n 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant is operating at 12% power when an explosion occurs in th~ personnel. airlock, 
causing both the inner and outer doors to be damaged in an open condition. 

· The required IMMEDIATE ACTIONS are to ... 

A. initiate emergency boration, then trip.th~·reactor;: 
. ,.·, ... 

' .. \:~/:i.: .. "··:·~~~·;~:·.'\-:'..: ... · . . . 
B. initiate a Containment High,.~ isolatiori'si~l, then trip the reactor. 

. ::,_~:·~_:.:_;~_-.·.~ .••. ~-.~-i.-:_ •• :'.~_;_~_?_1_~1_ .. _~\~{·>·<fs:· . ;_,: ·.. . ~' . 
-:.: r .r:.+.,.. , ·-..:·l~:-:.· ··. ···.· 

C. trip the reactor; the~:initiate~~\,, ."A ·~ion of the:Si,te·,Emergency 
Plan/Emergency Cl~ificatiohl,f. -)~ · · ·r · · 

D. comffience ai,~l~en in~i". •' 

Answer 

A.· 

- --···--~·--· -·-- _.........__.... _______ ...:....._~ - .,.:... .. 

. '. 

i ~ : : , . 

-· -;.--.-~ - , __ --



RO Question 23 . SRO Question 23 
RO Tier/Group 1/1 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 

· 10CFR55.4l(b) Item 5 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000069.2.4.1 Knowledge of EOP entry conditions and immediate action 
steps. 

RO Importance 4.3 SRO Importance 4.6 

Objective TBALG 10.01 Given plant conditions, identify the required operator 
action(s) for the following: a. Breach or violation of contai.oment integrity 

References TBAL ONP 4.1 and ONP 4.2 
·ONP-4.2 Loss of Containment Integrity 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. These are the immediate operator actions for ONP-4.2 
if an obvious breach of containment integrity occurs. Performed 
since the plant must be placed in cold shutdown as soon as possible. 

Notes 

B. Candidate·incorrectly believes that the immediate action is to isolate 
all other containment penetrations to limit total leakage. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the immediate action is to isolate 
all other contaimhent penetrations to limit total leakage. 

ff Candidate incorrectly believes that the immediate action is to isolate 
all other containment penetrations to limit total leakage and actuate 
emergency systems. 



,. 

Question 24 

Given the. following: 

Palisades Nucll!ar Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

• The plant is operating at 2% power with the T-ave Temp Display Selector Switch in 
the TYT-0100 position. 

• The 386-ASTprotective relay has NOT been reset 
• Loop IT-hot RTD, TE-112-HB fails open. ... 

How will this affect the plant, assumi_tjg;tfuit all syst~-i~:;~n a normal ~onfiguratio~? 
. .· ,. ~{f%?;'>~•:;; ~;~ ,y, . ' ' '{f'j~~:>,. . 

A.· Charging will go tq;Jif~im' ~!d~~·~,Q.minimum;;:,:·· the TBV will open . 
. ,··-~)i•' ,. . 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Charging anq;letdo 
but remain cig~ ~- . 

·;7;,.:;~ .. ;~ ' 
"::: 

Charging· will g .. 
open signal, but re 

Answer 

· d "an4.,.-11e TBVWill have an open signal, 

· ··i~:~. and the TBV will have an 

A. · · Charging wilJ go to maximum, letdown to minimum, ·and the TBV will o·pen. 



RO Question 24 SRO Question . 24 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 7 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 016.KJ.01 Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the NNIS 
will have on the following: RCS 

RO Importance 3.4 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective ASEAG27.01 Using Figure FSAR 7-55, determine the effect on the 
outputs of the Taveffref controller given a failed input to a_Taveffref 
controller. 

References ASEA Primary Coolant System 
Taveff ref Controller Failure ONP-13 

FSAR 7.5:2.1 

,Question Source New 

Primary Loop Temperature Instrumentation 

Justification A. CORRECT. An open RTD results in a high failure of the 
temperature element. A faile.d high input will cause pressurizer level 
to go to maximum, with a resultant response from i;:harging and 
letdown. The TBV will trip open due to the turbine being off line. 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that an open RTD results in a failed 
low temperature and pressurizer level is already at minimtim value .. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the TBV will not respond even · 
· though he identifies that the RTD has failed high .. 

D. . Candidate incorrectly believes that pressurizer level will not be _ 

,. 

•,. 

. - -----affected, possibly dueto misdiagnosing the-failure mode ofthe-RT-D.·---------- _.:._ 

Notes 

'. - --,-....-·- --



Question 25 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
, Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

The plant was operating at 7:5% power when a reactor trip occurred. 

• 4160 V AC Bus 1 A deenergized due to a fault. 
• One shutdown rod stuck at 131 ". 
• Two (2) Group 'A' regulating-rods inserte~ to 6" 
• SIAS has NOT actuated and is NOT m. · 

Emergency boration must be initi is raised by a MINIMUM 
of ... 

A. 225 ppm. 

B. ,450 ppm. 

c. 675 ppm .. 

D. 900 ppm. 

Answer. 

c. 675 ppm. 



:· 

RO Question 25 SRO Question 25 
RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000024.AA2.05 Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply 
to the Emergency Boration:Amount of boron to add to achieve 
required SDM 

RO Importance 3.3 · SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective ASF A TOO. I 0 Given Plant conditions, initiate and/or termjpate emergency 
boration IA W SOP 2A or EOP Supplement 40 as applicable. 

References ASF A 
EM-04-08 
EOP-2.0 

CVCS/Boric Acid Heat Trace 
·shutdown Margin Requirements 
Reactor Trip Recovery 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the control rods at 6" do not 
require boration flow. 3.75% is required limit post-trip if <4 PCPs 

. are operating. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the control rods at 6" do not 
require boration flow. Only borates for the one fully withdrawn rod. 

C. CORRECT. Emergency boration is required until PCS boron 
concentration is increased by 225 ppm for each rod "not-fully 
inserted." 

D. · Candidate incorrectly believes that cold shutdown concentration is 
- required, but it is only required in an emergency condition, not 

following a routine reactor trip. 

,. 



Question 26 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

A loss of Instrument AC Bus Y-01 has just occurred.: 

The operators have performed their IMMEDIAT~CTIONS and have subsequently 
taken ~anual control of pressurizer pressure co.and pressure l~vel control. . 

• Pressurizer level has lowered to 30% an<!_,,pJ~ess · · ressure has nsen to 2090 ps1a. 
·· .. ~-~~ .. ,. 

All other equipment has responded a~ e~ ' · ed . . 

• 

• 

Which of the following actions is . 

A. 

C. 

D. Start charging p 

Answer 

B. Manually trip the pressurizer heaters. 



RO Question 26 SRO Question 26 
RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000057 .AA2.20 Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply 
to the Loss of Vital AC Instrument Bus: Interlocks in effect on 
loss of ac vital electrical instrument bus that must be bypassed 
to restore normal equipment operation 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective TBAPOG7.01 Describe the Basis for any given Note or Caution found in 
the following procedures: e. ONP-24.5 Loss of Instrument AC Bus Y-01 

· References TBAP Preferred and Instrument AC Transients 
Loss oflnstrument AC Bus YOl ONP-24,.-5 

· Question Source New 

Justification A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

0 . Notes 

· Candidate incorrectly believes that letdown goes to maximum when 
it actually iso.lates due to CV-2001 closing in AUTO. 
CORRECT. Automatic trip capability of the heaters is not available . 
due to a loss of power to the pressurizer level controller. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that VCT makeup is lost so no suction 
source is available to the charging pumps. M0-2087 actually closes 
and M0-2160 opens to already provide suction to the charging 
pumps from the SIRWT. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that P-5SA speed fails to maximum 
speed. The failed low pressurizer level channel calls for maximum 
speed, but the loss ofY-01 causes a loss of speed control for P-55A. 

/ 



Questi.on 27 

Palisades Nudear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

A cooldown and depressurization is in progress. 

• Initial pressurizer pr~ssure and temperature was 1500 psia and 596"F. 
• Current pressurizer pressure and temperature is 500 psia and 467°F. 
• Actual pressurizer level has lowered from 60% to 40%. 

What is the FINAL indicated pressurizer l~vel mtLIC-OJO) A and LIC-0 I 02A? 
:. , ~· . . . . _,: , ;.-.rj~ 

A. 

8. 

·C. 

D. 

Answer 

8. 

LI C-010 I A .. /~;ii;::']:~fr:-o l02A . -:: . :;~:~~:< .· 

42%. 

35% 

47% 

:'_j0 
·~t~~';,-.~ · .. 
. ,,,·~·. ~ ....... 

, .. 

··~"(:;~~6/o 

~;~~m> 

34% 

MUST SUPPLY SOP-1, ATTACHMENT 5, PAGES 1AND2. 

·· .. 



RO Question 27 SRO Question 27 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA OI l.Al.OI Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to 
prevent exceeding design limits)associated with PZR level and 
pressure 

RO Importance 3.5 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective ASFDOA2.03 Given indicated Pressurizer Level and PresS].lri.zer pressure, 
use SOP-I Attachment 5 to determine actual Pressurizer Level. 

References ASFD PZR Level Control 
Primary Coolant System SOP-I 

· Question Source New 

. Justification A. . Candidate incorrectly u5es I500 psia line at intersection of both 60% 
level and 40% level. Reads from correct axis to find indicated. 

B. .CORRECT. Using page I of Attachment 5 for LIC-OIOIA (page Z · 
for LIC-OI02A), actual level is on y-axis and indicated is on x-axis . 

. Must intersect I 500 psia line and 60% for initial indications and 500 · . 

. psia and 40% for final indications. 
C. Candidate incorrectly uses I 500 psia line at intersection of both 60% 

level and -40% level. Also uses incorrect ~is to find indicated. · , · 
P. Cand.idate incorrectly uses incorrect axis to find indicated, but uses· 

I_500 psia line and 500 psia line correctly. 

Notes . MUST SUPPLY SOP-1, ATTACHMENT 5, PAGES 1AND2. 

' , 



'· 

Question 28 

Given the following conditions: 

• The plant is in Hot Standby. 

·Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

• Containment radiation levels are normal and notchanging. 
• Containment pressure is normal and not changing. 
• PCS temperature is stable. 
• PCS pressure is dropping slowly. ,.;:~. 
• PCS subcooling is dropping slowf''1; 
• Pressurizer level is rising slo.Wf .,, . 

... ;;::.-~ ·;"~~~;)' 
;.i:~-~{, . 

Which of the following wowd'.J-esul 
i..::-·.··:·•·'> 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. Pressurizer relief valve le 

Answer 

D. Pressurizer relief valve leak 



:· 

RO Question SRO Question · 28 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA 000009.EAI.17 Ability to operate and monitor the following as they apply to a 
small break LOCA: PRT 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.4 

Objective TBAGOG7.02 Explain how an abnormally high PZR level may be an 
indication of a loss of coolant accident. 

References TBAG PCS Leak/Loss of Coolant Accident 
Standard Post-Trip Actions EOP-1.0 

EOP-4.0 Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the drop in pressure and 
subcooling with no change in containment conditions is indicative of 
a contained PCS leak. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the drop in pressure and 
subcooling is the only indication required to diagnose a PCS leak. , 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the drop in pressure and normal 
containment conditions are indicative of a steam break and does not 
take all indications into account 

D. CORRECT. Pressure decreasing and level increasing is indicative 
of a pressurizer steam space leak. Containment temperature and 
pressure will not change if the leak is past a relief valve until the 
Quench Tank rupture disk fails. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

Question 29 

Given the following plant conditions: 

• PCS temperature is 250°F. 
• NO PCPs are available. 
• 2400 V Susses IC and 1.D are.being·supp!~ed byoffsite power. 
• Both EDGs are operable. :< ,' , . __ .· 
• · LPSIPump P-67A is operable. .{p, ''~·,,~<'\:,, .· .. . . 
• LPSI Pump P-678 is out-of-s~~:t9rf.kaintenan~tan~ Containment Spray Pump~-

54C is aligned to Train 'B' of:'SD~'<?'' · "· ·;.·:~ < · · · 
• Both Soc heat exchan~~ ~~i~j,d., ·. :> . 

1

'.K\~1~'.gs\ . 
• CCW Pump P~52B is ~j~£d for~;·;;··· (fP-52Cis ali~~ forTrain'B'~ 
• CCW heat exclu,f.~f.r ~~ \is be~n8;t, · o coo,I,J?2t~ trainsbf so_c. 
• . SW Pump P-7k: · Tram' -7:B;( gned for Tram 'B'. 

• : . ·~,, •.• ,., J <. • .i:·.)~~ 

'l 

A. 

B. 

· C. Train 'A' is QPERABLE; Train 'B' is INOPERABLE 

D.· Both trains are OPERABLE. 

Ariswer 

c. Train ·'A' is OPERABLE; Train 'B' is INOPERABLE . 
• - ·~- T ,-- • • • -· • -· - ; -

.. .... ~ 



RO Question SRO Question .29 
RO Tier/Group/ 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) 'Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA 2.1.12 Ability to apply technical specifications for a system. 

RO Importance ·sRO Importance 4.0 

Objective IOTCOG8.02 Given plant conditions and references, determine if GOP 14 
requirements are inet. 

References IOTC Power Operations to Cold Shutdown 
Shutdown Cooling Operations 
Shutdown Cooling 

GOP .. 14 
TS 3.1.9 

. ·Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate inc,orrectly believes both trains are made inoperable by . 
sharing of the CCW heat exchanger, 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believe~ that Train 'A' is maqe inoperable due 
to not havmg its CCW HX available. · . 

· C. CORRECT. A containment spray puinp can only be used if an 
adequate vent path exists in the PCS .. With the PCS. at 250°F, no, 

. vent path is permitted. · · 
D. · Candidate incorrectly believes that the spray pump m(!ets the·· · · 

requirements for replacing an LPSI.Pump. 

,. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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Question 30 

Given the following conditions: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

The plant had been operating at full power conditions for three months . 
A station blackout occurred ·16 hours ago . 
NO AC power has been restored . 
PCS temperature is 450°F . 
Current shutdown margin is 2.6% ap!:, .. 

.. ,;.·.· . 

..: :· .. ·,::-./~·(·:~--:~./ ·/;·; ·:>. : .. :_;_ 
Which of the following consideniti~i:W~uld preclud~1·C<>qtipued ~ooldown of the PCS 

to 400°F? :{t"Jl~\ ··;1t{~;~~}~;. { . ·· :,1~f~;~ ~~.~~;; : ,. 
A. Shutdown ~n ~Ge 1.6°/iP'.¥· come~~tion offhe cooldown. 

'::.¥:~~:~·:~1t~, .......... ~ ',.~::... ·-~·.f~}·;.,;·:,, 

Available fe~at~.:~ vent~ey,ffi· :}-..,(;,-:;~~j~(%;~tly determined to be more than 
'· ;:::.r:t:;~~:' >:', (': -:•t._t;: ;: 0 

actual. ''it.~~ - " ,,,.. 

B. 

C. A regulating rod is s 

Answer 

A. Shutdown margin will be 1.6% ap upon completion of the cooldown. 

:· 



·'. 

RO Question SRO Question 30 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA 2.1.32 Ability to explain and apply all system limits and pr~cautions. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.8 

Objective RTCOG28.05 Describe the conditions necessary to be present in order to 
use EM-04-08 to calculate the minimum boron concentration for an · 
emergency cooldown. 

References RTC Reactor Shutdown 
EOP-3.0 
EM-04-08 

Station Blackout Recovery 
Shutdown Margin Reqqirements 

Que.stion Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. SDM is still required to be maintained above 2% .1.p . 
upon completion of the cool down. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that a reduction in the actual reserve 
. Jeed inventory precludes cooling down further when, taken by itself, 
it would require a cooldown .at a sooner time. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that a single stuck rod would prohibit 
tp.e cooldown, but analysis provides for one stuck rod. The 
cooldown: could not be performed if more than one rod failed to 
insert. 

P. . Candidate incorrectly believes that the temperature transient might 
worsen the seal condition, but this would be a likely reason to 
perform a cooldown and depressurization. 

.... t 

• . !, 



Question 31 

Given the following conditions: 

• · All AFW HICs are in AUTO at C-33 and C-150. 
• All AFW FI Cs on C-0 I are also in AUTO. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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• AFW Pumps P-8A and P-8C are operating and feeding the SGs. 

How would an AF AS affect FIC-073()A'.'!(,f-~'~i~;j~~~-OB Flow Control) and FIC-0737 A 

(P-8C to E-50A Flow Control)?•t~~;;;:> " .. • ';;\;j:;,~~[: · 

A. They would remainJ.:¢1\UTQ:,..". µie.~~oint going,~H65 gpm. 
( •. ~_. ... {~1~ ~ .>;E}_. . ~ ·?!5fj~r:,. ·~~~_:::~}.:~. 

B.. They would.~ai UTO ut going to 100%~: 
'·<~f:i~\~~ ~ ' f"~i 

C. They would t.. irit going to 165 gpm. 

o: 

Answer 

C They'would transfer to CASCADE with the setpoint going to 165 gpm. 



RO Question 31 SRO Question 31 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 2-9 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 061.Kl.Ol Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect 
relationships between the AFW and the following systems: SIG 
System 

RO Importance 4.1 SRO Importance 4.1 

Objective ASLDG 12.09 Describe the function and operation of the following AFW 
controllers. a. FIC-0727, 0749, 0736A, 0737A (C-01 panel); b. HIC-0727, 
0479, 0736A, 0737A (C-33 panel); c. HIC-0727C, 0749C (C-150 panel) 

References ASLD Auxiliary Feedwater 
Feedwater System SOP-12 

E-17 Sh. 22 Logic Diagram AFW Flow Control 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that FIC-0736A and FIC-0737A 
response to AF AS is the same as FIC-0727 and FIC-0749. under 
these conditions. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that FIC-0.736A and FIC-0737A 
response is the same~ FIC-0727 and FIC-0749, but under pump 
start conditions. 

C. CORRECT. Occurs to ensure adequate feed flow to the SGs in the · 
event of a loss of heat sink. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this occurs under these 
conditions, but would occur if in AUTO and the pumped were to 

r' 
start. 



Question 32 

Palisades Nudear Plant 
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Which of the following will prevent·valve CV-3001., Spray Isolation valve, from opening 
if a Containment Spray Pump is running on recirc? 

A. Placing CV-3001 in OPEN on C-0 I with CV-3001 in CLOSE on C-33 

B. Placing CV-3001 in TEST on C-01 with CV-3001 in CLOSE on C-33 
. . 

~ ·- - -!· 



RO Question 32 SRO Question 32 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 026.A3.01 . ·Ability to monitor automatic operation of the CSS, including: 
Pump starts and correct MOV positioning 

RO Importance . 4.3 SRO Importance 4.5 

Objective ASHCOK4.06 Given Plant conditions, involving the Containment Spray 
Valves (CV-3001 and CV-3002), predict the response of the Containment 
Spray Valves. 

References ASHC Containment Spray System 
Containment Spray System SOP-4 

Question ~ource New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the 50 psig interlock will prevent 
valve from opening. Only affects TEST position .. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. With the pump running, pressure will be >50 psig 
which will prevent the valve from opening even in TEST. C-33 
position is not affected by the pressure interlock. 

C.' Candidate incorrectly believes that the 50 psig interlock will prevent 
valve from opening. Only affects TEST position~ 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that.the. 50 psig interlock will prevent 
valve from opening. Only affects TEST position'. 



Question 33 

. The following conditions exist: 

• Pressurizer pressure (PT-0105A) is 1900 psia. 
• Loop l T-hots (TE-Ol 12HC and TE-Ol 12HD) 
• Loop 1 A T-cold (TE-0 l l 2CC) is indicatY!g 4 78 
• Loop lB T-cold (TE-Ol 12CD) is ind· -~·" 

What are the TEMP and PRESS i 
SMM-0114? 

A. • 

• 

B. • 
• 

c. • 
• 

D. • 
• 

Answer 

B. • 
• 

Temp= 135° 
Press= 1256 ps 

Temp= 144°F 
Press = 1306 psia 

Temp= 131°F 
Press = 1231 psia 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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8°F and 490°F, respectively. 

cooling Margin Monitor 

. . 

STEAM TABLES ARE REQUIRED TO BE SUPPLIED: 



RO Question 33 SRO Question 33 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 002.A4.03 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: 
Indications and controls necessary to recognize and correct 
saturation conditions. 

RO Importance 4.3 SRO Importance 4.4 

Objective ASEAOK6.03 Describe the two types of indication available on the 
.subcooled margin monitor including the source of the inputs to the 
monitor. 

· References ASEA Primary ~oolant System 
Steam Tables 

Question Source New 

·Justification A. Candidate incorrectly selects saturation pressure for highest T-hot, 
.. but correctly uses highest temperature to determine margin. 

B. CORRECT. SMM uses highest temperature. Using steam tables, 
this is determined to be the correct margin. T-sat for 1900 psia is 
629°F. P-sat for 498°F is 669 psia. 629 - 498 = 131 and 1900 - 669 " 
= 1231. 

C. Candidate incorrectly uses average T-hot temperature instead of 
highest temperature. 

D. Candidate incc:mectly uses average temperature instead of highest 
temperature. ·· · ' 

Notes STEAM TABLES ARE REQUIRED TO BE SUPPLIED. 

') 

·~-I 



Question 34 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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Cooling Tower operation is being changed from "oyer-the-top" to bypass valve operation. 

When the bypass valve is opened, it strokes partially open and pauses for approximately 
four ( 4) minutes to prevent ... 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Answer 

D.· 



· RO Question 34 SRO Question 34 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 075.2.1.32 Ability to explain and apply all system limits and precautions. 
. ' 

RO Importance 3.4 SRO Importance 3.8 

Objective ASLFOG7.09 Explain the basis ofany given Circulating Water System 
(SOP-14) Plant Requirement, Precaution and Limita~ion, and 
Caution/Note. 

References ASLF Dilution and ~irculating Water System 
Circulating Water and Chlorination Systems SOP-14 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that surge due to opening bypass 
valve will cause excessive current fluctuations in tower pump. 
Changes in flow will result in change in current, but this is expected. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that valve is not capable of stroking 
full open Without overload. Current requirements actually lower 
once valve is moving. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that makeup basin will empty if 
· bypass valve is stroked open without pause: 

D. CORRECT. Prevents surge from occurring at east end of basin due 
to bypass flow. 



Question 35 

The plant is operating at 30% power. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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Considering each event individually, which of the following describes how subcooling 
margin responds to (I) an excessive steam demand event, and (2) a loss of coolant 
accident? ' -

A. 

B. 

c. Rises 

D. Lowers 

Answer 
/ 

B. Rises · Lowers 



( 

RO Question 35 SRO Question 35 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO. Tier/Group· 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 l OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 0000 l 1.EA2.l 3 Ability to determine or interpret the following as they apply to 
a Large Break LOCA: Difference between overcooling and 
LOCA indications 

RO Importance 3.7 SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective. . ASJBOAl .03. Given Plant conditions involving changing .steam demand 
with no operator action, determine the effect on main steam pressure and 
PCS temperature. 

References ASJB Main Steam 
RHAA 
EOP-1.0 

Applied Thermodynamics and Fluid Flow 
Standard Post-Trip Actions 

Question Source New 

. JustificatiQn A Candidate incorrectly believes that all parameters except for 
indicated power, are the same for both events and the only means of 
differentiating between a steam break and a. LOCA is a change in 

Notes: 

. power. 
· B. CORRECT. Although pressure drops along with temperature on an 

excessive steam demand event, the pressure drop is tempered ' 
somewhat by the inherent operation of the pre.ssurizer, causing SCM 
to increase. On a LOCA, temperature does not drop so SCM 
decreases. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the drop in PCS pressure · 
overrides the drop in temperature, causing SCM to decrea5e on a 
steam break. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the drop in PCS pressure · 
. overrides the drop in temperature, causing SCM to decrease on a 
steam break. 



Question 36 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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The plant is operating at full power when PRY- I 0428, Pressurizer PORV, fails open and 
cannot be closed or isolated. 

• Quench Tank initial pressure is 5 psig. 
• Containment pressure is 5 psig when pressurizer pressure reaches I 000 psia. 

C. 545°F. 

D. 640°F. 

Answer 

B. 305°F. 

MUST PROVIDE MOLLIER DIAGRAM AND STEAM TABLES. 



RO Question 36 SRO Question 36 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 2-9 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 010.Kl.05 Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect 
relationships between the PZR PCS and the PRTS 

RO Importance 3.4 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective ASEAOK4.02 Describe the following with respect to the Quench Tank: c. 
Post steam discharge values for pressure. level, and temperature. 

References ASEA Primary Coolant System 
Steam Tables 
Mollier Diagram 
ONP-23.1 
ARP-4 

Question Source New 

Primary Coolant Leak 
Primary System Volume Level Pressure Scheme EK-07 

Justification A Candidate incorrectly believes that temperature will be at saturation 
· fot 20 psia (5 psig). 

B. CORRECT. Using steam tables or Mollier diagram, must recognize 
·that this is an isoenthalpic process and mlist determine that a drop in 
pressure from 2060 psia to 5 psig will result in a temperature of 
230°F. As pressure in the pressurizer drops, must recognize that it is 
still an isoenthalpic process, however a new starting point of 1000 
psia·must be·used and the final temperature will be 305°F. Note that 
the condition of the steam will be superheated. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes temperature will be at saturation for 
1000 psia. . 

D. Canc.lidate incorrectly believes temperature will be at saturation for 
2060 psia. 

- Notes MUST PROVIDE MOLLIER DIAGRAM AND STE~ TABLES. 



:· 

Question 37 

During a reactor startup, power level is 8 x 1 o·6 %. 

• An NI Channel Trouble alarm is received. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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• It is determined that NI-01103 Source and Wid · ·: e channel is inoperable. 
~~ -

The crew is required to ... 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. maintain po · is declared operable. 

Answer 

B. be in Hot Shutdown wi 



., 
I 

RO Question 3 7 SRO Question 3 7 
v 

RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 112 
1 OCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item . 

KA 000032.AK2.01 Knowledge of the interrelations between the Loss of Source 
Range Nuclear Instrumentation and the following: Power . 
supplies, including proper_ switch positions 

RO Importance 2.7 SRO Importance 3.1 

Objective TBANT00.06 Given plant conditions involving a loss of source range 
instrumentation, respond IA W ARP-21. 

References TBAN Control Systems Transients 
ARP-21 
TS 3.17.6 

Reactor Protective System Scheme EK-06 (C-06) 
lnstrumeritation Systems 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that TS's requires the clutch power 
supplies to be opened with one hour. This is a required action for 
other .instrumentation being inoperable. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. TS 3.17.6.l requires Hot Shutdown ~e achieved within 
15 minutes. if this occurs. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes this is the TS requirement since this is 
. a required action for other instrumentation being inoperable. · 

D. ·candidate incorrectly believes operation up to this power level is 
permitted since it is permissible to bypass the high startup rate below . 
this level. 



Question 38 
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Given the following status of the Safety Functions: . · 

• Reactivity Control (RC) is determined to be challenged. 
• Pressure Control (PC) is jeopardized. 
• Heat Removal (HR) is jeopardized. 
• Inventory Control (IC) is determined to~ c~Uenged . 

. ; ".·.:: 

All other Safety Functions are satisfied.·;'The ere~ shOlJlddirst address ... 
' ; ',,., '.;•;.>)~' : / ~-1t~·f',. ' 

A. Reactivity Control (l_l~). y•':f> ·< . 

. :,. ~'~;\]. ,. >):< 
B. Pressure Control (P. · ":~· '·:· 

-~~~1i~i;~,. . 
C. Heat RemovaP(H~ 

. -~~i 
D. Inventory Contol (f",'. 

Answer 

B. Pressure Control (PC). 



RO Question SRO Question 38 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
10CFRSS.43(b) Item 5 

KA 2.4.20 Knowledge of operational implications of EOP warnings, 
cautions, and notes. ' 

RO Importance · SRO Importance 4.0 

Objective AD AGOG 1.23 Describe the EOP Performance Standard requirements IA W 
Admin Procedure 4.06. 

References ADAG APs 1.15, 4.00, 4.02, 4.07, 4.08 
Admin 4-06 
EOP-9.0 

EOP Development and Implementation 
Functional Recovery Procedure 

Question Source New 

Justification A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Notes 

Candidate incorrectly believes that RC should always be addressed 
first since it is the highest priority Safety Fwiction. · 
CORRECT. Focus is placed on those Safety Functions which are 
jeopardized and in the highest priority. Since PC and HR are both 
jeopardized they should be addressed first, but PC is a higher 
.priority. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that HR is a higher priority Safety -
Function than PC. · 
Candidate incorrectly believes that since IC is a higher priority 
Safety Function than PC, it should be addressed first. 

\ 



Question 39 

Given the following conditions: 

A. 

B. 

,. 
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; 

C. Tripping the Loss of Load''.'._ channel for NI-07 at 0645. 

D. Bypassing the Thermal.Margin/Low Pressure Trip channel for Nl-07 at 0635. 

Answer 

D. Bypassing the Thermal Margin/Low Pressure Trip channel for Nl-07 at 0635. 



RO Question SRO Question 39 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 112 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA 000033.2.1.11 Knowledge of less than one hour technical specification action 
statements for systems. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.8 

Objective TBANOG9.0l Given plant conditions involving EK-06-RACK "C" #8 NI 
CHANNEL TROUBLE annunciator in the alarmed conditkm: b. Describe 
the effect of a valid alarm condition on the operation of plant equipment. 

References TBAN Control Systems Transients 
Instrumentation Systems TS 3.17 

ARP-21 

Question Source New 

Reactor Protective System Scheme EK-06 · 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that power is. to be reduced below 
50%within the required time frame of2 hours (requires 70%). 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the VHPT must be tripped within 
15 minutes and 25 minutes would exceed this time. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the Loss of Load bistable is not 
required to be tripped· since no credit is taken for this trip in accident 
analysis. 

D. CORRECT. With 2 Power Range diannels inoperable, one of the 
associated two trip functions must be placed in a trip condition 
within 1 hour. Bypassing is only acceptable if only one channel is 
inoperable. 

Notes Distractor "A" was also considered a correct response based upon new 
information provided during the post-examination review. 



Question 40 

:·. 
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. A condition report has just been initiated by a plant.maintenance employee regarding a 
safety related pump. 

The Shift Supervisor is responsible for all of the folloWing EXCEPT ... 
. . ·:::~· 

A. Determination of the system operabilii)d\\\'"· . ~;:.;g'., 

Determination of any prom t·iih2~tab:::,~~J(~~t~~~~~ 
i¥' " 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

c. 



I 
\ 

RO Question SRO Question 40 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 3 

KA 2.2.15 Ability to identify and utilize as-built design and configuration 
change documentation to ascertain expected current plant 
configuration and operate the plant.. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 2.9 

Objective ADACOG3.l 1 Identify the Department Managers responsibilities 
concerning the evaluation of a Condition Report. 

References ADAC Admins 3.02, 3.03 
Corrective Action Process Admin 3.03 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that this is a licensing function, but 
licensing only acts to confirm or contradict the SS's determination. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that this is also a licensing decision, 
but the SS is responsible for ali immediately reportable items ( <24 
hours). 

C. CORRECT. The SS makes the initial assessment of whether or not 
ah assessment of the maintenance rule policy is required, but does 
not make a determination of whether maintenance rule requirements 
are met or not. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes.that this is a maintenance function, 
but the SS will ~sign the post-maintenance <;>perab.ility 
determination to a WO. 



Question 41 
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The plant is being maintained in Hot Shutdown at 2Q60 psia. PCS temperature is 532°F 
and stable. The following conditions exist: 

• Charging flow is in service. 
• Letdown is in service. 

• Pressurizer l_evel has droppe~ 2% in t?el~~~:m~~~-
• VCT level has dropped 4% m the 1~;30 mmµtc:$;~-X>S 

What is the approximate size of_· .. !f:.:;'.c"'"'·' ~·:, ... ,~.~!jj;~~:i.~.1~.~-.;_•~_;'·"· 
. ..,;fl ·I; • 

-~·r~·,i. \~'.~~~·l~j;_:}~~-

A. 7 gpm \::~~:~. ~:~.-~.;~.~.·.-.·~.·!.~~~~ 
B. 9 gpm ·:~1 .. 
C. llgpm 

D. 13 gpm 

Answer 

B. 9gpm 



RO Question 41 SRO Question 41 
RO Tier/Group 112 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000009.2.1.23 Ability to perform specific system and integrated plant 
procedures during all modes of plant operation. 

RO Importance· 3.9 SRO Importance 4.0 

Objective TBAGOA4.01 Given values for VCT level, PZR level, charging flow rate, 
letdown flow rate and PCS temperature, estimate/determine PCS leak rate. 

References TBAG PCS Leak/Loss of Coolant Accident 
Primary Coolant Leak ONP-23.1 

GOP-13 Primary System Leakage Calculation 

Question Source· New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes both the pressurizer and VCT contain 
34 gal/%. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. Pressurizer level is approximately 66 gal/%. VCT 
. level is approximately 34 gal/%. Total volume lost is 132 gal from 
the pressurizer and 136 gal from the VCT for a total of 268 gals. 

·Over 30 minutes this is approximately 9 gpm. 
C. Candidate incorrectlybelieves both the pressurizer contains 34 gal/% 

and VCT contains 66 gal/%. 
D. Candidate incorrectlybelieves both the pressurizer and VCT con~n 

66 gal/%. 

=· 



Question 42 
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With the plant at 50% power, P-50C Seal Pressure recorder indicates the following: 

• Vapor Seal (RED) is approximately 80 psig. 
• Upper Seal (GREEN) is approximately 80 psig; 
• Middle Seal (BLUE) is approximately 80 p~ig. 

D. 

Answer 

C. 2nd and 3rd stages. 



RO Question 42 SRO Question 42 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000015/17.AAl.22 · Ability to operate and I or monitor the following as they 
apply to the Reactor Coolant Pump Malfunctions (Loss of 
RC Flow): RCP seal failure/malfunction 

RO Importance 4.0 SRO Importance 4.2 

Objective ASEDOAS.01 Given traces of PCP seal pressures, identify_which seal(s) 
has(have) failed. 

References ASED Primary Coolant Pumps and Motors 
ARP-5 PCP SG Arid Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C-12) 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly determines that the recorders are ipdicating the 
pressure drop across the stage. This would be indicative of the 
middle and upper indications reading approximately 2100 psig. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly determines that the recorders are indicating the 
pressure drop across the ~tage. This would be indicative of the 
middle indication reading approximately 2100 psig and the upper 
indication reading approximately 0 psig. 

C. CORRECT. The entire pressure drop is now felt across the 1st 
stage. Since the recorder actually senses pressure input to the listed 

. stage, this indicates that the 2nd and 3rd stage have failed. 
D. Candidate incorrectly determines that the recorders are indicating the 

pressure drop across the stage. This would be indicative of the 
middle and upper indications reading approximately 1000 psig. 



Question 43 
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With the plant at full power, Pressurizer pressure is.being controlled by Channel A (PIC-
0101 A) in AUTOMATIC. 

• I&C has just completed working on Channel B (PIC:-0101 B) and requests that control 
be transferred to Channel B to verify prog~ operation of the controller. 

• Currently, PIC-01018 is in AUTO with;th.C.output:11t.lOO%. 
~ ... :;:,.;:~~·~. '"i.,,\.-~;f,:~,~-y~::.<:~~._ ... ~ ~ ~: . 

What would be the immediate effe£t;b~~~~peratdrJ!~,~the.Pressurizer Pressure 
Control Selector, l/PRC-0 l 0 l, in:.#!~~Cifanne~~B" positlo~\ypqer these condition.s? 

. . . ·'~:'t~. ';lf~?~~~' . ... ·:, ·~~~!~~\ 
A. Spray valves woul¢BPth fully?() '.'' ) '· portional he&:~ would energize. 

. ..,,... -...r·... :~· "'' . ..._r*r)~---

~J;, .. ,. _ 

B. rQ~Q~~l heaters would de-energize. 
~~~~#'' . 

C. ional heaters would energize. 

D. Spi;ay valves would 
9 

proportional heaters would de-energize. 

Answer 

B. Spray valves would both fully open and proportional heaters would de-energize. 



RO Question 43 SRO Question 43 
RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000027.AK2.03 Knowledge of the interrelations between the Pressurizer 
Pressure Control Malfunctions and the following: Controllers 
and positioners 

RO Importance 2.6 SRO Importance 2.8 

Objective ASFEOK6.03 Describe the operation of the Pressurizer Pressure 
Controllers, PIC-OlOIA/B, in Auto and Manual including transferring 
between modes or alternating controllers. 

References ASFE Pressurizer Pressure Control 
Primary Coolant System SOP-1 

ARP-4 Primary System Volume Level Pressure Scheme EK-07 

Question Source New· 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that proportional heaters are 
.controlled by Heater Control Selector, but are actually controlled by 
selector channel. Correctly determines that output signal from 
Channel B would call for sprays to be fully open. 

_____ Notes . 

B. ·CORRECT. Output signal would call for spray valves to be fully 
open and proportional heaters to be off . 

. C. Candidate incorrectly believes that proportional heaters are 
controlled by Heater Control Selector, but are actually controlled by 
selector channel. Also, incorrectly determines that output signal 
from Channel B would call for sprays to be fully closed. 

D. Candidate incorrectly determines that output signal from Channel B 
would call for sprays to be fully closed.. Understands that 
proportional heaters are controlled by selector channel. 



:. 

Question 44 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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The plant is shutdown and preparing to perform control rod drop testing. Power level is 
6 x 10-6 %. 

Which of the following RPS Trips is automatically bypassed under these conditions? 

A. Low Steam Generator Pressure 
;..•·· 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

D. 



RO Question 44 SRO Question 44 
RO Tier/Group 211 SRO Tier/Group 211 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 015.A4.03 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: 
Trip bypasses 

RO Importance 3.8 SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective ASGCOK4.05 List the three (3) types of trip bypasses availabl.e for the 
RPS. 

References ASGC Reactor Protection System 
SOP-36 Reactor Protective System and A TWS System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that trip is automatically bypassed 
below 1 Q-4 %. Must be bypassed using Zero Power Mode Bypass. 

Notes 

} 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that trip is automatically bypassed 
below 1 Q-4 %. Must be bypassed using Zero Power Mode Bypass. 

C. Candidate incorrectly·believes that trip is automatically bypassed 
below 1 Q-4 %. Must be bypassed using Zero Power Mode Bypass. 

D. CORRECT. Trip is automatically bypassed when power level is 
'<10-4 %. 

. ' .. · 
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\_ 

Question 45 

Control Rods are being withdrawn to the All Rods Out position with the Rod Control 
Mode Select Switch in the "MS" position. PIP is operable. 

The following positions are selected on the respectiveRod Select switches: 

• Group 1 - 21 
• Group 2 - 29 · ,; .f 

• Group 3 - 33 :,i<;'/ '~"j;! .· ~o;if.·'\~;,~~ 
• Group 4 - 38 .~f;.?$f.; ;·~~.;.;~~f~J-1., }; &}~"~' ·· '.;~/t >" . 
Con~i~ering each cas~ se~Jy, whf~g;~f~~ptlowing.post :~indications would 
prohibit the rods fr9_m;·~~1 . · ~drawrr~~ ~JAii Ro~~'~ut position? 

~~.~~~~};A_ 1~~ 0 
(ASSUME ALL RODS .. ; :Jml Y ALIGNED.) 

'~~: ··' 

·c. 
A. Rod 21 indicating F, 

B. Ro9 29 indicating 82" 

C. Rod 33 indicating 51" will pf~vent Group 4 from moving out 

D. Rod 38 indicating 25" will prevent Group 3 from moving out 

Answer 

C. Rod 33 indicating 51" will prevent Group 4 from moving out 



RO Question 45 SRO Question 45 
RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 111 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 8/10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000005.AA1.01 Ability to operate and I or monitor the following as they apply 
to the Inoperable I Stuck Control Rod: CRDS 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 3.4 

Objective ASEEOK5.03 Describe the regulating rod sequence circuit and the 
possible impact that a misaligned control rod may have on the proper 
sequencing. 

References ASEE 
_ ARP-5 

SOP-6 

Control Rod Drive Mechanisms and Controls 
PCP SG and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 (C12) -
Reactor Control System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that a Group 1 rod below the All Rod 
Ou~ position of 2:130" would prohibit further rod motion. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that a Group 2 rod at 82" would 
prohibit Group 3 rod withdrawal. Actual required value is >80". 

C. CORRECT. Rod 33 at 51" would prohibit Group 4 rods from being 
withdrawn. 

D. - Candidate incorrectly believes that a Group 4 rod below 52" 
prohibits outward rod motion. Must he <52" to allow Group 3 
outward motion. 



Question 46 
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Containment Air Cooling Fans V-lA, V-2A, and V-.3A are operating. V-4A is out of 
service for breaker repairs. 

\ 
How does this effect the Technical Specification operability of the Containment Cooling 
Trains and Hydrogen Recombiners? 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

D. Both trains are operable 

... HYDROGEN RECOMBINERS 

· -:~~'.;:T ::t~, · 
''':,'<:Q<>th trains are operable 

···'1:';:;i~f>·. 
Only]:OI,ie;$rain is operable 

:·:,:~·/·-': 

~.·:~tf~~. Both trains are operable .. ~ . , ...... ..t • :--.1: 

Only one train is operable 

Only one train is operable 



RO Question 46 SRO Question 46 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 022.2.1.23 Ability to perform specific system and integrated plant 
procedtires during all modes of plant operation. 

RO Importance 3.9 SRO Importance 4.0 

Objective ASHDOG7:01 Describe the basis of any given Containment Air Cooler 
(SOP 5) Plant Requirement, Precaution and Limitation, or .Caution/Note. 

References ASHD Containment Air Cooling System 
SOP-5 · Containment Air Cooling and H-2 Recombining 

System 
Standing Order 62 . 

·TS 3.4.1 · Containment Cooling Systems 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that fans do not affect operability of · 
. hydrogen recombiners, but recognizes that V-4A is not required· for 
CAC operability. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that all fans· are required for CAC 
operability, .but correctly recognizes that V-4A affects operability of 
hyd.rogen recombiner. 

C. · Candidate incorrectly believes that all fans are required for CAC 
operability.and that V-4A does not affect hydrogen recombiner · 
operability. 

D. CORRECT. V-4A is not a required component for either train of 
CAC, bufis required for hydrogen recombiner, M-69B 



:· 
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Question 47 

A loss of shutdown cooling has occurred. Given the following conditions: 
' 

• No openings currently exist in the PCS. 
• The plant has been shutdown for 6 days. 
• PCS temperature is l20°F. 
• PCS level is 623'0". · ,; .. .• 
• The lowest level the PCS was draindlto ~::~1S'2~5~l\ ..... _,../ , . ·, ' ., . 

:ow m::h::::: available for~~; clQsur}'ef~(t;~(f 
;:ij~:::: 

8. 29 minutes 

C. 32 minutes 

D. 95 minutes 

Answer 

B. 29 minutes 

MUST INCLUDE ONP-17, ATfACHMENT 1, PAGES 1-7. 



RO Question 4 7 SRO Question 4 7 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 

. 10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000025.AK1.01 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concepts as they apply to Loss of Residual Heat Removal 
System: Loss of RHRS during all modes of operation 

RO Importance 3.9 SRO Importance 4.3 

Objective ASCCOG7.09 Explain the basis of any given SDC system (SOP 3) 
operation procedure Plant Requirement, Precaution and Limitation, and 
Caution/Note. 

References ASCC Shutdown Cooling System 
SOP-3 · 
ONP-17 

Question Source New 

Safety Injection and Shutdown Cooling System 
Loss of Shutdown Cooling 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly uses Page 7 of the Attachment since this was 
the lowest level attained. 

B. ·CORRECT. Time to containment closure is the same a5 time to 
200°F. Using ONP-17,Attachment 1, Page 5 (623' 0-9 days), at 6 
days with an initial temperature of 120°F it takes approximately 29 
minutes to reach 200°F. 

C. . Candidate incorrectly uses Page 6 of the Attachment which is the 
correct level, but the incorrect time frame. 

D. Candidate incorrectly assumes that the PCS is "intact and full" and 
uses Page 2 of Attachment. . 

Notes MUST INCLUDE ONP-17, A.TTACHMENT 1, PAGES 1-7. 



Question 48 
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A loss of offsite power has occurred and the crew is responding in accordance with 
EOP-8.0,. "Loss of Offsite Power/Forced Circulation Recovery." While isolating the 
Safety Injection Tanks (SIT) during the cooldown, one of the SIT outlet valves fails to 
close. 

A. 

8. 

C. 

D. and depressurization 

Answer 

A. Vent the SIT gases to con 



RO Question SRO Question 48 
RO Tier/Group 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 2 

KA CE.A 13.AK.1 .1 · Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concepts as they apply to the Natural Circulation Operations: 
Components, capacity, and function of emergency systems. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.5 

Objective TBACGl.0.02 Given plant conditions, analyze the data to: b. determine 
· whether the plant has responded as expected. 

References TBAC Loss of Forced Circulation (EOP 8.0) 
EOP-8.0 Loss of Off site Power IF orced Circulation Recovery 

Question Source New 

·Justification A. CORRECT. An unisolated SIT must be vented to either 
containment atmosphere or to .the Clean Waste Recei¥er Tank 

Notes 

Header. . 
B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the SIT should be drained to 

prevent injection and recognizes that EOP-8.0 does reference SOP-3 
· for the venting procedure. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the SIT should be drained to 
prevent injection and believes that its contents should be maintained 
inside containment. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that no means exist to remove the gas 
pressure from the SIT. 



Question 49 
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·A SGTR has occurred concurrently with a loss of offsite power. Power has been restored 
and the crew is preparing to start the FIRST PCP. 

Starting a PCP in the most affected loop could res · 

A. a reactivity excursion. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

A. 



RO Question SRO Question 49 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA 2.4.7 Knowledge of event based EOP mitigation strategies. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.8 

Objective TBAFOA2.12 Given plant conditions involving a SGTR with the affected 
SIG isolated, discuss options available for cooling, depressurizing, and 
providing inventory control of the affected SIG including potential 
reactivity effects . 

References TBAF . S.team Generator Tube Leak/Rupture 
Steam Generator Tube Rupture Recovery 
Starting Primary Cooling Pumps 

EOP-5.0 
EOP Sup 3 

Question Source New 

Justific~tion A. 

\ 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Notes 

CORRECT. If the ruptured loop is stagnated, which it is likely to 
be during a natural circ cooldown where the ruptured SG is not being 
used to cooldown, and backflow has occurred, a large amount of · 
dih.~ted water may be in the PCS piping on that loop. Starting the. 
pllinp in that loop first may· cause a reactivity excursion due to the 
large amount of diluted water being pumped through the core. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that the potential pressure transien~ 
due to pumping the SG water into the core will cause pressure to 
drop. It is more likely to increase due to the core heating the cooler 
water. 
Candidate incorrectly believes the start of a PCP will cause lower 
pressure at pump suction (SG) causing increase in backflow. Actual 
higher pressure due to pump head. 
Candidate incorrectly believes. that the increased flow will result in a · 
PTS event PCP operation is preferred fo limit PTS concerns due to 
the mixing ~ff(!ct of the pumped water._ 



Question 50 

Given the f?llowing conditions: 

:-
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• A plant trip was'manually initiated 20 minutes a . 
• SG levels are approximately -130% due to no 
• AFW will be made available within 30 
• PCS temperatures are slowly rising. 

Which of the following actions s 

A. Immediately initiat 
.b~comes availabl 

B. . Immediate 

C. Initiate once-throu 
and establish AFW 

i S cold leg temperatures rise by 5°F 
es available, at maximum rate. 

D. Initiate once-through core · g only if PCS cold leg temperatures rise by 5°F 
· and establish AFW flow, w nit becomes availa~le, at <300 gpm to either SG. 

Answer 

B. Immediately initiate once-through core cooling and establish AFW flow, when it 
becomes available, at <300 gpm to either SG. 



RO Question SRO Question 50 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 111 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA 000074.EK3.11 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as the 
apply to the Inadequate Core Cooling: Guidance contained in 
EOP for Inadequate Core Cooling· 

· RO Importance . SRO Importance 4.4 

Objective · TBAHOA2.02 Describe the once-through method of core cooling and the · 
conditions for use. 

References TBAH EOP 9.0 (Furictional Recovery) 
Functional Recovery Procedure . EOP-9.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that.maximum AFW flow should be 
established to remove cor~ heat. 

Notes. 

B. CORRECT. if both SGs are below -84% and are not being· 
restored, once-through core cooling is required. AFW restoration to 
a dry sd (<-125%) is to be established at <300 gpm. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the criteria for initiating once
through core cooling should ignore the SG level and only include the 
cold leg temperature requirement since the restoration of AFW is. 
imminent. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the criteria for initiating once
through core cooling should ignore the SG level and only include the 
cold leg temperature requirement since the restoration of AFW is 
imminent and that maximum AFW flow should be established to 
remove core heat. 
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Question 51 

Following a sinall break LOCA, the following conditions are observed: 

• Core exit thermocouple temperatures are approximately 6 l 8°F and stable. 
• PCS hot leg temperatures are approximately 550'}" and stable. 
• Pressurizer pressure is 1100 psia. · ... · ... ., 

• PCS cold leg temperatures are approximilt~iW3300JI:~d lowering slowly. 

·'ii~i~;~l!i; .. : . ~:':;;,~;·;'.{~~{~:~; ·\.'.;., 
What is the status of PCS invento!)'::·~.~£c?re coolin~f.::,~;:,i. 

A. The core is covered,.afill b .~ . . ·~f~
4

,. atura;'~!ri~on .. 
/ 

. ·-~~~).~:-... :· .. ~.'. . . ~-:A~\;-._,. .. 
. '.:":~~01.~-~-

by nari:iriil circulation. B. The core is paj::tjall 
-~~{~~ 

C. 

D. 

Answer 

D. The core is partially uncovered and being cooled by reflux boiling. 

' 
STEAM TABLES REQUIRED TO BE PROVIDED. 



RO Question 51 SRO Qu.estion 51 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA Ol 7.K5.03 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concepts as they apply to the ITM system: Indication of 
superheating 

RO Importance 3.7 SRO Importance 4.1 

Objective ASECOKl.01 Describe the interrelationship between the Reactor Vessel 
and Internals and the following: b. Incore Nuclear Instrument System 

· References ASEC Reactor Vessel and Internals 
1EOP-8.0 Loss of Offsite Power/Forced Circulation Recovery 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes thatnatural circulation is occurring 
due to a large .1T, but does not recognize that CETs are superheated 
which indicates core uncovery has occurred. 

B. Candidate. incorrectly believes that natural circulation is occurring 
due to a large .1T, but does recognize that core uncovery has 
occurre.d. 

C. Candidate incorrectly does not recognize superheat in core as 
indication of core uncovery, but does recognize that reflux boiling is 
occurring. 

D. CORRECT. The core.exit temperatures are at a superheated 
condition, which requires that heat be added to steam. This implies 
that the core is uncovered. Reflux boiling is occurring based on the 
difference between core exit temperatures and hot leg temperatures. 
With no heat removal between the core exit and hot leg temperature 
detectors, they should indicate nearly the same. Only reflux boiling 
could result in a cooldown of the hot leg temperature indications as 

. steam condenses in the hot leg side of the.SQ and flows b(lck to the 
core. 

Notes STEAM TABLES REQUIRED TO BE PROVIDED. 



Question 52 
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Shutdown Cooling flow is being reduced below 2810 gpm. The crew has ensured all 
requirements are met to reduce flow and are preparing to determine the status of the LPSI 
Injection Valves per the following table: 

'TOTAL SHUTDOWN 
· COOLING FLOW 

2000 gpm 

-::fp 

Throttling these valves int . 

A. minimizes loop injectio 

LPSlINJECTION VAL VE STATUS 

. Any Combination Throttled I Open 

- imum of Three. Throttled I Open 
;.~·~~'t:i :.:':": .... ,it·~ .... ~~-~ 
~imum ofTw6,:ffuottled I Open 

:;;~fOne Throttled I Open 

:,."1' 

· valve cycling. 
~f' 

B. · ensures adequate backpressure will be maintained to allow FIC-0306 to. control 
flow in the middle of its band: 

C. ensui::es the flow rate at which vortexing is determined to occur if going to mid-
loop operations will not be exceeded. · 

D. · pre~ents-pump runout in the event ofa failure of FIC-0306. 

--~--~-AnsweL _______ _ 

A: minimizes loop injection check valve cycling. 

·\ 



RO Question 52 SRO Question 52 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/3 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 005.K4.10 Knowledge of RHRS design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) 
which provide for Control of RHR heat exchanger outlet flow 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3.1 · 

Objective ASCCOG7.09 Explain the basis of any given SDC system (SOP 3) 
operation procedure Plant Requirement, Precaution and Limitation, and 
Caution/Note. 

References ASCC Shutdown Cooling System 
SOP-3 Safety Injection and Shutdown Cooling System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. Ensures sufficient flow through a loop injection line 
exists to maintain the loop injection check valves from "chattering." 

. Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that this will affect the position of the 
valve which is determined by the demanded flow rate. 

C. · Candidate incorrectly assumes that this positioning will limit flow to
the maximum permissible flow during mid-loop operations. 

D. Candidate incorrectly assumes that this positioning will limit total 
pump flow below runout conditions in the event FIC-_0306 fails . 
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Question 53 

During a refueling outage, the following conditions exist: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

One SG safety valve has been removed from SG "B" for testing . 
A blank flange has been installed on the removed safety valve piping . 
Fuel handling operations are in progress. . 
A spent fuel assembly is inserted in theTransfer Canjage inside Containment, ready 
to send to the Spent Fuel Pool Building, · · ·.· ;·;; ;; ~:<: . 
SG "B" has a secondary manwa ,:gPe.J:i~d sd'~ttjµlllce is in progress . 

_:~~/ ,,;,, ,_,'. ·;~Jfr::,, . 
. 't ' .,.,\~een remo'V,~'.;f.rom the safety valve 

-~~i :: :~;;:~~1::~x;/ 

. . . ~ ·~ 

An Aux1hary Operator repp~\thati 
piping. r ~~;~;':~ii 

·~;;·:· 

A. 

a. m its designated core location. 

c. Replace the missing bl ' e within 4 hours. 

D. Terminate all work in Containment until the flange is replaced. 

Answer 

A. Immediately cease all refueling operations. 



RO Question 53 SRO Question 53 
RO Tier/Group 1/3 SRO Tier/Group , 1/3 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000036.2.1.11 Knowledge of less than one hour technical specification action 
statements for systems. 

RO Importance 3.0 SRO Importance 3.8 

·Objective IOTDOG8.0l Given available Control Room references and plant 
conditions, except where denGted by an (*) ; determine the impact on the 
following Technical Specifications. b. 3.8.2 (*) 

References IOTD Refueling Operations 
Refueling Operations TS 3.8 

GOP-I I Refueling Operations and Fuel Handling 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. Containment penetrations that provide direct access 
from containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere shall be isolated 
by ensuring at least one manual valve closed, blind flange installed, 
or equivalent. Since TS 3.8.l is not met, refueling operations must 
cease. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that placing the assembly is required 
to put it in a safe location. This action is prohibited since it would 
change core reactivify. . 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that there is a time allowance for 
restoring containment closure. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that all work must be terminated, not 
just refueling operations. 



Question 54 

Given the following plant conditions: 

• No PCPs are operating. 
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• All PCS cold leg temperatures are between 3900F and 400°F. 
• Pressurizer pressure is 500 psia. 
• Pressurizer level is 85%. 
• PCS cooldown rate is 30°F per hoµr~ , . · , 
• SG secondary side temperatur~i~~qet°Ween 425°F:an(f430°F. · 

Which of the following ac.\ :~,%i~~~g a PC;~,f ~:)" 
(ASSUME EACH ~pl:IO · . ..-... -CURS'll'ID . ENDEN'.fL Y OF·;THE OTHER PLANT 

. CONDITIONS) ~f:' 

A. 

C. Lower pressurizer level to 

. D. Raise pressurizer pressure to 600 psia. 

Answer 

B. · · Stop the cooldown and stabilize. PCS temperatures at approximately 400°F. 



RO Question 54 SRO Question 54 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 2-9 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 002.Kl.13 Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect 
relationships between the RCS and the RCPS 

RO Importance 4.1 SRO Importance 4.2 

Objective ASEDOK4.04 Given plarit conditions (including the status of Oil Lift 
pressure and CCW low flow annunciator window), determine if a given 
PCP can be started. 

References ASED Primary Coolant Pumps and Motors 
Primary Coolant System TS 3.1 

SOP-1 Primary Coolant System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorre_ctly believes that cooling down and placing SOC in 
operation would provide a pressure relief path in the event of an 
overpressure condition on the pump start. 

Notes 

B. - CORRECT. Forced circulation (starting the first primary coolant 
pump) shall not be initiated unless one of the following conditions is 
met: (1) PCS cold leg temperature (Tc) is> 430 F. (2) S/G 
secondary temperature is Sf c. (3) S/G secondary temperature is < 
100°F above Tc, and shutdown cooling is isolated from the PCS, and 
PCS heatup/cooldown-rate is _:sl0°F/hour. (4) S/G secondary _ 
temperature is < 100°F above Tc, and shutdown cooling is isolated 
from the PCS, and pressurizer level is ,:::57%. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that this would ensure a bubble in the 
pressurizer. However, the requirement is that level be less than -
100% program value of 57%. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that raising subcooling margin would 
account for any heatup of the PCS due to the hotter SG water. 



Question . 5 5 

Given the following conditions: 

• Reactor power is stable at 90%. 
• PCS hot and cold leg temperatures are stable a 
• Pressurizer pressure is 2005 psia and low 
• Pressurizer level is 59% and rising. , ··· .., .. 
• Containment pressure is 0.2 psia ·~ }-
• Charging Pump P-55A speed · 
• Charging Pumps P-55B 
• One (I) letdown orifi 

A leak in which o 
symptoms? 

A. 

B. PCS cold leg 

C. ·Reactor vessel head 

D. Main steam line 

. Answer 

A. 
' ' .,,, . 

Pressurizer steam space 

Palisades Nuclear Plarit 
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RO Question 55 SRO Question 55 
RO Tier/Group · 112 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 8/10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000008.AK.l.02 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concepts as they apply to a Pressurizer Vapor.Space Accident: 
Change in leak rate with change in pressure 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective RHAAOAl.02 Given plant conditions, analyze the data and.predict any 
effect on any of the following: a. PCS parameters 

References RHAA Applied Thermodynamics and Fluid Flow 
Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery EOP-4.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. With a pressurizer steam space break, only steam is 
being initially being released from the break. Since steam has a . 
higher enthalpy than water, a greater amount of energy is lost out the 
break, thus the pressure in the system will be lower. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that a loss of liquid out the break will' 
result in a larger loss of energy than if steam is being lost out the 
break. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that a loss of liquid out the break will 
result in a larger loss of energy than if steam is being lost out the 
break. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the rapid cooldown and 
subsequent depressurization will result in a lower pressure than a 
loss of coolant from the PCS. 



Question. 56 
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Pressurizer pressure is 2050 psia with PCS temperature·.at 480°F. 

As the PCS heatup continues, the VCT Select Valve, CV-2056, should be operated to .. . / 

A. 

B. , 

C. 

D. 

allow VCT level to cycle between the high and low level alanns to-minimize the 
pressure transients in the vacuum d~sitier. •·· .. •. ·. 

Jtf.<~~~,.··'"~~; ::~~:t-,:~'..~~~:n~:,~ 
·maintain VCT level as cons 
Coolant Pump seals. 

maintain VC~ 
binding of the c' · 

· :·.''.:possible to mjajrnize the effect on the Primary 
-~~ f·~;_~;;~~~\:~K-j:~ 

,.,, . ;;rhiize the likelihood of gas 

Answer· 

B. maintain VCT level as const t as possible to minimize the effect on the Primary 
Coolant Pump seals. 

-: .,. .. ·- . ...-



·RO Question 56 SRO Question 56 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55~41(b) Item . 2-9 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 004.Kl.06 Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect · 
relationships between the CVCS and the Makeup system to the 
VCT 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3.1 

Objective ASF AOA2.01 Given Plant conditions and a failure, malfunction, or 
incorrect operation of any given CVCS System component, predict the 
impact on the operation of the CVCS System. 

Referenc;es · ASF A 
SOP-2A 
ARP-4 

CVCS/Boric Acid Heat Trace 
CVCS Charging and Letdown 
Primary System Volume Level Pressure Scheme EK-07 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate inco~ectly believes that the vacullin degassifier pressure 
will fluctuate sufficiently to result in a problem, but selects since he . 
recognizes the requirement to operate a vacuum pump during divert · 
operations. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. VCT level changes result in VCT pressure changes.·· 
Any VCT pressure change can adversely affect the performance of 
the PCP seals due to affecting PCP seal controlled bleed-off. 

C. · Candidate incorrectly believes that cycling of the divert valve will 
result in a dilution/boration event, which in this case is not likely due 

. to not changing temperature or VCT boron concentration,.but selects· 
due to recognizing there is a concern with temperature changes in 
eves causing reactivity changes. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that gas binding of the pumps could 
be an issue without the VCT emptying, but selects since he 

- · recognizes thatgas binding is associated with level controLproblems 
in the VCT. 



Question 57 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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The plant is in Hot Standby with the Shutdown Rods .withdrawn and the crew is 
responding to a leak from the CCW System in accordance with ONP-6.2, Loss of 
Component Cooling. 

The following temperatures are noted: 

• PCP P-50A Be~ng Te . ·i~'':'i~;.;;;,.. 
• PCP P-50B Beanng Temp~ 
• PCP P-50C Bearing TemperafffieS1; ,,,.. 
• .. PCP P-500 Bearing Temperatures 

• CRDM Leakoff Temperatures 

Which of the following actions should be taken? 

A. Trip the reactor and stop all PCPs. 

.··\ 

All between 135°F and l45°F 
All between 127°F and 138°F 
All between 155°F and 168°E 
All between 161°F and l 71°F 

All between 205°F and 2 l 5°F 

B, Trip the reactor and stop PCPs P-50C and P-500 only . 

. C. Manually insert the Shutdown Rods and stop all PCPs . 

. 0. Manually insert the Shutdown Rods and stop PCPs P-50C and P-500 only. 

Answer 

A. Trip the reactor and stop all PCPs. 



RO Question 57 SRO Question 57 
RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000026.AA 1.01 Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to 
the Loss of Component Cooling Water: CCW/nuclear service 
water temperature indications 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3.1 

Objective ASCAOG9.01 Given various Plant conditions, one or more.of the · 
following annunciators in the alarmed condition: b. Describe the effect of 
a valid alarm condition on the operation of the CCW System. 

References ASCA Component Cooling Water System 
Loss of Component Cooling 
Primary Coolant System 

ONP-6.2 
SOP-1 
ARP-7 Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-11 

Question Source New 

Justification A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Notes 

CORRECT. All CRDM temperatures above 200°F requires that the 
reactor be tripped and all PCPs stopped. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that PCPs can be continued to be 
operated until temperature limits are reached, but selects since he 
recognizes that this is above the limit for leak off temperatures. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that Shutdown Rods can be manually 
inserted even with a high temperature, but selects since he recognizes 
that all PCPs must be stopped. 
Candidate incorrectly believes that Shutdown Rods can be manually 
inserted even with a high temperature, but selects since he also 
incorrectly believes that PCPs are not required to-be stopped unless 
temperature limits on the PCPs are exceed~d. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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Question 58 

During cold shutdown conditions, a trainee has been .assigned to the Control Room. 

• The Turbine Operator and the CRS are in the SS office with the SS and the SE. 
• The trainee is reviewing an Operator Aid on C-13. 

Which of the following is an acceptable behavior of the remaining Control Board 
Operator? · , · · , 

A. 

8. 

c. 

D. 

·······! 

:·: .. ,~ •.. '•I•, .... ; /·,,:·;,,)~~~··' 
Stepping out to the viewijlg~~>while µiaintainingi~\jal contact with the 

Control Boards \~~\ "~I~- 11'1 '{f · 
Recording a.radiation*reading otif;,Cft;fR 

);;,,:,:~'', J "J,\ '··'i:~~~h.. :./ll 
Sitting at the OO~~L 

'.!"~-·:~::'~ 
.;.1:,;. 
',.J•" 

Recording temper ' 

Answer 

C. Sitting at the CO's Desk 



,. 

RO Question SRO Question 58 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFRSS.4l(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
10CFRSS.43(b) Item 5 

KA 2.1.2 Knowledge of operator responsibilities during all modes of 
plant operation. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 4.0 · 

Objective ADAGG3l.O1 Given various activities, determine whether or not each is 
appropriate shift conduct. 

References ADAG APs 1.15, 4.00, 4.02, 4.07, 4.08 
Admin4.00 Operations Organization, Responsibilities, Conduct 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that it is acceptable to step outside the 
Control area as long as a clear view is maintained, someone else is in 
the Control area, and it will only be momentarily. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that annunciators will alert him to any 
potential problems and the trainee has a view of the Control area. 

C. · CORRECT. Whenever fuel is in the reactor vessel, a licensed 
individual shall have the RPS and RPCIC panels in view at all times 
(ie, present at controls). It is not considered acceptable to view the 
RPS and RPCIC panels from areas outside the Control Room, nor is 
it acceptable for all licensed individuals to be behind upright panels 
or in areas where a clear and unobstructed view cannot be 
maint'ained. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that annunciators will alert him to any 
potential problems, the trainee has a view of the Control area, and it 
only takes a moment to record the temperatures. 



Question 59 

Given the following conditions: 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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• A plant trip has occurred due to a steam break in.si· e containment. 
• CCW has been isolated to containment for 18 .w;•r.ttl~ .. 
• The crew is restoring CCW to containment 
• PCS temperature is 400°F. 
• Pressurizer pressure is 1400 psia. 

The PCPs may be operated ... 

A. 

B. provided se 

c. 

D. e within the normal range.· 

Answer 

C. only after the seal packages are overhauled. 



RO Question SRO Question 59 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA CE.E09.EK3.2 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they 
apply to the Functional Recovery: Normal, abnormal and 
emergency operating procedures associated with Functional 
Recovery · 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.5 

Objective TBAHG22.03 Given plant conditions and Control Room references, 
determine the appropriate action IAW EOP 9.0. 

References TBAH EOP 9.0 (Functional Recovery) 
Functional Recovery Procedure ~ EOP-9.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the lower PCS temperature will· 
provide for minimal chance of damage to the PCP seals. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that normal seal bleedoff pressures 
preclude the potential for seal failure due to the loss of CCW. 

· C. CORRECT. If more than 10 minutes have elapsed since the loss of 
CCW to the Containment, all PCPs must be stopped and maintained 
stopped until the seal packages are overhauled due to potential seal 
face cracking and elastomer damage. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that normal PCP temperatures 
preclude the potential for seal failure caused by the loss of CCW. 



:. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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Question 60 

During an EMERGENCY DRILL, two Security Personnel are directed to ent~r an area in· 
the RCA which requires a Standard RWP. Both Security persons are wearing a primary 
TLD. 

Which of the following describes the requirements for~ese personnel? 

- . ~. :::· ··~ i:~~~~~·>. ·. =~r{?.·~::· 
A. They may enter without signingj)n,thel"t'Wl:'Ymtl.Y'.i.f they are issued secondary 

dosimetry priorto entry~.,~~~~t,:~~.~.~~~jj&i" . ·-:·~~1r~~i~-- ··~~. · 
B. They may enter wiµttjµt st~::. °),Qn µiet- _·· .. \peing issued secondary 

, dosimetry. ·. --- ; '-' , ' 

D. . They are required t , 
secondary dosimetry.•., 

Answer 

.···;.,;_r;?·· 

"to entry and are required to be issued 

B. They inay enter without signing on the RWP and without being issued secondary 
dosimetry. 

- ------·-- ---=-· 

- ----- __:__ --



RO Question SRO Question 60 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 4 

KA 2.3.2 Knowledge of facility ALARA program. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 2.9 · 

Objective ADAAG15.04Describe the following JAW Adrnin Procedure 7.13: e. 
Unplanned/Abnormal/Emergency Entry. · 

References ADAA · . APs 1.0, 5.09, 7.0, 8.0, i 1.0, 13.0 
Radiation Work Permit Adrnin 7.03 

Admin 7.13 Radiation Controlled Area Access 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that ~econdary monitoring is required 

Notes 

since the R WP ha5 not been signed on. · 
. B. CORRECT. Personnel that are responding to an unplanned, 

abnormal, or emergency condition (including drills and exercises) in 
the RCA need not enter on an R WP nor be issued secondary 
dosimetry as long as they have been issued and are wearing a 
Primary TLD. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the secondary dosimetry 
requirement may-be waived only if they have signed on the RWP. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believe that the RWP and secondary ~osimetry 
. requirements cannot be waived for a drill. 

- ---·------- .. -----· - - ------



Question 61 
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Waste Gas Decay Tank T-688 is being released when a high radiation condition is sensed 
by the process radiation monitor. 

The release is automatically terminated by closing CY·J 123, Waste Gas Decay Tank to 
Stack, and ... 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 8A or P68B. 

Answer 

A. 



:· 

RO Question 61 SRO Question 61 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 071.K4.04 Knowledge of design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) which 
provide for the following: Isolation of the waste gas release 
tank 

RO Importance 2.9 SRO Importance 3.4 

Objective ASDCG 12.02 Describe the automatic actions initiated by each of the 
following process monitors upon receipt of a high alarm. d. RIA-1113 
(Waste Gas Monitor) 

References ASDC Radiation Monitoring System 
Radioactive Waste System - Gaseous SQP,.18A 

Question Source New 

Justification A..·· CORRECT. A high radiation signal will terminate the release by 
closing CV-1113 and CV-:-1123. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that V6A or V6B will trip, but selects· 
since a trip o_f Y 6A or V 6B during a gas release requires securing the 
release. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that CV-1120A will automatically 
close, but selects since CV-1120A is the outlet valve for the tank· 
being discharged. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that P68A or P68B will trip, but 
selects since the degassifier is bypassed when isolating the waste gas 
surge tank. 



Question 62 
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The plant is operating at 85% power when a Main Feed Water Pump trips. 

Why does ONP-3, Loss of Main Feedwater, require tripping the plant instead of lowering 
load? 

A. Prevent overcooling the PCS 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

D. 



RO Question 62 SRO Question 62 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5/10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000054.AJ<J.Ol · Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they ·· 
apply to the Loss of Main Feedwater (MFW):Reactor and/or 
turbine trip, manual and automatic 

RO Importance 4.1 SRO Importance 4.4 

Objective TBAEOG7.03 Given plant conditions involving a loss of Main Feedwater, 
determine the consequences of a failure to perform any given step in Loss 

·of Main Feedwater, ONP 3. 

References TBAE Feedwater Transients 
Loss of Main F eedwater ONP-3 

Question Source New 

Justification A. · Candidate incorrectly believes that raising feed flow rapidly will 
result in overcooling the PCS, but the heatup due to the rapid power 
reduction will overcome the cooldown caused by the increased FW. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that power will be lower when the 
. plant is recovered, thereby increasing the difficulties with ASI . 
control. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that iodine spiking is only a concern 
while changing and maintaining power, but it is a concern anytime a 

c~ rapid power change ~ccurs, including a trip. · 
D. CORRECT. At a high power level, the large amount of SG 

shrinkage and the inability of the remaining FW pump to supply the 
required feed flow has resulted in trips on low SG level. This action 
was addressed to anticipate a likely low SG level trip .. 

\ 

-· _:.:_ ______ _ 



Question 63 

Given the following plant conditions: 

• The plant is at 100% power. 
• SG levels are at program levels. 
• Steam flow and feed flow are matched. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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• Feed flow transmitter FT-0701 fails low; ;~, ,:> 
·. ~'f:J . 

:,· <::~i;,~)~ " :.:.~.%~i;~\;?_.2~·;~·~::(_;}\ 
WITH NO OPERATOR ACTIONS:'.wlji,ch ofthef<).Qg···",g describes the expected 

'.'~~ ·,.. "!r' ·~~ ::r-. ' 

plant response? '.~:'V " . '<, 
>4;,t?~, ' '" ~·~~~~~ . -. 

A. SG level continues~to.jlowe; ~!t\i~~ £~~fo1evel trip.·' .. -:; •. •··': ~~;~:f: ;rr -ft 

B. "de. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

D. SG level rises, but stabilizes at or below the high level override. 



RO Question 63 SRO Question 63 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 059.K4.18 Knowledge of MFW design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) 
which provide for the following: Automatic feedwater flow 
reduction on plant trip 

RO Importance 2.8 SRO Importance 3.0 

Objective ASLCOK6.02 Giv~n plant conditions, predict the response_ofthe SGWLC 
system. 

References ASLC Steam Generator Water Level Control (SGWLC) 
Excessive F eedwater Increase ONP-10 

ARP-5 PCP SG and Rod Drives Scheme EK-09 

Question Source New 

Justification A. · Candidate incorrectly believes that level is decrea5ing, causing a low 
level trip. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that level will continue to increase, 
·and the SG high level override will maintain the FRV in its current 
position or the level error signal will be inadequate to match the· feed 
flow error signal. 

C. Canaidate incorrectly believes that level is decre&Sing, but the level 
error signal will match and compensate for the flow error signal. 

D. . CORRECT. FT-0701 failing low causes the FRV to open to match 
feed flow to steam flow. Level will increase until either the SG high 
level override causes the FRV to go closed or until the level error 
signal matches the feed flow error signal. 



) 

Question 64 
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A Containment High Pressure (CHP) has occurred. The'operators are attempting to 
determine the hydrogen concentration of containment. 

What would be the effect of operating the Hydrogeri,:fy{onitors in ANALYZE without 
taking any other actions? ''' >' 

. : ..... -;(:~-~'"'" 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D . 

. Answer 

D. 



RO Question 64 SRO Question 64 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
.10CFRSS.41(b) Item 5 1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 028.Al.02 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameter (to 
prevent exceeding design limits) associated with operating the 
HRPS controls including: Containment pressure 

RO Importance 3.4 SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective ASHEOG7.01 Explain the basis of any given ContainmentJiydrogen 
Analyzer and Recombiner System Operating Procedure (SOP-38) Plant 
Requirement, Precaution or Limitation, Caution, or Note. 

References ASHE Containment H2 Analyzers, Recombiners, and PASS 
·. Gaseous Process Monitoring System SOP-38 

Question Source New 

. Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the monitors are not rated for 

Notes 

. containment pressure following an accident, resulting iri a leakage . 
·path. 

B. . Candidate incorrectly believes that the monitor will concentrate 
hydrogen to an explosive level in the monitor . 

. C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the monitors are not rated for 
containment pressure· following an accident. 

D. CORRECT. The sample valves isolate on a CHP or CHR signal. 
Operating the pumps without first enabling the valves will cause the 

. PD sample pumps to operate without a suction or discharge path. 

----------·· 



Question 65 
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The plant is operating at I 00% power when EK-06, .Rack D, Window 5, "ATWS 
Trouble/Trip," alarms. The plant does NOT trip. 

Which of the following conditions would result in tbi~ ~arm? 
. '· 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

c. De-energizing the D 

\ 



RO Question 65 SRO Question 65 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000029.EK2.06 Knowledge of the interrelations between the and the following 
an A TWS: Breakers, relays, and disconnects 

RO Importance 2.9 SRO Importance 3.1 · 

Objective ASGCOA2.10 Describe the function and operation of the A TWS trip 
system. 

References ASGC Reactor Protection System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that a failure low of the pressure 
transmitter would cause the alarm, but actually requires a high 
pressure condition. 

Notes . 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that this would cause the alarm, but· 
system must be in normal to remove key. Selects since taking switch 
out of normal _position causes alarm. 

C. CORRECT. A loss of potential will result in this alarm, but not 
cause a trip since the system is energize to trip. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that P-8B starting will cause the 
alarm, but selects because P-8B starts on an A TWS signal. 



Question 66 

The following conditions exist: 

Palisades Nudear Plant 
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• The plant is at 25% power during a power reduction. 
• Indication on the Station Power Transformer feeder breaker to Bus 1 A is RED light 

lit, WHITE light lit, and GREEN light dar,k (all bUlbs are good). 
• Indication on the Startup Transformer feec!~:c-\>reak,erto Bus l A is RED light dark, 

WHITE light lit, and GREEN lightflitU~lll·bliJJ)~t~tgbQd). 
-~~::~~~~!~~~~.'fr;~- .;_;i. ::'.=:~·;{·'~t~.\~B~~~, 

If the Station Power Transformetff~itireaker were to~tfipfu,ue to an overcurrent 

condition, wlllch of the fol~ir~":~: - -'?~~ 
A. ·Bus l A wou14~de- ····~· ·" e and'' r, ma_i,n turbine;<iand main generator 

would all ti.f'. . ..·A· .,. 

B. 

c. 

tor would trip. The reactor would 
OT trip. 

the main turbine and generator would trip. The 

\· 

D. Bus · l A would fast transfer to the Startup Transformer and the plant would remain· 
at the current power. 

Answer 

A. Bus l A would de-energize and the reactor, main turbine, and main generator 
would all trip. 



RO Question 66 SRO Question · 66 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 062.A4.04 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control rqom: 
Local operation of breakers 

RO Importance 2.6 SRO Importance 2.7 · 

Objectivf? 
. . . . 

ASAAOA3.01 Given various conditions involving improperly installed or 
blown. closing coil fuses for 2400 or 4160 V AC load break~rs, describe the 
following: 2. indications available locally at the breaker, and in the 
Control Room for diagnosing the condition. 

Refetences ASAA Electrical Distribution· 
Station Power SOP-30. 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. This is the expected indication for the plant 
conditions. The white light indicates that the closing springs are 
charged and available to close. However, a fast transfer does not 
occur unless a generator trip has been sensed. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that only the generator will trip, but 
recognizes that the SIU breaker will not fast transfer.· 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that only the turbine and generator 
will trip, but recognizes that the SIU breaker will not fast transfer. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the SIU breaker will fast transfer 
on any trip of the breaker. 



Question 67 
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The plant is operating at 22% power when a Feedwater Regulating Valve fails open from 
its current positi9n and CANNOT be closed. 

..:ci:;t. 
As level approaches 90% in the affected SG, a reac' ,_ .. ..., ·pis initiated to ... 

A. prevent an overpower condition. 

B. 

c. 

D. protect the 

Answer 

D. 



RO Question 67 SRO Question 67 
RO Tier/Group 1/1 SRO Tier/Group Ill 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 5 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA CE.A 11.2.4.1 Knowledge of EOP entry conditions and immediate action 
steps. 

RO Importance 4.3 SRO Importance 4.6. 

Objective TBAEOG7.04 Given plant conditions involving an Excess Feedwater 
event, determine the consequences of a failure to perform 311y given step 
in Excess Feedwater, ONP 10. 

References TBAE Feedwater Transients 
Excessive Feedwater Increase 
Increase in Steam Flow 

ONP-10 
FSAR 14.10 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the cooldown will result in an 
excessive positive reactivity addition. The excessive feed event is 
bounded by the excessive steam event which concludes that the plant 
trips maintain the plant within acceptable limits. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the cooldown and 
depressurization of the PCS is limiting in this event. The excessive 
feed event is bounded by the excessive steam event which concludes 
that the plant trips m~ntain the plant within acceptable limits. 

C. C~didate incorrectly believes that the cooldown and 
depressurization of the PCS is limiting in this event. The excessive 
feed event is bounded by the excessive steam event which concludes 
that the plant trips maintain the plant within acceptable limits. 

D. CORRECT. The concern is watei:- carryover to the turbine. Since 
. the plant is operating above 15% power, the reactor is tripped before 
tripping the turbine. · 



Question 68 
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Following a loss of offsite power, the crew is performing a Natural Circulation 
Cooldown. The following conditions exist: 

• The Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) are closed. 
• The pressure in both SGs is approximately 525 psia. 
• EOP-8.0 directs the operator to block theMSIV closure signal. 

Which of the following actions shouta\We'Thken? . 
. . 2i~~~~;~y,?>·· ,, .. ;· . ' ... . 

A. Determine the step ~$~e NoV~epli~J~~d continu~!~n.j.n the procedure. 
~k~, '~1y< '.;.~, . . :.~.~f<. 

B. Block the signal si ·~"··" ·"lure tcr!d · ould b.e;.a violatfon of procedure usage. 
. .. . ·. ·~~ /,~-J~~:(J?~:. 

C. . .,. ·· .. IV;.solenoids from overheating. 
ti~y; ... ~ 

D. "~~ signal is interlocked with the block. 

Answer 

C. Block the signal since th~s will protect the MSIV solenoids from overheating. 

I, 



·' 

:. 

RO Question 
i 

68 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 

SRO Question 
SRO Tier/Group 
1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

111 
2 

KA CE.A 13 .AK.3 .2 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they 
apply to the Natural Circulation Operations: Normal, abnormal 
and emergency operating procedures associated with Natural 

· Circulation Operations 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3 .4 

Objective TBACT00.01 Given plant conditions involving a loss of forced 
circulation, respond IAW EOP 8.0. 

References TBAC Loss of Forced Circulation (EOP 8.0) 
EOP-8.0 Loss of Offsite Power/Forced Circulation Recovery 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that this step performs no action if the 
MSIV s are already closed. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that every step in the EOP network 
must be performed and no step can be bypassed. 

C. CORRECT. The intent of this step is to ensure that MSIS does not 
actuate unnecessarily and complicate the event. It also will 
deenergize the solenoid valves if energized as a result of a previous 
MSIS signal. This will protect the solenoid valves from overheating. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that there is an electrical interlock 
between this switch and the reset. 



Question 69 
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A female operator on your crew informs you, in writing, that she is 2 months pregnant. 

• During an outage 2 months ago, she received 60 mRem TEDE. 
• Last month, she received 20 mRem TEDE. 

Per Palisades adminstrative procedures, over the next 7 months the additional TEDE she 
can receive is limited to ... 

270mRem. 
. .... ·-~-~:· 

. .··-- .. A. 

B. 350mRem. 

c. 

D. 420mRem. 

Answer 

B. 350mRem. 



RO Question SRO Question 69 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item . 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 4 

KA 2.3.1 Knowledge of 10 CFR 20 and related facility radiation control 
requirements. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.0 · 

Objective ADAAG 15.01 Describe the following IA W Admin Procedure 7 .04. a. 
Dose limits and control levels. d. Lifetime dose policy. 

References ADAA APs 1.0, 5.09, 7.0, 8.0, 11.0, 13.0 
Radiation Dosimetry · Admin 7.04 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the total exposure is limited to 
350 .mRem and she has already received 80 mRem. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. A declared pregnant female can only receive 450 
mRem for the entire 9 months of pregnancy. But she is limited to 50 
mRem/month during each of her 9 months. For the next 7 months 
she can only receive a total of 350 mRem. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the only limit is 450 mRem for 
the 9 months and does not take into account the 50 mRem/month 
requirement. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the only limit is the legal limit of 
500 mRem for the gestation period. 



:· 
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Question 70 

Given the following conditions: 

• The plant is operating at 25% power. 
• All controls are in Cascade mode (automatic if cascade is not available). 
• _Group 4 control rods are at 55 inches. 
• The operator is withdrawing Group 4 contn:>I rods.in. Manual Sequencing mode. 
• When the "joystick" is released, outward rochnoti.9n eqntinues. 
• Placing the mode selector in EM.OEF'bis NO effect. T~~ 

:; ,. ~:~. ~: ~;· ... ' ....... ".·.:.~-:.:.·,·.,: .• _._<.···.·. 
~·~;::~~=: ,·· ~" 

;. ~ ~~f ~·. '.~7 . . ... .. . ·.~!~-.- .. : :.· : .... 
Which of the following wi~1~.torttap~Y.~P;;~~ _reactorT;:H~S> 

A. Variable Hi~£~,. "~(f,~/i''.' ···~i 
B. High Start Up· .·,-:;~ --·: ... ~_li~~}~ 

·~ . 

C. Thermal Margin/L 

D. 

Answer 

A. Variable High Power 



l 

RO Question 
RO Tier/Group · 

SRO Question 70 
SRO Tier/Group 111 

1 OCFRSS.41 (b) Item 10CFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA 000001.AKl.01 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
conc,epts as they apply to Continuous Rod Withdrawal: Prompt · 
criticality 

·RO Importance SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective TBANT00.10 Given plant conditions involving a continuQUs rod 
withdrawal event, respond IA W SOP-6 Attachment 1. 

References TBAN Control Systems Transients 
Instrumentation Settings TS 3.17 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. The maximum setpoint under these conditions is 35% 
(15% above current power level). This trip is designed to protect 
against rapid rea~tivity insertions, such as rod withdrawals. 

· Notes-

B. · Candidate incorrectly believes that this trip would still be enabled at 
this power level (auto block above 15%). Trip is designed to protect 
against rapid reactivity additi<?ns, such as rod withdrawal, during 
startup conditions. 

C. Candidate. incorrectly believes that a rod withdrawal transient is a 
slow enough transient such that it would not be protected against by 
other trips .. Trip is designed more for slow transients, such as 
temperature increases due to dilution at power and decreasing 
pressure. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the pressurizer spray valves 
would not be capable of overcoming the rise in pressurizer pressure 
due to the increase in PCS temperature. 

QUESTION IS COMMON TO RO AND SRO EXAMS. SEE RO 
QUESTION 38. 

__ , -~---------.------

"• 



Question 71 

Given the following conditions: 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

• A rapid load reduction occurred several minutes. 
80%. 

• The crew is attempting to restore control · 11 out position. -
• An electrical malfunction results in G. rods becoming stuck at 80 

inches. 

In order to satisfy the Technica margin, within two (2) 
hours power must be redu , el 

A. 74%. 

B. 69.5%. 

C. 66%. 

D. 33%. 

Answer 

A. 74%. 

TDM FIGURE 1.9, POWER DEPENDENT INSERTION LIMITS, IS REQUIRED 
TO BE INCLUDED FOR THIS QUESTION .. 



RO Question 71 SRO Question 71 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 5 1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 001.Al.02 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to 
prevent exceeding design limits) associated with operating the 
CRDS controls including: ... Prepower dependent insertion 
limit" and power dependent insertion limit 

RO Importance 4.0 SRO Importance 4.2 

Objective ASEEOG9.0l Given various Plant conditions, one or more of the 
following annunciators in the alarmed condition: c. Use applicable control 
room references to determine the actions required. 

References ASEE · Control Rod Drive Mechanisms and Controls 
Control Rod and Power Distribution Limits 
Power Dependent Insertion.Limits 

TS 3.10 
TOM Fig. 1.9 
SOP-34 
ARP-5 

Question Source New . 

Plant Process Computer System 
PCP SG and Rod Drives Scheme 

Justification A. CORRECT. The TS PDIL curve requires that power be limited to. 
<74%. 

· B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the limit for TS PDIL is the.PPC 
PDIL curve value. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the limit for TS PDIL is the PPC · 
PPDIL curve value. -

D. Candidate incorrec;tly interprets the TS PDIL curve, reading the point , . 
for 80 inche.s on Group 3. 

Notes TDM FIGURE 1.9, POWER DEPENDENT INSERTION LIMITS, IS · 
REQUIRED TO BE INCLUDED FOR THIS QUESTION. 



Question 72 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

A steam generator tube leak has occurred and the cr.ew has shut down the plant in 
accordance with ONP-23.2, Steam Generator Tube Leak. ONP-23.2 provides guidance 
for depressurizing the PCS following the plant shut down. 

Pressurizer pressure is to be maintained below 970 psia to ensure ... 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

8. 



RO Question 72 SRO Question 72 
RO Tier/Group 112 SRO Tier/Group 112 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000037.AAI .09 Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to 
the Steam Generator Tube Le'1;k: RCS loop pressure indicators 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 3.2 · 

Objective TBAFOA2.05 Given plant conditions involving a S/G tube leak, 
determine the consequences of failing to perform any giveq step contained 
within ONP 23.2. 

References · TBAF 
ONP-23.2 

Steam Generator Tube Leak/Rupture 
Steam Generator Tube Leak 

. Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that this highest priority pressure 
concern is met by controlling PCS pressure below 970 psia, but it is 
actually maintained ~y staying within the limits of EOP Supplement 
1. 

Notes . 

B. CORRECT. Although this is the second highest priority for 
pressure control in ONP-23.2, maintaining pressure below this value · 
ensures no code safety lifts in the event of the SG going solid. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that this third highest priority for 
pressure control strategy is met by maintaining <970 psia, but it is 
actually met by maintaining pressurizer pressure within 50 psid of 
SG pressure. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this pressure is maintained to 
ensure that pre_ssurizer pressure is well below the shutoff head of the 
HPSI pumps .in the event-of an escalation of the .leak into a rupture. 



Question .73 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
S~nior Reactor Operator Examination 

Given the following conditions: 

• A power escalation is in progress. 
• Maximum power range NI power is 19%. , '"· 
• Maximum~ T power is 20%. ,_;:: : 
• Current Variable High Power Trip (VHP,11)'.s~poihtj~.30%. 

< ··,.,~.;.:\ii;o;. < ': ~: :f:.": >.:''~Jt,. 
If the VHPT Reset pushbuttons ared~~oo, then <~::_A,., ... J setpoint will be ... 

. · :-f!"t.f ···~~~~+~~,:· ···~-=~~~f}>;. . 

·:~r~r~. 30%. A. 

B. 35%. 

c. 40%. 

D. 45%. 

Answer 

B. 35%. 

-----. 



RO Question 73 SRO Question 73 
RO Tier/Group 211 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 015.K6.03 Knowledge of the effect of a loss or malfunction on the 
following will have on the NIS: Component interconnections 

RO Importance 2.6 SRO Importance 3.0 · 

Objective ASGDOK4.02 Given an operating mode of the TMM, predict its ability to 
process a TM/LP trip, a VHPT, or to initiate alarms. 

References ASGD Thenn:al Margin Monitor (TMM) 
Power Escalation After Synchronii.ation 
RPS and A TWS System 

GOP-5 
SOP-36 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Carididate incorrectly believes that setpoint will remain at low limit 
due to power being below 30%. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. The VHPT is set to the current maximum power level 
plus 15%. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that setpoint will be 15% above the 
maximum nuclear power. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that setpoint will be increased by 15% 
above current value. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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Question 74 

Following a loss of coolant accident, the following conditions are noted: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

A. 

Containment pressure is 2.5 psig . 
Containment temperature is l 90°F . 
Pressurizer pressure indicates 600 psia . 
SG pressure indicates 400 psia. .. ... , . 
Highest indicated PCS temperatureiS}450oF~.~~'.'<t;1F"':'': 

• • • • . · ~.~,. .... ~; ·"'~-'::.·:.;.~:i}.':;~_'.:C~·····;:~ 

RVLMS md1catmg hghts are ail;()~. · "~'£}}:<·:;-;;:;: .. 
Pressurizer level (cold cal) itliti~Mo/o '.Wd stabtl+~fr~:ifih . 
Pressurizer leve~ (h~t ~~~di~1: %1 ,;7': table. ~.~·~~~l~:i., 
Both SG levels md1cate5 o. ,,,,. '/tt:I~:;,:0,, 

' -~ . ~-::~!-*• ... 
·::..~· 

criteria? 

8. Subcooling critieria 1 · 

D. SG level criteria is NOT mef 

Amwcr / 

A. All four SI throttling criteria are met 

--~ EOP SVJ.>PLEMENTS 1(~AGES1-5), 9(PAGES1-2), 10 (PAGES 1-2), AND 11 
(PAGES 1-2) ARE REQUIRED TO BE INCLUDED. 



RO Question 74 SRO Question 74 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
1 OCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 . 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 0000 l l .EA2. ·11 Ability to determine or interpret the following as they apply to 
a Large Break LOCA: Conditions for throttling or stopping 

· HPI 

RO Importance 3.9 SRO Importance 4.3 

Objective · TBAGOG7.06 Given Plant conditions involving a Safety lojection 
actuation determine: a. If Safety Injection can be throttled. b. Actions 
required if Safety Injection has been throttled and throttling criteria is no 
longer met. 

References EOP-4.0 
EOP Sup 1 
EOP Sup 9 
EOP Sup 10 
EOP Sup 11 

Question Source New 

Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery . 
Pressure Temperature Limit Curves 
Pressurizer Level Correction - Hot Cal 
Pressurizer Level Correction - Cold Cal 
SG Level Correction 

Justification A. : CORRECT. Degraded containment conditions exist due to the high·· 
. temperature, but all criteria are met to throttle SI. 

B. Candidate incorrectly applies subcooling curves, either using 
incorrect curve or misinterpreting requirement based on correct curve 
(EOP Sup 1, Page 4). 

C. Candidate incorrectly applies pressurizer level curves, either not 
using correct hot and cold cal curves or incorrectly applying 
correction factor (EOP Sup 9 and l 0). 

D. Candidate incorrectly applies SG level curves, either misinterpreting 
curve or misapplymg correction factor (EOP Sup 11 ). 

---·Notes EOP SUPPLEMENTS 1(PAGES1-5), 9 (PAGES 1-2); 10 (PAGES 1-2), 
AND 11(PAGES1-2) ARE REQUIRED TO BE INCLUDED. 

.~ ---··-·-..-'---



Question 75 

Palisades Nudear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

Following a small break loss of coolant accident, the following conditions are noted: . 

• Containment pressure is 2.4 psig. 
• Containment temperature is 165°F. 
• Containment radiation levels are 2. 7 x l 01 R/hour. 

Assuming a normal pre-event alignm~t,::w.hicifc)fbiefollowing valves is expected to be 
OPEN?. ..-.,;; ., . · . · 

. =·4.·:'i~~~'~>;:~ 

A. 

B. 

c. 

0. · CV-0910 CCW to'l' , ··:~~ 

Answer 

0. CV-0910, CCW to Containment. 



RO Question 75 SRO Question 75 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 072.Kl.02 Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect 
relationships between the ARM system and the following 
systems: Containment Ventilation 

RO Importance 3.5 SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective ASDCOA3.01 Describe the automatic action initiated by Containment 
Area Radiation Monitors RIA-1805, RIA-1806; RIA-1807 and RIA-1808 
upon receipt of a high radiation alarm. 

References ASDC Radiation Monitoring System 
EOP-4.0 
EOP Sup 6 

Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery 
. Checksheet for Containment Isolation 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the requirement to sample SGs · 
for tube leakage would maintain this valve open. 

Notes 

B. Candidate inGorrectly believes that the requirement to be able to vent 
the CWRTs be maintained in the event of a CHP. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the continued operation of the 
PCPs under these conditions would require controlled bleed-off be 
maintained. 

D. CORRECT. Valve only closes on a CH_P signal. 



. I 

Question 76 

A loss of offsite power has occurred. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

EOP-3.0 directs closing the MSIVs, MSIV Bypasses, and SG Slowdown Valves to ... 

A. 

8. 

c. 

D. 

conserve AFW inventory. 

minimize PCS-to-SG diffe_:::iw~~;l~~\1; 
protect the condenser froml9v"¢!pfessur~. · 

/~~?;~~ ·.~;&i~t~~· .. ,; .. ,~{'; 
allow better contro[of.mCS t . , ' '··'· 

'•~ '(;!\;'(\), -, 

Answer 

c . 

. ( 



RO Question 76 SRO Question 76 
RO Tier/Group 1/1 SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 7 1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 000055.2.4. 7 Knowledge of event based EOP mitigation strategies. 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3.8 

Objective TBAROG7.01 Given plant conditions involving a loss of all AC power: 
a. Describe the major actions necessary to stabilize plant conditions. 
b. Describe the consequences of failing to perform any giv~ EOP 3.0 
step. 

References TBAR EOP· 3.0, Electrical Emergency Recovery 
Station Blackout Recovery EOP-3.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that this action is taken to maintain. 

Notes 

SG inventory and minimize AFW makeup requirements. 
B. Candidate incorrectly believes that this action is taken to minimize 

the likelihood of a SGTR which might result in a release to the 
environment. 

C. CORRECT. Without any Cooling Tower or Condensate Pumps, no 
condenser cooling is available so this action is taken to prevent 
dumping steam into the condenser. · 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that this action is taken to allow use 
of the ADV nitrogen backup. However, this can be used whether the 
MSIVs are open or not. 

·' 



:· 

Question 77 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

The turbine has just been synchronized to the grid and power level is 13%. Condensate 
Pump P-2A is in the process of being returned to service following breaker maintenance 
and the AO has just racked the breaker back in. 

Which of the following actions is to be taken if Condensate Pump P-28 were to trip? 

A. 

8. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

D. 



RO Question 77 SRO Question 77 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 5 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 056.A2.04 Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions 
or operations on the Condensate System; and (b) based on 
those predictions, use procedures to correct, control, or mitigate 
the consequences of those malfunctions or operations: Loss of 
condensate pumps 

RO Importance 2.6 SRO Importance 2.8 

Objective ASLBOA2.0l Given Plant conditions and a failure, malfunction, or 
incorrect operation of any given Main Condensate or Main Feedwater 
System component, predict the impact on the operation of the Main 
Condensate and Main Feedwater System. 

References ASLB Main Condensate and Feed System 
ARP-1 
ONP-3 

Turbine Condenser and Feedwater Scheme EK-01 
Loss of Main Feedwater 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that main feedwater will be available 
for several minutes to allow time to establish AFW flow, but the feed 
pumps trip as soon as suction pressure is lost. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that starting the pump will prevent a 
low suction pressure trip of the feed pumps, but pressure will drop 
rapidly. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that a reactor trip is not required due 
to turbine load being below 15%, but the loss of feed flow requires a 
trip per ONP-3. 

D. CORRECT. A loss of both condensate pumps will cause the feed 
pumps to trip. If the plant is above the capability of AFW, this 
requires a reactor trip: 



Question 78 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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In accordance with Technical Specifications, the normal setting of the atmospheric steam 
dump and turbine bypass valves at 900 psia provides additional assurance that which of 
the following will be maintained within limits? 

A. Rated power 

B. 

c. 

D. 

Answer 

B. 



:-

RO Question SRO Question 78 
RO Tier/Group 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 2.1.10 Knowledge of conditions and limitations in the facility license. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective ADATOAl.07 Describe the two safety limits IA W Palisades Technical 
Specifications. 

References ADAT Technical Specification Introduction 
TS2.2 Safety Limit - Primary Coolant System Pressure 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the ADVs and TBV provide 
assurance that this limit is not exceeded. Limit is assured by 
administrative operating limits. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. Additional assurance that the nuclear steam supply 
system (NSSS) pressure does not exceed the safety limit is provided 
by the normal setting of the atmospheric steam dump and turbine 
bypass valves of 900 psia. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the ADVs and TBV provide 
assurance that this limit is not exceeded. Limit is assured by 
administrative operating limits. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the ADVs and TBV provide 
assurance that this limit is not exceeded. Limit is assured by 
administrative operating limits. 



Question 79 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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\V9ile responding to a loss of coolant accident, a Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS) is 
received. The following conditions are established: 

• HPSI Pump P-66A tripped earlier and is unavaila91¢. 
• HPSI Pump P-668 is operating. · '~. { . 
• Charging pump P-558 is operating. . 
• Charging Pumps P-55A and P-55C ~,i;e . 

~ ........ , ...•.. !.:'.).:";., -...;, . .., 

• Containment Spray Pump P-54Cll$'.()1*tating. o,_ -~\ 

• Containment Spray Pumps p;;s4*1~cf' P-54,B are sect$1~;9ut available. 
. ' .~.'.:: -~·- ' *''-•·t·~··,t .... 

• HPSI Subcooling Yalv~:{W-30?Q)j~':PP. .. ·· .,,,:1J'"~1• ·•. · · 

• HJ>SI Subcooling Yalv~i~¥-30i~1l' . . ·'y {'.\ 
• Both HPSI Pump~Mini·tii>w~Yalves,·· 

' '.;~~i~~'.\ /" -

The operator reports ~$n 
':'t 

A .. 

B. Start Containment Spray Pump P-54.B. 

· C. Open HPSI Sµbcooling Valve CV-3071. 
,_ 

D. Stop Charging Pump.P-558. 

Answer 

- ... -~ -----. -

D. Stop Charging Pump P-558. 



t . 

RO Question SRO Question 79 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 2 

KA 000074.EK2.05 Knowledge of the interrelations between the and the following 
Inadequate Core Cooling: LPI pumps 

RO Importance SRO Importance 4.1 · 

Objective TBAGOA2.03 Given Plant conditions involving a LOCA, determine the 
consequences of failing to perform any given step contained within EOP 
4.0. 

References TBAG PCS Leak/Loss of Coolant Accident 
Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery EOP-4.0 

Question Source New 

" Justification· A. Candidate incorrectly believes that this action should be taken since 

Notes 

it will provide adequate flow to protect the HPSI pump. However, 
this will result in pumping sump water to the SIR WT\and a release to 
. the environment and should not be performed. 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that inadequate suction head exists for 
the HPSI pump, but the current alignment should provide adequate 

· NPSH. 
C. Candidate incorrectly believes that inadequate suction head exists for 

the HPSI pump, but the current alignment should provide adequate . 
NPSH. 

D. CORRECT. Since Charging Pump discharge pressure may be 
providing resistance to HPSI flow, they will continue to be operated .· .. 
to maximize charging flow availability until their discharge pressure 
impacts maintaining minimum HPSI flow. 

~--. r -,......,...---- - ---



.. l.· 

:-

. Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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Question 80 

Given the following current plant conditions: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D .. 

A large steam break has occurred inside containment. 
No PC}>s are operating . 
SG 'A' pressure is 740 psia . 
SG 'B' pressure is 30 psia . 
Containment pressure is 15 psig . 
The MSIVs are closed . 

.~v~, 
The rapid d ·"·~~,.,,, 

~ 

~ 

Natural circulation flow 

n"t.·'·,_.·.,' 

o the environment will be established. 

interrupted in the affected loop. 

Answer 

C. A direct release path from containment to the environment will be established . 



RO Question SRO Question 80 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 111 
1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA . CE.Al 1.AK3.2 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they 
apply to the RCS Overcooling: Normal, abnormal and 
emergency operating procedures associated with RCS 
Overcooling 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.4 

Objective TBADOG7.02 Given plant conditions involving an Excess Steam Demand 
Event, determine the consequences of failure to perform any given step 
within EOP 6.0. 

References TBAD Excess Steam Demand Event 
Excess Steam Demand Ev~nt EOP-6.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that this final drop in pressure will 
cause a SGTR when the drop from normal pressure to 15 psig was 
much more severe. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes th~t a SG at this pressure will have 
any affect on PCS temperature. 

C. CORRECT. If Containment pressure is higher than the affected 
S/G pressure and the ESDE is inside of Containment, then opening 
of the ASDV s on the affected S/G will provide a direct release path 
from containment to the environment. Opening the ADV will cause 
the SG to depressurize to atmospheric pressure. • 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes thatNC would exist in a loop that has 
·no heat sink. 



Question 81 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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. I 

The plant is operating at 80% when annunciator EK-0703, "Letdown Ht Ex Tube Outlet 
Hi Temp," alarms. The operator checks the temperature and notes it is indicating 145°F. 
He also notes tha.t the Purification Ion Exchangers ar · OT bypassed. . . 

What is the predominant result of this condif . 

A. Power level will lower due to 

B. 

D. Power !eve 

Answer 

A. e in PCS boron concentration. 



:· 

RO Question 8.1 SRO Question 81 
RO Tier/Group 1/2 SRO Tier/Group 112 · 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 004.K5.15 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concept as it applies to the CVCS: Boron and control rod 
reactivity effects as they relate to MTC 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 3.5 

Objective ASFAOG9.01 Given various Plant conditions, one or inore of the 
following annunciators in the alarmed condition: b. Describe the effect of 
a valid alarm condition on the operation of the eves. 

References ASF A 
ARP-4 
SOP-2A 

CVCS/Boric Acid Heat Trace 
Primary System Volume Level Pressure Scheme EK-07 
Chemical and Volume Control System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. Increasing letdown temperature through the ion 
exchangers results in a release of boron to the system. This will 
cause a slight drop in power ·level. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes increasing letdown te~perature will 
ca~e the ion exchangers to absorb more boron, but recognizes that 
the effect is a change in boron concentration. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the small change in letdown 
temperature will affect PCS temperature sufficiently to cause a 
change in MTC. . 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the small change in letdown 
temperature will affect PCS temperature sufficiently to cause a 
change in MTC. 

--.-·----· ·-----



Question 82 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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The Spent Fuel Pool boron concentration was sampled at 2000 ppm after the last time 
water was added from PMW T-90 to make up for evaporative losses several months ago . 

. ·~ 
• The pool level has since lowered from 646'6" · -iw, '4" due to evaporative losses 

only. 
• Current boron concentration of the S 

What will the expected boron con is used to restore the Spent 
Fuel Pool to 646'6"? 

A. 1992 ppm 

B. 2000 ppm· 

C. 2008 ppm 

D. 2016 ppm 

Answer 

~ 2000 ppm 



RO Question 82 SRO Question 82 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Itein 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 033.K4.05 Knowledge of design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) which 
provide for the folloWing: Adequate. SOM (boron 
concentration) 

RO Importance 3.1 SRO Importance 3.3 

Objective ASCBOG7.0l Describe the basis for any Plant Requirement, Precautions 
and Limitation or caution statement in SOP-27. 

References ASCB Spent Fuel Pool Cooling 
Fuel Pool System SOP-27 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly determines that boron concentration will lower 
8 ppm for each 1" level change or uses the original value of2000 
ppm. 

Notes 

B. ·CORRECT. Evaporative losses only result in a loss of water so the 
boron concentration should return to its original value when PMW is 
added. If candidate chooses to use attachment, calculation will 
indicate that boron concentration will lower approximately 8 ppm 
(O.Ol·ppm/gal @646'6" X 2" x 426 gal/inch= 8.52 ppm) 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes the amount of water added is 
insignificant to change boron concentration. 

D. Candidate incorrectly determines that boron concentration will rise 
due to a mathematical error if he chooses to use the attachment to 
calculate the change. 

I . 



Question 83 

Given the following plant conditions: 

• PCS temperature is 420°F. 

:-

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

• · Variable Low Temperature Overpressure Protection.(L TOP) System is armed in 
LTOP Mode . 

• ·"'·; 

• 
. -.. ' ,·.:...'.~ '~; .. 

·:·:.,· 
.:··.,,=..:. 

• 

A. 

B. D. 

C. 

D. ressure, failing HIGH. 

Answer 

· B. CV-2009, Letdown Isolation Valve, failing CLOSED. 



RO Question 83 SRO Question 83 
RO Tier/Group 112 SRO Tier/Group 1/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000058.AA2.03 Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply 
to the Loss of DC Power: DC loads lost; impact on ability to 
operate and monitor plant systems 

RO Importance 3.5 SRO Importance 3.9 

Objective T8AQOK6.01 Given plant conditions, determine the consequences of 
failing to perfomi any step or complying with any Caution within th_e 
applicable procedure for the following: c. Loss of DC Power 

References T8AQ Loss of Load and Loss of AC/DC Powe·r 
Loss of DC Power ONP-2.3 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that PIC-0202 will lose power when 
panel D 11-1 fails, but power is supplied to the controller through an 
inverter. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. CV-2009 fails closed on a loss of DC power. This. 
will cause PCS leakage through letdown relief valve RV-2006 since 
PCS pressure is now felt at the valve. 

· C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the fail position of PRV-10428 is 
open, but it actually fails closed on a loss of DC power. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that PT-01058 will lose power on the 
loss of D 11-1, but power is received through an inverter. 



Question 84 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

The Filtered Waste Monitor Tank is being discharged at a rate of 50 gpm. 

Which of the following actions will automatically occur to terminate this release if a high 
radiation condition is detected by the Liquid RadwasteMonitor? 

A. 

8. 

c. 

D. 

Tripping the Filtered Waste Pump P~l 

Closing CV-: l 049, J" Discruuj~~Jation · 
' ·:~:..~:.·. ·'· ,,:· ,,~ :,., 

Answer 

c. Closing CV-1051, l ~': -~ 



,. 

RO Question 84 SRO Question 84 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41 (b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 068.K6. l 0 Knowledge of the effect of a loss or malfunction on the 
following will have on the Liquid Radwaste System: Radiation 
monitors 

RO Importance 2.5 SRO Importance 2.9 

Objective ASDCG12.02 Describe the automatic actiOns initiated by each of the 
following process monitors upon receipt of a high alarm. c. RIA-1049 
(Radwaste Discharge Monitor) 

References ASDC Radiation Monitoring System . 
ARP-8 
sop:..11B 

Safeguard SI and Isolatioh Scheme EK-13 
Dirty Radioactive Waste System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the tank pump gets a signal to trip 
to terminate the release. 

Notes 

B. · Candidate incorrectly believes that the high flow discharge valve 
will be open during a release of 50 gpm. Not used unless > 100 gpm 
flow is required although it does get a signal to close. 

C. CORRECT. Both CV-I 051 and CV-1049 receive close signals, but 
at this flow rate only CV-1051 is open. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the common discharge isolation 
valve closes to terminate the release. · 



Question 85 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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The crew is responding to a loss of condenser vacuum and the following conditions exist: 

• Load is being reduced in an attempt to stabilize vacuum and is currently at 65%. 
• Vacuum has lowered to 21 "Hg (9" Hg back pressutj:) and appears stable. 

:~ ... 
,. ·. 

The· crew should ... 
:· .... -· ".<.::,•: . 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. - rip Actions. 

Answer 

--r~· --· ---



RO Question 85 SRO Question 85 
RO Tier/Group 111 SRO Tier/Group 111 
10CFRSS.4l(b) Item 7 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 000051.AA2.02 Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply 
to the Loss of Condens~r Vacuum: Conditions requiring reactor 
and/or turbine trip 

RO Importance 3.9 SRO Importance 4.1 

Objective. ASLAOK4.0l State the trips and/or interlocks that use main condenser 
vacuum as the initiating parameter. 

References ASLA Main Condenser· 
ONP-14 
ARP-1 

Loss of Condenser Vacuum 
Turbine Condenser.and Feedwater Scheme EK-01 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes trip setpoint does not occur until 
vacuum is 18"Hg and further actions should be taken prior to 
reaching this .point. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes trip setpoint does not occur until 
vacuum is l 8"Hg and further actions should be taken prior to 
reaching this point. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that stabilizing the plant in this 
condition is acceptable. Limits on condenser pressure have been 
exceeded and continued operation is not desirable. 

D. CORRECT. Trip criteria for a loss of vacuum is 22.5" Hg. 
Automatic trip occurs between vacuum of 18"Hg and 22"Hg. 



Palisade,; Nudear Plant 
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Question 86 

Given the following conditions: 

• Containment Pressure channel PSX-1802 has failed, resulting in a tripped condition. 
• A fault occurs on preferred AC Bus YI 0, causing the bus to deenergize. 

Which of the following conditions describes the Containment Spray System alignment? 
· .. :.; .... 

A. ONLY Containment Spray Pump)P~54A wiifbe:pro:yiding spray flow. 

· .;.)d/1:~;.y . "" · . ,. ::z;~f;.. 
ONLY ContainmentSpray}>t!mps P,;ffeJB.\~nd P54G~}Vilt-be providing spray flow . 

.. :. <~;;~ . "'V(i~.~1~~1~!f~3:,>, , ·';;;:;:);:;~, 
ALL Containment Spray·Pumps:,Win~~e provi~g spray'flow. 

NO Contai~~j~p'\~ w;::~~~~Ji, 

'B. 

C. 

D. 

Answer 

A. 
I ··~:-.,~tM:~y~ . -

ONLY Containment SpraY,::~p P-54A will be providing spray flow. 
'~~~~.; . 

:-



RO Question 86 SRO Question 86 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 7 1 OCFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 012.K6.l l Knowledge of the effect of a loss or malfunction of the 
concepts as the apply to the RPS: Trip setpoint calculators 

RO Importance 2.9 SRO Importance 2.9 

Objective ASGCOA2.04 Given Plant conditions and Control Room references, 
determine if the RPS channel trip is due to a failed input. 

References ASGC Reactor Protection System 
Loss of Preferred AC-Bus YlO ONP-24.1 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. A loss of YlO will result in a second channel of 
containment pressure to trip. This will cause a Containment Spray 
actuation, but the left train will not actuate due to the loss of YlO, so 
only P54A, the right train, will be operating. 

Notes 

· B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the loss of Yl 0 affects the ability 
of the right train to automatically actuate instead of the left train. 

C. Candidate iilcorrectly believes that the loss ofYlO causes the proper 
coincidence for CHP·to be achieved, but does not affect the 
automatic actuation of CHP. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the loss of Y 10 will cause the 
containment pressure channel to fail to a non-tripped condition. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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Question 87 

Given the following plant conditions: 

• The plant is operating at 50% power. 
• Preferred AC Bus Y30 is deenergized. 
•· The CRDM transformer selector is selected to TRANSFORMER# I. -

• Breaker 52-226, Transformer #I Feeder,.trip~!' _ 
. .. ~--;;"::· ... :• 

Which of the following describes th~.~hse ofth~"~lani'?:: 
.· '.;U•3f.~~:'.;: . _ _ · ~:~,;~:.::;~ 

The Regulating RodSi ' · p in(()~tb,e c9~;~.~e Shutdown:;:g:ods remain withdrawn. 
~'.{ ~, "';f:~tJ•-(W.1~~~4¥;:_:: :~~~~., ':': 

The Regulati_~;,Ro' .. ~t.#1ain Wi~Wfi; the ~htitdown Rods trip into the core. 
, r-·-... , , ..... ¥3:\ -. :r~~~t:{,_,,}~ , :~; .. 

The Regulatin hutdOWji~ - p¥foto the core. 

A. 

8. 

C. 

D. 

Answer 

D. The Regulating Rods and the Shutdown Rods remain withdrawn. 



RO Question 87 SRO Question 87 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier~Group 2/1 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 00 l .K2.02 Knowledge of bus power supplies to the One-line diagram of 
power supply to trip breakers 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 3.7 · 

Objective ASEEOK2.0l Given Plant conditions, determine ifthe CROM motors 
have power. 

References ASEE Control Rod Drive Mechanisms and Controls 
Reactor Control System SOP-6 

E-5, Sh.I 480 V Motor Control Centers 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that a loss of a single power supply · 
will cause the Regulating Rods to trip into the core. 

Notes. 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that a loss of a single .power supply 
will cause the Shutdown Rods to trip into the core. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that a loss of a single power supply 
will cause the all.rods to trip into.the core. 

D. CORRECT .. A loss of the CRDM power supply only results in an 
inability to move the rods. A trip will only occur if both clutch 
power supplies, Y30 and Y40, are lost or interupted. 



Question 88 
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A reactor trip has occurred. Numerous alarms have come in which are NOT normally 
related to a reactor trip. 

The operators should ... 

A. immediately report all unexpected al~s~, . 
' ·:·.t;~~k='..f.~~+~~+-·· . ·. 

·immediately report all signifiam~rms.· 8. 
.·;·· 

c. wait and report all ~~p~0-
;~=-"' 

D. 

Answer 

B. 

~/"f~ .. , """'"{ !-'~£,. 7 
f 

/;., ,.,._-"'_..R,~,.t~ «C!.7 ~~~ .. 

letion oft~~ immediate actions. 



RO Question SRO Question 88 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
1QCFRSS.43(b) Item 5 

KA 2.4.31 Kilowledge of annunciators alarms and indications, and use of 
the response instructions. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.4 

Objective ADA GOG 1.22 Describe the Alarm Response Standard requirements IA W 
Admin Procedure 4.00. 

References ADAG APs 1.15, 4.00, 4.02, 4.07, 4,08 
Admin4.00 
Admin4.06 

Question Source New 

Operations Organization, Responsibilities, Conduct 
EOP Development and Implementation 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that any alarm should be immediately 
reported to the CRS. 

B. · CORRECT. For transient conditions, the Control Room Supervisor 
shall be informed of significant alarms and shall acknowledge 
receipt. Notification of significant alartns by the operator shall 
consider priority of competing communications and actions. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that communication should be 
avoided until completion of immediate actions. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that communication should be 
avoided until completion of immediate actions. 

Notes Distractor "D" was also considered a correct response based upon new 
information provided during the post.;.exainination review. 



Question 89 

Given the following conditions: 

• The reactor is critical at 2% power. 
• All Main Turbine protective relays have been r 
• PCS temperature is 530°F and rising slo 
• HIC-0780A, Steam Dump Control, is · 
• PIC-0511, Steam Bypass Pressur 

If reactivity is added to the co e 
temperature will steam flo p 

A. 532°F 

B. 536°F 

C. 540°F 

D. 545°F 

Answer 

D. 545°F 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

UAL with 0% demand. 

•· 't , 



RO Question SRO Question 89 
RO Tier/Group 
lOCFRSS.41 (b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 111 
10CFRSS.43(b) Item 5 

KA 000074.EA2.03 Ability to determine or interpret the following as they apply to 
a Inadequate Core Cooling: Availability of turbine bypass 
valves for cooldown 

RO Importance SRO Importance 4. l 

Objective ASJBOK4.04 Given Plant conditions and available Control Room 
references (when applicable): a. Determine which of the following valves 
will open to relieve secondary steam pressure: Lstearn dump valves 2. 
turbine bypass valve 3. secondary code safeties 

References ASJB Main Stearn 
D-PAL-87-095 
SOP-7 

Partial Opening of Secondary Code Safeties 
Main Stearn System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes the TBV will use the steam pressure 
signal to maintain 900 psia, which is equivalent to approximately 
532°F. This signal is NOT affected by resetting the 386/AST relay, 

Notes 

but is overriden by the controller being in MANUAL. . 
B. Carididate incorrectly believes that the steam pressure signal to the 

TBV is not enabled with the 386/AST relay reset so the output from 
the ADV error signal will open the TBV. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the ADVs (which are disabled by 
resetting the 386/AST) will control temperature. 

D. CORRECT. The output from HIC-0780A to the TBV and the 
ADVs is disabled by resetting the 386/AST, and the TBV will not . 
open with PIC-0511 in MANUAL at 0%, so temperature will 
increase until pressure causes the first bank of safeties to open. 
- . 

QUESTION IS COMMON TO RO AND SRO EXAMS. SEE RO 
QUESTION 30. . 

! 



Question 90 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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During power operations, a review of the "released for repair" work orders must be 
performed by a Senior Reactor Operator. 

How often is this review required to be performed?· 

A. Every shift 

B. · Once per day 

C. Once per week 

D. 

Answer 

C. Once per week 



RO Question SRO Question 90 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA. 2.2.17 Knowledge of the process for managing maintenance activities 
during power operations. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.5 

Objective ADAGOG 1.26 Describe the Work Order Review Standard requirements 
IA W Admin Procedure 4.00. 

References ADAG . APs 1.15, 4,.00, 4.02, 4.07, 4.08 
Admin 4.00 Operations Organization, Responsibilities, Conduct 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that this must be accomplished on a 
shiftly basis since there is potential for a work order to impact the 
plant at any time. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that this must be accomplished on a 
daily basis since there is potential for a work order to impact the 
plant at any time, but recognizes that this review may take more than 
a shift to accomplish. 

C. CORRECT. Ortce per week, during Power Operation or as directed 
by the Operations Superintendent, a review of "released for repajr" 
work orders shall be performed by a Senior Reactor Operator 
beginning on Saturday during 'B' shift (scheduled via weekly 
schedule). 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes thatthis is the correct time frame 
based due to the potentially extensive time required for completion. 
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Question 91 

Given the following conditions: 

• .. 
• 
• 
• 
• 

A. 

8. 

c. 

Shutdown Cooling is in service with a cooldown in progress at 40°F/hr . 
Two (2) PCPs are in service . 
Charging Pump P55A is operating . 
Letdown is in service . 

:.·-;:=,~:;·~::.;~:f.:,1, - .:-~: 
Variable L TOP is in the SOC Mode;:.~. .,> \"i · ·: • 

.: • :.>~~!• f:·.:·~"(:,;;;.,.._ -~~,~ < ,> tA•: ~:.• ..... ; ~~ .. ~~-:~~ 

A major rupture of the Instrun.;>:~t;A:ii'~~ystem ~~;!fr~~ complete loss of Instrument 
Air. .. f0· · ··w~· 

·.)" 

.1 . .<~iF~~: ... 
The PCS will.'1 ",-,_ . 

D. PCP seals will begin to he 

Answer· 

A. The PCS will begin to heat up. 



:· 

RO Question 91 SRO Question 91 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/3 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 7 10CFRS5.43(b) Item 

KA 078.K3.02 Knowledge of the effect that a lqss or malfunction of the IAS 
will have on the following: Systems having pneumatic valves 
and controls 

RO Importance 3.4 SRO Importance 3.6 

Objective ASBCOAl.01 Given various Plant conditions and one or more of the 
following annunciators in the alarmed condition: 2) EK-1102, Instrument 
Air Low Pressure 

References ASBC Instrument and Service Air System 
.Loss of Instrument Air ONP-7.1 

ARP-7 Auxiliary Systems Scheme EK-11 

Question· Source New 

Justification 'A. CORRECT. CV-3025, Shutdown Cooling HX Outlet, fails closed 
and CV-3006, Shutdown Cooling HX Bypass, fails open. Thiswill 
result in no PCS cooling. With PCPs running, the PCS will heat up. . 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the pressurizer spray valves 
and/ or the pressurizer PO RVs will fail open on a loss of air. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that charging isolates and/or letdown . 
orifice valves open on a loss of air, but charging valves fail open and 
letdoWn isolates. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that CCW valves to containment fail 
closed on a loss of air, but valves fail as-is. 



Question 92 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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The.'design reasons for automatic closure of the Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) 
following a steam line break includes all of the following EXCEPT minimizing the ... 

A. cooldown rate of the PCS. 

B. steam generator inventory loss. 

c. pressure rise inside contairun~l; · ·.,' ;··: .. 

-~ ·!_ ~~?~~;~;,. ,Ji ~·~-:~<~~~;(~::::·~~. . 
release of radioactivitY: to the1,¢Pyiromrieht in the eveiltic'lfa concurrent SGTR. 

tf~ti ~,;'.~~~;~~~; 'f'\ <:-~~~0h . . 
D. 

Answer ·;~w~.> 
B. 



RO Question 92 SRO Question 92 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/3 
10CFRSS.4l(b) Item 5 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 045.2.4.18 Knowledge of the specific bases for EOPs. 

RO Importance 2. 7 SRO Importance 3 .6 

Objective ASJBOKl.03 State the consequence of failing to close the MSIVs when 
required by low SIG pressure. 

References ASJB Main Steam 
FSAR 10.2.1 Main Steam System 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the MSIVs isolate to conserve 
inventory in addition to ensuring only 1 SG blows down to minimize 
the release of radioactivity in the event of a ruptured/faulted SG, and 
minimize the PCS cooldown rate. 

Notes 

B. CORRECT. The MSIVs isolate to ensure only 1 SG blows down to· 
minimize the pressure rise inside containment, minimize the release 
of radioactivity in the event of a ruptured/faulted SG, and minimize 
the PCS cooldown rate .. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the MSIV s isolate to conserve 
inventory in addition to ensuring only 1 SG blows down to minimize 
the pressure rise inside containment, and minimize the PCS 
cooldown rate. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the MSIVs isolate to conserve 
inventory in addition to ensuring only 1 SG blows down to minimize 
the pressure rise inside containment, and minimize the release of 
radioactivity in the event of a ruptured/faulted SG. 



Question 93 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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A loss of offsite power occurred from 100% power 30 minutes ago. 

The following conditions are noted: 

• Both SGs are available. 
• PCS subcooling is 32°F. . 

-;_:.-. 
• Average of Qualified CETs is 54Q0J.K,: ... ,, 
• Loop T-hots are 530°F and rising;s'ioW,)y. ·" · 
• Loop T-colds are 475°F and"i~~g'~lowly. .,,·,.: r::·'fJ:. 

· .,;,;::t ·;'':(;~~·~tt" ·'''~~,94~. X~rJi'~:.~ 
Which of the following acgqij!'.\should:, ,,,.,,.,. '"''.],#)·'enhance nat@circulation? 

~> > ,.~ .(~~ .,....... ·:,;,~. M 

A. 

B. 

D. Initiate Auxiliary Spray. 

Answer 

B. Throttle closed the Atmospheric- Dump Valves. 



Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Common Question Reference Sheets 

RO Question 93 SRO Question 93 
RO Tier/Group 1/3 SRO Tier/Group 1/3 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 8/10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 000056.AK 1.01 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
· concepts as they apply to Loss of Off site Power: Principle of 
cooling by natural convection 

RO Importance 3.7 SRO Importance 4.2 

Objective TBART00.01 Given plant conditions involving a loss of all immediately 
available AC power, respond IA W EOP 3.0. 

References TBAR EOP 3.0, Electrical Emergency Recovery 
Station Blackout Recovery EOP-3.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that inadequate subcooling margin 
exists to verify NC flow and turns on heaters to increase subcooling. 

B. CORRECT. Core ~Tis exceeding its 14nit and T-hots are . 
·increasing. These are both indications that excessive steaming or 
feeding is occurring, causing the large ~ T. T-hots are increasing to 
create an adequate density difference to establish NC flow. 

C. Candidate incorre~tly believes that increasing AFW flow will 
inGrease NC flow under these conditions, but the excessive ~ T 

. indicates the steaming and/or feeding rates are too high . 
.D. Candidate incorrectly believes that excessive subcooling exists and 

opens spray to lower subcooling. 

Notes Distractor "C"· was also considered an acceptable answer to the question based 
upon the plant conditions given. 



Question 94 
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Due to extremely cold temperatures, the SW High Capacity Outlet Valves from the 
Containment Air Coolers VHX-1, VHX-2, and VHX-3 are all CLOSED and the Outlet 
Bypass Valves are all OPEN. 

The following conditions occur: 

A. 

B. 

C. Close CV.;.0867, 

D. 

Answer 

A. Close CV-0824, SW Return from Containment 

\ 



RO Question 94 SRO Question 94 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 7 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 006.K2.04 Knowledge of bus power supplies to the ESF AS operated 
valves. 

RO Importance 3.6 SRO Importance 3.8 · 

Objective ASHAG 12.02 Given plant conditions, predict the status of any specified 
SIS train·or component. 

References ASHA Safety Injection System 
Service Water System 
Loss of Service Water 

DBD-1.02 
ONP-6.1 
EOP Sup 5 Checklist for Safeguards Equipment Following SIAS 

Question Source New 

. Justification A. CORRECT. With only 1 SW Pump available (P7A and P7C have 
no power), SW notrequired for non-operating containment fans 
(VHX-112/3 have no power) is isolated and provided to other 
equipment. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that these valves, which are right 
channel, will not get an open signal due to the loss of power. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that this will reduce SW requirements 
to containment, but inlet valve is already closed. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that with no power to the right 
channel fans and pumps, VHX-4 should be supplied with SW to 
remove containment heat. 



Question 95 

Given the following conditions: 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

• A refueling outage was completed 85 days ago ...• ; 
• The last spent fuel bundle was moved into the poof20 days before the end of the 

outage. f' . .)]:.~-:·. 
• A shipping cask is required to be move4:ovet":the Spent fuel pool. 

• The Spent Fuel Pool HVAC iss0~~ '$li~~t~~l~t . . 
Restrictions are in place to limit(', lity 9,0ncems"'an~~@.tl.iological consequences of 
dropping th~ cask during ~mcii '1 

· ' 
·}~->~ ... ,, 

When is the earliesl '· t 
containing any fuel~·. 

''If: 

A. . Immediately 

C. After ~other 15 days 

D. After another 75 days 

Answer 

A. · Immediately 

. ;.,~ ;f~·~:· . 
over aifarea of the pool NOT 



RO Question 95 SRO Question 95 
RO Tier/Group 2/3 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFRSS.41(b) Item 5 10CFRSS.43(b) Item 

KA 034.2.2.26 Knowledge of refueling administrative requirements. 

· RO Importance 2.5 SRO Importance 3.7 

Objective ASIAOG5.05 State the basis for the shipping cask movement restrictions 
imposed by Standing Order 54 Section 3 .21. 

Referenc'es ASIA Reactor Side Refueling Machine and Tilt Machines 
Standing Order 54. S054 

Question Source New 

Justification A. CORRECT. After 90 days of decay time, no restrictions apply 
other than moving the cask over an area which contains no fuel. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the SFP HVAC is required_to be 
operating, but this restriction only applies until 90 days of decay 
time have occurred. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that no movement is allowed until 
120 days of decay time has occurred. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that no movement is allowed until 
180 days of decay time has occurred. 



:-. 
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Question 96 

The following conditions exist: 

• The crew is responding in accordance with EOP-7.0, Loss of All Feedwater 
Recovery. ·' 

• Auxiliary feed water is NOT available. . •. 
• Main condenser vacuum is 8"Hg and slo~ly::Pi"opping • 

. ~2 {_:,.\, .. ''4;·t:·;~~~'&iB·: ~;;, 
The operator places the LOW SG ~~S:\}1UTO CllQ~~ keyswitches to DEFEAT to 

n · · .. ,.•,.<:1' .• l ·r• •\.I":·)'""!: .. ::~.,,·· ·.~ 

allow establishing flow to the.s® ,,.,,,,~'. A;,\;~'t,: 
.... :, . :· ~~ 

A. 
{di~~~. 

Service Water via lli~". 1 

B. 

c. 

D. Condensate via the ·· 

. Answer 

D. Condensate via the Main Feed Reg Bypass valve. 



RO Question 96 SRO Question 96 
RO Tier/Group 2/1 SRO Tier/Group 2/1 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 10 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 059.2.4.20 Knowledge of operational implications of EOP warnings, 
cautions, and notes. 

RO Importance 3.3 SRO Importance 4.0 

Objective ASLCOG4:01 Describe the function of the Main Feed Regulating Bypass 
Valve "auto 'closure on low S/G pressure" key switch. 

References ASLC Steam Generator Water Level Control (SGWLC) 
Loss of All F eedwater Recovery EOP-7.0 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that a low pressure defeat is required 
to establish this flow path. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that a low pressure defeat is required 
to ~stablish this. flow path. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the feed pump will oI'e_rate with 
vacuum at this value. ·Requires 1 S"Hg vacuum . 

. 0.. CORRECT. Placing this keyswitch in defeat allows feeding the 
SGs through the bypass feed reg valves.. A condensate pump must 
be used due to no vacuum available for the feed pump. 

I . 



Question 97 

. Given the following conditions: 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
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• Preparations are being made to establish refueling operations conditions. 
• PCS level is at the vessel flange. 
• Chemistry reports PCS boron concentration is 2,285.·ppm. 
• BAST concentration is 12,885 ppm. . ·: . .. . 
• The required refueling boron conc~tr~ion.mclud~;~ additional 25 ppm for 

sampling errors. . >~!~t•~~1~r·;; ·''~\. ·'J:'?:'11¥;t \, . . 
Approximately how much b$)tj.c acicJ;oim1.st ~F.~d to bririg~P~ boron concentration to 
refueling concentration r '' :'.: by'''~,''' -~:;;. ;,~C,' 

A. 190 gallons~:. 

B. · 280 gallons 

C. . 330 gallons 

D. 480 gallons 

Answer 

D. 480 gallons 

INCLUDE TECHNICAL DATA BOOK FIGURE 1.1, SHUTDOWN MARGIN 
PARAMETERS, AND FIGURE 8.2, FORMULA SHEET; PAGES 1-3. 



RO Question 97 SRO Question 97 
RO Tier/Group 2/2 SRO Tier/Group 2/2 
10CFR55.41(b) Item lJ 10CFR55.43(b) Item 

KA 029.2.2.30 Knowledge of RO duties in the control room during fuel 
handling such as alanns from fuel handling area, 
coinmunication with fuel storage facility, systems operated 
from the control room in support of fueling operations, and 
supporting instrumentation. 

RO Importance 3.5 SRO Importance 3.3 

Objective IOTDG 12.01 Given plant conditions involving refueling operations and 
appropriate Control Room references, determine .what actions must be 
taken to continue refueling operations. · 

References IOTD Refueling Operations \ 
Shutdown Margin Parameters , 
Formula Sheet 

TDB Fig 1.1 
TDB Fig 8.2 
GOP-11 

·Question Source New · 

· Refueling Operations and Fuel Handling 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes refueling boron concentration is 2320 
ppm (subtracts 25 ppm additional) and also incorrectly uses the hot 
volume formula (actual calculation is 191 gallons). 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes refueling boron concentration is 2320 
/ ppm (subtracts 25 ppm additional), but ~ses the correct cold volume 

formula (actual calculation is 280 gallons). 
C. Candidate incorrectly uses the hot volume formula, but recognizes 

the required boron concentration is 2345 ppm, which includes the 
required 25 ppm additional (actual calculation is 328 gallons). 

D. CORRECT. Using Figure 8.2formula sheet and the given values, 
.. approximately 480 gallons (actually 481) are required to bring PCS 

boron concentration to 2345 ppm. 

Notes INCLUDE TECHNICAL DAT A BOOK FIGURE 1.1, SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN PARAMETERS, AND FIGURE 8.2, FORMULA SHEET, 
PAGES 1-3. 



Question 98 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

A team of maintenance personnel is inside containment when a loss of coolant occurs. 
They are unable to exit containment on their own and a rescue team has been assembled. 
It is expected that each member of the rescue team w 'Jl. be in a radiation field of 120 Rem 
for approximately 15 minutes. ' 

;:~;~; 
--. ·"ember of the rescue team is ... 

·:". 

A. over the age of 50. 

B. 

C. a volunteer. , ···~ 
/!~ .. 

D. 

Answer 

C. a volunteer. 



RO Question SRO Question 98 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFRSS.4l(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
1 OCFRSS.43(b) Item 4 

KA 2.3.10 Ability to perform procedures to reduce excessive levels of 
radiation and guard against personnel exposure. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.3 

Objective ADAAG15.04Describe the following IAW Ad.min Procedure 7.13. e. 
Unplanned/ Abnormal/Emergency Entry. 

References ADAA APs 1.0, 5.09, 7.0, 8.0, 11.0, 13.0 
Site Emergency Director EI-2.l 

Question Source New 

·Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that age is a reason for selection since 
the long term effects of high exposure is lower in older persons 
(shorter life expectancy, therefore less time to experience long term 
effects). 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes that the capability of fathering/bearing 
children is a reason for selection due to the potential genetic effects 
of high. dose exposures. · 

C. CORRECT. Any potential exposure exceeding 25 Rem TEDE must 
be a volunteer and sign a statement that they have been briefed and 

. understand the risks involved. 
D. ·Candidate incorrectly believes that not being rel(!ted t<? one of the 

victims is a reason for selection due to concerns about more than one 
family member being lost due to a single industrial accident. 



Question 99 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

· The crew is performing the diagnostics of EOP-1.0, Standard Post-Trip Actions, and the 
following conditions are noted: 

• All reactivity control requirements are met. 
• There are NO indications of a SGTR . 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

The crew should go to ... 

A. 

B. EOP-4.0, Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery 

C. EOP-6.0, Excess Steam Demand Event 

D. EOP-8.0, Loss of Offsite Power/Forced Circulation Recovery 

Answer 

C. EOP-6.0, Excess Steam Demand Event 



RO Question SRO Question 99 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.4l(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 1/1 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 2 

KA CE.E02.EK 1.3 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following 
concepts as they apply to the Reactor Trip Recovery: 
Annunciators and conditions indicating signals; and remedial 
actions associated with the Reactor Trip Recovery 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.4 

Objective TBADOAI.03 Given any symptom of an Excess Steam Demand Event, 
. explain how you would attempt to verify that symptom. 

References TBAD Excess Steam Demand Event 
Excess Steam Demand Event 
Standard Post-Trip Actions 

EOP-6.0 
EOP-1.0 

. Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the Station Blackout procedure -
should be used, but this is only used when no vital blises are 
powered. 

Notes 

B. Candidate incorrectly believes a LOCA has occlirred due to the high 
indication on the Containmc;mt Area Monitors, but these monitors are 
susceptible to high failure in a harsh environment. 

C. CORRECT. The rising subcooling~ lowering SG pressures, and low 
readings on the Containment High Range monitors, along with the 
high containment pressure and low PCS pressure, indicate that a 
steam break has occurred inside containment. -

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the loss of offsite power should 
be implemented, but this is only implemented if it is the sole event. 

. ---- QUESTION IS COMMON TO RO AND SRO EXAMS. SEE RO 
' - -

QUESTION 78. 



Question I 00 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Senior Reactor Operator Examination 

After receiving a report of apparent sabotage to plant equipment during a refueling 
outage, your investigation leads you to believe the report is substantiated. 

The NRC must be notified within ... 

A. 15 minutes. 

B. I hour. 

C. .4 hours. 

D. 24 hours. 

Answer 

.B. l hour. 



RO Question SRO Question 100 
RO Tier/Group 
10CFR55.41(b) Item 

SRO Tier/Group 3 
10CFR55.43(b) Item 5 

KA 2.4.28 Knowledge of procedures relating to emergency response to 
sabotage. 

RO Importance SRO Importance 3.3 · 

Objective ADAMGl.03 Describe the following IAW Admin Procedure 10.22. b. 
Tampering or sabotage:. definition and immediate notification 
requirements 

References ADAM APs 10.00, 10.01, 10.03, 10.05, 10.22 
Plant Security Program Admin 10.22 

Admin 3.04 Reporting Requirements 

Question Source New 

Justification A. Candidate incorrectly believes that the 15 minute time limit used for 
notifying county and state agencies_ in the event of an Emergency 
Declaration applies to NRC reportability. 

Notes 

·- ---- ---··-

B. CORRECT. If the tampering or sabotage is substantiated, an 
investigation shall be initiated immediately, and NRC reporting 
requirements shall be met in accordance with One-Hour Reportable 
Safeguards Events. 

C. Candidate incorrectly believes that the report does not have to be 
made for 4 hours. This time period is associated with many 
reportable events to the NRC. 

D. Candidate incorrectly believes that the report does not have to be 
made for 24 hours. This time period is associated with many 
reportable events to the NRC. 
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/ SUBJECTIVE SCORE 
!'INSTRUCTOR t.J.SE ONLY 
~ 00 <Sci <8Q::I C'/O> <SO> 

<SO> "40> ~OJ <20> c:10> 
c9:J c8:J c7:J c6:J c5:J 

C4:J c3:J c2:J C1:J cO:J 

(Tl (Fl KEY 
c5:J 

cA" cB" ~ cD:i cE" 

2... cB:J cC:J cO:J cE:J 

3 cA:J cB:J cC:i ~ cE:J 

4 cA" ~ c:C:J cO:J cE" 

5 c:A" - cC:J cO:J cE" 

6 cA" cB" ~ c:O:J c:E" 

7 cA" cB:J. cC:J ~ c:E" 

8 cA" cB" ~ c:O:J cE" 

9 cA:J cB:J ~ cO:J cE:J 

10 cA:J cB:J .., cO:J cE:J 

11 cA" cB" ~ c:D" cE" 

12 cA:J ~ cC:J cO:J. c_E:J 

cE:J 

IMPORTANT 

.... z:::m:&L"E'iil!!ili3• 
......... .....a . .- ........... ... _ 
•l~•a••••-·•••I• 

ftlWl-CTM -........ ...-.......... ...,._ ...... __ _ 
•110..-,_..... 

PART 1 

13 cA:J cB:J ~ cO:J 

14 - cB:J cC:J cO:J cE" . ·-< 
~1i&,_..c~~~,~~-..11111-•c~G;...2 ...... c~9~2__.,~EE.a~~~~ 

cE" 

cE" 

16 .. cB:J cC:i cO:J 

17 ~ cB:J cC:J cO:J 

18 ~ cB:J cC:J 

19~ ... cC" 
, . .,; ,.~ .. -

cO:J c:E-:J AC'C!.er-r A " µ K c..·n~. 
cO:J .cE:J 

21 cA:J ~ cC:J cO:i cE:J 

22 cA:i cB:J cC" ,._ ::E" 

23 .aa cB:J cC:J cO:J cE:J 

24 .... c:B:i cC:J cO" cE" 

25 c:A" cB:i ~ c:O:J cE" 

26 cA:J _. cC:J cO:J cE:J 

27 cA:J ~ cC:J cO:J cE:J 

28 cA:i cB:i cC:J ~ cE:J 

29 c:A:i cB:J ~ cO:J cE:J 

30 - cB:J cC:J cO:J cE:J 

31 c:A:J c:B:J ~ c:O" cE" 

32 cA:J 4li. cC:J cO:J cE:J 

33 cA:J ... cC:J cO:J cE:J 

34 cA" cB:J cC" ... c:E" 

35 cA:J ._. c:C:J cO:J c:E:J 

36 c:A:J ,~ c:.)C:J cO:J cE:J 

37 cA" -~ cC:J cO" c:E" 

38 cA" ~ cC:J c:O" c:E" 

39 .._ cB" c:C:J ~ c_E,, l\<i:.C.~t-r 

40 c:A:J_ ce :J -.:i C0:J c:E :J 

41 cA" ~ c:C:J cO" c:E" 

42 c:A:J c:B:J .. C0:J c:E:J 

43 c:A" ._. cC:J cO:J cE" 

44 cA:J cB:J cC:J ~ cE:J 

45 c A" c B :i ... c D" · c E :i 

46 cA" cB" c:C:J ~ cE:i 

47 cA:,- ,_. cC:J cO:J cE:i 

48 ._, cB:J cC:J cO:J cE:J 

49 ~ =B:J cC:J cO:J cf:J 

50 cA:J ~ _cC:J cO:J cE:i 

\ 

SCANTADN® FORM NO. 888-E 
TO REORDER CALL 1-800-826-7196 ~ 

·m = lE 



SUBJECTIVE SCORE 
' .INSTRUCTOR USE ONLY 

(T) (F) KEY 

- c'!l.:i c2:i c3:1 - ·c5:1 
51 cA:i ce:i cC:i .a cE:i 

52..-, ce:i cC:i cQ:i cE::i 

53 ... cB::i cC:i cO:i cE::i 

54 cA:i ~ cC:i 

55 .... ce:i cC:i 

56 cA:i W9> cC:i 

57.._ ce:i cC:i 

cQ:i cE:i 

cQ:i cE::i 

cO:i cE::i 

cQ:i cE::i 

- 58 cA:i cB:i _., cO:i cE::i 

59 cA:i cB:i ~ cO:i cE::i 

60 cA:i -~ cC:i cO:i cE::i 

-
-

-

611~ ce:i 

62 cA:i cB:i 

63 cA:i cB:i 

64 cA:i cB:i 

cC:i cQ:i cE::i 

cC::i ._. cE::i 

cC:i ~ cE::i 

cC:i .. cE::i 

85 cA:i cB:i .. cQ:i cE:i 

66 .- cB:i cC:i cQ:i cE:i 

87 cA:i cB:i 

88 cA:i ce:i 

89 cA:i • 
7~ ce:i 

71 .. ce:i 

72 cA:i .-

73 cA:i -
74 ... ce:i 

cC:i ~ 

~ co:i 

cC:i cQ:i 

cC:i co:i 

cc:i co:i 

cC:i co:i 

cC:i cO:i 

cC:i cO:i 

ce:i -. co:i cE:i 

cB:i cC:i .- cE:i 

- 78 cA:i ,._. cC:i co:i cE::i 

- 79 cA:i ce:i cC:i ~ cE:i 

80 cA:i ce:i ~ cO:i cE:i 

- 81411 ce:i· cC:i cO:i ·cE::i 

82cA:i ~ cC:i cO:i cE:i 

- 83 cA:i .. cC:i co:i cE:i 

84 cA:i ~e:i .._ co:i cE:i 

85 cA:i cB:i cC:i - cE:i 
86 ~ .cB:i cC:i cO:i cE:i 

,. 

.... DlllM ..... 
• ...... COlllllUftU' ......... 

IMPORTANT 

'°'* ... C'IM ..-...................... .-
'°""_ ...... ~-•llO~---

........... : .•..•. ~······ 

PART2 

87 cA:i cB:i cC:i ~ cE:i '"';;l" •";\.. . 
88 cA:i ~ cC:i ia- cE::i lc«<f"< IJ U• LI lf:f 61'-(-er' .if.ix;~~ 

--
--

89 cA::i cB::i cC:i ~ cE::i 

90 cA:i ce:i ~ cO:i cE::i 

91 _. cB:i cC:i co:i cE::i 

92 cA:i ._ cC:i cO:i 

93 cA::i ~ _. _;:D:i 

944' cB:i cC:i cO::i 

95- ce::i cC:i cQ:i cE::i 

96 cA::i cB:i cC::i .- cE::i 

97 cA'j cB:i cC:i - cE::i 
98 cA::i cB::i ~ cQ::i cE::i 

99 cA::i cB::i .._ cQ::i cE::i 

- 100 cA::i ~ cC::i cO::i cE::i 



REFERENCES INCLUDED IN SENIOR REACTOR OPERA TOR 
WRITTEN EXAMINATION 

TECHNICAL DA TA BOOK 

• Figure 1.1, Shutdown Margin Parameters 
• Figure 1.9, Power Dependent Insertion Limits 
• Figure 8.2, Formula Sheet, Pages 1-3 

EOP SUPPLEMENTS 

• 1 (Pages 1-5) 
• 9 (Pages J-2) 
• 10 (Pages 1-2) 
• 11 (Pages 1-2) 

• ONP-17, Attachment 1 (Pages 2-8) 

• SOP-1,Attachment 5 (Pages 1-2) 

ENGINEERING MANUAL 

·• EM-04-01, Attachment 1 (Marked Up) 

STEAM TABLES 

MOLLIER DIAGRAM 

J ' 



Cycle 14 ~ ..... 

·~1 

Palisades Technical Data Book 
Figure 1.1 

SHUTDOWN MARGIN PARAMETERS 

ROD WORTH 

100 MWd/MTU 

14470 MWd/MTU 

STUCK ROD WORD1 

100 MWd/MTU 

14470 MWd/MTU 

~ t 

RECIPRQCAL BORON WORTH 

100 MWd/MTU · 

7000 MWdlMTU 

14470 MWd/MTU 

%&-", HFP 

6.83 

7.82 

%&p, HFP 

1.12 

·1.56 

ppinl%Ap,HFP 

131.6 

121.7 

108.2 . 

REFUELING BORON CONCENTRATION ppm 

2345 

Revision 0 

CDNTROllED CGr'f 

Appaved By: ~ . . 
Reecmr EiigNering SUpeMIOI 

Reference: EMF ~ JC8 
EMF-~O.~P) 
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Palisades Technical Data Book 
Figure 1.9 

POWER DEPENDENT INSERTION LIMtTS 
FOUR PUMP OPERATION 

Revision 2 
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Page 1 of 3 Palisades Technical Data Book 
Figure 8.2 

FORMULA SHEET 

Revision 2 

NOTE: ttlU equations should be used for a PCS temperature greater than or 
equal to 350 °F and ~equations should be used for a PCS temperature 
less than 350 °F. 

1 . BORON ADDITION 

. , {BAST (ppm) - PCS,N,TIAl. (ppm)] 
A. V,.,0 r (Gal 8.A) = 5.77 x 10 I BAST (ppm)- PCS,,NM. (ppm) 

. . , {BAST {ppm)- PC~rrw. {ppm)] ·. 
B. Vcol.!J (Gal 8. A.) = 8.48 X 10 I BAST (ppm)_ PCS,,iw. (ppm) 

. . . ) [Gal of ~Oto borate] x (Desired ppm increase] 
c. v (Gal B.A. for desired ppm increase = BAST (ppm) 

2. DILUTION 

. .. {PCS,..ITW. (ppm)] 
A. V..or (Gal PMW) = s.n x 10 1 PCS,,iw. (ppm) 

, {PC~ (ppm)] B. Vc0ui (Gal PMW) = 8.48 x 10 I pcs,_._ (ppm) .· 

3. BLEND RATIO 

# of Gal PMW = BAST (ppm) _ 
1 

Gal of B. A. PCS (ppm) . 

Approved By: ~ 
E ~ . s . Reactor ng1neenng uperv1sor 



?age 2 of 3 Palisades Technical Data Book 
Figure 8.2 

FORMULA SHEET 

4. MIXING WATER AND CONCENTRATED BORIC ACID 

(Initial Gal x Initial Cone) 
A. Final Concentration = 

(Initial Gal + Gal H20 Added) 

B. 
Gal of H20. 

Needed for = 
Desired Cone 

{Initial Gal x Initial Cone) 
- Initial Gal 

Final Cone 

5. MIXING 2 TANKS OF DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 

(ConcA x VolA) + {Cone; x Vo~) 
A. Final Concentration = ~__;.;.._-~--.:..-.....;..._~ 

(Vol" + Vo~) 

{Final Concentration - Cone;) x Vol8 

C ( 1 Final Concentration) 
oncA x -

Cone" 

QR. 

·Gal of Cone 
(Gal of Water to Borate x Desired PPM Increase) B. A. for Desired • .;..._ _____________ .,._ 

PPM Increase PPM of Cone B. A. x ( 1- ~;~ ~~~~:::~~~) 

Approved By: 1?$7f4Wl<'-= · 
Reactor Engineering Supervisor 

Revision 2 

- - .. .,;_ ___ "_ -~-
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Palisades Technical Data Book 
Figura 8.2 

FORMULA SHEET 

Revision 2 

6. TO PREDICT OR DETERMINE EVAPORATOR BOTTOMS CONCENTRATION 

Gal of Feed A. 
to Evap 

Increase in Bottom Cone E C t V 1 = x vap oncen rate o ume 
Cone of Feed to Evap -

7. GAS PRESSURE. TEMPERATURE. VOLUME RELATIONSHIP 

P,V, = P2V2 

T, T2 

P = Absolute Pressure 

V =Volume 

T = Temperature (0 Rankine) (°F + 460) 

Approved By: ~ . 
Reactor Engineering Supervisor 

.----·----
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